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Abstract
One of the guiding principles in orthodontics is to gradually impose progressive and irreversible bone deformations due to remodeling using specific force systems on the teeth.
Bone remodeling leads the teeth into new positions with two tissues having a major influence: the periodontal ligament and the alveolar bone. Their mechanical and biological/physiological reactions to orthodontic forces are tightly linked. This mechanical biological coupling can be treated in biomechanical models, focusing on the mechanics and
considering the phenomenological aspects of the biology/physiology. The development of
such a model for bone tissue within a Finite Element framework is the core of this work.
We propose to reconcile two approaches of bone modeling (small strains linear elasticity for
remodeling problems and complex constitutive models for other applications) by writing a
constitutive model for trabecular bone at macroscopic level, built on morphological parameters to describe the anisotropy, and accounting for effects such as plasticity of the trabeculae. The continuum parameters such as the stiffness can evolve with morphology as remodeling occurs in the tissue. For this, we extend and enhance Doblaré and Garcia’s remodeling
phenomenological model. The remodeling process corresponds to an evolution of a damage tensor representing the bone morphology. To do so, we propose an integration method
for an anisotropic Continuum Damage model coupled to plasticity. Adapting Doblaré and
Garcia’s remodeling law to our constitutive model, we extend it so that it can be used in the
specific case of orthodontic tooth movement, still following Frost’s mechanostat theory. We
propose to include the hydrostatic pressure dependency of remodeling, due to the presence
of the periodontal ligament, within the bone remodeling law. We finally present a validation
method for the mechanical representation of the bone matrix through the knowledge of its
morphology, both on engineered cellular solids with bone-like morphology (aluminum and
polymeric foams) and on bone (Deer antler) samples.
Applying the model on the benchmark problem of the proximal femur remodeling, leads
to results that are comparable to other models of the literature. We can therefore assume
the way the remodeling model is built is valid. We finally apply the developed model to orthodontic tooth movement simulations. First we propose a model accounting for the nonlinear mechanical response of the PDL through either bilateral contact conditions or spring
models. We then present applications of orthodontic tooth movement, either displacement
driven or force driven, both 2D and 3D. We thus show we can qualitatively represent the
tooth movement, however outlining some of the drawbacks of the models (an unphysiological density distribution can arise due to the poor representation of the actual loads and a
strong dependence on the boundary conditions is pointed out). However, we can represent
the formation and resorption of hyaline areas, the non-linearity of the force/displacement
relationship, and that applying a stepwise increasing force leads to higher displacements
than a high initial force as there is no hyaline zone to resorb.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

One of the guiding principles in orthodontics is to gradually impose progressive and irreversible bone deformations using specific apparatus as force systems acting on the teeth.
The bone deformation will lead the teeth into new locations. By optimizing load distribution, i.e. positions and intensities, orthodontic treatment could be reduced both in time and
cost. However, nowadays, the nature and length of orthodontic treatments are mainly experience based, empirical, rather than simulation based. Therefore, even though some typical
force conversion into movements is known, the physiological reaction is different for every
patient, and the treatment needs to be adjusted regularly. A simulation based treatment using computer models would however allow to account for some patient-specific features,
and therefore an orthodontic tooth movement software would be a valuable tool for the orthodontist.
Such a simulation tool needs to model not only the (patient- and treatment-specific) anatomy and system of forces through geometrical models of the tissues and the orthodontic
appliances but also the biological and mechanical reactions of all tissues and materials involved.
The geometrical and mechanical description of the appliances is quite classical in mechanics, using for instance CAD models for the geometry and classical metallic alloys or polymer
and rubber constitutive models.
Concerning the tissues however, tools are currently developed both to describe their geometry and their biological and mechanical effects. In patient-specific modeling, the state-ofthe-art representation of the anatomy is to reconstruct its geometry from medical images,
such as CT-scans or MRI’s. However, these imaging technologies are not often used on a
clinical basis. Therefore, tools to parametrize the geometry with classical imaging systems
used in clinics such as X-rays classical radiography (or orthopantomogram a.k.a. dental
panoramic radiography) need to be developed. This important geometrical issue will however not be dealt with in this work.
The biological and mechanical reactions of the tissues also need to be modeled. In orthodontic tooth movement, two tissues have a major influence: the periodontal ligament
and the alveolar bone. Their mechanical and biological/physiological reactions to orthodon1
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tic forces are tightly linked. This mechanical/biological coupling can be treated in biomechanical models, focusing on the mechanics and considering only the phenomenological
aspects of the biology and physiology. In particular, such models should account for the coordinated bone resorption and formation (bone remodeling) in the alveolar bone that causes
orthodontic tooth movement. The development of such a model for bone tissue is the core
of this work, the goal of which is to provide a phenomenological constitutive model able to
simulate those coupled phenomena.
As a tool to describe the mechanics of orthodontic tooth movement due to remodeling, we
chose to work with the Finite Element Method (FEM). This FEM involves a series of computational procedures to calculate stresses and strains in each element, which produces a model
solution for these fields. Such a structural analysis allows the determination of stresses and
strains resulting from external force, displacement, and other factors. In particular, it can
deliver not only the global mechanical behavior of the structures involved (in our case the
teeth mobility), but also it gives access to local mechanical response of each tissue. Such a
knowledge of the local behavior is essential to couple the mechanics and the biology. The
FE method is extremely useful for indicating mechanical aspects of biomaterials and human
tissues that can hardly be measured in vivo. It also allows the use of models on complex
geometries and loading cases, accounting not only for structural and biological effects but
also for contact and complex boundary conditions (BC’s). To use a Finite Element model
on a clinical basis, all aspects of the model (constitutive laws, contact problem, BC’s representation, computational parameters, geometry representation, ...) need to be validated
on a few representative cases. We will not address here all these aspects. We will focus our
work on the development of specific biomechanical constitutive models for bone remodeling (therefore coupling the mechanical and biological behavior of bone tissue) and propose
to validate the purely mechanical behavior of this model. We will also verify that simple
cases of orthodontic tooth movements can be represented with our model when applied on
geometries reconstructed from CT-scans images.
This work therefore constitutes a first essential step into the development of predictive tools
in orthodontics. Such a tool should be completed with a systematic representation of BC’s
and geometry, as well as a simple procedure to adapt the constitutive parameters to a patientspecific physiology.
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Outline of the thesis
Following this introductory chapter, we first present the general principles of orthodontics starting with an anatomical and physiological description of the tissues involved in orthodontic tooth movement. We will see in chapter 2 that a physiological process named
bone remodeling is at the origin of morphological changes in the bone surrounding the teeth
and that these changes are responsible for tooth movement. On top of anatomical and physiological considerations and presentation of the principles of orthodontics, we also present
the tools used to measure the morphology of bone based on image analysis.
After this presentation of basic principles in anatomy, physiology and orthodontics, we then
present the basic tools used to mechanically describe the tooth movement. We therefore
present in chapter 3, the general principles of Continuum Mechanics in finite strains and
the discretization tool used in this work, the Finite Element Method. We close this chapter
with a few insights on the different constitutive models, and their time integration, that will
be used in this work.
As the basics of anatomy, physiology, orthodontics and computational mechanics have been
described, we continue with a presentation of the state-of-the-art in modeling the biomechanics of bone remodeling in orthodontics tooth movement. In chapter 4, we focus our
literature review on bone constitutive modeling and bone remodeling models.
We finally present the core of this work in chapter 5.
We first detail Doblaré and Garcia’s [62, 83] remodeling phenomenological model we based
our work on. This remodeling law is based on the Stanford model [16, 17, 30, 79], following Frost’s mechanostat theory [74, 76]. Doblaré and Garcia’s remodeling law is built on an
anisotropic Continuum Damage framework in small strains, the remodeling corresponding
to an evolution of the damage tensor representing the bone microstructure. Analyzing this
model, we will see that it not only considers a simple linear elastic behavior of the bone matrix, but it also has a few disadvantages compared to the Stanford model it is built on, as well
as a major inconsistency in its dimensional analysis.
We therefore propose to enhance Doblaré and Garcia’s model not only to use our new model
with an elastoplastic bone matrix expressed in a Finite Strain framework but also to solve
the drawbacks and inconsistencies of Doblaré and Garcia’s model. For this, we first present
an integration method for an anisotropic Continuum Damage model coupled to plasticity
(considering a von Mises plasticity of the bone matrix) in finite strains. We then show that
if the damage tensor is constant, i.e. if there is no remodeling and the bone morphology
is kept constant, our model is completely equivalent to an orthotropic elastoplastic model
with a Hill-like plasticity criterion. We therefore verify our integration method with other
integration methods dedicated to this type of models.
We close the presentation of our model by adapting Doblaré and Garcia’s remodeling law
to our constitutive framework. By using their concepts but starting over from the Stanford
3
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model, we overcome their inconsistencies while keeping the full coupling between the constitutive law and the remodeling one. We also extend the remodeling law so that it can be
used to the specific case of orthodontic tooth movement.
After presenting the sensitivity of our model to its main parameters (parameters describing
the bone matrix behavior, its morphology, and remodeling parameters) on a simple geometric configuration, we eventually present a validation method for the mechanical representation of the bone matrix through the knowledge of its morphology. As our model is a phenomenological, continuum-based, constitutive law to be used in bone remodeling problems
in a finite strain framework, it aims at describing the non-linear mechanical behavior of trabecular bone in the range of small to moderate strains. In this range, we will show that bone
mechanically behaves as a cellular elastoplastic solid. We therefore validate our model both
on engineered cellular solids with bone-like morphology (aluminum and polymeric foams)
and on actual bone (Deer antler) samples.
We then present the benchmark case for remodeling algorithms that is the proximal femur
remodeling, and compare our results to what can be found in the literature. This allows us to
at least qualitatively and partly quantitatively verify the accuracy of our remodeling model.
As we presented a constitutive law accounting for bone remodeling, verified its integration,
and validated its mechanical behavior and part of its remodeling one, we can finally in chapter 6 use it in orthodontic tooth movement simulations. We therefore present first a specific
representation of the periodontal ligament as it cannot geometrically be extracted from the
CT images. Then we present several types of tooth movement simulations both for 2D and
3D geometries. For some simulations, the use of the ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian)
formulation and/or remeshing techniques is necessary for the finite element mesh to keep a
good quality.

4
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Original contributions of this work
As there is an increasing number of publications dealing with orthodontic tooth movement
models, it is interesting to introduce here the novelties and original contributions of this
thesis. These are of five different natures:
• development of a fully coupled non-linear model for bone remodeling;
• validation of the underlying mechanical behavior of the constitutive model;
• development of a numerical integration procedure for an elastoplastic anisotropic continuum damage model;
• presentation of a novel periodontal ligament mechanical and geometrical representation;
• use of the ALE formulation and remeshing techniques in orthodontic tooth movement
problems.

Fully coupled non-linear model of bone remodeling
The goal of this work is to provide a constitutive model able to simulate the coupled biological and mechanical phenomenon within the bone in orthodontic tooth movement applications. Such models do already exist in the literature. However, they often do not account
for a strong coupling between mechanics and biology, proposing to adjust the mechanical
response of tissues with a remodeling phenomenological model in a lightly coupled manner. We here propose to fully include the remodeling behavior in the constitutive law. Also,
we will see that remodeling models, even when strongly coupled to the mechanical behavior, are often associated to simplified constitutive behavior such as linear elasticity. As bone
tissue is not a linear elastic material, we here associate remodeling to a non-linear model
(plasticity-like model in finite strain). This is done by considering the trabecular bone is an
anisotropic arrangement of elasto-plastic trabeculae. The anisotropy is measured by a fabric
tensor. The remodeling phenomenon is considered as having effects both on the anisotropy
and the density. The coupled biomechanical effect is therefore modeled as an anisotropic
continuum damage model, coupled to elasto-plasticity.
The simplified isotropic version of this model gave rise to a published paper in the Journal
of Computational and Applied Mathematics [172].

Validation of the underlying mechanical behavior of the constitutive model
Not only a model is developed accounting for the anisotropic morphology of trabecular bone
and its non-linear response, but its purely mechanical component (not accounting for the
remodeling) is validated against experimental data. For this, we use experimental data from
5
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compression tests for bone and bone-like (morphologically speaking) material samples. We
also propose a procedure to evaluate our model mechanical behavior for tension test by
performing in-silico tension tests on these material samples.
The validation on experimental compression tests gave rise to a published paper in the International Journal of Numerical Methods in Biomedical Engineering [174].

Integration procedure for an elastoplastic anisotropic continuum damage
model
As we develop an anisotropic continuum damage model coupled to elasto-plasticity, we also
propose a numerical integration procedure for such a model in a finite strains context. We
here propose a staggered scheme of integration instead of a fully coupled integration often
found in the literature. This allows us to reduce drastically the computational cost of such
an integration. Indeed we will show that using a staggered scheme, we switch from solving a
fully coupled nonlinear system with 13 scalar unknowns (6 for the stress tensor, 1 for the plastic multiplier and 6 for the damage tensor) to two decoupled systems of 7 scalar unknowns
(for the plasticity problem, nonlinear in only the plastic multiplier) and 6 scalar unknowns
(the anisotropic linear damage problem). We also propose for this integration procedure the
evaluation of an analytic consistent tangent operator that reduces again the computational
cost.

Novel periodontal ligament mechanical and geometrical representation
We will see that the mechanical characterization of the periodontal ligament is essential in
the predicted tooth movement. However, there is no clear agreement in the literature for the
constitutive law that represents best the periodontal ligament mechanical behavior. Furthermore, we will see the ligament geometry cannot be obtained from the CT-scan images
we build our geometry from. In most recent studies, the periodontal ligament is thus generated using scaling and/or Boolean operations on the teeth and bone interfaces in order to
obtain a thin enclosure. This approximation is performed despite the fact that most authors
agree on the importance of geometrical and material properties of the periodontal ligament
in the achievement of orthodontic tooth movement. We therefore propose an alternative
method to account for the mechanical role of the periodontal ligament without geometrically representing its thickness, using bilateral contact conditions.

Use of the ALE formulation and remeshing techniques
Finally, we will see that, due to remodeling and therefore softening of the bone tissue or when
the periodontal ligament is geometrically represented, large deformations are encountered
during the tooth movement. This leads to a finite element mesh deformation up to a point
where the mesh quality can not be sufficient enough either to continue the computation
6
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(if elements happen to get inverted) or simply to blindly trust the solution quality. To overcome this problem, we use both the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation and
a remeshing method. The ALE formulation allows, at every time-step of the simulation, to
represent the mesh movement independently from the material movement. The remeshing
method allows, at given predefined time-step, to completely remesh the deformed geometry.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that both methods (separately or together)
are used in orthodontic tooth movement problems. Indeed, a thorough search of the literature for the expressions “orthodontic tooth movement ” and “Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian ”
leads to zero result on any search engine (PubMed, ScienceDirect, or Google Scholar) 1 .
Relaxing the search to the words tooth movements and the expression “Arbitrary Lagrangian

Eulerian ” then gives two results (concerning biomechanical applications, there are dozens of
results on gear teeth not at all related to the problem we are interested in), one on a temporomandibular joint model [189] and the other on bolus containment in the oral cavity [191].
Finally a search of the word remesh (as well as its derivatives remeshing, remeshed ) and the
words tooth movements leads to dozen of results in biomechanical related literature. However, analyzing these results shows that most of them refer to the R EMESH module of M IMICS
(a software from Materialise, Leuven, that allows you to create finite element meshes starting
from medical images) which is used to refine a finite element mesh before conducting the
simulation. The only two results [113, 114] (of the same author) found that actually use a remeshing technique during the simulation are studies about fracture models in biomaterials
that use a remeshing algorithm around a crack propagation.

1

Literature search performed on the 1st of April 2012.
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Chapter 2
Anatomical Considerations and Principles
of Orthodontics
The engineer’s first problem in any design situation
is to discover what the problem really is.
- quote attributed to Sir Henry Royce
This chapter presents some generalities about the physiological phenomena present in orthodontic tooth movement. We therefore start by describing the anatomy of the facial skeleton and go down to the description of the tissues surrounding the teeth, including the different actors of the physiological equilibrium of the mouth. We then describe the mechanics of
orthodontic tooth movement. This is in no way an exhaustive description of the physiological activity leading to either the physiological equilibrium or the orthodontic tooth movement. It is a basic description of these concepts aimed at introducing the topic to engineers,
not to medical practitioners. We end this chapter by describing the morphological parameters (as well as the way to compute them) that will be needed to describe the anisotropy of
the bone tissue.
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CHAPTER 2. ANATOMICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND PRINCIPLES OF ORTHODONTICS

2.1 Anatomical and Physiological Considerations
When dealing with anatomy description, it is necessary to mention the conventions concerning localization with respects to anatomical planes (Fig. 2.1).
Three anatomical planes (and axis) are mostly used:
• the coronal plane, corresponding in humans to a frontal view,
• the sagittal plane, corresponding in humans to a profile view,
• the axial or transverse plane, corresponding in humans to a bottom-up view.
Orientation is defined according to directions relative to the body axis:
• antero-posterior, in humans from front to back,
• cranio-caudal, in humans from head to toes,
• in the axial plane, lateral (either left or right) is towards the exterior of the body and
medial, towards the center of the body,
• for the limbs, the distal end is at the tip of the limb, the proximal one is where it joins
the body.
Finally, in facial anatomy a curved surface is defined along the jaw, the alveolar arch. Teeth
may be aligned with their main axis identical to that of the jaw, but they can also be rotated.
In such a case using terms like anterior or lateral can be confusing. Therefore, a special set
of terms exists (see also Fig 2.6):
• lingual: facing the tongue,
• labial: facing the lips,
• buccal: facing the cheek,
• apical: toward the apex (extremity of the root) of a tooth,
• coronal: towards the crown of a tooth.

2.1.1 The Facial Skeleton
The facial skeleton (Fig. 2.2) is located anterior to the spinal column in an anterior and caudal
location with respect to the skull [92]. It is composed of two main parts, the cranial immobile one, called the superior facial complex, and the caudal mobile one, called the mandible
(sometimes also referred to as the lower maxilla).

10
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F IGURE 2.1: Anatomical planes and orientations
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F IGURE 2.2: Skull and face - anterior and lateral views, adapted from [92]
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F IGURE 2.3: mandible, adapted from [92]

The superior facial complex
There are thirteen bones in the superior facial complex, anchored to the skull and fused
together. The main one is the maxilla (actually composed of two symmetric parts linked by
the palatal suture), or the superior jaw. It holds the superior alveolar arch. The function of
the maxilla is to provide protection to the face, support of the orbits, hold the top half of the
teeth in place, and form the floor of the nose.
The mandible
The mandible (lower jaw)’s main function is to support the lower part of the face and to hold
the bottom half of the teeth in place (Fig. 2.3). The mandible is essential for movements
of the mouth. It is the only mobile bone of the face. It is articulated on each side by the
temporomandibular joints (TMJ), formed by the insertion of the mandibular condyles to the
glenoïd cavity of the temporal bone.
The mandible physiological rest position is the position it occupies when all the elements of
the stomatognathic system1 are in equilibrium. Antagonist teeth are then separated by the
occlusal space, lips are just in contact. At rest, a muscle can experience a residual tension,
called the muscle tone, which is due to a continuous and passive partial contraction. The
tone of the several muscles of the face is sufficient to compensate for the gravity effect on the
mandible and to maintain it in the physiological rest position (Fig. 2.4).
Dentofacial equilibrium
In this physiological state, the teeth are in equilibrium in their sockets under the action of
several types of forces, constant or intermittent, applied directly to the teeth or through the
1

The stomatognathic system is composed by the mouth, the teeth, the pharynx, and related structures
active in mastication, deglutition, and speech.
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F IGURE 2.4: Representation of muscular and anatomical forces on the mandible at physiological rest (adapted from [190]).
Attachment sites on mandible for masseter (M1 , M2 ), anterior temporalis (M3 , M4 ), lateral
pterygoid (M5 , M6 ), medial pterygoid (M7 , M8 ), and anterior digastric (M9 , M10 ) muscles
are shown. Arrows demonstrate approximate direction of muscle pull. Condylar forces
point of application (Fcond yl e,R , Fcond yl e,L ) and position of the mandibular teeth are also
represented.
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jaw. These forces generators are mainly the facial muscles, including the lips and tongue,
either in a physiological rest position for which the muscles are active at muscle tone, or
caused by any movement of the stomatognathic system.
The physiological teeth position depends on various factors apart from these forces, in particular:
• the tendency of the teeth to egress,
• the alveolar bone support,
• the elasticity of the periodontal ligament, a membrane of soft tissue seated between
the tooth and its alveolar bone.

The combined action of these forces and factors are variable in time and operate on living
tissues of high turn-over. The physiological equilibrium is therefore a fragile one.

2.1.2 The Teeth and their Environment
The teeth
Teeth are hard formations, implanted on the alveolar ends of both the maxilla and the mandible (Fig.2.5) [168, 194]. All teeth have the same structure (Fig. 2.6), with a crown, the visible
part of the tooth, and one or several roots1 , embedded in the bone. The junction between
root(s) and crown is called the collar. The crown is covered with enamel, which is the hardest, however very brittle, and most mineralized substance of the body.
The main mass of the tooth consists of dentin. It is softer than enamel but still the second
hardest tissue of the body. In normal conditions, the dentin is fully covered either by enamel
on the crown or by cementum on the root(s).
The inner part of the tooth consists of dental pulp, containing connective tissue, blood vessels and nerves. During development and tooth eruption, the dental pulp serves as a source
of cells necessary for the formation of enamel and dentin.
The periodontium
The periodontium2 is the term used to collectively describe the tissues involved in tooth support and attachment of the tooth [168]. It is composed of gingiva, alveolar bone, periodontal
ligament (PDL) and cementum.
The gingiva (or gum) is formed by a free part surrounding the collar and a part attached to
the external surface of the alveolar bone. It is part of the soft tissue lining the mouth. Compared with the soft tissue linings of the lips and cheeks, most of the gingiva is tightly bound
1

The molars, and the premolars of the upper jaw, usually have two, three or four different roots and are
called multi-rooted teeth.
2
The word periodontium comes from the Greek terms “peri-”, meaning around and “-odons”, meaning
tooth.
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F IGURE 2.5: (a) Dental insertions and (b) dental quadrant (adapted from [92])
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F IGURE 2.6: Tooth and surrounding tissues - anatomy (adapted from [264])
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F IGURE 2.7: Alveolar bone of a mandibular left canine (79-year-old male). Cancellous (or
trabecular) internal structure and cortical shell.
stl file available at http://www.uni-ulm.de/uni/intgruppen/fem/ [25]
to the underlying bone which helps resist the friction of food passing over. It surrounds the
teeth and provides a seal around them.
The alveolar bone is the main tissue linking the tooth to the mandible or maxilla [183]. The
tooth bearing surfaces of the alveolar bone are made up of bundle bone, which is coarser and
less mature than the lamellar bone of the cortical plates, while the inner part consists of trabecular bone and marrow (Fig. 2.7). This internal alveolar wall also shows many openings for
blood vessels and marrow, and serves as an attachment for the Sharpey’s fibers of the PDL.
The main structure of the alveolar bone is similar to that of trabecular bone in other parts
of the skeleton, but its turnover rate is much higher. The alveolar bone is dependent upon
the presence of teeth for its preservation. When no teeth are present, alveolar bone does
not form. Similarly, it tends to disappear slowly after the loss of teeth or when a tooth has
no antagonist and is not loaded by occlusal contacts. The alveolar bone is covered with an
outer cortex, thiner at the maxilla than at the mandible, continuing the basal bone without
separation.
The periodontal ligament (PDL) is the encompassing structure of the tooth, attaching it to
the alveolar bone [183, 262]. It consists mainly of collagen fibers stretching across the width
of the ligament, which are embedded as Sharpey’s fibers in the bone and the cementum. In
humans, the PDL has an average thickness of 0.2mm.
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The cementum is a calcified bone-like but avascular substance which is harder and more
mineralized than bone. It serves as a protective layer (whose thickness varies typically from
20 to 1000µm from the cemento-enamel junction to the apex [158]) for the root, but the
principal role for the cementum is to enable the attachment of the periodontal ligament
fibers to the root.

2.1.3 Bone Tissue
Bones compose, together with cartilage, the skeletal tissues. They have three main functions:

• a structural function: bone tissue is one of the toughest tissues of the organism. It
supplies a stiff structural support system for the other softer structures of the body,
which cannot support themselves.
Several bones have the additional role of protecting the soft tissues they surround from
possibly damaging external loads and impacts.
• a metabolic function: bone tissue is a dynamic tissue that constantly remodels. This
leads to the release or storage of mineral salts ensuring the phosphocalcic metabolism
control.
• an hematopoietic function: bone tissue encloses the hematopoietic marrow (or red
marrow), which produces blood cells.

Bone tissue composition
Bone tissue is made of water (about one quarter of the mass), organic components (about
one third of the mass, most of it being collagen fibers) and non organic mineral salts (calcium, phosphate and magnesium mainly).
It furthermore contains a living component, the bone cells, which are surrounded by extracellular matrix.
The fundamental cellular component of mature adult bone is the osteocyte. The primary
role of the osteocytes is to provide for the maintenance and continued vitality of the surrounding bone matrix.
The bone cell responsible for forming the bone is the osteoblast. Bone deposition is accomplished by the osteoblasts that form the various organic components of bone matrix and
secrete them through the cell wall. Osteoblasts also play a role in the subsequent deposition
of the crystalline inorganic constituents of bone, although the precise mechanisms of crystal
formation is still the subject of investigation.
Bone removal or resorption is the job of the osteoclast. When large scale bone resorption is
needed, osteoclasts can proliferate, become active, and degenerate in short order.
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Bone structure and morphology
Bones are mainly made of bone tissue. They also contain marrow, adipose tissue (body fat),
blood vessels, nerves, cartilaginous and conjunctive tissue.
There are four types of anatomical bones : long bones (e.g. the tibia or the femur), flat bones
(e.g. the skull bones), irregular bones (e.g. the ones interesting us, the maxilla and the mandible) and finally sesamoid bones (embedded within a tendon such as the patella). Sesamoid
bones are also referred to as short bones.
Bones are organized in structural patterns on several different length scales. On the highest level, human bone tissue comes in two basic varieties, cortical bone and cancellous
bone [46]. Cortical (or compact) bone is distinguished from cancellous (or trabecular) bone
by its low porosity (around five to ten percent).
Cancellous tissue is found mainly in short or flat bones as well as the epiphysis of long bones.
The outer shell of most bones is compact bone, then one finds a deeper layer of cancellous
bone which contains red bone marrow. However, for long bones, the interior part is the
medullary cavity with the inner core of the bone cavity being composed (in adults) of yellow
marrow. Except on the joints, bones are covered by layers of fibrous tissue called the periosteum. The medullary cavity of long bones is layered by the endosteum, a thin layer of fibrous
tissue. Irregular bones consist of cancellous tissue enclosed within a thin layer of compact
bone.
Cancellous bone (or trabecular bone) has an open-celled porous structure (Fig. 2.8). The
empty spaces in cancellous bone are filled with red bone marrow. The porous nature of cancellous bone makes it well adapted to supporting the complex loading applied to the bone
near the joints, without the extreme weight that a solid bone structure would entail. Furthermore, the structure of cancellous bone may be important in absorbing and distributing
impact loads transmitted across the joints.
Cortical bone exhibits two forms of structure (Fig. 2.9):
Lamellar bone is found mostly in the outer and inner regions of the cortex. As the name
suggests, it has a layered structure with individual lamella layered concentrically, centered
on the intramedullary canal.
The lamellar structure is interrupted by osteonal bone. Each unit in this structure (osteons)
runs roughly parallel to the long axis of the bone and is again made up of layers of alternating fiber orientations. Between these layers of bone, osteocytes are found in hollows called
lacunae. The lacunae are interconnected by small tunnels known as canaliculi. At the center
of each osteon is the Haversian canal, which contains a vascular bundle made up of blood
vessels and nerves. Periodically, vascular tunnels, called Volkmann’s canals, are found connecting the Haversian canals transversely.
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F IGURE 2.8: Trabecular core of a deer antler (image obtained by volume reconstruction of
µCT scan slices)
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F IGURE 2.9: Cortical bone tissue (reproduced from [46])
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Bone remodeling
Both cortical an cancellous bone, as adapted, adjustable, and optimized structures, are constantly renewed. This permanent remodeling is performed by functional units of remodeling
(Basic Multicellular Units - BMU’s) where osteoclasts and osteoblasts are closely associated
(osteoclasts are in the front and osteoblasts follow). Bone contains of millions of BMU’s,
moving and progressing in bone. In a healthy adult, levels of resorption and formation remain identical, allowing the preservation of bone mass, but the process of remodeling is not
uniform. Each year, an adult man renews about 25% of the trabecular bone and 4% of the
cortical bone. In a child, to enable growth, apposition rate is higher than resorption rate. Finally, in the elderly (typically after menopause in women), there is a higher rate of resorption
than apposition. This may result in phenomena such as osteoporosis1.
Bone remodeling refers to two phenomena, as described by Frost [77, 78]:
• A physiological remodeling process, hormonally regulated, designed to maintain the

concentration of calcium in the blood. This process is often referred to as internal
remodeling (the word internal refers to the causes of remodeling, not the location).
Its function is to maintain tissues in use, repairing micro-damage and ensuring a high
turn-over.

• An adaptive process depending on the mechanical loading on the skeleton. It aims
at preserving the mechanical properties of the bone and adapting its structure in response to the mechanical demands it experiences. This adaptive remodeling process
is often referred to as modeling or external remodeling (the word external refers to the
causes of remodeling, not the location) or even surface remodeling when it is a surface
phenomenon.
The physiological phenomenon of bone remodeling can be summarized in the following way [73]: osteoblasts appose bone in places calling for more reinforcements while
the osteoclasts resorb it where the bone is no longer needed in its mechanical function. Osteoblastic formation and osteoclastic reduction are connected both in time
and space as well as at the cellular scale.
Within the orthodontic literature however, the designation remodeling is used for both processes (see [171] for a discussion about the mis-understanding it can cause).
The word (bone) remodeling will be here used for the process due to external mechanical
events. Internal remodeling is not accounted for in this work. We consider, as a simplifying
assumption, that its function is to renew the tissue with no alteration of the overall bone
mechanical properties. Therefore the internal remodeling is considered as being part only
of the overall homeostatic equilibrium.
Remodeling processes take place in order to adjust the amount of tissue and its topology.
There are also evidences of a link between fatigue damage in bone and the physiological
1

More details on physiology of bone remodeling can be found in [43, 47, 118], among others.
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processes of remodeling and adaptation [163, 249]. It is a biochemical process of skeletal
adaptation to long term loading conditions, following what is called “Wolff’s law”1 of bone
adaptation [47, 227, 228]2 . Bone resorption occurs when disuse is observed. This resorption tends to decrease the amount of bone where it is of no mechanical relevance. Bone
apposition occurs in overloaded conditions, in order to reinforce bone where it is necessary.
The bone therefore adapts its density in such a way as to achieve an homeostatic state of a
given mechanical stimulus. Besides the density change, remodeling also occurs to modify
the bone topology, mainly in trabecular tissue for which the trabeculae tend to align along
the principal stress directions. Bone remodeling therefore depends not only on the load intensity but also on the load directions.
A well documented example can be observed on the human femur (Fig. 2.10): the trabecular
architecture of its proximal end aligns with the principal stress trajectories (see a literature
review in [238]). The human femur problem is so popular that it became the benchmark
problem for most remodeling algorithms.

1
2
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Wolff, J. Das gesetz der transformation der knochen. A. Hirschwald, Berlin, 1892.
A thorough historical review of this view of bone remodeling can be found in [117].
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F IGURE 2.10: On the left Culmann’s graphical statics analysis of stress trajectories in a
Fairbairn crane. On the right von Meyer’s sketch of the trabecular architecture in a section through the proximal end of the human femur. This sketch (reproduced from [48]) is
often cited as the first parallelism between biology and mechanics, leading to biomechanics, comparing the stress trajectories of a cantilever crane and the architecture of a femur
proximal end.
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2.2 Principles of Orthodontics
Orthodontics is a specialty, using biomechanical principles of physiological mechanisms,
that can correct dental malposition and malformations of the jaws to restore a functional
and aesthetic dentition.
The primary goal of orthodontic treatment is often functional, obtaining an optimal occlusion, to improve chewing, respiration, or speech. A treatment can have several other goals
such as a pathological correction (a bad tooth implantation can lead to caries or parodontal infections), aesthetics (of the dentition or the face), or prosthetic (orthodontic treatment
preceding a prosthetic implantation).
Orthodontic treatments are limited to dental displacements, using either fixed or removable
systems. Only the alveolar bone needs to be remodeled.
Dentofacial orthopedics treatments also include the control and modification of jaw positions and facial growth by controlling the growth sites in the maxilla and mandible.
Orthodontic treatment is possible at every age, but correction of jaw positions by control of
facial growth is not possible in adults.

2.2.1 Orthodontic Tooth Movement
Both orthodontics and dentofacial orthopedics consist in the superposition of constant, intermittent or discontinuous loads through the use of external systems on one or more teeth
leading to their movement and repositioning. Dental movement is achieved through the
skeletal adaptation to external mechanical stimuli. Therapeutic forces, applied through orthodontic appliances, modify the physiological equilibrium (see Fig. 2.11). Loading of the
skeletal system is therefore altered and bone cells are triggered to modify the bone shape
and density in order to achieve a new equilibrium state and adjust the stress level. This state
will be maintained until new mechanical external conditions trigger new remodeling events.
The optimal orthodontic force is considered as the force leading to maximal rate of movement without causing tissue damage or discomfort [141]. The application of forces of low
magnitude (from 0.2 to 2.5N1 ) on the crown is traditionally recommended in orthodontics.
Under forces of low magnitude, the vascularization of the ligament is partially occluded and
cell activity within the ligament leads to bone remodeling. However, when the hydrostatic
stress in the ligament is higher than the internal pressure of the blood capillaries (of about
2.5kPa [262]), there is a devascularization of the ligament and formation of hyaline zones2 .
These zones appear at the compression sites in the PDL and lead to a locally decreased cell
1

Even tough a low force of 0.2N can produce tooth movement, lower values reported in the literature are
usually around 0.5 or 0.7N [27, 227, 250, 276]
2
A hyaline zone is composed solely of bundled collagen fibers, thus with a vitreous, hyaline, aspect.
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F IGURE 2.11: Orthodontic Tooth Movement
quantity and a loss of structure. Osteoblasts and osteoclasts cells can then no longer perform
their work of bone remodeling. If the applied forces increase, there is then a pathological remodeling after resorption of the hyaline area by resorbing cells. Where low forces cause a
physiological and stable movement, high forces induce abrupt starts and stops of synchronized migration with the collapse of necrotic bone and cementum. The stress state in the
ligament is therefore the key factor on which depend the border between a favorable or unfavorable tooth movement [250].
Remodeling zones will depend on the type of movement induced by the appliances [107]:
• tipping movement (resulting from a pressure applied at the crown for instance) will increase the hydrostatic loads at the collar and therefore increase the remodeling around
that area.
• bodily movement leaves the tooth axes parallel to its initial axes, the whole root height
is therefore implicated in the remodeling process.
• intrusion movement leads to hyaline zone appearance followed by pathological remodeling at the apex.
• as roots are not symmetric around their main axes, rotation movement around this
axes induces reciprocal compression and tension areas leading to remodeling.

Orthodontic tooth movement (OTM) occurs in three phases [141, 203] (see Fig 2.12 depicting
experimental data of orthodontic tooth movement on Beagles):
The first phase is purely mechanical. Due to the force application the tissues surrounding
the tooth, specially the PDL, (quasi-)elastically deform. The duration of this phase is very
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F IGURE 2.12: Tooth displacement[mm] as a function of time [days] for constant translation forces applied on Beagles: data for a force of 0.25N extracted from [256] (dot-dash
curves), of 1N extracted from [203] (plain curves), and of 3N extracted from [270] (dash
curves). It is here clear that the highest forces do not lead to the highest displacements.
However, it is also clear that there is a strong inter-subject variability.
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short as the characteristic time associated to deformation of both the periodontal ligament
and the alveolar bone is very short (the displacement associated to this phase is never higher
than the PDL width).
The second phase is the lag phase during which the movement is stopped. This phase is
the result of hyaline zones appearing within the PDL. Its duration will depend on the time
needed to resorb the hyaline zones and is highly variable (sometimes not existent, up to 30
days or more for moderate to high forces).
The third phase implies bone remodeling and is the actual, if possible permanent, tooth
movement. Bone remodeling leads first to an accelerated then constant velocity movement
of the tooth (up to 60µm/day in the cases depicted in Fig. 2.12).
Contrary to the majority of bones, alveolar bone remodeling on a macroscopic scale seems
to depend mainly on the hydrostatic pressure state [26, 27, 171]. Apposition occurs on the
tension side of a tooth and resorption on the compression one (Fig. 2.13). However, the
actual biomechanical processes causing such a difference between alveolar bone and other
bones is not quite clear and uniformly accepted among biology and biochemistry literature
(see e.g. discussions in [166, 228, 276]).
Without getting into details on mechanobiological processes, according to [276], the compression sites in the PDL result in an inflammatory event leading to focal necrosis. This
creates chemo-attractant sites to resorb the hyaline zone and the underlying bone. On the
tension sites however, there is no significant inflammatory component (even though tensile strains of low magnitude are anti-inflammatory and induce magnitude-dependent anabolic signals in osteoblast-like periodontal ligament cells) and these “overloaded” sites are
osteogenic (the mechanism for osteogenesis at tension sites in tooth movement is not wellunderstood) and therefore lead to bone formation. The specific underlying role of the periodontal ligament in tooth movement is not well-understood, but its unique biomechanical,
cellular, and molecular natures are undoubtedly important. Periodontal ligament cells respond to force by increases in cell proliferation and apoptosis. In particular, osteoprotegerin
(OPG), a natural inhibitor of osteoclast differentiation and activation, is produced by fibroblasts1 in the PDL (PDLFs), and RANKL, a receptor/activator ligand, is also expressed by the
fibroblasts. The response of these PDLFs has been correlated to the stress in the PDL, especially the tensile and compressive stress [108, 142]. This tensile and compressive sensitivity
at the cellular level corresponds to an hydrostatic pressure sensitivity at the macroscopic
level.

2.2.2 Mechanics of Tooth Movement
Orthodontic appliances are nothing but devices able to generate forces acting on the teeth. It
is therefore important to analyze these force systems to understand the effects they produce
1

Fibroblasts are the most common cells in connective tissues. PDL fibroblasts (PDLFs) are known to be
highly specialized fibroblasts.
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F IGURE 2.13: OTM - Principles: tension sites, + and compression ones, - (reproduced
from [107])
on the teeth. Indeed, when a treatment plan is decided and the goals are set on the future
dental implantation, the orthodontist should be able to choose the adequate force system to
achieve this goal, i.e. to choose the necessary mechanisms and thus the type of appliances
to use.
If the tooth movement were to be composed of rigid body movements only, it could be described by two characteristic points, the center of resistance, whose location depends solely
on the geometry and tissue composition, and the center of rotation, whose location depends
on the movement [154, 155].
Each tooth has its own center of resistance 1 whose location depends first on the characteristics of the tooth itself (shape, size, width, ...) and, secondly, on the physical characteristics
of the alveolar bone surrounding the tooth. The location of this center of resistance is independent of the system of forces that can be applied to the tooth. On a young tooth whose
apex is not yet formed, the center of resistance is located between the neck of the tooth and
the growing root. On a tooth with a closed apex, it is approximately located at one third of
the measured length between the alveolar crest and the apex of the root, from the apex. On
an adult tooth, it is almost at the apex of the root.
When a force has its line of action passing exactly through the center of resistance, the tooth
will present a pure translational movement. An identical force but not passing through the
center of resistance will lead to a tooth movement involving two components: one identical
to the previous translation and a rotation depending upon the force moment2.
Rotation movement is around the center of rotation (Fig. 2.14) whose location depends di1

The center of resistance can be considered as the center of mass of the tooth and its surrounding bone
system.
2
The moment of force is the product of the force by the length of its lever arm, or by the distance between
the point of application of force and the center of resistance of the tooth.
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center of
rotation

F IGURE 2.14: Center of rotation for an arbitrary rigid movement (reproduced from [240]).
rectly on the system of applied forces. The higher the moment, the more the center of rotation moves towards the center of resistance. Ultimately, when a pure moment is applied,
the obtained movement is a pure rotation around the center of resistance. When the force
passes through the center of resistance causing a translation, the center of rotation is then
located at an infinite distance from the center of resistance. Therefore, the moment-to-force
ratio is decisive for the type of movement produced.

2.2.3 Orthodontic Appliances
There are numerous dentofacial orthopedics and orthodontic appliances mainly because
they are flexible and adaptable according to the needs and imagination of the practitioner.
The first criterion that comes to mind to classify different types of devices is the distinction
between removable appliances and fixed ones:
• Removable appliances (Fig. 2.15(a)) can be removed and put back at will by the patient
(the time they are in use therefore depends on the willingness and motivation of the
patient) and easily allow a proper dental hygiene.
• Fixed appliances (Fig. 2.15(b)) are sealed to the teeth for a variable period of time but,
as they impede the practice of proper dental hygiene, an effort of attention and care is
required to avoid the appearance of decalcification or caries.
One could also classify devices according to the nature of the forces that come into play:
• Extrinsic forces: all devices that deliver mechanical forces produced by expansion
cylinders, springs of various configurations, rubber bands of various diameters, ligatures or steel arches of various forms. All these mechanical methods require frequent
reactivation. The induced movements are artificial and/or coercive for the dentition,
meaning the displacements are imposed directly by the device used, which often cannot guarantee to obtain a perfectly stable equilibrium.
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• Intrinsic forces: they are appliances qualified as functional as they deliver no direct mechanical force but their presence in the mouth changes the tonic state and/or
the dynamic musculature. They require not as frequent reactivations but need to be
adapted to the progress made. These devices are the most physiological ones because
in addition of inducing morphological correction, they integrate it into a new functional balance.
A third classification criterion emphasizes the difference between the effects of orthodontics
and orthopedic appliances. However, it is not always possible to say that a given device has
effects that are purely on the orthodontic or the orthopedic side.

(a) Removable type: Schwartz plates
used to expand the palate

http://www.retainerlab. om/

(b) Fixed type: brackets, springs, and
wire used to induce a sliding movement [100]

F IGURE 2.15: Two types of appliances
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2.3 Extraction of Morphological Parameters from CT-scans
As seen in the first section of this chapter (section 2.1), trabecular bone presents a complex microstructure. We are in this work interested in the macroscopic mechanical response
of the trabecular bone to carry on models describing a full jaw without increasing beyond
reason the number of unknowns. This macroscopic response is closely related to the underlying microstructure. As we do not want to describe in details the geometry and spatial
arrangement of the trabeculae, we need tools to macroscopically describe the microstructure with only a few parameters. Although the volume fraction is the primary parameter in
the geometric characterization of the microstructure of such cellular materials, it does not
provide information about the arrangement and the orientation of the microstructure [195].
In Continuum Mechanics, the approach commonly used to model the material microstructure consists of introducing tensors of higher rank which characterize the microstructural
architecture. In particular, in many applications, microstructural anisotropy seems to be
sufficiently well described by a scalar and a symmetric second order tensor (the fabric tensor) which restricts the material symmetry to orthotropy. Fabric tensors may be defined in
a wide number of ways but are required to be positive definite such as a quantitative stereological measure of the microstructural architecture. It is a tensor whose principal axis are
coincident with the principal microstructural direction and whose eigenvalues are proportional to the distribution of the microstructure in the associated principal direction.
It is therefore necessary to introduce parameters able to describe such orientations. We
therefore first need to acquire a 3D representation of the bone. This is done through the
use of tomography. We then use a morphological analysis to describe the microstructure.

2.3.1 Computed Tomography
Tomography1 refers to the cross-sectional imaging of an object from either transmission or
reflection data collected by illuminating (by any kind of penetrating wave) the object from
many different directions [125]. Fundamentally, tomographic imaging deals with the reconstruction of an image from its projections. The technique consists in irradiating a section of
a sample from a number of positions angle and then measuring the intensity of the transmitted or reflected radiation. These projections can represent, for example, the attenuation
of X-rays through an object as in conventional X-ray tomography, the decay of radioactive
nucleoids in the body as in emission tomography, or the refractive index variations as in ultrasonic tomography. In X-ray tomography, such as used here, the projections consist of line
integrals of the attenuation coefficient. This attenuation is due to photons either being absorbed by the atoms of the material, or being scattered away from their original directions
of travel. Photoelectric absorption consists of an X-ray photon imparting all its energy to a
tightly bound inner electron in an atom. The electron uses some of this acquired energy to
1

The word tomography comes from the Greek terms “tome-”, meaning section and “-graphein”, meaning
writing.
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overcome the binding energy within its shell, therefore, the higher the atomic number of the
material, the greater the absorption and the attenuation coefficient.
From the projections for each angular position, one can reconstruct an image and differentiate the constituting materials considering the variation of the attenuation coefficient and
the initial energy of the rays. The images obtained are 2D maps of the distribution of the
attenuation coefficient of X-rays. By stacking the obtained 2D images, one can reconstruct
3D images.
The attenuation coefficient is in the field of radiodensity measured in Hounsfield Units (HU).
The HU scale is a linear transformation of the attenuation coefficient measurement into one
in which the attenuation coefficient of distilled water at standard pressure and temperature (STP) is defined as zero HU, while the attenuation coefficient of air at STP is defined as
−1000HU.

2.3.2 Morphological Analysis
Morphological analysis provides tools to extract characteristics or morphological parameters
of an object. The actual values of the parameters extracted depend not only on the object but
also on the quality of the object representation. In 3D images, it depends on the voxel size,
in 2D, on the pixel size. The higher the resolution (the smaller the voxels/pixels), the higher
the quality of the analysis.
Four parameters of the morphology are of particular interest for us1 : TV, BV, Tb.Th, and MIL.
The first three ones can be extracted from simple image analysis, the last one needs further
stereological measurement of the microstructural arrangement. They are described in detail
in the next paragraphs.
Tissue (or Total) Volume - TV
This parameter quantifies the total volume of the analyzed region (ROI - region of interest).
Note that in the case of a bone, the word “tissue” includes the entire volume of pores and
trabecular bone. It is computed by multiplying the total number of voxels contained in the
region of interest (solid voxels and pores) by the volume of a voxel. This volume can also be
measured from 2D images. In this case, the volume is calculated assuming that the thickness
of a cut is equal to the length of the side of a pixel.
Bone Volume - BV
This parameter measures the total volume of 3D objects inside the region of interest. It is
computed by multiplying the number of voxels of solid objects (i.e. excluding the pores) in
1

We here use the bone nomenclature of morphology even though we will analyze the morphology on other
type of materials such as engineered foams (see section 5.4 on our model validation.). Bone volume (BV) will
therefore have to be understood as the solid phase volume and trabecular thickness (Tb.Th) as the thickness
of the rods of the cellular solid.
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the ROI by the volume of a voxel.

BV/TV
An important parameter is the ratio of the two previous parameters. Indeed, when dealing
with density measures, we can define an apparent density (ρ) defined from the total mass
(M) and TV, the bone density (ρ 0 ) defined from the total mass1 and BV, and finally a reduced
density (ρ̄ ∈ [0, 1]), measuring the ratio of the apparent density to the bone density.
We therefore have:
ρ
M/TV BV
ρ̄ =
=
=
(Equ. 2.1)
ρ 0 M/BV TV
The reduced density is then the ratio BV/TV measured from the morphological analysis.
The porosity, denoted by f , is defined from the reduced density by :
f =

TV − BV
= 1 − BV/TV = 1 − ρ̄
TV

(Equ. 2.2)

Distribution of the thickness of trabeculae - Tb.Th
The local thickness at a location inside a solid is defined as the diameter of the largest sphere
built so that it contains the point (but the point is not necessarily the center of the sphere)
and is entirely contained within the surface of the solid.
Computing the trabecular thickness (Tb.Th) uses the concept of skeletonization of the object, identifying the center line (backbone) of all trabeculae. Then, for each trabecula, the
thickness is measured as the radius of the largest fitting sphere for all voxels located along
the backbone (Tb.Th measure defined in [106], see Fig. 2.16). For a given object, one can
therefore compute the trabecular thickness distribution, extracting for instance the mean
and standard deviation or the minimal and maximal values.
Mean Intercept Length - MIL - and Degree of anisotropy - DA
The Mean Intercept Length (MIL) [97] (and the degree of anisotropy - DA) is a measure of
the symmetry of the three-dimensional solid object through the presence or absence of a
preferential alignment on the component along an axis in a particular direction.
Consider a region or a volume containing two distinct phases (voids and solid), which are
each characterized by a complex architecture, such as the one of the trabecular bone. This
volume can be studied in order to determine its isotropy. If the volume is isotropic, then
(statistically speaking) a straight line crossing the entire volume gives the same number of
intersections of the solid phase in any 3D orientation. The basic principle of the MIL method
is to count the number of intersections (I ) between a linear grid (of a given spacing) and the
solid/void interface as a function of the grid orientation (θ). The mean intercept length (an

1

Assuming the pores are voids, and not marrow & (blood) vessels, gives a total mass equal to the bone mass.
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F IGURE 2.16: Tb.Th measurement method: a sphere, whose center lies along the volume’s
center line, is fitted within the considered volume.
intercept is the segment between two intersections) for this orientation is the total length L
of the line grid divided by the number of intersections: MIL(θ) = L/I (θ).
This calculation requires to define a spherical region within which the analysis of the MIL
is performed. Indeed, in order to have an identical distribution of segment lengths, the
bundles of lines of the grid all need to pass through the center of a sphere. Either one selects a spherical volume or the MIL can be computed for the sphere containing the entire
ROI. The average length of the intersection (MIL) obtained using this method is therefore not
measured directly but calculated based on the number of intersections in a given direction.
Therefore, this method of calculating the MIL will give an accurate result when analyzing a
volume containing a sufficiently large number of objects and it will not be appropriate for
analyzing a volume containing a small number of objects.
Three dimensional MIL measurements may be fitted to an ellipsoid (or an ellipse for 2D measurements, see Fig. 2.17, 2.18) which can be expressed as the quadratic form of a second
order tensor M in such a way that [97]:
1

MIL2 (θ)

= nT (θ)Mn(θ)

(Equ. 2.3)

where n(θ) is the unit vector in the direction θ 1 . It is a symmetric tensor since by definition
the ellipsoid axis are orthogonal to each other and the MIL values are positive ones (they
denote a distance-like parameter). For an isotropic material, M = I .
Morphological analysis softwares can usually perform stereological measurements to extract
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the MIL tensor M.
1

When fitting an ellipsoid onto a quadric form, the axis lengths are inversely proportional to the square of
the eigenvalues of the tensor the ellipsoid is built from. Therefore, the ellipsoid fitted on M has its axis lengths
proportional to the MIL measures
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a
α

b

F IGURE 2.17: An ellipse representation of the 2D anisotropic nature of trabecular bone architecture: a linear grid imposed over the image (left) and the measured MIL ellipse (right),
adapted from [245]. At each grid direction correspond a MIL value (plotted in red on the
polar diagram - right figure), an ellipse is then fitted on this data. The ellipse is defined
through its axis half-lengths (a and b) and its main axis orientation, α.
From these eigenvalues, it is possible to calculate a simplified parameter quantifying the
anisotropy of the solid structure: the degree of anisotropy (DA) of the solid structure. This
parameter is defined as the ratio between the highest eigenvalue and the lower eigenvalue:

DA =

max (eigenvalues of M)
min(eigenvalues of M)

The degree of anisotropy values calculated by this method range from 1 (100% isotropic) to
infinity (100% anisotropic).
Finally, the MIL tensor is used to build fabric tensors. Among other definitions, Cowin [51]
defined a fabric tensor T as the inverse square root of M :
T = M −1/2

(Equ. 2.4)

Such a tensor is well defined being the positive square root of the inverse of the positive
definite symmetric tensor M. For an isotropic material, T = I . The main advantage of this
definition is that larger values of T will be associated with larger values of MIL and thus of the
stiffness as it means that there is more solid phase present, the material is therefore stronger.
An other advantage is that the eigenvalues of T are the MIL values in the eigen directions.
This definition of the fabric tensor (Equ. 2.4) is the one used in this work.
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F IGURE 2.18: An ellipsoid representation of the 3D anisotropic nature of trabecular bone
architecture: top row-3D reconstruction from CT-scans, and bottom row-the associated
measured MIL ellipsoids, adapted from [220].
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2.4 Conclusions
This chapter presented the basics of the anatomy and physiology involved in orthodontic
tooth movement.
We saw bone is a living material whose main function is to form the skeleton and thus to
allow, among other functions, mobility and protection of the body as well as to serve as a
reservoir of calcium and phosphate to the body. It is subject to permanent and transients
loads caused by everyday activities or special events such as accidents. Unlike inert materials, this tissue can respond adaptively to its environment. In addition to skeletal growth
and resorption of fractures, which are of temporary nature, the structure of bone is continuously maintained and adapted internally and at its surface by a sustainable process, called
remodeling (remodeling is used in the orthopedic literature to refer to the maintenance process; bone modeling is used for the adaptation and repair process; remodeling is however
used in the orthodontic literature-as well as in this work-to refer to the adaptation process).
The trabecular bone adaptation process leads to a morphology and density change of bone
so that its main directions (measured for instance through the knowledge of a fabric tensor)
are aligned with the privileged directions of stresses; while its density (measured through
BV/TV) is higher where the mechanical stimulus is higher. The mechanical stimulus driving
the bone remodeling process is believed to be either the strain energy-density, stress-related,
strain-related or even related to the repair of micro-damage inside the bone.
Orthodontic tooth movement is possible due to combined resorption/apposition sites in
the alveolar bone surrounding the tooth. The alveolar bone remodels along the orthodontic
forces path and carries along the tooth, hence allowing the tooth movement. The bone remodeling process is closely related to the cellular activity in the periodontal ligament, especially to the activity of the fibroblasts. This cellular activity is known to be pressure sensitive.
Orthodontic tooth movement therefore occurs in three phases: the first being the instantaneous deformation of the tissues (especially the periodontal ligament), followed by a lag
phase sometimes present during the time needed to resorb possible hyaline zones in the
PDL, and finally the movement strictly speaking, due to bone remodeling.
In order to model orthodontic tooth movement without considering detailed biology of both
the periodontal ligament cell activity and the bone remodeling process, we will therefore
present a model for bone remodeling accounting for the pressure dependency of the PDL by
transferring this dependency into a pressure dependency in the bone remodeling law. The
bone mechanical response will be modeled through the use of fabric tensor and BV/TV to
account for morphology. The role of other tissues in orthodontic tooth movement will be
neglected.
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Chapter 3
On Non-Linear Computational Mechanics
Principles

The motivation to perform research in biomechanics comes from the realization that mechanobiology cannot be understood without mechanics as much as an airplane cannot be
understood without aerodynamics.
Biomechanics deals with movements and forces around and inside organisms. In the living
world, atoms and molecules are organized in cells, tissues, organs and individual organisms.
At the atomic or to some extend the cellular level, this has to be analyzed with the tools of
quantum and statistical physics. At the tissue or organ level, i.e. at the scale of interest in this
work, the tools provided by Continuum Mechanics will do the job.
This chapter therefore aims at presenting the theoretical and computational background of
Continuum Mechanics required to understand the rest of the thesis. It is not an exhaustive
review of the principles of Continuum Mechanics, only the useful tools in the present context
are presented.
In this chapter, as everywhere else in this work, the notation used in mathematical expressions (except when index notation is used) is as follows: vector are in bold letters: e.g. x, a ;
second order tensors are in bold italic letters: e.g. σ, D or a ; fourth order tensors in doubled
line letters: e.g. H and M, doubled line letters are also used for volumes: V, and surfaces: S.
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3.1 Kinematics in Finite Strains
By assumption, we will work in a Continuum Mechanics framework.
The continuous medium is a representation of a quantity of matter that occupies a given
space of volume V(t ), with an outer surface S(t ), at a given time t . By definition, a continuous medium is an environment in which physical properties vary spatially and temporally in
a continuous way. The object of Continuum Mechanics is to predict the configurations of a
body from a set of initial and boundary conditions. During deformation, in finite strains, the
body shape evolves significantly. It is therefore not equivalent anymore to work either in the
current or in the initial configurations (by opposition to the small displacement hypothesis
widely used and for which no significant change of configuration exists). We therefore have
to review some of the fundamentals of kinematics.

3.1.1 Lagrangian versus Eulerian Coordinate Systems

G V0

g

P
u(t)

V(t)
p(t)

X
e3
e1

x(t)
e2

F IGURE 3.1: A material point P associated to position X in the reference configuration
becomes associated with position x(t ) in the deformed configuration.
Let X (Lagrangian coordinates) and x (Eulerian coordinates) be the position vector of a material point respectively in the reference configuration (Γ) of volume V0 and in the current
configuration (γ) of volume V(t ) as represented in Fig. 3.1.
It is generally assumed that the current position can be written in terms of the reference
coordinates by the one-to-one relationship:
x = φ(X, t )

(Equ. 3.1)

Any property can thus be described as a function of either x (spatial representation) or X
(material representation).
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Lagrangian Formulation
In the Lagrangian, also called material, coordinate system, the initial position X must be
known and is used as the independent variable. The displacement is:
u(t ) = x(X, t ) − X

(Equ. 3.2)

Thus, the Lagrangian formulation tracks material particles that are carried along with the deformation. In this case, the movement of the boundaries is easily followed and is computed
automatically. Indeed, considering a spatial discretization method using a mesh, each mesh
node is linked to the same material particle during the whole simulation. Therefore, the
mesh boundaries define exactly (to the spatial discretization and integration errors) the material boundaries and the boundary displacement conditions can be immediately applied to
the mesh nodes.
Another advantage of the Lagrangian mesh formalism is that history dependent materials,
such as plastic materials treated here, are relatively easy to handle. Indeed, considering a
spatial discretization method using a mesh, each integration point always represents the
same material particle. Thus, this formalism is naturally chosen in nonlinear solid mechanics. However, in the case of large displacements and/or strains, such a Lagrangian mesh is
generally distorted after some time. The mesh quality can then not be sufficient enough either to continue the computation (if elements happen to get inverted) or simply to blindly
trust the solution quality (when elements are too much distorted).
Eulerian Formulation
The Eulerian, also called spatial, formulation describes the variations happening at a given
spatial point. In the Eulerian coordinate system, the initial position X is treated as a dependent variable. In the case of computational fluid dynamics for which the Eulerian formulation is usually used, this initial position X is usually unknown. Thus, the velocity is estimated
instead of the displacement:
dx
(Equ. 3.3)
dt
Additional convective terms must then be taken into account in the conservation equations
•

•

u = x =

in order to represents the numerous different material particles seen by one point of the
computational grid. Mathematically, these terms come from the fact that Eulerian coordinates are time dependent, so that, unlike Lagrangian coordinates, the time derivative of a
physical quantity expressed in terms of such coordinates is different from the material time
derivative. The evaluation of these convective terms, as well as their numerical computation, is complicated in the case of elaborated constitutive laws, like those representing the
behavior of materials with memory (such as plasticity). Since the mesh is attached to spatial
coordinates and thus fixed in space, the material flows through the mesh which remains perfectly undistorted. But a drawback of such a fixed mesh is that free boundaries are difficult
to track.
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ALE Formulation
In order to take advantages of both the Lagrangian and the Eulerian formulations, while
avoiding their drawbacks, mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian approaches have been developed, like
the ALE or Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation [22, 63, 209]. Other approaches, such
as remeshing of the problem while the simulation is going on, can be carried out but are
memory and CPU demanding, not to mention the difficulty to implement such a methodology, and can therefore only be used at critical times, not at all time steps.
For the ALE formulation, a new reference system is defined, the grid reference system. It
can arbitrarily move independently from the material or spatial reference systems. It is associated with new coordinates, denoted χ, and the current positions can be expressed as an
assumed one-to-one relationship of these coordinates as:
x = φ⋆ (χ, t )
In the ALE method, the conservation equations are expressed on the grid reference system
and additional convective terms also need to be
¯ considered to account for the difference be∂x ¯¯
⋆
tween the material and grid velocity, v =
. This velocity field is a new unknown of the
∂t ¯χ
system that leads to twice as much kinematics unknowns with a strong coupling. However,
the resolution of such a new system is eased by partitioning the Eulerian-Lagrangian operator and solve the equations sequentially. At each time step, the problem is therefore solved
in two distinct stages:
1. In a first stage, a classical Lagrangian step is computed leading to an equilibrated configuration. The mesh follows the material particles and the conservation equations do
not contain any convective terms. Issues like free boundaries and plasticity are easily
handled.
2. In a second stage, called the Eulerian step, the equilibrated configuration is computed
on a new mesh. This step consists into a node relocation sub-step (new nodal positions
-the nodes are “simply” moved, there is no creation of new nodes and/or elementsand thus mesh velocities are computed under a compatibility constraint between the
material and mesh boundaries) and a convective sub-step, for which the Lagrangian
solution is projected onto the new mesh.
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V

F IGURE 3.2: Polar decomposition of the deformation gradient.

3.1.2 Deformation Gradient and Strain Rate Tensors
The deformation gradient, which describes the motion from the reference configuration to
the current one is the two-point tensor:
F=

∂x
with det F = J > 0
∂X

(Equ. 3.4)

This tensor can be decomposed in pure rotation and pure deformation tensors as:
F = RU =V R
with

U
V

(Equ. 3.5)

= U T : (right) stretch tensor (Symmetric Positive Definite) ; U = R T V R
= V T : (left) stretch tensor (Symmetric Positive Definite)
; V = R U RT

R T R = I : rotation tensor (orthogonal)
Stretch ratios (λ1 , λ2 , λ2 ) are the eigenvalues of U (and V ). The principal directions of the
deformation are their eigenvectors (the eigenvectors of V are those of U rotated in the final
configuration with R).
The spatial gradient of velocity is given by:
•

∂x • −1
L=
= FF
∂x

(Equ. 3.6)

That can be split into its symmetric and anti-symmetric parts, according to:
L = D +W

(Equ. 3.7)

strain rate (symmetric)

(Equ. 3.8)

spin tensor (anti-symmetric)

(Equ. 3.9)

with
1
D = (L + L T )
2
1
W = (L − L T )
2

By essence, the spin tensor is neglected under the small displacement hypothesis and is thus
specific to large deformations.
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3.1.3 Strain Tensors
Strain tensors can be defined using both the Lagrangian and the Eulerian formulations in
such a way that they become zero for no deformation (including rigid body motions).
Lagrangian strain tensors:

 1 (U m − I ) m ∈ R
o
L
Generalized Lagrangian strain tensors: E =
m
 lnU
m =0

- E N = lnU is also known as the natural strain tensor.

- Choosing m = 1 leads to E B = U − I also known as the Biot strain tensor.
In uniaxial problems, it is often referred to as the engineering strain.
In such a case, it becomes E B =
deformed length.

ℓ − L ∆L
=
where L is the reference length and ℓ is the
L
L

1
- Choosing m = 2 gives the Green-Lagrange strain tensor: E GL = (F T F − I ).
2
2
2
ℓ −L
In uniaxial problem it becomes E GL =
2L 2
Eulerian strain tensors:

 1 (V m − I ) m ∈ R
o
E
Generalized Eulerian strain tensors: E =
m
 lnV
m =0

1
- Choosing (m = −2) gives the Almansi strain tensor: E A = (I − F −T F −1 ). In uniaxial
2
2
2
ℓ
−
L
problem it becomes E A =
.
2ℓ2
When used under a small strain hypothesis, all these strain tensors are identical to the first
1
order (see zoom in Fig. 3.3), also given by the Cauchy strain tensor ε = (F + F T ) − I which
2
makes only sense in a small displacement context and reads
µ
¶
1 ∂u i ∂u j
+
εi j =
2 ∂x j ∂xi
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F IGURE 3.3: Comparison of 1D strain measures as function of the stretch value, λ =

ℓ
L

3.1.4 Stress Tensors
Stress tensors are physically defined as “a” force divided by “a” surface. Both the force and
the surface the stress tensor refers to can be expressed in initial and deformed configuration.
• Cauchy stress tensor (deformed configuration) - σ: loads are considered as the actual
loads (f) and the surface is the deformed one (S).
d f = σnd S

(Equ. 3.10)

with n the unit outward normal to the deformed surface.
• Piola stress tensor (initial configuration) - P : loads are considered as the actual loads
(f) and the surface is the initial one (S0 ). It is in uniaxial problems referred to as the
engineering stress as it is the most obvious stress to compute (applied force and initial
- generally known - surface).
d f = P Nd S0

(Equ. 3.11)

with N the unit outward normal to the reference surface.
• Piola-Kirchhoff no. II (PK2) stress tensor (initial configuration) - S: loads are pushed
back to the reference configuration (F0 ) and the surface is the initial one (S0 ).
d f0 = SNd S0 = F −1 d f
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3.2 Conservation Equations: Theory and Resolution Methods
The driving equations for mechanical problems are the conservation equations completed
with the constitutive equations. Solving these non-linear equations is not generally conceivable in an analytical way, thus a numerical method has to be used. We choose to work with
the Finite Element (FE) method (or FEM) for the spatial discretization. The FE method is
one of the most used methods dealing with spatial discretization of partial differential equations. In the FE method, the state of the studied problem is described using variables defined
in a limited number of discrete points representing the studied body: the nodes. To assess
the state of the system at these points, the volume is subdivided into a finite number of subregions: the finite elements constituting the mesh. The equations are then solved on average
over these elements.
As well as for the kinematics, the discretization can be expressed both in a Lagrangian or an
Eulerian configuration. The choice made here is to express the discretization in the current
configuration with a Lagrangian representation of the mesh. We therefore work with the
Cauchy stress and the current positions as unknowns.
We will in this section present the conservation equations (strong form), their weak form and
the general principles of the FE method for this configuration. The readers interested with
detailed expressions of these equations and methods should read [18, 209] or [278] among
many other detailed works on the subject. These references are those this section and the
next one on constitutive theories in finite strains are inspired from.

3.2.1 Conservation Equations
The conservation equations express the conservation of some fundamental mechanical
quantities, i.e. mass, momentum, angular momentum and energy. In the current configuration, they are simply expressed as:
• mass conservation: ρ J = ρ 0
with ρ the current mass density (ρ 0 the initial mass density) and J the Jacobian of the
transformation between the reference and current configurations (J = det F ).
• momentum conservation:

∂σi j
∂x j

+ ρb i = ρai

with ρb the body forces and a the acceleration field.
• angular momentum conservation: σi j = σ j i
This angular momentum conservation therefore simply states that the Cauchy stress
tensor has to be symmetric.
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•

• energy conservation (for athermal problems): ρ u = σi j D i j
with u the specific internal energy.

3.2.2 Weak Form
As specified previously, in most cases, it is not possible to find an analytical solution for
these equations (local-or strong-form of the solution) and thus one needs to recourse to an
approximation method. To use the FE method as the discretization tool, these equations
need to be rewritten in what is called a weak form, i.e. an integrated variational formulation.
This weak form is here expressed thanks to the Principle of Virtual Works. This principle
comes from expressing the conservation equations multiplied by a kinematically admissible
virtual displacement (δu, an arbitrary field of virtual displacements of C 0 continuity-at least
piecewise differentiable, respecting the continuity of the body, and the essential boundary
conditions, presently imposed displacement) and integrated over an arbitrary volume. It
reads:
δM + δWint = δWext
(Equ. 3.13)
stating that the sum of the virtual work of inertial forces (δM) and internal forces (δWint ) is
equal to the virtual work of external force (δWext ).
In the current configuration, each of these terms reads1,2 :
Z
••
δM =
ρ x .δu d V
(Equ. 3.14)
V(t)

∂δu
dV
∂x
V(t)
Z
ρb.δu d V +
(σ.n).δu d S

δWint =
δWext =

Z

V(t)

Z

σ:

(Equ. 3.15)
(Equ. 3.16)

S(t)

The principle of virtual work expresses the equilibrium of a body or any part of it, independently of the constitutive law and the formulation (even though we gave only the expressions
of the virtual works integrated in the current configuration).
In particular, in this work, we express this equilibrium using an Updated Lagrangian Formulation, for which the reference configuration is the last known state of equilibrium.
The principle of virtual work also shows that the definition of a strain tensor is not required
∂δu
to express the equilibrium as only a virtual deformation (
) is needed.
∂x
However, the energy conservation equation shows that to establish the constitutive equations, one cannot associate any strain tensor to any stress tensor. Indeed one can show that
•

• GL

σ is energetically conjugated to D, P to F and S to E
1

.

For two second order tensors a and b, we use the notation “:” for the double contraction product: A : B =
A i j B i j , summation over dummy indexes
2
For two vectors c and d, we use the notation “.” for the vectorial product: c.d = c i di , summation over
dummy indexes
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After space discretization, this weak form will result in the so-called semi-discretized equations (on space only). We will then use a classical finite difference method for the time discretization.

3.2.3 The Finite Element Method
The Finite Elements that are used in this work are basically kinematically admissible elements, i.e. the discretization concerns the displacement field only. The weak form of the
equilibrium equations is written as a set of algebraic equations assuming a given shape of
the displacement field through the use of shape functions (N ) and (unknown) nodal displacements (q) so that:
u(x) = N (x)q
The nodal values q are determined by solving the weighted equilibrium equations (the previously introduced virtual work principle) over the elements using an incremental formulation
(minimization formulations are usually not used in non-linear problems as their solutions
are not uniquely defined). The semi-discretized virtual work principle is then written (after
assembling all elementary contributions):
h ••
i
δq M q +Fint − Fext = 0
∀δq
(Equ. 3.17)
{z
}
|
Foe

••

with q the nodal accelerations, M the mass matrix and Fint and Fext the (nodal consistent)
internal and external forces.
Z
ρN T N d V
(Equ. 3.18)
M=
V(t)

Fint =
Fext =

Z

Z
T

V(t)

BT σ dV

(Equ. 3.19)

V(t)

ρN b d V +

Z

NT t dS

(Equ. 3.20)

S(t)

with B = ∇N T (gradient relative to the current configuration, therefore evolving with time)
and t the (known) applied surface tractions.
If the current configuration is not in an equilibrium state, since δq is arbitrary, the residue
Foe (Equ. 3.17) is not equal to zero for each and every component. It therefore represents the
out-of-equilibrium, or residual, forces (hence the Foe notation). In practice, this equilibrium
cannot be exactly achieved and one will consider a configuration as equilibrated when
||Foe ||
< pre
||Fext ||

(Equ. 3.21)

with pre a user defined precision.
The equilibrium equations Equ. 3.17 are iteratively solved using a Newton-Raphson method.
Starting from a given trial nodal displacement q0 (several possibilities to evaluate such a trial
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field exist but will not be treated in this work), the displacement field is iteratively updated
in such a way that:
∆q = −K T −1 Foe
(Equ. 3.22)
qi +1 = qi + ∆q
d Foe
the tangent stiffness matrix.
dq
These iterations are stopped when the previously defined equilibrium criterion (Equ. 3.21)
is satisfied.
with K T =

The tangent stiffness matrix, K T , can be decomposed into its geometrical and material parts.
The geometrical part of the stiffness matrix depends only on the nature of the finite element
and shape functions used.
As the main part of this work consists in proposing a constitutive model, only the material
part of the stiffness matrix will be discussed here.
It is obtained by linearizing the Cauchy stress increment with respect to the strain increment.
It can either be evaluated continuously or be discretized taking into consideration the integration scheme used to update the stress tensor. We here use a discretized material stiffness
matrix, also called the material part of the consistent tangent operator, as it is evaluated
consistently with the integration scheme. It is only a numerical operator (while the continuous one, when it exists, is a physical operator) as it depends on the stress update algorithm.

3.2.4 General Algorithm for a Finite Strain Problem
The resolution method for a finite strain problem can be expressed in several steps [as presented in 209, see Fig. 3.4]. We first need to define the data relative to the initial geometry, the mesh, the external loads and the material behavior. The integration algorithm then
consists first in a loop over the load increments or time steps (which both number and size
are a priori unknown). The configurations before and after this time loop are fully known
and at equilibrium (provided the Newton-Raphson algorithm has converged to an equilibrated configuration). Within a time increment, one first has to define an approximation of
the new geometry tentatively leading to a new equilibrium under the new load/time increment. The stresses are then evaluated in this new configuration, integrating the constitutive
law relating (in the case of hypoelastic material models as treated here - see section 3.3) the
stress evolution to the strain rate. The equilibrium is then checked in this configuration. If
the equilibrium is not achieved, a new geometrical configuration has to be predicted using
Newton-Raphson algorithm to correct the nodal positions.
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Define model data:

geometry, materials, BC’s
numerical parameters

Initiate loop on time/loads:
t =0

Equilibrium configuration
=
Reference configuration

t = t + ∆t
Get 1st approx.
of the new configuration

Compute stresses
in new configuration

NO

Equilibrium?
||Foe ||
< pre
||Fext ||
NO

YES

t = t f i nal ?
YES
STOP

Compute new
configuration

F IGURE 3.4: Outline of the algorithm used in a non-linear FE analysis. The red box is the
one that is of main interest to us in this work.
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We are here interested only in the integration of the constitutive law proposed for bone remodeling situations, the other steps of the general FE integration algorithm are not treated.

All numerical developments are implemented into Metafor [177], an in-house large strains
finite element code. Its object-oriented architecture allows the developer not to master all
the computational aspects of such a complex software. Indeed, this work focusing on the
constitutive law, almost only the material integration procedure needs to be fully understood
to work and develop in Metafor.

3.3 Constitutive Theory in Finite Deformations for Hypoelastic Solids
Hypoelastic materials are materials for which one can define a tensorial functional so that
the Cauchy stress evolution can be written:
•

σ = f (σ, L, internal variables)

(Equ. 3.23)

3.3.1 Objective Derivative and Corotational Formulation
In finite strains, the current and initial configurations are generally significantly different.
This implies that the expressions of variables, volume integrals, etc. depend on the configuration, which is not the case under the small strains hypothesis. So, the use of a specific
formulation is required to deal with finite deformations. Especially, constitutive equations
must be invariant under changes of frame of reference (i.e. a set of points moving in a rigid
body motion - linked to an observer). The constitutive equations must be written in terms
of objective quantities only (quantities that are frame independent, and thus transform according to the rules established for a change of frame).
However, the spin tensor W , and thus the spatial gradient of velocity L, is not objective. We
can therefore, in Equ. 3.23, substitute L by its symmetric component (an objective quantity),
the strain rate D.
The time derivative of any Eulerian (second order) objective tensor is also not objective. Even
•
though the Cauchy stress tensor σ is objective, it is easy to demonstrate that σ is not. We
therefore need to use an objective time derivative, such as the Jaumann derivative, which is
written as:
▽

•

σ J = σ − W σ + σW

(Equ. 3.24)

Therefore stresses are represented by an evolution law of the type :
▽

σ= f (σ, D, internal variables)
▽

(Equ. 3.25)

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor and σ is a generic objective time derivative of the Cauchy
stress tensor (for instance the Jaumann derivative presented in Equ. 3.24). This somewhat
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complicated expression can be transformed into a much simpler relation provided an appropriate change of frame, such as by introducing a corotational frame, is performed (see
e.g. [210] for details). In this corotational frame, the Cauchy stress tensor σc (or any other
•c
tensor), as well as its time derivative σ , can be written respectively as:
σc = ρ T σρ
•c

•

(Equ. 3.26)
▽

σ = ρ T (σ − ωσ + σω)ρ = ρ T σ ρ

(Equ. 3.27)

where ω is any skew-symmetric tensor and ρ is a group of rotations generated thanks to this
tensor. An objective derivative, when associated to a physical rotation tensor such as the
Jaumann rate used here (choosing ω = W and therefore ρ = R), therefore transforms into a
simple time derivative in the rotating frame.
For example, Equ. 3.25 can be rewritten :
•c

•c

σ = σ (σc , D c , internal variablesc )

(Equ. 3.28)

In the next sections, when dealing with finite strains problems, since all quantities will be expressed in the corotational frame and for the sake of simplicity we will omit the exponent “c ”.
It should be clear that using a corotational frame is only a tool to help integrating in time the
constitutive law (Equ. 3.28) and that once it has been integrated, the resulting stress tensor
is brought back to the fixed Cartesian axis by using the inverse of Equ. 3.26. The interested
reader should consult [210] for details on the corotational formulation.

3.3.2 Elasto-plasticity Integration
For an elasto-plastic material in an hypoelastic formulation, the basic assumption consists
in an additive decomposition of the strain rate into two parts: an elastic and reversible part,
D e , and an irreversible plastic part, D p :
D = De + Dp

(Equ. 3.29)

Assuming that only the elastic part affects the stress rate, the constitutive law is therefore
written as :
•
σ = C : D e = C : (D − D p )
(Equ. 3.30)
where C is the stiffness tensor (4th order constant tensor, also referred to as the generalized
Hooke’s tensor).
In the case of an isotropic material, the stiffness tensor is known as Hooke’s elasticity tensor,
H, function of only the two Lamé parameters, λ and µ:
H = K I ⊗ I + 2G1

1
with 1 the fourth order symmetric unit deviatoric tensor1 : 1 = I ⊗I − I ⊗ I , and
3
1

For second order tensors a and b, the product A i j kl = ai j b kl is noted A = a ⊗ b.
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E
, the shear modulus
• µ = G = 2(1+ν)
2
E
• K = 3(1−2ν)
= λ + G, the bulk modulus
3
• E , Young’s modulus

• ν, Poisson’s ratio

The constitutive law Equ. 3.30 can thus be written in terms of the hydrostatic and deviatoric
parts1 of the strain rate tensor as:
¡ ¢
•
e
σ = 2G
tr D e I
| {zD̂ } + K
| {z }
•
•
s
p

(Equ. 3.31)

Elasto-plastic theories are based on the definition of three regions in the space of stresses
(Fig. 3.5).
The first region is where the behavior is elastic. The second region is the border of the elastic
region (plasticity criterion or yield function/surface). It is the region where the irreversible
deformations appear. The third region is outside the surface of plasticity, its access is prohibited.
Normal direction

yield function
f=0
Elastic domain
f<0
Forbidden domain
f>0

F IGURE 3.5: The yield surface defines three regions in the space of stresses.
The most convenient way to express a yield criterion, defined in the six-dimensional space
of stresses, is to write it as
f (σ, q) = 0
(Equ. 3.32)
In Equ. 3.32, q is the set of internal parameters (heredity parameters), which describe, at the
macroscopic level, the microscopic state of the material and are an image of the past history
of the deformation. Their value can evolve during plastic deformation only.
• The elastic region is characterized by: f (σ, q) < 0
• The yield criterion is characterized by: f (σ, q) = 0
1
We use the notation â = dev (a) for the deviatoric part of a second order tensor a: â = a − tr (a) I , and
3
tr (a) = ann for its trace.
1
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• The “forbidden” region is characterized by: f (σ, q) > 0
A restriction on the behavior evolution to admissible states should therefore be set up by
f (σ, q) ≤ 0. This condition imposes that, during a plastic deformation, the yield function

evolves and the undergone states must remain on the evolving function f = 0 or, in other
words, that the stress state must remain on the subsequent yield surface. The mathematical
expression for this condition, which is called the consistency condition, is:
•

f =

∂f • ∂f •
: σ+
q =0
∂σ
∂q

(Equ. 3.33)

To be consistent with the Objectivity Principle, the yield surface has to be described in terms
of objective quantities only. Therefore, it is usually described as a function of the invariants
of the stress instead of the full stress tensor. A convenient way to do so is to express the yield
function as the difference between a scalar representation of the stress (the equivalent stress,
σeq ) and a critical one (σcr i t ):
f (σ, q) = σeq (invariants of σ) − σcr i t (q)

(Equ. 3.34)

There exist several expressions for the yield function depending on the definition of the
equivalent stress σeq and on σcr i t . In the cases treated in this work, the von Mises criterion
vM
will be adopted, which means that the von Mises equivalent stress σeq
(which is an invariant of the stress tensor) and the yield stress σ y will be used. The equation of this particular
yield surface (when no kinematic hardening is considered) is written as:

vM
− σ y (q)
 f (σ, q) = σeq
r
(Equ. 3.35)
 σv M = 3 s : s
eq
2

where s is the deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor.
It is assumed (associative plasticity) that the evolution of the plastic part of the strain rate is
collinear with the normal direction to the yield surface.
Dp = λ

s
∂f
= Λp
= ΛN
∂σ
s:s

(Equ. 3.36)

where Λ is the consistency or flow parameter. It can be calculated using the consistency
condition (Equ. 3.33). N is the outward unit normal to the yield surface.
The isotropic hardening law will complete the present constitutive formulation. It describes
the evolution of the yield stress during a plastic deformation. For example, a linear isotropic
hardening is written as:
σ y (ε̄p ) = σ0y + h ε̄p

(Equ. 3.37)

where σ0y is the initial yield stress, h is an hardening coefficient, and ε̄p is an internal parameter, the equivalent plastic strain, defined through its rate by:
r
r
•
2 p
2
p
ε̄ =
D : Dp =
Λ
(Equ. 3.38)
3
3
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The von Mises criterion, which is written in terms of the deviatoric stress tensor, is independent of the hydrostatic pressure. The plastic strain rate (Equ. 3.36) is thus deviatoric and
the trace of the elastic strain rate tensor is equal to the one of the total strain rate tensor.
Considering Equ. 3.31, the pressure variation can be written as :
¡ ¢
•
p = K tr D e = K tr (D)

(Equ. 3.39)

However, the deviatoric part of the elastic strain rate does depend on the plastic strain rate:
e

p

D̂ = D̂ − D̂ = D̂ − D p

(Equ. 3.40)

Considering Equ. 3.31 and Equ. 3.36, the deviatoric stress rate can be written as :
•

s = 2G(D̂ − ΛN )

(Equ. 3.41)

Finally, this set of equations (Equ. 3.33, Equ. 3.35, Equ. 3.37, Equ. 3.39 and Equ. 3.41) has to
be integrated in time between time step n and time step n + 1. It is a strain-driven problem. The strains at time n + 1 are known1 , and a strain path has to be chosen to determine
the strain rate D. The increment of plastic strains has to be estimated so that Equ. 3.35 is
satisfied.
We here choose to use an Updated Lagrangian Formulation, thus with a reference configuration which is the configuration at the beginning of the time step (last known equilibrated
configuration), and kinematic quantities such as F , R,U are computed over the time step.
We also use a corotational frame whose rotation is linked to R (see [209, 210] for details),
thus with a corotational strain rate freed from rotation effects (using Equ. 3.5, Equ. 3.6, and
Equ. 3.7 in a corotational frame):
¸
·
•
•T
¤
1£
T
−1
−T
T1
D =ρ
L +L ρ = ρ
FF +F F ρ
2
2
¸
·
•T
(RR T =I ) T 1 • −1
−T
= ρ R UU +U U R T ρ
2
¸
·
T
•
•T
1
(ρ R=I )
=
UU −1 +U −T U
2
T

Finally, we assume an exponential map of U over a time step:
U (t ) = e C st e(t−tn )/∆t
N
with C st e = E n+1
as U (tn+1 ) = e C st e .
Therefore, the corotational strain rate is written as:

D=
1

N
E n+1

tn+1 − tn

=

lnU n+1
tn+1 − tn

(Equ. 3.42)

Actually, they are iteratively evaluated inside the global Newton-Raphson loop of the finite element algorithm.
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The time integration is done through an elastic predictor/plastic corrector (radial return)
algorithm1 in a time-step procedure where the stress tensor at time n + 1 is computed from
the stress tensor at time n in a iterative setup (Newton-Raphson algorithm) as:
(
s n+1 = s e − 2GΓN n+1
¡ N ¢
p n+1 = p e = p n + K ∆tr E n+1

where Γ =
e

Ztn+1
tn

(Equ. 3.43)

Λ d t and s e is the elastic predictor of the deviatoric stress. It is computed as

N

s = s n + 2G Ê n+1 .
The unknown parameter Γ is computed through a Newton-Raphson algorithm so that:


Γi +1 = Γi + ∆Γ




i
vM i
i


 r = σeq (Γ ) − σ y (Γ )
i
r
∆Γ = −
¯

¯

vM ¯

∂σeq ¯
∂σ y ¯


¯

−
¯


∂Γ ¯
∂Γ ¯ i
Γ=Γi

Γ=Γ

These iterations on the value of Γ end when the value of the residue r i +1 is below a given
r i +1
tolerance (a user defined precision):
< T OL Γ . The default value for this precision is
σ y (Γi +1 )
typically chosen at 10−8 .
In the case of a linear isotropic hardening, the analytical solution reads (see [210] for details):
p
Γ=

s:s−

r

2 (n)
σy
3

2
2G + h
3

(Equ. 3.44)

where σ(n)
y is the yield limit at the beginning of the time step n.

Once these equations have been integrated in the corotational frame, all the (tensorial) quantities are rotated back in the fixed Cartesian frame by using the inverse of Equ. 3.26.

During the elastic predictor step, it is assumed that D = D e and D p = 0 while for the plastic correction (if
needed, i.e. if the elastic predictor does not satisfy the f ≤ 0) D = 0 and D p = ΛN
1
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3.4 Continuum Damage Mechanics
Drawing a parallel between bone remodeling and continuum damage mechanics
may seem surprising. However, from the continuum constitutive modeling perspective, the two fields have a great deal in common. In both cases the material of interest is exposed to a large number of loading cycles over the period of interest. The
material response within a given loading cycle can be accurately modeled as a linear
elastic solid, and thus is not of great interest. Therefore, the problem becomes one of
describing the time history or evolution of the elastic stiffness as it responds nonlinearly to the applied loading. In fact, the fundamental distinction is that a damaging
material loses stiffness when it is overloaded and experiences no change when it is
underloaded, bone is able to “heal” via remodeling and tends to gain stiffness when
overloaded-up to a point-and lose stiffness when underloaded. It must be strongly
emphasized that this analogy is only drawn in so far as the two processes can be
modeled by similar mathematical formulations. In no way is this a proposal that
the remodeling response is mediated by damage accumulation in the bone matrix
and neither is it a proposal to the contrary.
C.R. Jacobs, Numerical simulation of bone adaptation to mechanical loading,
1994 [117]
As well as remodeling models are either phenomenological or based on the knowledge of
the microscopic behavior (mechanobiological approach to remodeling-see section 4.2), one
can find two main approaches to damage mechanics. Either a phenomenological one, continuum damage mechanics, or a micromechanics based approach to damage such as the
Gurson-Tvergaard-Needlemann (GTN, [96]) approach1 . In this work, we will use the phenomenological approach of damage to represent remodeling. This section therefore present
the principles of the Continuum Damage Mechanics theory.

3.4.1 Isotropic Damage
Continuum damage models based on the effective stress space were introduced by Kachanov
(1958) and later by Rabotnov (1968) [as cited in 146, 271] who were the first to introduce,
for the isotropic case, a one-dimensional damage variable which may be interpreted as the
effective surface density of microdamage per unit volume. To illustrate their concept, consider a uniform bar subjected to a uniaxial tensile Cauchy stress, σ (see Fig 3.6). The crosssectional area of the bar in the deformed damaged configuration is A. The uniaxial tensile
force, f acting on the bar is easily expressed using the formula f = σA. The principles of Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) introduce a fictitious undamaged configuration (called
the effective configuration) of the bar. In this configuration the damage is removed from the
1

GTN models define the damage variable as the void fraction, its evolution is due to the nucleation, growth
and coalescence of these voids.
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f =s~ Ã

f =sA

A

Ã

f

f

damaged
effective
configuration configuration
F IGURE 3.6: Introduction of the effective state concept (adapted from [271])
bar. The effective deformed cross-sectional area of the bar in this configuration is denoted
by Ã and the effective uniaxial stress is σ̃. The bars in both the damaged and the effective
undamaged configurations are subjected to the same tensile force f . Therefore, considering
the effective undamaged configuration, we obtain f = σ̃ Ã. Equaling the two expressions of
f obtained from both configurations, one obtains the following expression for the effective
uniaxial stress σ̃:
σ̃ = σ/(1 − φ) where φ = (A − Ã)/A
(Equ. 3.45)
Equ. 3.45 may be interpreted as the average stress acting on an effective area of the material [146]. In order to give it a general physical meaning, it is necessary to use the corresponding damage-free material (i.e. virgin material) to represent the “effective” concept of
Equ. 3.45 for a damaged material, using a direction independent damage variable d , giving:
σ̃ =

σ
1−d

(Equ. 3.46)

The damage variable d is then an internal variable related to the effective density of cracks
or cavities at each point (for the isotropic case) or at each point and in each direction (anisotropic case), that is, to the microstructure. The CDM theory is thus a phenomenological
description of damage. The damage variable is usually normalized, as in Equ. 3.46, in such a
way that the value d = 0 corresponds to the undamaged material, while d = 1 represents the
local rupture state or local failure of the mechanical component.
Strain energy equivalence
The strain energy equivalence approach of damage (subscript see) relates the stress level
in the damaged material with the stress in the undamaged material that leads to the same
strain energy density. Therefore the constitutive law in the effective configuration has to be
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written in such a way that the strain energy density in this configuration is the same as the
one in the actual configuration:
1
1
U = σ̃ : ε̃see = σ : ε
2
2
One can therefore write, using Equ. 3.46

(Equ. 3.47)

ε̃see = (1 − d see )ε
And the constitutive law in the effective stress for small strain elasticity in the actual configuration is thus written:
σ̃ = Ho : ε̃see
(Equ. 3.48)

where Ho is Hooke’s fourth order elasticity tensor for the undamaged material (hence the
exponent o ):
Ho = K I ⊗ I + 2G1

(Equ. 3.49)

This effective constitutive equation can also be written:
σ = Hsee : ε

(Equ. 3.50)

where Hsee = (1 −d see )2 Ho is Hooke’s fourth order elasticity tensor for the damaged material.
Therefore, the stiffness variation can be computed as
•

•

Hsee = −2(1 − d see )d see Ho

(Equ. 3.51)

Strain equivalence
The strain equivalence approach of damage (subscript se) relates the stress level in the damaged material with the stress in the undamaged material that leads to the same strain1. One
can therefore write, in small strain elasticity:
σ̃ = Ho : ε

(Equ. 3.52)

σ = Hse : ε

(Equ. 3.53)

This equation can also be written :
where Hse = (1 − d se )Ho is Hooke’s fourth order elasticity tensor for the damaged material.
Therefore, the stiffness variation can be computed as
•

•

Hse = −d se Ho

(Equ. 3.54)

The damage definition used in the strain equivalence approach yields to a different damage
value than the previous one. In the strain equivalence approach, for an isotropic material
and a 1D problem, damage can be related to Young’s modulus as d se = 1 − EE0 while for the
p
strain energy equivalence approach, d see = 1 − E /E 0 .
1
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Thermodynamics of damage in small strains
Taking (athermal) small strains in consideration, an assumption is made on the total strain
in such a way that it is split into an elastic part and a plastic part :
ε = εe + ε p
The state variables are the strain field (ε, an observable variable), the plastic deformation
(εp , an internal variable), the damage (d , an internal variable) and the variables associated
with hardening (q, internal variables).
The state potential is considered by Lemaitre and Desmorat [146] as being the free energy:
Ψ(ε, εp , d , q). With an elastoplastic approach where the strain decomposition is assumed,
the strain field and plastic strain dependence of the free energy is simply given by an elastic
deformation dependence, hence Ψ(εe , d , q). Its variation can therefore be written:
•

Ψ=

∂Ψ •e ∂Ψ • ∂Ψ •
d+
q
:ε +
∂εe
∂d
∂q
•

•

The Clausius-Duhem inequality (second law of thermodynamics: σ : ε − Ψ ≥ 0) therefore

becomes:

µ

¶
∂Ψ • e
∂Ψ • ∂Ψ •
•p
σ− e : ε +σ : ε −
d−
q ≥0
∂ε
∂d
∂q

In this formulation, the Cauchy stress is used and not the effective one as the effective stress
is a stress on a virtual configuration that does not follow the laws of conservation defined in
•e
section 3.2. The Clausius-Duhem inequality has to be verified ∀ε , therefore, one can write:
σ=

∂Ψ
∂εe

The Cauchy stress (and not the effective stress) tensor is therefore the variable which is the
energy conjugate of the elastic strain field.
The other derivatives define the conjugated variables as follows:
Y =

∂Ψ
;
∂d

Q=

∂Ψ
∂q

Finally, the Clausius-Duhem inequality therefore shows the mechanical dissipation is positive:
•

•p

•

σ : ε − Y d −Q q ≥ 0
Lemaitre and Desmorat [146] then assumes the existence of a dissipation potential, a convex
scalar function of the conjugated variables ϕ(σ, Y ,Q). The evolution laws are then written
assuming the normality rule of generalized standard materials:
•p

ε =Λ

∂ϕ
;
∂σ

•

d =Λ

∂ϕ
;
∂Y

•

q = −Λ

∂ϕ
∂Q
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Practically, elastoplastic laws with damage use a dissipation potential ϕ which is a sum of
the plastic dissipation potential (related to the yield criterion, f ) and a damage dissipation
potential, ϕd . The (associated) normality rule therefore yields (using one internal variable,
the damaged equivalent plastic strain, q = ε̄p,d , associated to the yield limit of the material,
Q = σ y ):
•
∂f
∂ϕd
∂f
•
•p
ε =Λ
;
d =Λ
;
q = −Λ
=Λ
∂σ
∂Y
∂Q
Damaged elastoplasticity
When coupling isotropic damage and plasticity, one needs to express the plastic criterion as
well as the hardening laws in terms of damaged variables (details can be found in Desmorat
and Otin [59], Lemaitre and Desmorat [146] for the small strains version or in Jeunechamps
[122] for an extension to finite strains). For instance, using a von Mises criterion in a strain
equivalence approach of damage leads to an equivalent stress defined as:
r
σeq
3
σ̃eq =
(Equ. 3.55)
s̃ : s̃ =
2
1 − d se
Using an isotropic hardening for the yield limit gives:
σ y = σ0y

+ h ε̄

p,d

= σ0y

ε̄p
+h
1 − d se

(Equ. 3.56)

with ε̄p,d the damaged equivalent plastic strain.

3.4.2 Anisotropic Damage
To ensure a more general formulation of the principles of damage mechanics, the case of
anisotropic damage can also be assumed. In this case different levels of damage are related
to the principal directions of the physical space, and thus a simple scalar damage parameter is no longer sufficient to quantify damage in all directions. Instead, the anisotropic
phenomenon of the damage distribution in the material is interpreted using a symmetric
second-order damage tensor, d . It has to be noticed however that assuming a linear relation between effective and Cauchy stress tensors should be described through the use of a
fourth order tensor D. Such a tensor is indeed the general representation of an operator that
transforms the second order tensor νi n j δS (defining the reference geometrical configuration with n the normal to the surface δS and ν a reference vector) to a second order tensor
defining the damaged configuration: νk ñ l δS̃ (see Fig. 3.7): νi n j δS = Di j kl νk ñ l δS̃
However, such a tensor is difficult to use and is not often necessary [146]. Defining an effective stress with a second order damage tensor is therefore an approximation of the exact
effective stress.
The concept of effective stress in the case of anisotropic damage is more complex in order

to ensure we keep the physical meaning of damage and stay compatible with the thermodynamics. The effective stress tensor is defined is such a way that it is a function of the second
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F IGURE 3.7: Introduction of the effective state concept for anisotropic damage (adapted
from [146])
order damage variable and of the stress tensor. To keep a linear relationship between the
effective and actual configurations, one often writes the effective stress so that
σ̃ = M(d ) : σ
Several definitions of M can be found in the literature [1, 146–148, 176, 271], we will here use
the one proposed by Lemaitre et al. [147]1 :
M = H ⊗H −

¢ 1 ¡ ¢
1¡ 2
1 I ⊗I
H ⊗ I + I ⊗ H 2 + tr H 2 I ⊗ I +
3
9
3 1 − ηd H

(Equ. 3.57)

where H , the effective damage tensor, is defined in such a way that d = I − H −2 , d H is the
hydrostatic damage (d H = tr (d ) /3), and η is an hydrostatic sensitivity parameter2
It has the properties of

• being symmetric, therefore resulting in a symmetric effective stress (using a simple
extension of the isotropic definition : Mi j kl = δi l [I −d ]−1
does not lead to a symmetric
jk
result);
• not dependent of the Poisson’s ratio value;
• compatible with the thermodynamics in a small strain approach: existence of a state
potential and a principle of strain equivalence (the symmetrization M = I ⊗(I − d )−1 +
(I − d )−1 ⊗I is not derived from a potential);

This list of requirements is also fulfilled by a fourth order damage tensor written as:
−1/2
Mi j kl = (I − d )−1/2
i k (I − d ) j l

(Equ. 3.58)

However, Lemaitre et al. [147] propose to also use a tensor (Equ. 3.57) able to represent different effects of damage on the hydrostatic and deviatoric stresses by means of an hydrostatic
sensitivity parameter, η (this cannot be done using Equ. 3.58).
1

For second order tensors a and b, the product A i j kl = 1/2(aik b j l + ail b j k ) is noted A = a ⊗ b.
η ≈ 3 for metals [146] and taken to be equal to the degree of anisotropy (DA, defined in section 2.3) in the
case of bone.
2
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We can therefore write, using Equ. 3.57:
σ̃ = dev (H s H) +

p
I = s̃ + p̃ I
1 − ηd H

As for the isotropic case, both a strain energy equivalence approach or a strain equivalence
one can be assumed for the constitutive law. In the first case, ε̃see has to be chosen in such
a way that σ : ε = σ̃ : ε̃see . Depending on the definition of the effective stress, computing the
effective strain can therefore not be straightforward.

Exactly as it is done in the isotropic damage framework, one can show that, when defining Y
∂Ψ
), the Clausius-Duhem inequality is written
as the energy conjugate of H (Y =
∂H
•

•p

•

σ : ε − Y : H −Q q ≥ 0
The effective damage tensor evolution can thus be defined as:
•

H =Λ
with ϕd a damage dissipation potential.
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∂ϕd
∂Y

(Equ. 3.59)

Chapter 4
Biomechanics of Bone Remodeling in
Orthodontics
Biomechanics is the study of the structure and function of biological systems by means of
the methods of mechanics.
- Hatze, Herbert. (1974) The meaning of the term biomechanics.
This chapter presents the mechanical role of the main tissues involved in orthodontics tooth
movement and the way this mechanical behavior is modeled in the literature, with an emphasis on bone remodeling theories as well as bone tissue constitutive modeling. This literature review is by no means exhaustive but presents the various modeling techniques used
in orthodontics and dentofacial orthopedics, especially in the last two decades.
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4.1 Models in Orthodontics
Within the dentistry related fields, mathematical models are increasingly used for research
and treatment planning. We will here present the tendencies in mathematical models (either numerical FE models or analytical models) for tooth movement and in particular the
constitutive models used for dental tissues. Numerous contributions also exist focusing on
implant related problems, which are not considered here. We will also not treat the modeling
of braces and force apparatuses used to obtain a given tooth movement but only detail the
way the dental tissues are handled in initial or long term tooth movement models, considering only the forces applied to the teeth and not the means to apply these forces.

4.1.1 Dental Tissues and Periodontal Ligament Constitutive Modeling
The gingiva
The mechanism responsible for the asymmetrical behavior of the tooth when rotated around
its main axis is sometimes assumed to be in the gingival tissue [54]: the complex fibrous
structure of gingiva, that envelops the entire dental arch and provides an additional anchoring to the teeth, tends to contract. This creates a force acting on the different proximal teeth,
producing an internal momentum and asymmetries.
Most studies about the gingiva are experimental, mostly on the response of the gum to certain types of toothbrushes or the materials used for dental impression. Almost no studies
about the mechanical characterization of the gum can be found in the literature. However, as
the gum is mainly composed of collagen fibers, it most probably has a viscous response [223].
In general, finite element studies on the movements of the dental arch do not account for
the gum, thus assuming that its mechanical response is not predominant in the movement
of the tooth.
The tooth materials
The enamel The enamel covering the crown is a highly mineralized tissue (about 99% of
minerals against less than 1% organic matter). It is the hardest tissue in the body.
In general, the enamel is seen as a linear elastic material. Most studies about the mechanical
response of enamel focus on its wear behavior [144, 151, 231, 283] as it is a material subject
to several external constraints.
The cementum Few studies focus on characterizing the cementum, either mechanically or
histologically. The group of Darendelier [36, 158, 159, 226] provides a comprehensive body
of work on the physical characteristics of cementum.
The dentin Dentin tissue is reinforced by radial microscopic tubules. These tubules are
filled with fluid and give the dentin a viscoelastic character. Since the mid-1970’s [67], studies
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have revealed the viscoelastic nature of the dentin. More recently, various studies [7, 120,
199], mainly experimental, proposed mechanical models of the dentin, considering it as a
non-homogeneous and anisotropic material.
The dental pulp Studies of tooth movement in general do not account for the presence
of dental pulp, or of the pulp chamber. No studies were actually found on the mechanical
characterization of the dental pulp.

Even though the dental tissues are very different, as the tooth is composed mainly of two
hard tissues (dentin and enamel), it is often modeled as consisting of one elastic material
with a Young’s modulus of about 19 GP a [121, 242, 250]. When the enamel and dentin are
separated [such as in 27], Young’s moduli are respectively 80 and 18 GP a . The Poisson’s ratio
is, regardless of the proposed study, taken at 0.3.
The periodontal ligament
The periodontal ligament connects the cementum to the alveolar bone. It is made of loose
connective tissue, vascularized and innervated, traversed by numerous fibers. It allows for
the maintenance of tooth/bone relationships, compensating dental abrasion of the enamel
at the occlusal surfaces and contact points. It also stimulates the alveolar bone through its
fibers. Finally, it regulates the movements of chewing through its sensory receptors.
The periodontal ligament plays an important role in the movement of the teeth. Indeed,
its loose connective tissue serves as a buffer zone between the tooth and bone (two tissues
much stiffer than the ligament). It is then responsible for the mobility of the tooth in its
socket and transmits the force applied to the tooth to stresses applied to the bone. For these
reasons, many studies have experimentally examined the mechanical behavior of this ligament. This characterization is adjusted by means of experimental tests on either human or
animal (mainly bovine - considered equivalent to the human’s [232]) periodontal ligament.
For instance, Rees and Jacobsen [224], Tanne et al. [247] showed that the mechanical response of the periodontal ligament was different for different dental forces. They showed an
increase of the ligament stiffness with the tooth displacement, therefore proving the nonlinearity of the periodontal ligament mechanical behavior. Following this, Ihlow et al. [115],
Pini et al. [204, 205], Yoshida et al. [280] experimentally extracted stress/strain curves, confirming this non-linearity, which is furthermore different in tension and compression. Cronau et al. [54], Dorow et al. [64, 65] also showed that not only the PDL had to be considered
as non-linear but also as time-dependent and demonstrating an hysteresis phenomenon
in loading/unloading tests. Moreover, Komatsu et al. [134] and Pini et al. [205] showed the
hysteresis in compression was much higher than in tension, suggesting that the dissipated
energy was higher in compression than in tension.
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Considering those experimental data, several constitutive models of the PDL can be found in
the literature. These laws are generally bilinear elastic (and thus unable to represent any dissipation or time-dependence in the mechanical response) but there are also studies taking
into account the fibrous tissue component (anisotropy) of the PDL or its non-linear (visco)elastic behavior. The use of non-linear mechanical properties in PDL simulations provides
more precision and reliability of the calculated stresses and strains for a wider range of tooth
movements than in the case of linear material properties.
Elasticity Even though the non-linearity of the PDL is experimentally well established, several studies use an isotropic linear elastic model for the PDL, defined by two parameters,
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Most studies agree on the almost incompressible behavior of the PDL, using a Poisson’s ratio ν ∈ [0.45, 0.49]. However the value used for Young’s
modulus spreads over a wide range from 10−2 to 102 MP a, i.e. over four orders of magnitude [5, 71, 112, 121, 197, 208, among others].
Such a wide range can be explained in two ways [230]. First a conversion error in a widely
cited paper [274]1 that used a modulus in MP a while citing a numerical value in kN /m 2 (i.e.
in kP a). Secondly, some authors used values determined to fit the results of a finite element
analysis of tooth movement to experimental results [123, 224, 248]. As these studies were not
performed on PDL analysis only, it might not only be the PDL parameters that needed to be
identified with an inverse analysis but also all the other assumptions (either material modeling, or the geometry used or the imposed boundary conditions and even the finite element
formulation - most often in small strains analysis while the PDL deforms beyond 50%). The
validity of the results produced by these studies remains at least questionable in view of the
fact that experimentally determined values exist and differ by order(s) of magnitude. Some
authors also choose as Young’s modulus a value representative of the average of the tangential modulus of the experimental data, therefore not representative anymore of the behavior
at small strains as should be for a Young’s modulus. A Young’s modulus around 0.1 MP a is
most likely to represent best the linear part of the PDL’s mechanical behavior.
Bilinear elastic models are also found [24, 27, 65, 126, 211, 218, 225, 285]. They are defined
with three values (or six when these values are different in tension or compression): Young’s
modulus (found between 0.05 and 0.15 MP a), a limit value of about 7% strains in tension
tests (with the exception of [65] where a value of 62% is found) and a tangential modulus, 10
to 40 times larger than the Young’s modulus (see Fig. 4.1).
Finally, Cattaneo et al. [34], Verna et al. [268] introduce a multi-linear model, different in
tension and in compression.
Hyperelasticity Natali et al. [185, 186], Pietrzak et al. [202] consider the PDL as an hyperelastic material (Mooney-Rivlin material with, for Natali et al. [185, 186], reinforced fibers,
1

The paper by Weinstein et al. is cited “only” 43 times (citations on the 20th of June 2012 by Google Scholar)
but 17 of these citing papers are then cited over 30 times each (5 of which are cited over 200 times each).
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expressed in an Ogden-type formulation). Natali et al. [185, 186] showed that the estimated
strain corresponds well with the in vivo experimental data by Parfitt [198].
Viscoelasticity Aversa et al. [8], Menicucci et al. [175], Qian et al. [218], Slomka et al. [239],
Toms et al. [251] all propose models accounting for a time dependency through the use of
viscoelastic models using up to four time-constants. These models are either generalized
Maxwell models [175, 218, 251] or a fitted Prony serie of the Bulk modulus [8].
Fibrous behavior Geramy [87] proposes a model considering a PDL composed solely of linear oriented fibers (modeled as spring elements which respond only in tension-compression
and are never subject to torsion, shear or bending). Melsen [171], Provatidis [214], Qian et al.
[217] propose a model considering a PDL solely composed of non-linear oriented fibers (also
modeled as - non-linear - springs elements). Meyer et al. [178] propose a model considering
the PDL composed of a linear elastic matrix reinforced by linear fibers.
Poroelasticity Finally, van Driel et al. [255] use a poroelastic model for the PDL, with a constant porosity. The poroelastic model allows to consider a time-dependent behavior through
the fluid flow inside a porous matrix.
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F IGURE 4.1: Periodontal ligament: bi-(multi-)linear elastic models [24, 27, 34, 65, 127,
211, 218, 268, 285].
In the literature, only the model proposed by Cattaneo et al. [34], and Verna et al. [268]
gives different behavior in tension and compression, it is therefore the only one for which
stress values are given for negative strain values.
The data is labeled after the name of the first author of the paper it comes from, followed
by the year of publication.
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4.1.2 Orthodontic Tooth Movement (OTM) Models
Initial tooth movement
Finite element models The finite element (FE) method is used in orthopedic biomechanics since the early 1970’s [see 213, for a review of the early literature] to evaluate the stress
levels in human bones. Since then, this method has been applied increasingly to the analysis of efforts in the bones, bone-prosthesis structures, fixations systems, and various other
tissue types. The objectives of these early studies were to assess the relationships between
function and morphology of the structures supporting the load, and optimize the design
and techniques for fixing implants. The method is now well established as a basic tool for
research and design in orthopedic biomechanics.
The FE method was introduced at the same time in the fields of dentistry, orthodontics and
dentofacial orthopedics, to become an important tool for research in these areas. While the
FE method is now widely used in dentistry and related fields, linear models are still the most
common ones. Non-linearities in FE modeling can be one of the following three types:
• non-linear material behavior-more and more often used, especially for the PDL;
• geometrical non-linearities accounting for large displacements, strains and rotationsstarting to be used as FE commercial packages nowadays handle finite deformations
problems, but often not to the user’s deliberate choice;
• and change of interrelations between objects such as contact or fracture-most often
not present in dentistry related models [272] while contact phenomena are probably
important at least in implant related problems.
The first FE models encountered in orthodontics were 2D or axisymmetric models and gradually moved to 3D models in the late 80’s. Finite element studies in the literature are either
predictive studies of tooth movement, the mechanical properties used in the constitutive
models are then assumed to be correct, or use optimization procedures to identify the parameters of the assumed constitutive laws to experimental results (such as the amount of
tooth movement). Most studies deal with tipping of the tooth or bodily movement (translation).
The geometry used for finite element analysis can be of three types (the last one emerging
since the last ten years):
• idealized geometry, the root is often parabolic and the alveolar bone modeled as a
surrounding box, the periodontal ligament has a constant thickness;
• parametrized geometry, based on standard anatomy;
• patient-specific geometry, reconstructed either from photographs (digital or digitized)
of anatomical sections, or images from CT-scan (or µ CT).
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Early models in the field of orthodontics were mainly directed to study the initial movement
of the tooth in its socket (no bone remodeling included) following the implementation of
a system of forces and moments by means of braces. Most current studies, although not
mentioning it directly, still follow the same principle, using a geometry and a system of forces
more and more complex.
Within the initial tooth movement models, mainly fully linear elastic homogeneous isotropic
models are used [121, 132, 179, 207, 217, 248, among many others]. However, one can also
find models with non homogeneous alveolar bone, where the Young’s modulus is related
to the bone density [35, 171]. Additionally, some studies assume an orthotropic behavior
for alveolar bone [8, 23, 279]. Finally a number of models consider a non-linear material
behavior for the periodontal ligament such as described in section 4.1.1.
Analytical models The studies involved in OTM usually are finite element based studies.
However, from the concept of center of resistance and center of rotation [240], some authors
characterize this movement through other modeling techniques.
Hayashi et al. [101] describe the tooth movement by a finite helical axis analysis. Provatidis
[215] proposed an analytical model to describe the mechanical behavior of the periodontal
ligament for a tooth of paraboloid shape, during translation. The PDL was assumed to be
linear elastic, both the tooth and surrounding bone were rigid. van Schepdael [262] extended
this model to mutli-rooted teeth and elliptic paraboloid shape of the roots as well as all types
of tooth movement.
Long-term tooth movement
In order to model the tooth movement over time, it is necessary to account for bone remodeling that occurs in the alveolar bone.
Experience shows that the initial movement, mainly due to the elasticity of the periodontal
ligament, is responsible for more than 80% of the movement of the tooth in the first week of
treatment. Then, a stabilization of the tooth position is observed (for one to two weeks) to
finally obtain a further movement due to bone resorption and bone apposition (respectively
on the sites in compression and tension in the alveolar bone). Under the system of loads
applied, the tooth will stabilize after a certain time in its new equilibrium position.
The laws of remodeling encountered in orthodontics FE modeling induce a change in the
displacement of the tooth based on stress or strain in the bone or periodontal ligament.
Kawarizadeh et al. [127] showed, by comparing the results of a finite element analysis with
the distributions of osteoclast cells, that the strain in the periodontal ligament is related to
bone remodeling.
Remodeling algorithms in orthodontics FE models usually involve an update of displacement (in addition to that due to external forces) or of forces based on an empirical bone
remodeling law: The stimulus for remodeling is either the strain energy density [152], strain
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dependent [26, 27, 85, 161, 219, 233], or stress dependent [130, 131, 133]. Remodeling algorithms usually run under an explicit time integration scheme: during a FE computation
step, the displacement is computed to get an equilibrium as a function of the applied forces,
the remodeling stimulus is then computed, and finally an update of the displacement is performed, without ensuring it results in a new mechanical equilibrium.
Provatidis [216] considers that the periodontal ligament, although elastic, has to maintain a
constant thickness. He therefore corrects the tooth displacement obtained by an FE analysis
by imposing a uniform thickness of the PDL. This method is consistent with the observation
that no evidence of net changes in the thickness of the PDL is observed at the end of the
treatment. Soncini and Pietrabissa [241], van Schepdael [262] proposed remodeling models considering a viscous behavior (viscoelastic Maxwell models) of the bone. Cronau et al.
[54] proposed a remodeling algorithm considering a viscous behavior (viscoelastic Maxwell
model) of the PDL. Finally, Field et al. [70], Lin et al. [153] proposed remodeling laws involving an explicit local change of the bone elastic properties based on the strain level.
These last two remodeling algorithms are the only ones found in the literature that are similar
to the remodeling algorithms used within the biomechanics literature that is not dentistry
related (see section 4.2 for more details on these models).

4.1.3 Dento-facial Orthopedics Modeling
Since the early 1980’s, finite element models of maxillary and mandible are used. One can
find [see 86, 139, 157, for a review of the literature] at that time, both 2D models and 3D
ones. These models use elements whose size is comparable to the macroscopic dimensions
of the bones. Generally, the authors seek either to define a map of stress due to the use of
an orthopedics appliance, or to calibrate muscle activation patterns on the movements of
the jaw. As for modeling the movement of the jaw, a great effort is made to characterize the
temporomandibular joint (TMJ) [58, 99, 137, 190]. In most cases, the type of materials used
for the bone is linear elasticity. Most authors distinguish cortical bone from trabecular bone.
However, the presence/absence of teeth in the cranio-facial models is variable. As for the
models of the TMJ, the cartilage and the disks are modeled either as linear elastic materials
or as hyperelastic ones.
One also finds models including muscle activation of the jaw, either performing an inverse
dynamic analysis to compute the activity of the large amount of muscles in the face, or modeling a given number of muscles, often by applying a spring model [80, 116, 135, 136, 201] to
describe muscular forces.
Finally, one also finds models of the facial bones and skull analyzing the response to external
orthopedic systems [21, 246].
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4.2 Bone Remodeling Models
In addition to skeletal growth and resorption of fractures, which are of temporary nature,
the structure of bone is, as discussed in section 2.1, continuously maintained and adapted
internally and at its surface by a sustainable process, called remodeling.
The theoretical fundamentals of numerical models describing bone remodeling derive from
the observations that the bone architecture is related to the mechanical loads encountered
and controlled by a regulatory mechanism. This idea was proposed by Roux (1881), who
stated that bone remodeling is a self-organizing process.
Martin et al. [165] give three main concepts in the representation of this observation: the
optimization of the stiffness over loading, the alignment of trabeculae along the directions
of principal stresses, and the self-regulatory nature of the response to a mechanical stimulus.
The first mathematical and mechanical formulations of bone remodeling date back from
the 1960’s, suggesting an optimal range of stress above and below which remodeling occurs.
Frost [75, 76] captured these concepts in his mechanostat theory. It assumes that local strains
regulate bone mass (without specifying the physiological background for this regulation).
If strain levels exceed a reference state, new bone is formed. If strain levels are below this
point, bone is removed. It is a qualitative theory, but it forms the theoretical basis for several
mathematical and computational theories that were developed to study bone adaptation,
including the one that is used here and will be fully described in section 5.1.
The first complete mathematical model of bone remodeling (theory of adaptive elasticity)
appeared in the late 1970’s by Cowin and Hegedus [49, 50, 103]. In this approach, bone is
modeled as a poroelastic media with a solid phase surrounded and perfused by a fluid component. Bone remodeling is considered as a strain-controlled transfer of mass between the
fluid phase and the solid phase.
Since then, models have encountered large evolutions and can be classified into two main
approaches: phenomenological or mechanobiological models. The first approach includes
models whose goal is to predict the global mechanical behavior (displacement, strains and
stresses) of a tissue or an organ, taking into account the applied loads, the microstructure
and the constraints imposed at the boundaries by the environment or the surrounding organs and tissues. Phenomenological models of bone remodeling therefore do not consider
the detailed biological activity within the bone. Mechanobiological models are models used
to predict the evolution of the microstructure and biological constitution of a tissue or an
organ as a consequence of the mechanical environment.

4.2.1 Phenomenological Models
Most of phenomenological models [17, 47, 228] admit the existence of a mechanical stimulus
(input) that produces bone apposition or resorption (output) in such a way that the stimulus tends to an homeostatic level in the long-term (homeostasis) most of them following the
background advanced in Frost’ mechanostat theory [75, 76]. These phenomenological mod74
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els are mostly built on constitutive material laws (most often linear elasticity) linking global
(or apparent) stresses to global (or apparent) strains with internal variables representative of
the evolving local microstructure. For linear elasticity based models, the phenomenological
models relate Young’s modulus to the bone density. They then compute the change of bone
apparent density (and therefore stiffness) as a function (the remodeling rate) of a given mechanical stimulus. Among these phenomenological models, the definition of a remodeling
stimulus uses a wide range of mechanical quantities: stresses, strains, strain energy density,
strain rate [188] or damage.
In the 1960’s, Frost [74, 75] showed the natural presence of micro-fractures in the bones.
Carter and his group [31, 32, 150, 200] then proposed a bone remodeling law as a function of
damage due to fatigue. Damage based models were also proposed by Martin [163, 164] and
Ramtani [221, 222].
In the eighties, two phenomenological models have been developed which have the advantage of involving much fewer parameters than the theory of adaptive elasticity, one at Stanford University (California) [16, 17, 30, 33, 79] and another at the University of Nijmegen
(The Netherlands) [109, 110, 273]. The Dutch group chose the strain energy density (SED)
per unit of bone volume for the remodeling stimulus while the US group proposed a daily
tissue-level stress stimulus (referred to as the Stanford model). Both models originally considered an isotropic structural material, neglecting the role of the structural orientation in
the remodeling process.
A second generation of models (based either on these two original ones or on the adaptive
elasticity theory) couples material density with orientation or anisotropy [62, 68, 119, 195].
McNamara and Prendergast [169] proposed a model including both stress (or strain/SED)
based remodeling laws and damage based laws, the coupling of which depends on the level
of damage.
One can also find phenomenological bone remodeling laws considering only a viscoelastic
response of the bone to loading [11, 284]. Bone adaptation has also been modeled considering its goal is a structural optimization process [9, 40, 117].
Finally, one can find phenomenological remodeling models based on a multi-scale representation of the bone. The anisotropic elastic parameters of the large scale model are adapted at
each integration point based on the variation of a unit cell topology considered at the Gauss
points [19, 72].
Some models are also based on a micro-finite element representation of the trabecular bone.
Only a surface remodeling is therefore considered as there is no need to average the results
over a continuum level. Tsubota et al. [252] proposed a model for which the surface displacement is function of the stress non-uniformity. Huiskes et al. [111], Ruimerman [229]
proposed a surface model based on cell activities, this activity depending on the strain energy density. Recently, Müller’s group at ETH Zurich [143, 234] correlated the formation and
resorption areas in loaded mice tails to a computed strain-energy density using linear microfinite elements models. They also showed a strain-energy density based growth algorithm
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used on these models could reproduce the experimental remodeling pattern.
In orthodontics related problems however, as briefly described earlier, most remodeling
models are not based on Frost’s mechanostat theory. However some evidence proposed [171,
227] this theory should be applicable to OTM, showing the biological reaction was dependent on the force level and the stress/strain distribution. Using a finite element model of
initial tooth movement due to translational forces with a highly non-linear model for the periodontal ligament (with a Young’s modulus varying from 0.1 to 1000MPa in tension), Melsen
[171] showed strains levels (without specifying the scalar measure of strain used) reached
values that could be considered as below the reference state of the mechanostat theory in
the compression side of the tooth, thus explaining direct resorption. He also showed strain
levels reached values that would be above this reference state in the tension side of the tooth,
thus explaining formation. Verna et al. [268], using lower stiffness level for the periodontal ligament, obtained strain values in the compression side that would lead, according to
the mechanostat theory, to bone resorption. However, they also showed some microcracks
could be observed in the compression sides, thus believing higher loads were sustained on
that side than on the tension side (assuming the rupture level would be equal in tension and
compression). Williams and Murphy [275] experimentally showed that, at light forces (below 3N), remodeling could be explained by the mechanostat theory. Milne et al. [181] also
showed using FE models the mechanostat theory could explain the tooth displacement.
However, remodeling algorithms used in orthodontics are rarely based on the mechanostat
theory (while they are in dental implants related models). Indeed, even though these remodeling algorithms are based on the measure of a deviation from a mechanical stimulus, they
do not result in a change of bone mass but rather increase/decrease the overall tooth rate of
movement in its alveolus [27, 85, 130, 161, 233].

4.2.2 Mechanobiological Models
Taking into account the detailed biological activity within the bone leads to more complex
models, but allows a more realistic description of the processes involved. Such mechanobiological models have been developed for fracture healing in long bones and wound repair.
McNamara and Prendergast [169], Prendergast et al. [213] proposed a mechano-regulatory
model for which the differentiation of the stem cells into specific cell types is a function of
shear, fluid flow and micro-damage. One also finds mechanobiological models dealing with
the mechanisms of bone healing [10, 88, 89]. Some authors have proposed models of the
interaction between osteoblasts and osteoclasts or osteocytes within the BMU’s [3, 102, 105,
145].
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4.3 Constitutive Laws for Trabecular Bone
Considering the complex microstructure of trabecular bone, two main approaches can be
taken to model its mechanical response. The first one models precisely the microstructure
morphology in all its geometric details (models referred to as µ-FE models), the other represents it in average over the entire volume or over defined volumes of interest (models referred
to as continuum models).
The FE models for bone tissue are more and more often built on image datasets provided
by CT. High resolution CT, with a resolution in the order of 10 to 100 µm (such as µ-CT or
HR-pQCT), provides a precise description of the trabecular microstructure. Following segmentation, this trabecular geometry can then be converted into µ-FE models, describing the
microstructure in all its geometrical details. Homogenizing the trabecular bone microstructure is usually done using the bone volume fraction or, recently, a fabric tensor [45, 167, 257,
288]. As in these continuum models the elements are larger than in µ-FE models, their volume includes several trabeculae, which are considered in the element properties by using
density based or density and fabric-based stiffness tensors. Therefore, this homogenization
eventually provides continuum FE models.
While bone geometry is provided by the CT images, performing finite element simulations
requires also the knowledge of the relation between stresses and strains. Indeed, FE analysis
require constitutive laws, describing the mechanical behavior of the modeled material. Several µ-FE studies use linear elastic laws [98, 196, 206] and only a few propose elastoplastic
models [13, 193, 267]. In continuum FE models, to compensate for the lack of topological
details, one needs however to use accurate non-linear material properties for the underlying
constitutive law.
We present in this section the different trends of constitutive laws found in the literature,
both for continuum FE models and for µ-FE models.

4.3.1 Homogenized Constitutive Laws (Continuum FE Models)
Trabecular bone is a complex material presenting at the continuum level large heterogeneities between anatomical sites, age and gender. This in turn affects its mechanical properties,
resulting in strength and stiffness variations reaching one and three orders of magnitude
respectively [128, 167]. Trabecular bone’s mechanical behavior at large compressive strain
resembles an elastoplastic cellular solid [90, 91]. The typical stress-strain curve from a compression experiment reaching high strain is depicted in Fig. 4.2.
Under compressive load, trabecular bone exhibits a behavior showing a decrease of the apparent tangent stiffness before reaching a maximal force. Beyond apparent strains at maximal force, smooth and gradual softening occurs until either a plateau is reached before hardening or the material hardens directly, thus creating a minimum point. After the plateau or
the minimum point, the hardening consists in a quasi-linear increase of stress with strain.
This corresponds to progressive pore closure at the microstructure level. It is followed, be77
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fore the occurrence of failure, by a large increase of stress with strain due to the collapse of
the cells. Using post-yield cyclic experiment [128, 167, see Fig. 4.3], it was shown that trabecular bone accumulates irreversible strains, presents a gradual decrease in stiffness, and that
loading-unloading cycles create an hysteresis.
The reduction of apparent modulus and the appearance of irreversible strain, quantified
upon unloading at null stress, are also featured by compact bone [81]. However, compact
bone tissue is quasi-brittle, meaning that passed the ultimate point, a fracture directly occurs. Finally, the viscoelastic behavior was found to be negligible for strain rates associated
to normal activities [259]. The elastic properties of trabecular bone depend largely on its
morphology. For example in [167], using an analytical model based on volume fraction and
fabric tensor, the correlation coefficient between experimental and predicted modulus was
of 0.69, thus explaining large part of the modulus variations. Similar to the elastic modulus,
the yield and ultimate stress can largely be explained by the structure morphology.
While these experimental data give evidence of the anisotropy and non-linearity of the mechanical behavior, a lot of models used at a continuum level assume an isotropic linear elastic model, most of them relating Young’s modulus to the apparent bone density. When the
continuum geometry is built from X-Ray images, this apparent density can be calculated using a correlation between Hounsfield Units and the density. Several correlations (depending
on the tested site and the testing procedure) are then found between the apparent density
and Young’s modulus [see 104, for a review]. Finally, either the modulus is averaged over
the entire volume of the modeled bone, or the modulus for each finite element is mapped
against the volume it represents in the images. The bone is therefore considered as a nonhomogeneous material.
Several morphology-elasticity relationships have been developed to account for the trabecular bone structure in the computation of the stiffness tensors [see 287, for a review]. Recently,
yield criteria were developed specifically for trabecular bone [13, 38, 81, 95, 286]. Bayraktar
and Keaveny [13] proposed as a yield surface a modified super-ellipsoid in strain space that
was identified using micro-mechanical nonlinear FE models, Zysset and Rincón [286] proposed a fabric-based piecewise generalized Hill criterion in the stress-space with parameter
identification made from multi-axial experiments. The use of such non-linear models based
on morphological analysis has increased over the years [19, 41, 129].
However, some of these non-linear models are not suitable for using in a finite strains framework [38, 81, 95].
These models usually also do not consider the possibility for the internal variables to evolve
with the morphology. They can therefore not easily be used in remodeling situations.
Other models describe the non-linear behavior of bone not as plasticity but as a bilinear elastic behavior, considering a reduction of the Young’s modulus beyond a given strain level [14,
20, 193]. In particular, these bilinear elastic models do not allow for the existence, and thus
accumulation, of irreversible strains.
Finally, one finds non-linear models for which the apparent parameters are extracted from
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linear FE analysis on the micro-structure [14, 193].
In contrast with the above mentioned studies, as pointed out by Christen et al. [42], geometrically non-linear (finite strain) analysis should be used even when a micro-structure finite
element approach to bone biomechanics is performed. Indeed, non-linear geometrical behavior due to large displacements and rotations such as buckling and bending of trabeculae
has to be considered. However, mostly linear analyses were performed until recently in finite
element analyses on the micro-structure, mainly because of the computational cost associated with such non-linear models.

4.3.2 Trabecular Level Constitutive Laws (µ-FE Models)
For µ-FE analyses, the constitutive law used is the stress/strain behavior for a single trabecula. The FEM analysis is then performed on a mesh representing the complex geometry of
the trabecular morphology. There is no homogenization and therefore the elements are a
direct representation of the real trabecular structure, the underlying constitutive law is then
at trabecular level.
Historically, the first models at the trabecular level were idealized geometrical representations. These models used a network of beams and shells representing the trabeculae rods
and plates [15, 94, 138]. This type of models easily allows a parametrization of the geometry. Therefore it can be used to produce random geometries with a controlled distribution so that generic trabecular architecture and variability can be produced. One can hence
perform large parametric studies on the influence of the geometry on the apparent properties. However, these models do not include fidelity over the arrangement, size and shape
of real trabeculae. This fidelity can be achieved by building these beams and shells models through image analysis. Using classification techniques on images, the real trabecular
morphology can be decomposed into beam and shell structures with accurate thickness and
shape data [156, 212, 243, 258, 263, Fig. 4.4].
With the advances in imaging techniques as well as computational power, finite element
solid models representing “real”1 trabecular structure emerged since the 1990’s.
These µ-FE models are sensitive both to the method used to generate the mesh from the
images and, obviously, to the constitutive law used to represent the bone behavior.
There are two main methods to create finite element meshes from images (Fig. 4.5). The
first one, referred to as the voxel-based method, creates the elements by directly converting the images voxels into hexahedral elements [253, 260]. This method is straightforward,
however it produces jagged surfaces and edges, and surface smoothing algorithms can be
necessary. The second method requires a triangulation of the surface that first needs to be
1

The trabecular structures that can be represented depend on the resolution of the images they are built
from as well as the image analysis techniques, especially the thresholding technique, used to extract relevant
data from images.
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F IGURE 4.4: Construction of beam-shell FE model from µ-CT scan: (top) 3D µ-CT scan reconstruction of lumbar spine sample, (bottom) skeleton-based mesh with beam and shell
elements and color indicating local thickness (adapted from [263]).
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extracted from the images. The triangulated surface can then be filled with tetrahedral elements [66, 182]. These meshes are smoother and often more accurate than voxel-based
meshes, however, tetrahedral elements do not perform as well as hexahedral elements from
a computational point of view. When used in a small strain analysis with uniform elastic
properties, the voxel-based meshes (using linear elements of classical formulation) are particularly efficient as all elements are the same (same fixed orientation and shape), allowing
an elementary tangent operator to represent the entire linear system [261]. Convergence
studies [192] have shown that the element size should be less than one fourth of the mean
trabecular thickness as measured by the Tb.Th parameter described in section 2.3. However,
for a given model accuracy, voxel-based models often require more elements than tetrahedral meshes.
Constitutive laws found in µ-FE models are mainly linear elastic laws [2, 28, 98, 196, 206].
Indeed, these models, when built with voxel-based meshes, perform very well in small strain
analysis. Therefore, as in small strains the alveolar bone material behavior can be considered
as elastic and linear, elasticity is sufficient. However, it is clear that this assumption is not
valid anymore for a finite-strains problem, accounting for geometrical non-linearities. Even
though these linear models do not give any insight into the local non-linear behavior, Pistoia
et al. [206] correlated the linear prediction to an estimation of the failure load. They showed
that failure occurred when, in the linear model, a given percentage of elements were strained
beyond a critical limit.
Within the isotropic linear elastic models, a method can be used to bypass the difficult task of
meshing the trabecular volume, which is often error prone. Indeed, the material parameters,
i.e. only Young’s modulus for isotropic linear elastic models as Poisson’s ratio can be assumed
constant, can be fitted directly from the µ-CT data using correlations between Hounsfiled
Units and density as well as correlations between density and Young’s modulus. The entire
volume is then meshed and each element is mapped against its corresponding Hounsfield
Unit in the voxel, giving a zero modulus to void elements. It is a similar procedure as for the
non-homogeneous continuum FE models but with elements for which the size is smaller
than the trabecular thickness.
Even though it is not widely used yet, the last decade showed the appearance of non-linear
µ-FE models, either geometrically non-linear (finite strains models), materially non-linear,
or both.
van Rietbergen et al. [260] first proposed an elastic-perfectly plastic model in small strains.
Niebur et al. [193] then proposed a bilinear elastic model in small strains as well. Other
more complex models appeared later using plastic like models accounting for hardening or
softening [13, 244, 267] in a finite strains framework for compression tests. These studies lead
to different conclusions about whether including geometrical non-linearities or softening in
the material model is important or not. However, all these studies used samples of different
mean BV/TV and at different compression level.
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F IGURE 4.5: Two general methods exist to create finite element meshes from images. The
voxel-based method (on the left, producing “staircase” artifacts as enlightened in the green
ellipse and the red circle) and the surface triangulation method (on the right, producing smooth surfaces with element sizes adapted to the local curvature). While meshing
the same structure geometry and from the same CT images (hence with the same resolution), both techniques do not reproduce exactly the same volume: some elements can be
eroded with both methods - enlightened in the red and purple ellipses (sample of Duocel
aluminum foam, imaged at ETH Zürich [187] and meshes courtesy of D. Christen and V.
d’Otreppe).

It is our belief (see section 5.4 for a tentative explanation) that including geometrical nonlinearities is needed when reaching high compressive strains (for which there is a clear experimental evidence that buckling occurs in the trabeculae) and that softening effects might
not be needed for low density samples (for which the apparent softening can be represented
as a solely geometrical effect) but be necessary for higher density samples (as shown in [267]
where the used samples had a mean reduced density of 30% and for which including softening effects was needed even using a finite strains framework).
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4.4 Conclusions - Discussion on the modeling choices
From the presented literature review, we can see that the last decade showed a profusion of
new models in orthodontic tooth movement (OTM). We therefore need to make a decision
regarding the choices we have for different aspects of the models (geometry, constitutive
laws for tissues, remodeling laws).
• We will use geometries obtained from clinical CT-scans. 2D models will be created by
extracting the appropriate plane in the images, then meshed with quadrilateral elements. 3D models will be meshed with tetrahedral elements using a in-house software
for the surface mesh construction from the images [66].
• Concerning the different tissues involved in OTM, we saw a lot of efforts have been
made in the literature on the characterization of the periodontal ligament.
It shows a mechanical behavior highly non-linear and plays an important role in orthodontic tooth movement. Its modeling therefore needs to be treated carefully. However, in order to focus our efforts on the bone behavior during remodeling, we will
work with a simple elastic model for the periodontal ligament. We choose to work
with a periodontal ligament mechanically described with a piecewise linear model for
its tangent modulus (details are given later in section 6.1).
Concerning the tooth materials, we saw even though some effort is produced in the
literature to characterize its different composing tissues, it is often modeled as an
isotropic homogeneous material. We choose to follow the same simplification and
model the tooth as an elastic homogeneous material, not accounting for the pulp and
the gingiva.
Alveolar bone will be described as composed of an isotropic cortical outer layer and an
inner anisotropic trabecular bone tissue.
• We saw that there is a profusion of models, either constitutive laws or remodeling laws,
for trabecular bone at the macroscopic level. At this level, the constitutive laws for trabecular bone can account for morphological effects, including anisotropy through the
use of fabric tensors, as well as non-linear materials effects, such as (anisotropic) plasticity or damage. However, these complex models usually consider a constant morphology. They are often not built to account for a change of morphological parameters
due to remodeling.
In OTM models and other orthopedic problems, the remodeling models usually assume small strain linear elasticity as a model for the bone matrix.
We here propose to reconcile and unify both these approaches (small strains linear
elasticity for remodeling problems and complex constitutive models for other applications) by proposing a constitutive model for trabecular bone at the macroscopic level,
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built on morphological parameters such as the fabric tensor to describe the anisotropy,
accounting for effects such as plasticity of the trabeculae, that can be used in a finite
strains framework, and for which the continuum parameters such as the stiffness can
evolve with morphology as remodeling occurs in the tissue.
We here remind the reader that the measure of the anisotropic morphology through
the use of fabric tensor is a concept that can be applied mainly to the trabecular bone
morphology. Thus, when dealing with cortical bone we will use an isotropic description of both the tissue and the remodeling.
• We saw even though experimental evidence concludes that the mechanostat theory
for bone remodeling could explain the OTM, this theory is rarely used in long-term
orthodontic tooth movement models. We will here use a remodeling law based on this
theory. However, as in the non-linear FE code used, the strain is not stored (we showed
in chapter 3 the strain tensor is not needed to express the equilibrium), we will not use
the strain as the driving mechanical parameter for remodeling. A strain-energy density
based model is chosen (stated by Doblaré and co-workers [62, 83], and fully described
in the next chapter).
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Chapter 5
Setting up a Bone Remodeling Model in a
Finite Strains Framework
They did not know it was impossible, so they did it!
- Mark Twain
The original model which is proposed in this work is built on a damage/repair based model
of remodeling. It is therefore a phenomenological model, stated first by Doblaré and coworkers [62, 83]. This model has been chosen as a framework because it is one of the few
models whose stimulus variation is justified through thermodynamical concepts of Continuum Mechanics. It is also one of the few models for which the remodeling law is fully integrated into the constitutive model. In this work, it is extended and enhanced in order to
be used for the alveolar bone and therefore it takes into consideration the hydrostatic stress
state (compression or tension) of the tissue as one of the stimuli for bone remodeling. It
is also coupled to an elasto-plastic material behavior in order to capture permanent strains
of the tissue. The proposed model can therefore also be used to represent permanent irreversible tooth displacement and alveolar bone deformation due not only to remodeling but
also to permanent deformation of the bone (plasticity-like deformation, although it is clear
that the relevant inelastic process is different from that of the classical metal plasticity). It
can also be used to describe a purely mechanical response of the bone, with no remodeling and therefore no variation of internal parameters. Finally, as it is built on the knowledge
of micro-structural parameters, it can be used for other materials than bone that exhibit a
similar microstructure.
In this chapter, we analyze in details the remodeling model proposed by Doblaré and coworkers.
We start in the first section by summarizing the required features of a remodeling model,
explaining in details how the Stanford model is built and how Doblaré and co-workers used
this model in a Continuum Damage formulation.
We then, in the second section, propose an extension to a non-linear model for the bone matrix as well as the use of a finite strain framework. To do so, we present an integration scheme
for an anisotropic continuum damage model coupled to plasticity as well as the derivation
of a consistent material tangent stiffness operator. The purely mechanical part of the model
(with no remodeling) will be shown to be equivalent to an elastoplastic orthotropic material model with a Hill-like yield criterion. We therefore compare the results obtained for this
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model with a constant damage tensor to an equivalent orthotropic model. This will allow us
to verify the implementation of the integration method. The remodeling model of Doblaré
and co-workers, based on the Stanford model, is finally modified to be used in such a framework.
We then (section three) perform a sensitivity analysis of both the purely mechanical part of
the problem and the remodeling part on homogeneous cylindrical samples.
In section four, we propose a validation procedure for the mechanical part of the model. For
this, we first simulate with our anisotropic model the compression of cylindrical samples of
bone and bone-like structures. With this, we retrieve the general behavior of the experimental data obtained on the same samples. We then perform, on these samples, µ−FE simulations in tension to produce in-silico tension tests. We can then simulate the same tension
tests with our anisotropic model. These compression and tension simulations partly validate the representation of the bone microstructure by an anisotropic behavior measured by
the fabric tensor.
We close this chapter in section five, with a verification procedure for the remodeling part
of our model. For this, We present what can be considered as “the” benchmark problem for
remodeling algorithms: the trabecular adaptation of the femoral head to its physiological
loading environment. We thus briefly present the problematics, reproduce as close as possible the description from the literature, and compare the behavior of our model with results
available in the literature. This gives a verification but also underline some of the drawbacks
of the model.
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5.1 On the Genesis of Doblaré and Garcia’s Model
Essentially, all models are wrong, But some are useful
- George E. P. Box
We first propose to introduce Doblaré and Garcia’s model in its context and background (it
is based on the Stanford model) in order to understand all its implications.
As described in the previous chapters, on a phenomenological point of view and as explained
by the mechanostat theory, remodeling occurs in order to homogenize at the tissue level
(noted with a subscript t ) a stimulus, ψt , in the neighborhood of an homeostatic tissue level
value, ψ⋆
t . This stimulus is a scalar representation of the applied mechanical loads. Re•

modeling can be modeled relating, for isotropic remodeling models, the density rate, ρ to
•
a remodeling rate, r . This remodeling rate is a function of the difference between the current value of the chosen stimulus, ψt , and its homeostatic counterpart, ψ⋆
t . Most models
also assume the existence of a “dead” or lazy zone (an interval, of half-width ω, around the
homeostatic level for which no remodeling process takes place). The remodeling rate needs
to be defined is such a way that remodeling takes place to resorb bone (decrease of density)
where “underloaded” conditions are encountered, ψt < ψ⋆
t − ω, and that formation of bone
occurs (increase of density) where “overloaded” conditions are encountered, ψt > ψ⋆
t + ω.
These conditions for remodeling are usually called the remodeling criteria.
For isotropic remodeling models, it is then assumed that only the density is affected by remodeling. Mechanical parameters, such as Young’s modulus, are affected only if they explicitly depend on the density. Anisotropic remodeling models also require to define the
(anisotropic) stiffness variation as a function of the remodeling rate. This stiffness variation
function needs to account for the tendency of bone to align its microstructure with the stress
or strain principal directions. Therefore the stiffness tensor principal directions need to align
themselves with these directions as well.
Phenomenological models therefore require to define three characteristics:
• first a function relating either the density rate (for isotropic models) or the density and
the anisotropic stiffness rate (for anisotropic models) to the remodeling rate,
• then a function for the remodeling rate (function of the remodeling criteria),
• and finally a stimulus, motor of the remodeling phenomenon.
The Stanford model we first present was initially designed as an isotropic law for remodeling,
later extended to an anisotropic one. The assumed stimulus responsible for remodeling is a
stress-equivalent intensity at tissue level. The anisotropic extension of this model formulates
the stiffness variation considering remodeling as an optimized process.
We then present Doblaré and Garcia’s model of remodeling. Based on the Stanford model,
it expresses the stiffness variation in a Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) framework,
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F IGURE 5.1: Specific surface area, S v , versus porosity f = 1 − ρ/ρ 0 as defined in [162].
using an anisotropic damage-like tensor, H see . The stimulus responsible for this damage
rate (and thus for remodeling) is, as usually assumed in CDM and presented in section 3.4,
the energy conjugate of H see .

5.1.1 The Isotropic Stanford Model (Beaupré and Carter, 1986-1990)
Based on previous works, Beaupré, Carter and co-workers [16, 17, 30, 79] developed a model
(called the isotropic Stanford model) proposing the three characteristics needed for a phenomenological model.
On a purely mechanical point of view, the isotropic Stanford model assumes the constitutive
law for bone at continuum level is isotropic linear elasticity, therefore following Hooke’s law,
in small strains:
σ=H:ε
The Stanford model assumes that all remodeled bone is fully mineralized (and thus has a
density ρ 0 ), resulting in the following density rate:
•

•

ρ = kS v ρ 0 r

(Equ. 5.1)

The terms kS v in Equ. 5.1 take into account the available (k ∈ [0, 1]) bone specific surface area
(S v internal surface area per unit volume). They thus express the fact that a bone surface has
to exist for bone cells to act and induce remodeling. The term k accounts for the fact that
all this surface is not available for the cells to act. The specific surface area S v can be related
ρ
to the porosity f = 1 − ρ 0 . Martin [162] showed from experimental data it can be accurately
described by a fifth polynomial of the porosity. It is null for null porosity as well as for full
porosity (see Fig. 5.1).
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, the out-ofThe Stanford remodeling rate considers as criteria for remodeling, g rSt. and g St.
f
equilibrium amplitudes of the stimulus ψt :
g St.
= ψt − (ψ⋆
t + ω)
f

g St.
r

= ψt − (ψ⋆
t − ω)

for formation conditions
for resorption conditions

(Equ. 5.2)

These criteria simply measure the (signed) distance between the current value of the stimulus (ψt ) and the borders of the lazy-zone (ψ⋆
t ± ω).
•

A simple piecewise linear relation between the remodeling rate, r , and these criteria is then
proposed, as depicted in Fig 5.2:



c f g St.
for g St.
> 0,

f
f

• St.
(Equ. 5.3)
= 0
r
for − ω ≤ (ψt − ψ⋆
t ) ≤ ω,



c g St. for g St. < 0
r r

r

where c f and cr are remodeling constants.
•
The density is therefore reduced (resorption, ρ < 0) where underloaded conditions are en•

St. < 0). It is increased (formation, ρ > 0) for overloaded concountered (ψt < ψ⋆
t − ω, i.e. g r
St. > 0).
ditions (ψt > ψ⋆
t + ω, i.e. g f

Finally, the stimulus is chosen to be proportional to a stress-equivalent intensity at tissue
level, σ̄t (the proportionality coefficient accounts for a cyclic application -N cycles per unit
time- of the loads leading to σ̄t ):
ψt = N 1/m σ̄t

(Equ. 5.4)

In order to use this stimulus into a finite element code (or any other discretization tool used
in computational mechanics at a continuum level), distinction between tissue level and apparent or continuum level1 has to be made. To distinguish between values on tissue and
1
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continuum level, the subscript t denotes tissue level. Obviously, stress averaged over a continuum cannot be the same as it really appears in the microstructure. Since marrow and
blood vessels filling the pores are much softer than the calcified bone tissue, the (local) stress
the tissue has to withstand will be actually larger than the (averaged) continuum stress. The
relation between the tissue-level stress-equivalent intensity and the continuum-level one is
given, from experimental considerations as
µ ¶2
ρ
σ̄ =
σ̄t
(Equ. 5.5)
ρ0
where ρ 0 is the density of the fully calcified bone and ρ is the apparent density.
In [16, 17], the continuum stress-equivalent intensity is computed from the strain energy
density assuming small strains isotropic elasticity:
p
σ̄ = E σ : ε
(Equ. 5.6)
where ε is the Cauchy strain tensor, σ is the Cauchy stress tensor and E is the bone apparent
Young’s modulus which is dependent on the density. This stress-equivalent intensity is the
stress one would obtain in a 1D averaged problem.
The stimulus (Equ. 5.4) can therefore be written in terms of continuum quantities as:
µ ¶2
p
1/m ρ 0
Eσ : ε
(Equ. 5.7)
ψt = N
ρ
Using Equ. 5.1 (the density rate), together with Equ. 5.2 (the out-of-equilibrium amplitudes),
Equ. 5.3 (the remodeling rate), and Equ. 5.7 (the stimulus definition) produce a remodeling
model to update the density according to the stress intensity, defining the isotropic Stanford
model. The mechanical parameters that are dependent on the density are also updated. A
commonly accepted model for the bone elasticity parameters dependence on the density is:
E = B(ρ)ρ β(ρ)

(Equ. 5.8)

ν = ν(ρ)
As a particular case of Equ. 5.8, Beaupré et al. [16] chose a constant Poisson’s ratio and
(
2014 ρ 2.5 [MP a] : if ρ ≤ 1.2 g /cc
(Equ. 5.9)
E=
1763 ρ 3.2 [MP a] : if ρ ≥ 1.2 g /cc
The stimulus can therefore be reformulated using Equ. 5.7 and Equ. 5.8 as
p
p
σ:ε
1/m 2
ψt = N
ρ 0 B 2−β/2
{z
}ρ
|

(Equ. 5.10)

C

The Stanford model is used in an explicit scheme: at the end of each time step of a finite element analysis, the density is updated according to its evolution rate and then the mechanical parameters are updated at each element for the next time step. However, this remodeling
model could also be used more formally in an adaptive elasticity framework [49].
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5.1.2 Anisotropic Extension (Jacobs, 1994)
In his PhD thesis, Jacobs [117] extended this isotropic Stanford model to an energy based
anisotropic model for bone remodeling. His assumption is that bone remodeling is an optimal process in some energetic sense. The goal of bone adaptation is thus considered as
obtaining a globally efficient mechanical structure. The efficiency is computed as the difference between the power associated with the external loads and the rate-of-change of the
total internal energy (due to both the strains and the remodeling).
On a purely mechanical point of view, this extension of the Stanford model assumes the
constitutive law for bone at continuum level is (anisotropic) linear elasticity, therefore depending on an anisotropic stiffness tensor C:
σ=C:ε
The stimulus used in this anisotropic extension is the same as the one used in the original isotropic Stanford model (Equ. 5.10). It cannot be interpreted as based on the stressequivalent intensity (Equ. 5.6) as for an anisotropic stiffness Young’s modulus is not uniquely
defined. It is simply assumed that the stimulus is defined by Equ. 5.10.
Jacobs considers that the density and the stiffness tensor are independent variables. This
can lead to general theoretical developments (see Appendix A) to write a stiffness variation
law that fullfills an optimum energy principle. However, these two variables (the density and
the stiffness tensor) are coupled when this general formulation is matched to the existing
isotropic formulation in the case of an isotropic stress applied to an initially isotropic material.
Assuming that bone remodeling is an optimization process therefore leads to a constrained
optimization problem (optimizing the efficiency under the remodeling criteria conditions)
giving an (anisotropic) adaptation of stiffness as:
•

βρ σ ⊗ σ
C=
ρ σ:ε
•

(Equ. 5.11)

The stiffness tensor variation is thus proportional to the density variation and the stiffness
principal directions align with the stress principal directions. Mechanically speaking, accounting for remodeling thus adds some viscosity to the bone stress/strain behavior.
•
•
The density rate can be computed from Equ. 5.1 (ρ = kS v ρ 0 r ) where the remodeling rate is
given by

g An.

f


c f 2−β/2 for g An.
≥0


f

ρ

An.
•
=
(Equ. 5.12)
r
0
for g An.
< 0 and g rAn. < 0
f



An.

g


−cr r
for g rAn. ≥ 0
2−β/2
ρ
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with the remodeling citeria:
p
2−β/2
=
C
Formation: g An.
σ : ε − (ψ⋆
t + ω)ρ
f
p
2−β/2
Resorption: g rAn. = −C σ : ε + (ψ⋆
t − ω)ρ

(Equ. 5.13)
(Equ. 5.14)

An important concept of this model is that in the specific case of biological materials, the
mechanical dissipation can be negative with no violation of thermodynamic laws because a
certain magnitude of biological energy (which cannot be quantified) can be dissipated. The
total dissipation is the sum of the mechanical dissipation and the biological one. Mechanical
energy can therefore be gained while the total dissipation remains positive.

5.1.3 Continuum Damage Formulation (Doblaré and Garcia, 2001-2002)
As developed in the previous paragraph, Jacobs proposed two independent variables in his
anisotropic extension of the Stanford model, the apparent density ρ and the stiffness tensor
C, whose evolution is the basis of his method. However, Jacobs’approach is closely related
(and in fact inspired as mentioned in his thesis [117]1 ) to the principles of Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM).
As underlined by Doblaré, Garcia and co-workers [62, 83], the anisotropic Stanford’s model
presents several drawbacks when compared to the generalized CDM. First of all, the stimulus
is defined as a global optimization function and not, as usual in the standard CDM theory, as
a local variable. Also, the damage variable is not defined explicitly and the two internal variables (C and ρ) are not independent. They are dependent on each other as can be seen in
Equ. 5.11, where it is shown that the evolution of the stiffness tensor depends on the density
rate. The later really is an issue as Jacobs developed his optimization-based model assuming
a stiffness tensor independent from the density but showed the variation of the first is computed from to the variation of the second. The independence assumption of the stiffness
tensor on the density is therefore not valid anymore.
To solve these difficulties, Doblaré and Garcia proposed a remodeling model which, after
identifying the internal variables associated to the bone microstructure, follows the extension of the CDM for the anisotropic case.
In the case of bone remodeling, “damage” has to be understood as a measure of the void
volume fraction inside the bone tissue. The bone tissue at the continuum level is considered
as an anisotropic “organization” of elastic trabeculae (local level). The continuum damage
framework is used not to capture actual damage at the local level, i.e. micro-cracks of the
trabeculae, but to represent the bone macroscopic porosity. Damage is therefore a measure
of the volume fraction. In terms of morphological data provided by computed tomography
(see definitions in section 2.3), damage is to be understood, as proposed in [62], as a measure of the reduced density of the tissue (ρ̄ or the bone volume fraction, BV/TV i.e. the bone
1

See citation on section 3.4, page 58
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volume over the total specimen volume). Its anisotropy is quantified by the fabric tensor as
introduced in the work of Cowin et al. [52] and in section 2.3 earlier in this work. The damage
measure used is therefore virtual and actually reflects the bone density and orientation that
can evolve in remodeling situations. There is no actual damage in the tissue. The undamaged material is the virtual situation of bone with zero porosity and perfect isotropy. It is the
material considered at the trabecular tissue level, assumed to behave in an isotropic linear
elastic way1 in [62, 83]. The process of bone resorption corresponds to the classical damage
evolution concept, since it increases the void fraction (porosity) and therefore damage (decreases the density). However, bone apposition can reduce damage and lead to bone repair,
which has to be adequately considered in this extended damage theory. As stated earlier,
mechanical energy can be gained and therefore damage repaired because the total energy
dissipation includes biological dissipation due to metabolism on top of the mechanical dissipation (which is negative for damage repair).
Doblaré and co-workers in [62, 83] define a damage tensor, d see , used in a strain energy
equivalence approach of CDM, by the expression
p
d see = I − ρ̄ β/2 AT = I − H 2see

(Equ. 5.15)

where ρ̄ is the reduced density: ρ̄ = ρ/ρ 0 , or the bone volume fraction, BV/TV, and A is a
parameter obtained by particularizing the general anisotropic model to the isotropic case2 :
A=

B(ρ) β(ρ)−β(ρ 0 )
ρ
B(ρ 0 ) 0

(Equ. 5.16)

Using a Young’s modulus function of density as defined in Equ. 5.9 simply leads to a value of
A = 1 for ρ > 1.2g r /cc and A = 0.679 when ρ < 1.2g r /cc.
This definition of damage fulfills the requirements of a damage variable, i.e. d see = 0 for
ρ = ρ 0 and T = I , corresponding to the undamaged state; and d see = I for ρ = 0 and any value

of T , which means complete absence of bone mass. The damage values therefore increase
with a decreasing density. The damage-like tensor H see has its principal directions aligned
with the fabric tensor T principal directions. We will call this damage-like tensor Doblaré’s
remodeling tensor. It includes not only the directionality of the bone microstructure through

the fabric tensor, but also the porosity by means of the reduced density. We should here
notice that this damage-like tensor H see is not the effective damage tensor, H, defined in
section 3, page 64, and classically used in the anisotropic extension of Continuum Damage
Mechanics. Indeed, we can see d see = I − H 2see while d = I − H −2 .
Using a normalization condition for T (the fabric tensor T is here normalized in such a way
that det T = 1) yields to the independence of the two internal variables d see and ρ and therefore solves the issue of using coupled internal variables as in Jacob’s model.
1

Doblaré and co-workers consider only elastic trabeculae under a small strains hypothesis. We will extend
this concept in the next section to an elasto-plastic trabecular model in a finite strains framework.
p
2
For an isotropic tissue, T = I and one can write d see = 1 − E /E 0
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The expression of the effective stress tensor is chosen by Doblaré and co-workers as:
−1
σ̃ = H −1
see σH see

(Equ. 5.17)

which leads to an effective stress tensor, σ̃, whose anisotropic directions coincide with those
of the principal axes of Doblaré’s remodeling tensor H see and therefore of d see and T . This
choice is equivalent to the fourth order damage tensor defined in Equ. 3.58.
With this continuum damage framework in mind, and as for any phenomenological bone remodeling model, the model is completed with the definition of the remodeling stimulus, the
remodeling rate, and the density rate. As the remodeling model is anisotropic, a directional
behavior needs to be taken into account. The stimulus therefore needs to be described, not
by a scalar measure but by a tensorial one, built on the basis of the CDM framework in such
a way that the Stanford remodeling model is retrieved when the directionality is not taken
into account.
Doblaré and co-workers in [62, 83] chose a remodeling stimulus, Y , as the variable thermodynamically conjugated with their remodeling tensor. In order to establish this stimulus, one
has to define the mechanical variable (strain or stress) that externally “drives” the process.
Doblaré and co-workers chose to use the strain as the “external driving force” (therefore as
the independent field), although exactly the same results can be obtained if stress was considered. With this, the stimulus is defined as:
¯
∂Ψ(ε, H see ) ¯¯
Y =
(Equ. 5.18)
∂H see ¯ε=cst
with Ψ being the free energy:

1
1
Ψ = σ : ε = σ̃ : ε̃see
(Equ. 5.19)
2
2
The second equality of Equ. 5.19 holds since a strain energy equivalence approach of continuum damage is used.
Y is obtained in terms of the external independent variable (strain) and the internal variable
(Doblaré’s remodeling tensor), considering an elastic isotropic material behavior at tissue
level (σ̃ = Ho : ε̃see with ε̃see = H see εH see ), as1 :
¢
¡
¡
¢
Y = 2 2G sym [(H see εH see )(H see ε)] + λtr H 2see ε sym ((H see ε))

(Equ. 5.20)

where the notation sym(a) for a second order tensor a means: sym(a) = 1/2(a + a T ).
The damage function is the domain of the stimulus, Y , for which damage is not modified (the
lazy zone as used in the literature of bone remodeling). This function is therefore defined by
the remodeling criteria. In [62, 83], Doblaré and co-workers propose two criteria, one for

1

Expanding the expression of Ψ as a function of the independent variable and the internal variable only,
1
we get: Ψ = (H see εH see ) : Ho : (H see εH see )
2
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resorption conditions and one for formation conditions:
31/4
−β/8 1/8
2−5β/8
=
C
ρ
Formation: g Dob.
A
(J : J )1/4 − (ψ⋆
p
t + ω)ρ
f
0
2(1 − w)
p
1
2(1 − w)
Resorption: g rDob. =
(J −1 : J −1 )1/4 − ⋆
−β/8 1/8 1/4
(ψt − ω)ρ 2−5β/8
C ρ 0 A 27

(Equ. 5.21)
(Equ. 5.22)

where w ∈ [0, 1[ and J is a function of the stimulus, Y , that quantifies, through the value of w,

the relative influence of the hydrostatic (w = 0) and deviatoric (w = 1)1 parts of the stimulus
in the damage criterion:
1
J = (1 − 2w)tr (Y ) I + wY
(Equ. 5.23)
3
The damage flow rule is written, according to the thermodynamical approach of damage
described in section 3.4 (therefore considering the remodeling criteria as being related to
the damage dissipation potential),
∂g Dob.
∂g rDob.
f
f
H see = µ
+µ
∂Y
∂Y
fulfilling the consistency condition:
•

r

≤ 0 and µr g rDob. = µ f g Dob.
=0
µr , µ f ≥ 0; g rDob. , g Dob.
f
f

(Equ. 5.24)

(Equ. 5.25)

As the criteria definitions could lead to both of them being positive at the same time (unusual
case but possible) an arbitrary decision has to be made in that case. [62, 83] consider that
only formation occurs in that case.
Deriving the damage criteria (Equ. 5.21 and Equ. 5.22) and using Equ. 5.1 (so that the consistency parameters µr and µ f would be function of the apparent density ρ), one finally gets
an evolution law for Doblaré’s remodeling tensor:
•

Formation: H see =

•

Resorption: H see =

•

3βkS v r
¡

4tr H −2
see (W : J )H see

¢

ρ0
W: J
ρ

•

3βkS v r
4tr

¡

−3
H −2
see (W : J )H see

¢

ρ0
W : J −3
ρ

(Equ. 5.26)

(Equ. 5.27)

1
where W = (1 − 2w)I ⊗ I + w1 is a fourth order pseudo-unit tensor: for w = 1, it is a unit
3
deviatoric tensor, for w = 0, it is a unit hydrostatic tensor.
•

The remodeling rate r is obtained from the remodeling criterion that is currently active

1
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g Dob.

f


c f 2−β/2



ρ

• Dob.
r
=
0




g Dob.


−cr r
ρ 2−β/2

≥0
for g Dob.
f
for g Dob.
< 0 and g rDob. < 0
f
for g rDob. ≥ 0

Let’s note that for w = 1 however, Equ. 5.21 is not defined! Therefore w ∈ [0, 1[.

(Equ. 5.28)
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Finally, the density rate can be computed from Equ. 5.1.

5.1.4 Summary of the three presented models
As explained, phenomenological remodeling models are based on the definition of three
•
•
characteristics: the density rate function (ρ function of r ), the remodeling rate function
•

⋆
(r function of ψt and ψ⋆
t ), and the stimulus definition (ψt and its homeostatic level ψt ).
These models are coupled to a constitutive law for the bone matrix. Isotropic remodeling
only couples the density to Young’s modulus, while anisotropic models also align the stiffness principal directions to the loading path. Here are summarized the characteristics of the
presented models (Stanford model, Jacob’s anisotropic extension, and Doblaré and Garcia’s

formulation into a continuum damage framework).
Integration of the remodeling model into the constitutive law
All models assume an elastic material for the bone matrix.
Stanford:

isotropic material (and remodeling) only;
described by Young’s modulus: E (ρ) and a constant Poisson’s ratio;
Young’s modulus is updated at each load/time step after a density update.

Jacobs:

anisotropic material (and remodeling);
described by an anisotropic elastic stiffness matrix C;
•

βρ σ ⊗ σ
this stiffness matrix is updated according to C =
ρ σ:ε
at each load/time step after a density update.
•

Doblaré:

anisotropic material (and remodeling);
described by means of an anisotropic damage tensor representative
p
of the morphology: d see = I − ρ̄ β/2 AT = I − H 2see with T the fabric tensor.
The damage rate is due to remodeling:
•

formation: H see =

•

3βkS v r
4tr

¡

H −2
see (W :

J )H see
•
3βkS v r

¢

ρ0
W: J
ρ

ρ0
W : J −3
ρ
4tr
where J is linked to the variable thermodynamically conjugated to H see .
•

resorption: H see =

¡

−3
H −2
see (W : J )H see

¢

Jacobs’ model degenerates completely into the Stanford model when hydrostatic stresses are
applied to an initially isotropic stiffness.
Doblaré’s model degenerates, when considering an isotropic damage only (thus considering
an isotropic material as the damage tensor is the only source of anisotropy), into:
•
1
• ρ0
d see = − βkS v r (1 − d see )
2
ρ
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Stimulus definition
The stimulus, ψt defined by the Stanford model accounts for a cyclic application (N cycles
per unit of time) of loads creating an equivalent stress at tissue level σ̄t : ψt = N 1/m σ̄t . This

equivalent stress at tissue level is transformed into an apparent level measure based on the
strain-energy density so that the stimulus reads:
p
p
σ:ε
B 2−β/2
{z
}ρ

ψt = N 1/m ρ 20
|

C

It is the stimulus used in the three models, even though it is expressed through the Continuum Damage framework in Doblaré and Garcia’s model.
Remodeling rate function
All remodeling rate functions are built following the mechanostat theory, assuming a range
of the stimulus value (of half-width ω) under which (underloaded conditions) bone resorption occurs and over which (overloaded conditions) bone formation occurs. All three models
therefore propose remodeling criteria defining the borders between formation conditions,
resorption conditions, and homeostatic conditions (no remodeling occurs).
• formation criterion:
Stanford:

g St.
=
f

Jacobs:

=
g An.
f

Doblaré:

g Dob.
=
f

−(ψ⋆
t + ω)

ψt
ψt ρ 2−β/2
31/4
Cp
(J : J )1/4
2(1 − w)
{z
}
|

2−β/2
−(ψ⋆
t + ω)ρ

−β/8

ρ0

2−5β/8
A 1/8 −(ψ⋆
t + ω)ρ

equivalent to ψt ρ 2−β/2 expressed
with the continuum damage formulation

• resorption criterion:
Stanford:
Jacobs:
Doblaré:

g rSt. =
g rAn. =

g Dob. =
r

p

ψt
−ψt ρ 2−β/2

2(1 − w) −1 −1 1/4
(J : J )
1/4
| C 27
{z
}

equivalent to 1/(ψt ρ 2−β/2 ) expressed
with the continuum damage formulation
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β/8

ρ 0 A −1/8

−(ψ⋆
t − ω)
2−β/2
+(ψ⋆
t − ω)ρ
1
− ⋆
(ψt − ω)ρ 2−5β/8
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• remodeling rate

Density rate function


St. for g St. > 0,


c f g f
f

St.
•
St.
St.
Stanford: r
= cr g r
for g r < 0,



0
otherwise.

g An.

f



c f 2−β/2
> 0,
for g An.

f

ρ

• An.
g rAn.
Jacobs: r
=
for g rAn. > 0,

−c
r 2−β/2


ρ




0
otherwise.

Dob.

 gf


c f 2−β/2
> 0,
for g Dob.

f

ρ

• Dob.
g rDob.
=
Doblaré: r
for g rDob. > 0,

−cr 2−β/2


ρ




0
otherwise.

All models use the same function relating the density rate to the remodeling rate, considering
the formed/resorbed bone is fully mineralized:
•

•

ρ = kS v ρ 0 r
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5.1.5 Discussion of Doblaré and Garcia’s Model
Doblaré and co-workers propose an anisotropic CDM model for small strain elasticity characterized by its ability to reproduce the known experimental features of bone remodeling
and using independent internal variables associated to the bone microstructure [62, 83].
Bone anisotropy is considered by means of the fabric tensor T , which evolves in response
to the stimulus tensor Y . In a long-term analysis it aligns the fabric tensor principle directions with those of the applied stress state.
Behavior Analysis
In [62], the authors present five main properties of their model. These properties are here
summarized and discussed. The reader interested with the proofs of some of the statements
should read [62].
Property 1: The second term of the damage criteria (Equ. 5.21 and Equ. 5.22), depending
only on the apparent density (called the damage hardening part of the criteria in [62]), is
a function of the parameter β through ρ 2−5β/8 and tends toward a limit, constant value for
β = 3.2. Indeed, the second term of each criteria does not depend on the reduced density
anymore for this value of β. However, it is known from experimental data that β changes
approximately between the bounds 2.5 and 3.2 (they are even the only used values for β
in Equ. 5.9). Therefore, in this model the upper bound of β is interpreted as the limit value
of a saturation process of the bone tissue with respect to the damage criterion. This value of
3.2 is thereby interpreted by Doblaré and García [62] as a direct consequence of the model
and not as an external experimental value.
Discussion: The way to obtain this property is not quite clear. Indeed, the expressions of the
damage criteria (Equ. 5.21 and Equ. 5.22) come from the expressions Equ. 5.13 and Equ. 5.14
of the anisotropic extension of the Stanford model proposed by Jacobs [117]. However, as
outlined in the summary of the models on the previous section, both formulations are not
identical. Indeed, Equ. 5.21 is respectively equal to Equ. 5.13 multiplied by ρ −β/8 (thus the
−β/8
term ρ 0 A 1/8 in the first term of Equ. 5.21 and the exponent (16−5β)/8 in the second term).
The remodeling rate proposed by Doblaré and co-workers therefore differs from the Stanford
remodeling rate by this value for no apparent reasons. And only this difference is responsible
of this claimed property.
Property 2: Doblaré and García [62] also claim that they retrieve the Stanford model when
an initially isotropic bone loaded by a spherical stress state is considered.
Discussion: As said in the previous paragraph, their model differs from the Stanford model
by a value ρ −β/8 coming, to our understanding, out-of-nowhere. The remodeling criterion in
resorption (g rDob. ) also differs significantly. This last difference is detailed at the end of this
section when dealing with the disadvantages of the model.
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Property 3: For an initially isotropic bone structure (with a fabric tensor T = I ), Doblaré’s
remodeling tensor H see starts its evolution, along each of the principal stress directions, proportionally in formation (or inversely proportionally in resorption) to the strain energy.
Discussion: This property is a direct consequence of the choice of the strain energy as a
driving variable for bone remodeling, a choice made in the Stanford model. Indeed, for an
initially isotropic bone structure, Doblaré’s remodeling tensor becomes
H see = ρ̄ β/4 A 1/4 I = h see I
Therefore, its evolution, in formation conditions for instance (Equ. 5.26), becomes:
•
ρ0 W : J
3
•
H see = βkS v r h see
4
ρ tr (W : J )
•

with r ∝ (J : J )1/4 , i.e. to the strain energy density, and where W : J is aligned with Y and thus
ε as
£
¤
3
Y = 2h see
2Gε2 + λtr (ε) ε
Property 4: When Doblaré’s remodeling tensor H see is aligned with the Cauchy stress tensor
(coincident eigenvectors), the rate of the fabric tensor eigenvectors vanishes. In this situation, the model is at an equilibrium state with respect to the principal directions of the
reference system, with all the different tensors remaining aligned.
•

Proof: On one hand, since the remodeling tensor rate H see is proportional to the tensor J
(Equ. 5.26) or J −3 (Equ. 5.27) and since J is defined in terms of the spherical and deviatoric
•

components of the tensor Y (Equ. 5.23), it is clear that H see is aligned with Y . On the other
hand, if Doblaré’s remodeling tensor H see is aligned with the Cauchy stress tensor, so is the
effective stress tensor. Therefore Y (Equ. 5.20) is also aligned with the Cauchy stress tensor
as ε̃ is aligned with σ̃ through the isotropic constitutive law in the effective stress space, and
since the product of two tensors that have the same eigenvectors results in another tensor
with the same eigenvectors.
Therefore, if Doblaré’s remodeling tensor H see is aligned with the Cauchy stress tensor, the
•

eigenvectors of H see are the same as those of H see . The rate of the eigenvectors of H see thus
vanishes. As the fabric tensor T is aligned by definition with Doblaré’s remodeling tensor,
the rate of the fabric tensor eigenvectors vanishes.
Discussion: This property therefore reflects the experimental features of bone remodeling
described in Wolff’s “law” of bone adaptation. Indeed, as described in section 2.1.3, it is
experimentally shown that remodeling occurs to change the bone topology, mainly in trabecular tissue for which the trabeculae tend to align along the principal stress directions.
Property 5: Assuming that the remodeling criteria are convex, Doblaré and García [62] show
a minimum mechanical dissipation (energy dissipation without taking into account the provided metabolic energy) principle is fulfilled. This is the opposite condition usually considered for non-living materials and normally used in Damage Mechanics which assumes the
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fulfillment of the principle of maximum dissipation [236]. In the case of bone formation, the
dissipation is negative and a certain amount of metabolic energy is necessary.
Discussion: This property is consistent with the theoretical work proposed by Jacobs in his
PhD work [117]. This is an essential difference between the behavior of non-living (inert)
and biologic (adaptive) materials. From a mechanical point of view, this different thermodynamical behavior comes from the different damage behavior in both cases: in non-living
materials the energy dissipation is produced by the appearance of microcracks after reaching a certain stress level, while resorption in living materials appears in the region of low
stress. In the case of bone formation, the dissipation is negative and a certain amount of
metabolic energy is necessary.
Isotropic interpretation
This anisotropic model can easily be interpreted in its isotropic formulation (choosing an
isotropic fabric tensor). As no more dependence on the orientation has to be represented,
one can write H see = h see I and w = 0 in Equ. 5.21 and Equ. 5.22.
¤
¡ ¢
2 3 £
We can show that J = h see
2G tr ε2 + λ(tr (ε))2 I and thus both criteria take a simple
3
formulation given by:
U (d see ,σ)

⋆

U
}|
{
z
z }| {
p
−β/8
2−5β/8
Formation: g Dob.iso.
= C ρ 0 A 1/8 (1 − d see )−1 u(σ) −(1 + Ω) ψ⋆
t ρ
f
1
1
Resorption: g rDob.iso. =
−
U
(1 − Ω)U ⋆

(Equ. 5.29)
(Equ. 5.30)

where U ⋆ is a reference homeostatic value of U , a strain-energy density like function,
Ωψ⋆
t = ω,
2
d see = 1 − h see
, and
u(σ) is the effective elastic energy density.
This effective elastic energy density u is as also defined in [146] for metallic materials modeled with CDM and accounting for the stress triaxiality1:
"
#
Z
J 22 2
p2
(1 + ν) + 3(1 − 2ν) 2 = u(σ̃)(1 − d see )2
u(σ) = σ : d εsee =
E 3
J2
with J 2 =

r

(Equ. 5.31)

r
3
3
s i j s i j = (1 − d see )
s̃ i j s̃ i j = (1 − d see ) J˜2 .
2
2

The remodeling rate is thus a function of this strain-energy density like measure, U , as depicted in Fig 5.3.
p
p
=
for a von Mises equivalent stress. In Equ. 5.31, the exσeq
J2
pression in square brackets is refered to as the “triaxiality function” in [146].
1
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F IGURE 5.3: Remodeling rate used in the isotropic version of Doblaré and co-workers’s
model [62]
Finally, Equ. 5.26 and Equ. 5.27 both lead to the same damage rate:
•
ρ0
1
•
(1 − d see )
d see = − βkS v (d see )r (d see )
2
ρ(d see )

(Equ. 5.32)

Fig. 5.4 shows a computation of the damage rate with the damage value, following Equ. 5.32.
ψ⋆
Results depend on the remodeling rate parameters (N , ψ⋆ , actually only the ratio N 1/m has
an influence on the rate, their values have just a stretching impact, c f , cr , and Ω) and the
stress intensity through the values of p and J 2 .
As the damage rate is positive for resorption and negative for formation, we can detect on
Fig. 5.4 different remodeling zones as well as the lazy zone as a function of damage. As expected, the damage rate for values of damage close to 1.0 tend to (relatively) high (negative)
values but is reduced to zero for full damage (not seen on the figure as, for a visibility purpose, damage rate below −6 10−4 [/s] is not depicted while for a damage value of 0.99, the
damage rate is of −0.0873[/s]). In resorption, although the remodeling rate increases (in
absolute value) for a damage decay, the damage rate does not reach high values due to the
tendency of the specific surface area to decrease faster than the remodeling rate increases.
The discontinuity of damage rate for a damage value of about 0.5 is due to the slight discontinuity introduced by Equ. 5.9 in the definition of bone Young’s modulus (the damage value

at which this discontinuity is observed is therefore function of the full density ρ 0 ).
As the resorption stimulus definition, Equ. 5.30, is non-linear with respect to the strainenergy density like measure, U , and as the homeostatic value, U ⋆ , is not constant but is a
function of damage (except for high densities; when ρ > 1.2g /cc, β = 3.2 and U ⋆ = ψ⋆
t ) the
remodeling rate is not exactly as sketched in Fig. 5.3. It is (slightly) non-linear even when
the formation criterion is positive. The actual remodeling rate as function of U is plotted in
Fig. 5.5. As for the case of the damage rate, the computed remodeling rate depends on the
remodeling rate parameters and the stress level.
As stated earlier, the damage evolution is proportional to the specific surface, S v as defined
in [162]. Its presence in the damage evolution law has a biological justification but also serves
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F IGURE 5.4: Damage rate versus damage value (strain energy equivalence formulation)
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stimulus value), k = 0.5 (percentage of available surface area), Ω = 0.2 (half-width of the
lazy-zone), p = J 2 = 0.5[MP a] (assumed applied stress), c f = 5 10−5 [mms −1 ], cr = 100c f
(remodeling constants), ρ 0 = 1.9[g /cc], the plain blue line is the actual damage rate computed.
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a numerical purpose. Indeed, using this specific surface will decrease substantially the convergence problem that would arise when reaching high damage values: the effective stress
definition of the continuum damage theory is written for an isotropic damage variable d see ,
as Equ. 3.46. Therefore when obtaining a damage variable equal to 1.0 (full resorption of the
bone), the model cannot be used anymore. Yet, this will tend not to happen in the model
because when reaching the critical value, the damage rate decreases to zero thanks to the
null value of the specific surface area.
Disadvantages of the model
As expressed earlier in this section, the first disadvantage of the model proposed in [62, 83] is
that the Stanford model is not recovered in the case of an isotropic fabric tensor loaded by a
purely hydrostatic stress. This difference is not only due to the parameter ρ −β/8 appearing in
Doblaré and Garcia’s model, but also, as clearly seen in its isotropic formulation, to the definition of the resorption criterion Equ. 5.30 which, in a Stanford equivalent problem, would
be written −U + (1 − Ω)U ⋆ instead of 1/U − 1/((1 − Ω)U ⋆ ).
It cannot be considered as a disadvantage if one does not want to recover the Stanford model
but it becomes a disadvantage if one claims their model fully encompasses the Stanford
model in the particular isotropic case.
Also, the Stanford model is a phenomenological model widely used, or on which most theories at a purely macroscopic scale (not involving fluid flow around cells or local trabecular
change) are based, in the bone remodeling literature (the papers on which the Stanford theory is based [16, 30, 79] are cited respectively 321, 412 and 226 times1). Our goal in the development of a bone remodeling model is therefore at least being able to retrieve the behavior
of the Stanford model.
It also has to be noticed that for an initial null bone porosity, there will be no damage creation, because of the null value of the specific surface at that point. This means that fully
mineralized bone cannot be resorbed, it is a major drawback of the model. However, as we
work with trabecular bone, we will not deal with bone of full porosity.
As emphasized in this chapter, one of the first assumption of the Stanford model (and therefore the anisotropic extension proposed by Jacobs and the re-formulation in a continuum
damage framework by Doblaré and co-workers) is the linear elastic behavior of the bone
matrix. This assumption of small strains, with a linear behavior of the bone trabeculae,
might be valid for problems dealing only with bone remodeling. However, if one wants to
use a bone remodeling algorithm in problems dealing with other behavior than bone remodeling, the bone matrix might need to be described with more sophisticated behavior
than basic linear elasticity, such as elastoplasticity used in this work. Also, in situations such
as remodeling produced by an orthodontic treatment, the goal of the procedure is to observe large displacements and/or rotations of the tooth in its socket. For such problems, a
1

Citation on the 20th of June 2012, as given by Google Scholar.
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finite strain framework is needed to properly (in a numerical way) account for these finite
displacements/rotations.
However, to use Doblaré and Garcia’s model [62, 83] with bone trabeculae described with a
material model other than elasticity, the effective stress definition in the representation of
damage has to be modified, as will be fully explained in the beginning of the next section.
Finally, a problem encountered in Doblaré and Garcia’s model [62, 83] is an inconsistency in
the dimensional analysis of the model.
As showed in Equ. 5.28, if cr and c f are both expressed as a velocity per unit stress
(µm/(dayMP a) or mm/(dayMP a)) as found in all their papers on the topic [61, 62, 82–84,
•
among others], g r and g f both need to have the same units so that r is expressed in 1/day to
be consistent with Equ. 5.1.
and g rDob. do not have the same dimensions.
However, Equ. 5.21 and Equ. 5.22 defining g Dob.
f
Indeed, it can be easily shown that both criteria have opposite dimensions as it clearly appears in their isotropic formulation (Equ. 5.29 and Equ. 5.30).
This is a major issue which fortunately can easily be treated in the isotropic formulation (the
same is valid in the anisotropic formulation as well but will be treated in details in the next
section) by choosing a new definition for the resorption criterion:
g iso.
= U − (1 + Ω)U ⋆ < 0
f

g riso. = −U + (1 − Ω)U ⋆ < 0

(Equ. 5.33)
(Equ. 5.34)

instead of Equ. 5.29 and Equ. 5.30. This expression for g r is negative when Equ. 5.30 is, as
both U ans U ⋆ are positive variables. Therefore, the resorption will be encountered for the
same mechanical conditions for both formulations of the resorption criterion.
This expression, as stated earlier, also has the feature of being equivalent to the Stanford
resorption criterion (apart from the ρ −β/8 term discussed earlier).

These disadvantages need to be solved in the anisotropic bone remodeling model we propose in this work. Therefore, the mathematical framework proposed in Doblaré and Garcia’s
model will be used but the derivation of the remodeling tensor H will be built based on
the results from Jacobs in his PhD thesis so that our model fully encompasses the Stanford
model. Finally non-linearities of the bone matrix expressed as a plastic behavior and a finite
strain framework will be considered.
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5.2 Towards a Non-Linear Model in Large Strains
King of the lab!
- J.S.Hodgins IV, PhD
To use Doblaré and Garcia’s model [62, 83] with bone trabeculae described with a material model other than linear elasticity, the effective stress definition in the representation of
damage has to be chosen to enable a coupling between damage and material non-linearities
such as plasticity. The main drawback of this model for coupling with plasticity is the use of a
strain energy equivalence approach to represent the contribution of morphology. This continuum damage approach relates the stress level in the actual (damaged) material (Cauchy
stress, σ) with the stress in the undamaged material (effective stress, σ̃) that leads to the
same strain energy. Therefore, this damage approach looses the physical relation of damage
to the surface density of defects, which is found in a strain equivalence approach of damage.
Keeping this physical relation would however allow the coupling of damage to plasticity by
expressing the yield criterion in terms of the effective stress tensor instead of the stress tensor. The yield criterion is then expressed for the undamaged material, here the trabecular
material.
The first modification we therefore propose, compared to Doblaré and Garcia’s model is to
change the damage framework used and work in a strain equivalence approach of CDM1 .
We therefore define an anisotropic damage tensor that depends, as Doblaré’s damage tensor
did, on morphological parameters (BV/TV: ρ̄ and fabric tensor: T ) by the expression:
d = I − ρ̄ β AT

(Equ. 5.35)

where A is defined in Equ. 5.16.
This definition of damage2 fulfills the requirements of a damage variable, i.e. d = 0 for ρ = ρ 0
and T = I , corresponding to the undamaged state, and d = I for ρ = 0 and any value of T ;

which means complete absence of bone mass.
Using a normalization condition3 for T , such as tr (T ) = 3, yields to the independence of
the two internal variables, d and ρ, and therefore solves the issue of using coupled internal
variables as in Jacob’s model.

1

The strain equivalence approach will be used from here. Subscript se introduced in chapter 3 will be
omitted.
2
For an isotropic tissue, T = I and one can write for a strain equivalence approach of damage d = 1− E /E 0 .
In the damage definition used by Doblaré and co-workers (Equ. 5.15), square roots appear as the strain energy
p
equivalence approach is used and therefore the isotropic equivalent needs to retrieve d see = 1 − E /E 0
3
Doblaré and co-workers showed the choice of normalization condition (either on the determinant or on
the trace of the fabric tensor) did not influence much the theoretical results of the model. However, as computing a trace can be done with a better efficiency, numerically speaking, than a determinant, we choose to work
with a normalization condition on the trace.
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The second modification compared to Doblaré and Garcia’s model is to assume a constitutive law for the undamaged material which is not restricted to basic small strain linear
elasticity. We will work under a finite strains framework assuming an elastoplastic material
with an hypoelastic decomposition of the strain rate:
D = De + Dp
Working in a finite strains framework in a corotational formulation1 gives an effective stress
rate linked to the elastic part of the strain rate by the generalized Hooke’s law:
•

σ̃ = Ho : D e

(Equ. 5.36)

where Ho is the Hooke’s tensor of elasticity, with parameters evaluated at the trabecular level
(already introduced in Equ. 3.49):
Ho = K I ⊗ I + 2G1
This general expression will be particularized for elasto-plastic materials in section 5.2.1. An
integration scheme will be proposed as well as a consistent tangent operator.
As a third and final modification compared to Doblaré and Garcia’s model, we also extend
the Stanford model of bone remodeling to this generalized Continuum Damage Mechanics
framework. With that, we will get in section 5.2.3 a model that overcomes Doblaré and Garcia’s drawbacks underlined previously (i.e. we will completely retrieve the Stanford model
and correct the dimensional inconsistency). In that section, we also propose some modifications compared to the Stanford model to account for the particularities of the alveolar
bone (i.e. a model depending on the hydrostatic stress state - tension or compression - due
to the activation of the periodontal ligament).

5.2.1 Anisotropic Continuum Damage Mechanics and Plasticity in Finite
Strains
According to Lemaitre and Desmorat [59, 146, 147] as detailed in section 3.4, the only effective stress definition that fulfills the conditions of being symmetric, independent of Poisson’s ratio, compatible with the thermodynamics (existence of a stress potential-when small
strains are considered-, and a principle of strain equivalence2 ) and that can express different
effect on the hydrostatic and deviatoric behavior, is represented by
σ̃ = dev (H s H) +

p
I = s̃ + p̃ I
1 − ηd H

(Equ. 5.37)

The exponent c of the corotational formulation is omitted. All the time derivatives noted • are to be understood as derivatives in the corotational frame.
2
The energy equivalence approach in continuum damage mechanics does not relate the physical definition of damage to the surface density of defects, and its coupling to an elasto-plastic matrix is therefore less
straightforward.
1
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where s and p are respectively the stress deviator and the hydrostatic pressure (Cauchy stress
1
σ = s + p I ), η is an hydrostatic sensitivity parameter1, d H = tr (d ), and where
3
d = I − H −2

(Equ. 5.38)

H is a second order symmetric tensor (we can here notice, compared to Doblaré’s remodeling tensor, that H is the effective damage tensor defined in section 3.4). In the isotropic case,
σ
d = d I thus H = (1 − d )−1/2 I and η = 1, and one retrieves σ̃ = 1−d
.

Considering Equ. 5.35 and Equ. 5.38, we see the effective damage tensor H has its principal
directions aligned with the fabric tensor T principal directions:
H −2 = ρ̄ β AT
This effective damage tensor includes not only the directionality of the bone microstructure
through the fabric tensor, but also the porosity by means of the reduced density.

Plasticity in the effective stress space
We present here the driving equations of the plasticity problem when expressed in the effective stress space in order to couple plasticity and anisotropic damage. For this and since we
will use, as detailed in the next paragraph, a staggered scheme for the integration of the coupled plastic-damage problem, we assume the damage tensor is constant. This assumption
will allow us to derive the plastic flow rule independently from the the damage flow rule.
In order to keep a linear relation between effective and Cauchy stresses, one can write
σ̃ = M : σ

(Equ. 5.39)

where M is a fourth order tensor defined from H as2 (reminder of Equ. 3.57):
M = H ⊗H −

¢ 1 ¡ ¢
1 I ⊗I
1¡ 2
H ⊗ I + I ⊗ H 2 + tr H 2 I ⊗ I +
3
9
3 1 − ηd H

This relation can be inverted as:

σ = M−1 : σ̃
with M−1 = H −1 ⊗H −1 −

H

−2

(Equ. 5.40)
−2

¢
⊗H
1¡
¡ −2 ¢ + 1 − ηd H I ⊗ I
3
tr H

Using Equ. 5.37, one can get for the effective pressure and stress deviator (see also Appendix
B):


 p̃ I


p
I
= p M:I
1 − ηd H
s̃ = dev (H sH ) = M : s
=

(Equ. 5.41)

η ≈ 3 for metals [146] and taken to be equal to the degree of anisotropy (DA-as defined in section 2.3) in
the case of bone.
2
For second order tensors a and b, the product A i j kl = ai j b kl is noted A = a ⊗ b.
1
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Or conversely


 pI



=

¡

¢
1 − ηd H p̃ I

s = H −1 s̃ H −1 −

= p̃ M−1 : I

s̃ : H −2
¡
¢ H −2 = M−1 : s̃
tr H −2

(Equ. 5.42)

To couple damage and plasticity (considering a von Mises criterion for the undamaged material, i.e. the trabeculae in our case), an equivalent stress is defined in the effective stress
configuration as:
r
3
vM
σ̃eq =
s̃ : s̃
(Equ. 5.43)
2
The yield function then becomes:
vM
f = σ̃eq
− σy ≤ 0

(Equ. 5.44)

Assuming a constant damage tensor and a normality rule in the Cauchy stress space (as explained in section 3.4, it is the space where the conservation equations are fulfilled and the
Clausius-Duhem inequality is respected) gives the flow rule (details of the derivation of this
flow rule is found in Appendix B.1):
D p = ΛN
(Equ. 5.45)
where Λ is the consistency or flow parameter and with the deviatoric unit normal defined1
by:

with the notation

∂f
n
∂σ
=
N=
||∂ f /∂σ|| ||n||

(Equ. 5.46)

n = M : s̃ = dev (H s̃H )

(Equ. 5.47)

The equivalent plastic strain rate is given by:
•
p

ε̄ =

r

2 p
D : Dp =
3

r

2
Λ
3

(Equ. 5.48)

However, it is the damaged equivalent plastic strain which is used as an internal parameter
•

driving the plastic problem. It is defined through its rate, ε̄p,d , in such a way that:
•
p,d

D p = ε̄

∂f
∂σ

⇒

•
p,d

ε̄

Λ
=
=
||∂ f /∂σ||

r

•

2 ||s̃||
Λ
3 ||n||

The ratio of the equivalent plastic strain rate (ε̄p ) to the damaged equivalent plastic strain
•
1
||n||
and is simply
if isotropic damage were considered.
rate (ε̄p,d ) is given by
||s̃||
1−d
1
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Finally, the last assumption for the plastic problem is to restrict the hardening law to be
isotropic:
σ y (ε̄p,d ) = σ0y + h ε̄p,d
with h an hardening parameter: h =

d σy
d ε̄p,d

.

This plastic problem is completed with the damage problem, defined through the damage
evolution law. So far, we suppose the damage tensor rate can be described with any general
•

•

•

damage model and we simply write: H = H (H , D, ε̄p,d , ε̄p,d ). It will be particularized to a
remodeling problem at the end of this section.

Time integration algorithm for the constitutive model
The equations that are driving the coupled damage elastoplastic problem are therefore one
scalar equation (definition of the yield criterion) and two tensorial ones (decomposition of
the strain rate and the damage rate):














Strain rate decomposition : D = D e + D p
Yield function :

•

vM
f = σ̃eq
− σ y (ε̄p,d , ε̄p,d ) ≤ 0
•

•

(Equ. 5.49)

•

Damage evolution : d = d (d , D, ε̄p,d , ε̄p,d )
•

•

•

or Effective damage tensor evolution : H = H (H , D, ε̄p,d , ε̄p,d )

This system introduces one scalar and two tensorial unknowns, i.e. the damaged equivalent
•

•

plastic strain rate ε̄p,d , the elastic strain rate D e , and the damage evolution1 d . Accounting
for the symmetry of D e and d , we therefore have to solve a non-linear system of 13 scalar
unknowns.
This principal system is completed with 3 tensorial equations (definition of the effective
stress, the constitutive law, and the plastic flow rule) and a scalar one (defining the damaged
equivalent plastic strain rate):










Definition of the effective stress : σ̃ = M : σ
•

Constitutive law : σ̃ = Ho : D e

dev (H s̃H )
Plastic flow rule : D p = Λ



r||dev (H s̃H ) ||


•

3 ||s̃||

 Damaged equivalent plastic strain rate : ε̄p,d =
Λ
2 ||n||

(Equ. 5.50)

This introduces 19 new unknowns: the Cauchy stress tensor σ (6 unknowns), the effective
stress tensor σ̃ (6 unknowns), the plastic strain rate D p (6 unknowns), and the consistency
flow Λ (1 unknown).
1

•

This damage rate will be computed through the knowledge of the effective damage tensor variation H
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Solving this system (Equ. 5.49) with a fully coupled Newton-Raphson method would require
to evaluate the derivatives for each of the 13 variables with respect to each other variables,
i.e. 156 derivatives. The computation cost of such a method is therefore high and considered
an issue to solve such a problem.
Thus, the principle of the integration scheme proposed for the present coupled problem
(plasticity and anisotropic damage) is a staggered scheme. As mentioned in the previous
paragraph, using such a scheme allowed us to derive the driving equations of the plastic
problem independently from the damage flow rule. The full scheme of integration, inspired
from Jeunechamps [122] who proposed in his PhD work an integration scheme for isotropic
continuum damage coupled to von Mises plasticity, is represented in Fig. 5.6 and can be
described as follows:
p,d

Starting from known values at time n (σn , d n , ε̄n ) the plastic problem is solved at constant
damage in the effective stress space (the procedure to solve the plastic problem is detailed
in the next paragraph). So we first determine the effective stress, σ̃n+1 , and the damaged
p,d
equivalent plastic strain rate, ε̄n+1 .
From this result, the damage evolution (through the effective damage tensor variation) is
computed at constant stress and plastic strain rate to obtain the final value1 of the effective
damage tensor H n+1 .
The effective stress tensor and the equivalent plastic strain rate are then updated with this
new effective damage tensor. The effective damage is then reevaluated.
This solving procedure is done iteratively, with iterations on the effective damage tensor ending when the difference between two consecutive tensors (measured by the norm ||H n+1 −
H n ||) is below a user precision (T OL d ). The default value for this precision has been chosen
at 10−8 , i.e. the same value chosen in section 3 to evaluate the convergence of the plastic
problem.
The stress integration and the plasticity are solved in the effective stress space. The Cauchy
stress is obtained simply by applying the inverse of the anisotropic damage operator on the
effective stress (Equ. 5.42).
We here remind the reader that the integration procedure of the constitutive law takes place
in a corotational frame. To do so, before entering the integration algorithm, all tensorial
quantities are rotated in the corotational frame using Equ. 3.26. Once the damage integration has converged, these quantities are rotated back in the fixed Cartesian frame by using
the inverse of Equ. 3.26.

1

The new value of the effective damage tensor is computed using an explicit scheme on the time derivative
•

•

over the time-step: H n+1 = H n + H ∆t with H evaluated with the new effective stress and damaged equivalent
plastic strain rate but with the effective damage tensor evaluated at the end of the previous time step: H n
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p,d
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e
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to get s̃ (k)
- see Fig. 5.7
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F IGURE 5.6: Outline of the integration scheme for the coupled problem (elasto-plasticity
and anisotropic damage) in the corotational frame, σ, d , ε̄p,d are known at time step n
and need to be computed for time step n + 1.
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We now detail the algorithm used to solve the plastic problem (box Solve Plasti ity in
Fig. 5.6, extended in more details in Fig. 5.7).
Using the additive decomposition of the strain rate, the constitutive equation Equ. 5.36 becomes:

•

σ̃ = Ho : D − Ho : D p

(Equ. 5.51)

As seen in Equ. 5.45, Equ. 5.46 and Equ. 5.47, the plastic strain rate is purely deviatoric and
the trace of the elastic strain rate tensor is equal to the one of the total strain rate tensor.
Considering an isotropic behavior for the undamaged material (i.e. at the trabecular level
when speaking about bone), the hydrostatic and deviatoric parts of the effective stress rate
therefore becomes:
 •
 p̃ = K tr (D)
(Equ. 5.52)
 s̃• = 2G dev (D) − 2GΛN

with K the undamaged material bulk modulus and G its shear modulus.
The time integration is done thanks to an elastic predictor/plastic corrector algorithm (closest point algorithm)1 in a time-step procedure where the stress tensor at time n + 1 is computed from the stress tensor at time n in a iterative setup (Newton-Raphson algorithm).
The elastic predictor accounts only for the elastic strain rate and gives:
(

p̃ e
s̃ e

¡
¢
= p̃ n + K tr ∆E N
= s̃ n + 2G∆Ê

N

(Equ. 5.53)

¡
¢
N
with ∆Ê = dev (lnU ) and tr ∆E N = tr (lnU ) for U evaluated between the configurations
at time n and time n + 1 (incremental strain rate).
vM
If needed (i.e. if f = σ̃eq
− σ y > 0), a plastic correction is performed for the deviatoric stress
so that:

s̃ n+1 = s̃ e − 2GΓN n+1
= s̃ e − 2GΓ
with Γ =

Ztn+1
tn

M : s̃ n+1
||M : s̃ n+1 ||

(Equ. 5.54)

Λ d t and with the normal to the yield surface N computed on n +1 as a closest

point scheme is used.
The internal variable driving the plastic problem is updated by:
p,d
ε̄n+1

p,d
= ε̄n

+

r

2
||s̃ n+1 ||
Γ
3 ||M : s̃ n+1 ||

(Equ. 5.55)

where Γ is computed thanks to a Newton-Raphson scheme to fulfill the yield criterion.
During the plastic predictor step, D = D e and D p = 0 while for the plastic correction (if needed, i.e. if the
elastic predictor does not verify the yield criterion) D = 0 and D p = ΛN
1
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This procedure (Equ. 5.54 and Equ. 5.55) for computing s̃ n+1 and Γ however results in a
fully coupled non-linear system. The resolution of this system through a Newton-Raphson
method unfortunately results in strong convergence problems. However, we can modify this
system so that we get a linear system for the deviatoric stress integration.
We can indeed choose to write the plastic strain rate in terms of a normal which is not a unit
normal, such as n (Equ. 5.47):
D p = λn
(Equ. 5.56)
We then have
λ=

Λ
Λ
=
||n|| ||M : s̃||

(Equ. 5.57)

Thus, the plastic correction (Equ. 5.54) becomes:

s̃ n+1 = s̃ e − 2GγM : s̃ n+1
with γ =

Ztn+1

(Equ. 5.58)

λ d t the plastic increment.

tn

The plastic correction can thus be written in the form of a linear system in s̃ n+1 :
P : s̃ n+1 = s̃ e

(Equ. 5.59)

where P = I ⊗I + 2GγM.
The internal variable driving the plastic problem is then computed as:
p,d
ε̄n+1

p,d
= ε̄n

+

r

2
γ||s̃ n+1 ||
3

(Equ. 5.60)

vM
To solve the plasticity, γ has to be computed so that f = σ̃eq
(s̃) − σ y (ε̄p,d ) = 0.
Starting with γ0 as the value of the plastic multiplier at the beginning of the time-step, γ at
the i th iteration of the Newton-Raphson algorithm is given by:


γi +1 = γi + ∆γ




vM i

r i = σ̃eq
(γ ) − σ y (γi )


ri
(Equ. 5.61)
¯
∆γ = −

¯
v
M

¯

∂σ̃eq ¯
∂σ y ¯


¯

−
¯


∂γ ¯ i
∂γ ¯γ=γi
γ=γ

The value of γ is iterated on until

r i +1

< T OL γ with T OL γ a fixed tolerance (as specified
σ y (γi +1 )
earlier, this tolerance is set by default to 10−8 ).

Details on the way to solve the deviatoric stress (Equ. 5.59) and to compute the yield criterion
derivative with respect to γ (Equ. 5.61) are given in Appendix B.2 and summarized in Fig. 5.7.
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elastic predictor: compute p̃ e and s̃ e ;
loop on damage - iterate on k
•plastic correction (Solve Plasti ity box of Fig. 5.6)
i = 0;

initialization :

γ(i ) = γn ;

compute initial plastic criterion :
r
3 e e
v M (i )
σ̃eq
=
s̃ : s̃ ;
2
p,d
σ(iy ) = σ0y + h ε̄n
isotropic hardening only;
v M (i )
f = σ̃eq
− σ(iy ) ;

if f > 0 : LOOP ON PLASTIC CORRECTION - iterate on i
(termination criterion:

residue
σy

< T OL γ )

P(k,i ) = I ⊗I + 2Gγ(i ) M(H (k) );
compute s̃ (i ) : solve P(k,i ) : s̃ (i ) = s̃ e ;
∂s̃

(i )

see appendix B.2

(i )

∂s̃
: solve P(k,i ) : (i ) = −2Gn;
∂γ
r
2
p,d (i )
p,d
γ(i ) ||s̃ (i ) ||;
ε̄n+1 = ε̄n +
3
r
3 (i ) (i )
v M (i )
σ̃eq
=
s̃ : s̃ ;
2
p,d (i )
σ(iy ) = σ0y + h ε̄n+1 ; isotropic hardening only
compute

∂γ(i )

v M (i )

residue(i ) = σ̃eq

∆residue

(i )

=

s̃ (i )

− σ(iy ) ;

∂s̃ (i )

:
−
||s̃ (i ) || ∂γ(i )

γ(i +1) = γ(i ) −

residue(i )

∆residue(i )

r

see appendix B.2

¶
µ
2
γ(i ) (i ) ∂s̃ (i )
(i )
h ||s̃ || + (i ) s̃ : (i ) ;
3
∂γ
||s̃ ||

;

when converged:
solve P(k,i +1) : s̃ (k)
= s̃ e ;
r n+1
2 (i +1) (k)
p,d
p,d
ε̄n+1 = ε̄n +
γ
||s̃ n+1 ||;
3
•update effective damage tensor

γn+1 = γ(i +1)

F IGURE 5.7: Integration scheme: extension of the box Solve Plasti ity of Fig. 5.6
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The coupled problem (plasticity/anisotropic damage) has to be completed by an evolution
law for the damage tensor1 (damage flow rule associated to a damage criterion or to a damage dissipation potential, Equ. 3.59). A priori, any thermodynamically consistent damage
evolution could be used with this anisotropic damage elasto-plastic model.
As introduced in section 3.2, a tangent operator is needed to solve the force equilibrium of
the finite element problem (Equ. 3.22). The consistent material part of the tangent operator
can thus be derived for this integration procedure (the consistency of the tangent operator is
verified by comparison of the convergence rate with an analytical operator and a numerical
one). Details are given in Appendix C.
Summary of the Anisotropic CDM coupled to elastoplasticity
The equations that drive the coupled anisotropic damage/elastoplastic problem can be summarized as follows:






































Definition of the effective stress : σ̃ = M : σ

Strain rate decomposition : D = D e + D p
•

Constitutive law : σ̃ = Ho : D e

•

vM
Yield function : f = σ̃eq
− σ y (ε̄p,d , ε̄p,d ) ≤ 0
Plastic flow rule : D p = λdev (H s̃ H )
r
•
3
p,d
Damaged equivalent plastic strain rate : ε̄ =
λ||s̃||
2
•
•
•
Damage evolution : d = d (d , D, ε̄p,d , ε̄p,d )
•

•

•

or Effective damage evolution : H = H (H , D, ε̄p,d , ε̄p,d )

The integration of the effective hydrostatic and deviatoric stress over a time-step reads:
¡
¢
p̃ n+1 = p̃ e = p̃ n + K tr ∆E N
P : s̃ n+1 = s̃ e
with P = I ⊗I + 2GγM
N

p,d

ε̄n+1

s̃ e = s̃ n + 2G∆Ê
r
2
p,d
= ε̄n +
γ||s̃ n+1 ||
3

The update of the plastic multiplier γ over a time-step can be computed as
vM
σ̃eq
− σy
∆γ =
r
¶
µ
∂s̃
γ
∂s̃
s̃
2
:
+
h ||s̃|| +
s̃ :
−
||s̃|| ∂γ
3
||s̃|| ∂γ

The hardening rule is written: σ y = σ0y + h ε̄p,d
1

Actually, an evolution law for H is needed.
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5.2.2 Equivalence to an Orthotropic Material
•

When the damage tensor remains constant (i.e. if H = 0), this coupled anisotropic damage/elastoplasticity problem is completely equivalent to an elastoplastic orthotropic model.
Indeed, for a constant damage tensor, the constitutive law (Equ. 5.36) can be used to derive
a rate law for the Cauchy stress (applying Equ. 5.42):
•

σ=

•
¡
¢
d ¡ −1 ¢
M : σ̃ = M−1 : σ̃ = M−1 : Ho : D e = C : D e
dt

(Equ. 5.62)

The orthotropic stiffness tensor is therefore given in terms of the fabric tensor T by:
µ
¶
1
1
−1
o
1/2
1/2
C = M : H = K̃ I ⊗ I + 2G̃ T ⊗T − T ⊗ T
(Equ. 5.63)
3
3
with K̃ = K (1 − η + ηρ̄ β A)
G̃ = G ρ̄ β A
In the case of an isotropic damage tensor (T = I , η = 1 and ρ̄ β A = 1 − d ), we can see that we
retrieve the classical result for isotropic damage: Ciso = (1 − d )Ho

We can express the stiffness tensor (Equ. 5.63) in the frame defined by the damage eigenvectors (i.e. the orthotropy axis). This can be done by a quadruple rotation of C using a rotation
tensor (Q) defined from the orthotropy axis (we use the notation ∗ for quantities expressed
•

in the orthotropy axis, thus Equ. 5.62 reads σ∗ = C∗ : D e ∗ ):
C∗ = Q T Q T CQQ

µ
¶
¡ 1/2
¢
1
1 T T
T T
1/2
= K̃ I ⊗ I + 2G̃ Q Q T ⊗T
QQ − Q Q (T ⊗ T )QQ
3
3
µ
¶
¡ T 1/2 ¢ ¡ T 1/2 ¢ 1 ¡ T
¢ ¡ T
¢
1
= K̃ I ⊗ I + 2G̃ Q T Q ⊗ Q T Q − Q T Q ⊗ Q T Q
3
3
µ
¶
1
1
= K̃ I ⊗ I + 2G̃ T ∗ 1/2 ⊗T ∗ 1/2 − T ∗ ⊗ T ∗
(Equ. 5.64)
3
3

As the rotation tensor Q is defined from the orthotropy axis, i.e. the damage eigenvectors
which are those of the fabric tensor T , the tensor T ∗ = Q T T Q is by construction a diagonal
tensor : T ∗ = diag(T1 , T2 , T3 ) with T1, T2 , T3 the fabric tensor eigenvalues. This stiffness tensor
expressed in the orthotropy axis therefore reads (using Voigt notation):
¶
µ
1
1
K̃ + 2G̃ T1 − T12
3
3

¢
 1¡

K̃ − 2G̃T1 T2
 3

¢
 1¡
∗
C =
K̃ − 2G̃T1 T3
 3


0


0



0
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¢
1¡
K̃ − 2G̃T1 T2
3
¶
µ
1
1
K̃ + 2G̃ T2 − T22
3
3
¢
1¡
K̃ − 2G̃T2 T3
3
0

¢
1¡
0
K̃ − 2G̃T1 T3
3
¢
1¡
0
K̃ − 2G̃T2 T3
3
¶
µ
1
1
0
K̃ + 2G̃ T3 − T32
3
3
p
0
2G̃ T1 T2

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0
p
2G̃ T2 T3

0

0

0

0

0
p
2G̃ T1 T3
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This expression is completely equivalent to the stiffness tensor used in orthotropic elasticity
(generalized Hooke’s law):


1 − ν23 ν32
ν21 + ν31 ν23 ν31 + ν21 ν32
0
0
0 
 E 2 E 3 den
E 2 E 3 den
E 2 E 3 den


1 − ν13 ν31
ν32 + ν31 ν12
 ν12 + ν13 ν32


0
0
0 
 E 1 E 3 den

E 1 E 3 den
E 1 E 3 den
ν +ν ν

ν23 + ν21 ν13
1 − ν21 ν12
 13

23 12
∗
Hortho. = 
0
0
0 
 E 1 E 2 den

E 1 E 2 den
E 1 E 2 den



0
0
0
2G 12
0
0 



0
0
0
0
2G 23
0 


0
0
0
0
0
2G 13

1 − ν13 ν31 − ν12 ν21 − ν23 ν32 − 2ν31 ν12 ν23
with den =
E 1E 2E 3
ν21 ν12
ν31 ν13
ν23 ν32
and
=
;
=
;
=
to ensure the symmetry of the tensor.
E2
E1
E3
E1
E2
E3
p
Identifying C∗ with H∗ortho. directly gives G 12 = G̃ T1 T2
p
G 23 = G̃ T2 T3
p
G 13 = G̃ T1 T3
The nine (six with the symmetry conditions) other unknowns (E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , ν12 , ν21 , ν13 , ν31 ,
ν23 , ν32 ) can be computed solving the nonlinear system given by the upper left quadrant of
the tensors.

We can finally express the plastic criterion in the orthotropy axis in order to get the plastic
flow rule.
r
3
s̃ : s̃
σ̃eq =
r2
3
=
dev (H s H ) : dev (H s H )
r2
¢ ¡
¢
3¡ T
Q dev (H sH )Q : Q T dev (H sH )Q
=
2
r
3
dev (H ∗ s ∗ H ∗ ) : dev (H ∗ s ∗ H ∗ )
=
2
r
3 ∗ ∗ ∗
1
(Equ. 5.65)
=
(H s H ) : (H ∗ s ∗ H ∗ ) − (tr (H ∗ s ∗ H ∗ ))2
2
2
where H ∗ is a diagonal tensor since H is aligned with the damage tensor:
H ∗ = diag(h 1 , h 2 , h 3 )
The tensor H ∗ s ∗ H ∗ is therefore very simple to compute and gives:

 2 ∗
∗
∗
h 1 s 11 h 1 h 2 s 12
h 1 h 3 s 13

∗
∗
∗ 
H ∗ s ∗ H ∗ = h 1 h 2 s 12
h 22 s 22
h 2 h 3 s 23

∗
∗
2 ∗
h 1 h 3 s 13 h 2 h 3 s 23 h 3 s 33
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We should here underline that the yield criterion, while written as a von Mises criterion
for the effective stress tensor, cannot be written in terms of classical yield criterion for the
Cauchy stress, even when expressed in the orthotropy axis. However, it is similar to Hill 48
plastic criterion, indeed H ∗ being diagonal, we get:
σ̃eq =
with



p

s ∗ : A∗ : s ∗

− 21 h 12 h 22 − 12 h 12 h 32

h 14

0

0

0



 1 2 2

1 2 2
4
− h h

h
h
h
0
0
0
−
1
2
2
3
2
2
2


− 1 h 2 h 2 − 1 h 2 h 2
4
h3
0
0
0 
 2 1 3

∗
2 3
2
A =

2 2
 0

0
0
3h
h
0
0
1
2


 0
0
0
0
3h 22 h 32
0 


2 2
0
0
0
0
0
3h 1 h 3

The flow rule is therefore, considering associated plasticity:
Dp ∗ = Λ
The derivative

∂σ̃eq
∂σ∗

∂σ̃eq
∂σ∗

is given by:
∂σ̃eq
∂σ∗

·
¸
¢
1¡ ∗
1
∗
∗
∗
A : s − A kkmn s mn I
=
σ̃eq
3
{z
}
|
NN

(Equ. 5.66)

where NN is the outward normal to the yield surface in the orthotropy axis.
The equivalent plastic strain rate is thus given by, NN being deviatoric:
•
p

ε̄ =

r

2 p∗
D
: Dp ∗ = Λ
3

s

2 ∂σ̃eq ∂σ̃eq
Λ
:
=
∗
∗
σ̃eq
3 ∂σ
∂σ

r

2
NN : NN
3

(Equ. 5.67)

Considering as previously an integration scheme with an elastic predictor and a plastic corrector gives:
N ∗
σe = σ∗n + C∗ : E n+1
¯ ¶
µ
∂σ̃eq ¯
∗
e
∗
¯
σn+1 = σ − C : Γ
∂σ∗ ¯n+1
¯ ¶
µ
∂σ̃eq ¯
e
∗
¯
= σ −Γ C :
∂σ∗ ¯n+1

= σe − ΓN ∗n+1

(Equ. 5.68)

The plastic problem therefore consists into finding Γ, using a Newton-Raphson algorithm,
in such a way that f = σ̃eq − σ y (ε̄p ) = 0.
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Such an orthotropic material stress integration is implemented into Metafor [177] using a
generic yield criterion. In order to use it with a yield criterion defined by Equ. 5.65, we only
•
∂σ̃eq
p
(Equ.
have to implement four functions, defining σ̃eq (Equ. 5.65),
5.66),
ε̄
(Equ. 5.67)
∗
∂σ
∗
and N (Equ. 5.68).
Verification method for the integration scheme at constant damage
For the purpose of verifying the integration scheme developed (anisotropic damage and
elastoplasticity, with a constant damage tensor only), we will define simple test cases for
which the results and the computational costs will be compared between the two approaches
(orthotropic elastoplasticity and anisotropic damage with elastoplasticity at constant damage). We will also compare the same test cases with results obtained for an orthotropic material implemented in Lagamine [39, 60]. Lagamine is an implicit nonlinear FE code with an
updated Lagrangian formulation developed in the ArGEnCo department at the University of
Liège since 1984. It has a large element library as well as numerous constitutive laws. However, only an elastic orthotropic material will be considered for this comparison. Indeed, as
expressed earlier, the yield criterion used here cannot be written in terms of classical criteria
in the Cauchy stress space, therefore it cannot easily be related to classical plastic criteria
used for orthotropic materials available in Lagamine.
The test cases presented are constituted of the following features (see Fig. 5.8):
• geometry: cube with a side width of L = 10 cm meshed with hexahedra of 2cm width
(i.e. 125 elements).
• boundary conditions for elastic tests: one side (the side situated in the z = 0 plane)
has all its nodes fixed in all directions, the opposite one (the side situated in the z = L
plane) has all its nodes moved to create 4 test cases: tension (20% stretch in the Zdirection), compression (-20% stretch in the Z-direction), 20% shear in the X-direction
(referred to as the ’positive shear test’) and finally −20% shear in the X-direction (referred to as the ’negative shear test’).

• boundary conditions for elastoplastic tests: one side (the side situated in the z = 0
plane) has all its nodes fixed in all directions, the opposite one (the side situated in
the z = L plane) has all its nodes moved to create 2 loading-unloading-reloading test
cases: tension/compression (loading to 20% stretch in the Z-direction, unloading to
0% stretch, reloading to -20% stretch and final unloading to 0% stretch) and shear in
the X-direction (loading to 20% shear in the X-direction, unloading to 0% shear, reloading to -20% shear and final unloading to 0% shear).
• material properties: we consider the cube to be made of trabecular bone (Young’s
modulus computed from Equ. 5.9 and Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33, with a specific mass of
1.9g /cc) whose fabric tensor eigenvectors are (1, 1, 1) and (0, −1, 1) and fabric tensor
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1

y
z

x

2

3

F IGURE 5.8: Test cases used for the verification method: the side in gray is fixed, the
hatched one is moved to create either a compression test, a tension test or shear tests. The
red arrow shows the direction for which the cube is considered twice as dense as in the
other directions. The black dots are the three points from which the data are extracted.
eigenvalues are respectively 1.5 and 0.751 (i.e. a bone twice as dense in the (1, 1, 1) direction than in the perpendicular directions). The reduced density is chosen as a mean
density for trabecular bone, i.e. ρ̄ = 20%.2 For elastoplastic tests, the yield limit is cho-

sen at σ y = 200MP a (median value of the one calculated with an reverse engineering
approach on linear finite element models in [193, 244, 266]) with an isotropic hardening of h = 725MP a (corresponding to a tangential modulus 5% the value of Young’s
modulus as in the same studies).
We compare for the elastic cases (i.e. orthotropic model in Metafor, damage-based model in
Metafor as developed in this work, and orthotropic model in Lagamine) simple mechanical
features such as the hydrostatic stress and the von Mises equivalent stress. These values are
extracted at three characteristic points of the volume represented in Fig. 5.8 (the data are
extracted from the closest Gauss points, which actually represent the same particle in all
cases).
We can see in Fig. 5.9 and 5.10 that the overall mechanical behavior for all four tests is similar
for the three constitutive models. A closer look tells us there is no difference (to the numerical
precision of the integration) between both methods implemented in Metafor. However, the
difference is larger between these two cases and the Lagamine integration, especially for the
compression and tension tests. Indeed, the Lagamine results show a difference up to 8%
relatively to the Metafor results for the compression and tension tests.
This difference is most probably due to the numerical strategy concerning the way the finite element computation is performed (evaluation of equilibrium, non-linear numerical
1

The third fabric eigenvector is perpendicular to the first two. The third eigenvalue is computed in such a
way that the sum of the three eigenvalues is 3 (normalization condition of the fabric tensor).
2
Such a choice of parameters gives for the classical orthotropic parameters: E 1 = 223.4MP a, E 2 =
163.26MP a, E 3 = 163.26MP a, ν12 = 0.473, ν13 = 0.615, ν23 = 0.473, G 12 = 71.48MP a, G 23 = 50.58MP a, and
G 13 = 71.48MP a
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F IGURE 5.9: von Mises stress for the four test cases (tension: red, compression: green, positive shear test: black, negative shear test: blue) and the three different integration methods
(orthotropic Lagamine: plain curves, anisotropic damage-i.e. this work: dashed curves,
orthotropic Metafor: dotted curves) - elastic models.
scheme, time integration, ...). All these parameters are strictly the same for both methods
using Metafor while there are most probably differences between Metafor and Lagamine.
However, we are confident to conclude that, on the elastic case, our constitutive law integration scheme can be considered as verified.
We can also briefly analyze the implications of the orthotropy in the deformation of the samples (Fig 5.11). We can see that the von Mises equivalent stress for tension (Fig 5.11(a)) and
compression (Fig 5.11(b)) tests is higher in the direction of the larger stiffness (more than
five times higher) than in the other directions. For the shear tests, while an isotropic behavior would produce exactly the same distribution of stress on both shear tests, we observe not
only that the stress intensities are slightly different (higher stress when the main orthotropic
direction is submitted to negative hydrostatic stress, i.e. for negative shearing) but also that
the deformation is slightly different. Indeed, the positive shearing (Fig 5.11(c)) forces the
faces situated in the O y z plane (vertical and perpendicular to the paper/screen) to curve
outwards, while the negative shearing (Fig 5.11(d)) forces the same faces to curve inwards.

For the elastoplastic cases (comparison between orthotropic models in Metafor and damagebased model in Metafor as developed in this work), we compare the same mechanical features as for the elastic case on the same material points as well as the equivalent plastic
strain, and, for the whole volume, the force intensity needed for the cube to be deformed.
We can see in Fig. 5.12 that no differences (to the precision of the integration) can be observed on both the hydrostatic stress and the von Mises equivalent stress values computed
either with the elastoplastic orthotropic model or with the elastoplastic anisotropic damage
one. The same holds true both for the equivalent plastic strain values (Fig. 5.13) and for the
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hydrostatic
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F IGURE 5.10: hydrostatic stress for the four test cases (tension: red, compression: green,
positive shear test: black, negative shear test: blue) and the three different integration
methods (orthotropic Lagamine: plain curves, anisotropic damage-i.e. this work: dashed
curves, orthotropic Metafor: dotted curves) - elastic models.
force needed to deform the samples (Fig. 5.14, the shear force is initially negative because
the first imposed displacement is along −ex while the component of the force along ex is depicted). The overall deformation pattern is slightly different from the elastic cases (Fig. 5.15)
as the strain is higher due to plasticity.
We should notice here that not only do both models give the same mechanical results but
also they converge at the same rate. Indeed, for the computation of the two test cases for
elastoplastic material models, we imposed a maximal authorized loading step a hundredth
of the maximal displacement (thus minimum 400 steps per test case). Both models needed
406 mechanical iterations to get a solution, i.e. 1 iteration per loading step except when
the imposed displacement changed direction (after the maximal displacement and after the
minimal displacement were reached) for which 3 mechanical iterations were needed. However, the time needed for each mechanical iteration (i.e. the time needed for the constitutive
law to converge) was different. The anisotropic damage model is almost ten times slower
than the orthotropic model. This is due mainly to the presence of two systems to solve
(computing s̃ n+1 following Equ. 5.59 and its derivative with respect to γ) within the NewtonRaphson iterations of the plastic correction. These systems do not exist in the orthotropic
model, which is thus faster. The presence of these systems in the anisotropic model is due to
the coupling between stresses and damage.
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F IGURE 5.11: von Mises equivalent stress map [MPa] for the four test cases: (a) tension,
(b) compression, (c) positive shear, and (d) negative shear - elastic models. The presented
stress maps are those of the orthotropic elastic model implemented in Metafor.
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F IGURE 5.12: stresses for the two test cases (von Mises stress for tension tests: red, von
Mises stress for shear tests: blue, hydrostatic stress for tension tests: green, hydrostatic stress
for shear tests: black) and the two different integration methods (anisotropic damage-i.e.
this work: plain curves, orthotropic Metafor: dots) - elastoplastic models.
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F IGURE 5.13: equivalent plastic strains for the two test cases (tension: red, shear: green)
and the two different integration methods (anisotropic damage-i.e. this work: plain
curves, orthotropic Metafor: dots) - elastoplastic models.
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F IGURE 5.14: force intensity for the two test cases (tension: vertical force, red; shear: horizontal force, green) and the two different integration methods (anisotropic damage-i.e.
this work: plain curves, orthotropic Metafor: dots) - elastoplastic models.
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F IGURE 5.15: equivalent plastic strain map for the two test cases: (a) tension at maximal
loading, (b) tension at minimal loading, (c) shear at maximal loading, and (d) shear at
minimal loading - elastoplastic models. The presented strain maps are those of the orthotropic elastoplastic model implemented in Metafor.
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5.2.3 Remodeling Law in the Non-Linear Constitutive Framework
As said earlier, the constitutive model needs to be completed with a damage rate model representative of remodeling. We thus close this section by extending the Stanford model (described in section 5.1.1) to a generalized anisotropic theory by means of the principles of
continuum damage mechanics, using the ideas suggested by Doblaré and Garcia [62, 83] but
overcoming the disadvantages discussed in section 5.1.5.
As discussed, the remodeling law is written in terms of an evolution law for the effective
•

damage tensor: H.
As for any phenomenological remodeling models considering Frost’s mechanostat theory,
we need to define a stimulus, a remodeling rate, and a density rate model.
Anisotropic formulation
In order to derive an evolution law for the effective damage tensor H, or equivalently for the
fabric tensor T , we define (as in section 3.4) an external mechanical stimulus, Y , identified
with the variable thermodynamically associated with the effective damage tensor in terms of
the free energy density function (Ψ), choosing to use the stress as the “external driving force”.
¯
∂Ψ(σ, H) ¯¯
(Equ. 5.69)
Y =−
¯
∂H
σ constant

This free energy density is calculated considering an isotropic material behavior at trabecular level (and assuming we can extend the expression of the free energy density in small

strains to a finite strain problem) and expressing it in terms of either effective or Cauchy
stress as:
¶¶
µ
µ
¡ −1 −1 ¢ (H −2 : s̃)2
1 p̃ 2 (1 − ηd H )
1
Ψ=
tr H s̃ H s̃ − ¡ −2 ¢
(Equ. 5.70)
+
2
K
2G
tr H
¶
µ
1
1
p2
tr
=
+
(Equ. 5.71)
s
H
s)
(H
2 K (1 − ηd H ) 2G
Y is then obtained in terms of the external independent variable (effective stress, p̃, s̃) and
the internal variable (effective damage tensor, H ) as (deriving Equ. 5.70 with respect to H ):
·
µ
¶¸
H −2 : s̃
1
1
H −2 : s̃
−1
−1
−1
2 −3
−2
−1
−1
−2
−3
H s̃ H s̃ H − ¡ −2 ¢ H s̃ H + H s̃ H − ¡ −2 ¢ H
ηp̃ H +
Y =
3K
2G
tr H
tr H
(Equ. 5.72)

It can be written as well in terms of Cauchy stress as
Y =

1
ηp 2
1
H −3 +
sHs
H
2
3K (1 − ηd )
2G

(Equ. 5.73)

The damage criterion is the domain of the external mechanical stimulus, Y , for which damage is not modified (the lazy zone as used in the literature of bone remodeling) both in over-
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load and underload conditions. Following Doblaré and Garcia’s approach with Jacob’s definitions, we propose two damage criteria, one for formation and one for resorption:
31/4
2−β/2
Cp
(J : J )1/4 − (ψ⋆
t + ω)ρ
1−w
31/4
2−β/2
(J : J )1/4 + (ψ⋆
Resorption : g r = −C p
t − ω)ρ
1−w
Formation : g f =

(Equ. 5.74)
(Equ. 5.75)

1
with J = W : Y = (1 − 2w)tr (Y ) I + wY and C defined in Equ. 5.10.
3
As two parameters, w in the definition of J , and η in the definition of σ̃, are defined to weigh
the deviatoric and hydrostatic parts of tensors, and as they are defined on two distinct intervals (w ∈ [0, 1[ and η ∈ [1, +∞[), we actually use w = 1 − e −(η−1) to reduce the number of
parameters to one (this (w,η) mapping is a continuous mapping between a parameter, η, defined in an infinite interval and one, w, defined in a finite interval). As η is usually bound
(about 3 for metals [146] and taken to be equal to the degree of anisotropy (DA) in the case
of bone), there is no numerical difficulties using this function (while it would tend to 1 for
large values of η and the division by (1 − w) in Equ. 5.74, Equ. 5.75 would not be possible
otherwise).
Considering an associated evolution law for the effective damage tensor1, we can write:
•

H = µf

∂g f
∂Y

+ µr

∂g r
∂Y

(Equ. 5.76)

with the consistency conditions µ f , µr ≥ 0; g f , g r ≤ 0; µ f g f = µr g r = 0.
Deriving the remodeling criteria (Equ. 5.74 and Equ. 5.75), combining with the effective damage tensor definition (Equ. 5.38) and the density variation of the Stanford model (Equ. 5.1),
the evolution law of the effective damage tensor is written for both formation and resorption
conditions as (details available in Appendix D):
¡
¢
•
•
tr H −2
ρ0
βkS v r
¡ −3
¢ W: J
(Equ. 5.77)
H =−
2 tr H (W : J ) ρ

1
with W = (1 − 2w)I ⊗ I + w1 as defined earlier.
3
•
The remodeling rate r is obtained from the remodeling criterion that is currently active:

gr


−cr 2−β/2 for g r ≥ 0, g f < 0,



ρ

•
(Equ. 5.78)
r=
0
for g r < 0, g f < 0,


g

f


for g f ≥ 0, g r < 0,
c f 2−β/2
ρ

Finally, the density variation can be computed from Equ. 5.1 defined in the Stanford model.
It has to be emphasized however that this density change is not actually used to compute
1

This is the equivalent to the effective damage tensor evolution defined from the damage dissipation potential in Equ. 3.59.
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F IGURE 5.16: Remodeling rate used in the isotropic version of our model
a change of mass. Only the stiffness variation due the density rate is used as the density
is considered having an influence on stiffness only. Therefore, there is no actual change of
mass considered in the bone.
This remodeling law is used with the generic anisotropic damage model presented in sec•

tion 5.2.1. To use it with the consistent tangent operator, the derivatives of H with respect to
p, s and H have to be computed1.
Isotropic formulation [172]
This anisotropic model can easily be reduced to an isotropic formulation. The damage variable is then : d = d I and therefore H = hI = (1 − d )−1/2 I (choosing η = 1).

We can show that in this case both remodeling criteria (Equ. 5.74 and Equ. 5.75) take the
simpler form:
−1/4

formation : g f =C (1 − d )
|

r

1
1
2−β/2
s : s + p 2 − (1 + Ω)ψ⋆
<0
t ρ
2G
K
{z
}

(Equ. 5.79)

Uiso

2−β/2
resorption : g r = −Uiso + (1 − Ω)ψ⋆
<0
t ρ

(Equ. 5.80)

Equ. 5.77 leads to the siotropic damage rate:
•

• ρ0

d = −βkS v r

ρ

(1 − d )

(Equ. 5.81)

•

with r defined by Equ. 5.78.
The remodeling rate is thus a function of this strain-energy density like measure, Uiso , as
depicted in Fig 5.16.

•

For any damage evolution law, the derivatives of H with respect to p, s, E N , γ and H are needed to compute the tangent operator. In the case of damage representing the microstructure, and its evolution a bone
remodeling law, the derivatives with respect to E N and γ are equal to zero.
1
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F IGURE 5.17: Damage rate versus damage value (strain energy equivalence formulation)
- parameters values: N = 1000 (nb of cycles per day), ψ⋆
t = 1[MP a] (homeostatic stim-

ulus value), k = 0.5 (percentage of available surface area), Ω = 0.25 (half-width of the
lazy-zone), p = J 2 = 5.0[MP a] (assumed applied stress), c f = 0.01[mm/d a y], cr = c f /2.
(remodeling constants), ρ 0 = 1.9[g /cc], the plain blue line is the actual computed damage rate, the dashed blue line represents the damage rate as if computed with Doblaré’s
model (transformed into a strain equivalence damage for comparison purposes). The
jump around d = 0.78 corresponds to the jump in the Young’s modulus computation as a
function of the apparent density
While Doblaré and Garcia’s model was not, this isotropic formulation is completely equivalent to the Stanford theory (described in details in section 5.1.1), when a small strain elastic
problem is considered.
Fig. 5.17 shows a computation of the damage rate with the damage value, according to
Equ. 5.81.
As with Doblaré’s model, the three remodeling zones (formation, resorption, and lazy zone)
are easily distinguished. For direct comparison purposes, the damage rate obtained with
Doblaré and Garcia’s model but shifted to a strain equivalent representation of damage (simply using 1 − d = (1 − d see )2 in the damage rate formulation) is also depicted. We can see that
for high values of damage, therefore in formation conditions, the damage rate obtained with
a model fully equivalent to the Stanford model (such as the one presented here) is much
reduced compared to Doblaré and Garcia’s model. This difference at high damage values
comes mainly from the ρ −β/8 discussed earlier with other drawbacks of Dobablaré and Garcia’s model. However, it should be noticed that the definition of the a “strain-energy density
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F IGURE 5.18: Remodeling rate as a function of U :
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N = 1000, ψ⋆ = 1[MP a], k = 0.5,

Ω = 0.25, p = J 2 = 5.0[MP a], c f = 0.01[mm/d a y], cr = c f /2., ρ 0 = 1.9[g /cc], the plain
blue line is the actual computed remodeling rate.

like function”, U in Doblaré and Garcia’s model, and Uiso in our model, differ between both
models not only by this enigmatic factor found in Doblaré and Garcia’s model but also by
a (1 − d )−0.25 factor due to the different representation of the free energy between both approaches of damage and not accounted for in this comparison. It is also the combination
of both of the above reasons that can explain the difference in the width and position of
the lazy zone. Finally, the differences in resorption (low damage values) are explained also
by the difference in the definition of the remodeling criteria in resorption. We here remind
1
1
the reader that Doblaré and Garcia used the relation g rDob.iso. = −
and thereU (1 − Ω)U ⋆
fore introduced not only an inconsistency in the dimensional analysis of their model but
also a difference in the value of this criterion compared to our model (difference of a factor
(1 − Ω)UU ⋆).
2−β/2
As for Doblaré and Garcia’s model, the homeostatic value, (ψ⋆
, is not constant but
t ±ω)ρ
is a function of damage (through the value of ρ). Thus, the remodeling rate variation is not
exactly as sketched in Fig. 5.16 and shows a slight non-linearity. The actual remodeling rate
of the present model as function of Uiso is plotted in Fig. 5.18. It does not show a downward

concavity in resorption as it was the case for Doblaré and Garcia’s model as the remodeling
stimulus is linear in Uiso (while Doblaré and Garcia’s is not linear in U ).
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Summary of the characteristics and differences between the presented remodeling model
and Doblaré and Garcia’s
We here summarize the main characteristics (an their differences) of the developed and presented model and the one it is based on, Doblaré and Garcia’s model.
As explained, phenomenological remodeling models are based on the definition of three
•
•
•
characteristics: the density rate function (ρ function of r ), the remodeling rate function (r
⋆
function of ψt , ψ⋆
t ), and the stimulus definition (ψt and its homeostatic level ψt ). These
models are coupled to a constitutive law for the bone matrix.
These four characteristics are therefore the one we summarize here.
• Integration of the remodeling model into the constitutive law
Doblaré’s model assumes an elastic material for the bone matrix, we assume an elastoplastic
material, with von Mises yield criterion.
Doblaré:

anisotropic material (and remodeling);
described by means of an anisotropic damage tensor
(strain energy equivalence)
representative of the morphology:
p
d see = I − ρ̄ β/2 AT = I − H 2see with T the fabric tensor.

The damage rate is due to remodeling:
•

3βkS v r
ρ0
1
¡ −2
¢ W: J
4
tr H see (W : J )H see ρ
•
•
ρ0
3βkS v r
1
¡ −2
¢ W : J −3
resorption: H see =
−3
4
tr H see (W : J )H see ρ
where J is linked to the variable thermodynamically conjugated to H see .
•

formation: H see =

Developed:

anisotropic material (and remodeling);
described by means of an anisotropic damage tensor
(strain equivalence)
representative of the morphology:
d = I − ρ̄ β AT = I − H −2 with T the fabric tensor.
The damage rate is due to remodeling:
¡
¢
•
•
tr H −2
βkS v r
ρ0
¡ −3
¢ W: J
H =−
2 tr H (W : J ) ρ
where J is linked to the variable thermodynamically conjugated to H .

• Stimulus definition
Both models derive a stimulus from the variable energetically associated to either Doblaré’s
remodeling tensor (for Doblaré and Garcia’s model) or from the effective damage tensor in
the case of the model presented here.
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• Remodeling rate function
Both remodeling rate function are built following the mechanostat theory, assuming a range
of the stimulus value (of half-width ω) under which (underloaded conditions) bone resorption occurs and over which (overloaded conditions) bone formation occurs. Both models
therefore propose remodeling criteria defining the borders between formation conditions,
resorption conditions, and homeostatic conditions (no remodeling occurs).
• formation criterion:
Doblaré:

Developed:

g Dob. =
f

gf =

31/4

(J : J )1/4
Cp
2(1 − w)
|
{z
}

−β/8

ρ0

2−5β/8
A 1/8 −(ψ⋆
t + ω)ρ

equivalent to ψt ρ 2−β/2 expressed
with the continuum damage formulation
31/4
1/4

2−β/2
− (ψ⋆
t + ω)ρ

(J : J )
Cp
1−w
|
{z
}

equivalent to ψt ρ 2−β/2 expressed
with the continuum damage formulation

• resorption criterion:
Doblaré:

Developed:

g Dob. =
r

gr =

p
2(1 − w) −1 −1 1/4
(J : J )
1/4
{z
}
| C 27

β/8

ρ 0 A −1/8 −

equivalent to 1/(ψt ρ 2−β/2 ) expressed
with the continuum damage formulation
31/4
1/4

(J : J )
Cp
1−w
|
{z
}

−

1
2−5β/8
(ψ⋆
t − ω)ρ

2−β/2
+ (ψ⋆
t − ω)ρ

equivalent to ψt ρ 2−β/2 expressed
with the continuum damage formulation

• remodeling rate Both remodeling rate are defined from the criterion currently active:

g Dob.

f


c f 2−β/2
> 0,
for g Dob.

f

ρ

• Dob.
g rDob.
Doblaré: r
=

−c
for g rDob. > 0,
r

2−β/2

ρ




0
otherwise.

gf


for g f > 0,
c

f


ρ 2−β/2

•
gr
Developed: r = −cr
for g r > 0,
2−β/2


ρ



0
otherwise.

• Density rate function
Both models use the same function relating the density rate to the remodeling rate, considering the formed/resorbed bone is fully mineralized:
•

•

ρ = kS v ρ 0 r
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Properties of the model
As the tools used are equivalent to the one proposed in Doblaré and Garcia’s model [62, 83],
the properties 3 to 5 of their model discussed in section 5.1.5 are fulfilled in the present model
as well:
• for an initially isotropic bone structure, the effective damage tensor H starts its evolution along each of the principal stress directions, proportionally to the stress triaxiality.
• when the effective damage tensor H is aligned with the Cauchy stress tensor (coinci-

dent eigenvectors), the rate of the fabric tensor eigenvectors vanishes. In this situation,
the model is at an equilibrium state with respect to the principal directions of the reference system, with all the different tensors remaining aligned.

• assuming that the remodeling criteria is convex, a minimum mechanical dissipation
(energy dissipation without taking into account the provided metabolic energy) principle is fulfilled.

Properties 1 and 2, which have been analyzed as limitations of Doblaré and Garcia’s model
since the Stanford model could not be retrieved, do not apply to the model proposed in this
work. This implies that the upper bound of β cannot be interpreted as the limit value of a
saturation process of the bone tissue with respect to the remodeling criterion. The upper
bound of β (β = 3.2) is thus considered as an external experimental parameter.
An extensive parameters analysis of the model is given in section 5.3.
As specified earlier, the density change due to remodeling is not actually computed, only its
effect on the stiffness through the fabric tensor is. In particular, there is no actual change of
mass considered in the bone. Therefore the model cannot be used in problems for which
mass is critical.
For instance, it cannot be used in dynamical analysis (the mass matrix, Equ. 3.18, is not properly updated) or in applications sustaining body forces such as gravity (the volume integral
of the external forces vector, Equ. 3.20, is not properly updated). This is therefore one of the
main drawbacks of the model (or rather of its implementation1). However, in the applications considered in this work, not only will we work in quasi-static analysis (not accounting
for the inertia effects affected by the mass matrix) and neglecting gravity effects, but also
both the variation of mass and the velocity field will be small, therefore working at constant
mass is not far from reality.
One of the other drawbacks of the model comes from the nonlinear relationship between
the apparent density ρ̄ and the associated stiffness (Equ. 5.9). This relationship leads to a
1

Taking into account a mass variation would rigorously change the mass balance equation and therefore
the momentum balance equation. A term accounting for the source of mass, here the biological remodeling,
and its advection would be added in each of these equations.
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F IGURE 5.19: Young’s modulus and mean damage as a function of the apparent density
using Equ. 5.9 and a strain equivalence representation of damage
mean damage whose value is almost constant and above 0.99 for apparent densities below
0.18 (see Fig. 5.19). Even though, as already specified, the damage value does not reach 1.0
thanks to the decaying specific surface area, a value above 0.97/0.98 correspond to a plausible (yet low) apparent density but to a very low Young’s modulus. This therefore means that
for values of the apparent density below about 0.2, the bone is considered as very compliant
and traditional Lagrangian techniques do not allow to follow the material deformation with
the initial mesh. However, this major drawback will here be most of the time overcome using
mesh management techniques such as the ALE method and/or remeshing.
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Modifications for the Alveolar Bone [172]
As stated earlier, alveolar bone remodeling seems on a macroscopic scale to depend mainly
on the hydrostatic pressure state [26, 27, 171]. Apposition occurs on the tension sites of a
tooth and resorption on the compression ones. To model these processes, several authors do
not consider a pressure dependency of the bone remodeling process but focus only on the
periodontal ligament’s non-linear response [183, 185, 214, 250, 268]. Its non-linearity and
opposite behavior in tension and compression leads to opposite loading conditions (considering the remodeling problem) of the bone on each side of the tooth.
However, the present work concentrates on the bone behavior during remodeling. We assume, as explained in section 2.2, the hydrostatic pressure state (positive or negative) in the
bone matrix as the key stimulus to differentiate between apposition and resorption in overloaded conditions. Indeed, as specified, the bone remodeling process in orthodontics tooth
movement is closely related to the cellular activity in the periodontal ligament, especially to
the activity of the fibroblasts. This cellular activity is believed to be pressure sensitive. Moreover, the cell supply needed for bone remodeling is delivered by the blood vessels. However,
the alveolar bone’s main blood and cell supply is delivered through the periodontal ligament.
As this membrane’s stiffness is much less than the surrounding tissues, the strain levels are
higher. It is therefore often postulated [141, 262] that a disruption in the blood supply within
the periodontal ligament stops the nutrients supply and therefore impedes remodeling. The
remodeling process is therefore triggered by the hydrostatic pressure state in the PDL and
stopped when these stresses are too high. Moreover, during their experimental work, Yousefian et al. [281] correlated the response of cells active in the remodeling process to the hydrostatic pressure within the ligament. We therefore assume that it is the same stimulus which is
responsible for the differentiation between apposition and resorption and for the triggering
of the phenomenon.
•
Thus, a bone remodeling rate r of the type Equ. 5.78 cannot be directly applied to the alveolar
bone. It would indeed not differentiate formation and resorption sites of the bone regardless
•
of the tension or compression state. Indeed the external mechanical stimulus on which r
depends does not involve the sign of the pressure but only on its intensity (Y ∝ p 2 Equ. 5.73).
We thus propose a model that uses an approach similar to the one exposed, for both the damage definition and variation as well as for the damage criteria. However, in accordance to the
observation of a pressure dependent phenomenon, the remodeling rate definition is modified (Fig. 5.20, Equ. 5.82) taking into account the pressure state. We here therefore consider
an overload criterion g o that can be expressed as the previous formation criterion (Equ. 5.74)
and an underload criterion g u , expressed as the previous resorption criterion (Equ. 5.75). In
underloaded conditions (g u ≥ 0), we consider resorption is always observed. In overloaded
conditions (g o ≥ 0), we consider formation for positive hydrostatic pressure conditions and
resorption for negative ones.
Finally, in compression, remodeling is limited by the capillary blood pressure. Therefore, in
compression, when the pressure is higher than a critical pressure, p cr i t , no remodeling at
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F IGURE 5.20: Pressure dependent remodeling rate, pressure p being positive in tension.

all is observed due to the lack of access to remodeling cells. The remodeling rate is therefore equal to zero below this hydrostatic stress value in overloaded conditions. This critical
value of the hydrostatic pressure within the periodontal ligament is converted into a critical
value for the hydrostatic pressure within the alveolar bone using as a scaling factor the bulk
modulus ratio of the two tissues.
This new remodeling rate is thus given by :

go

c f 2−β/2



ρ


go


−cr
•
2−β/2
ρ
rp =
gu



−cr 2−β/2


ρ




0

if g o ≥ 0, g u < 0 and p > 0
if g o ≥ 0, g u < 0 and p < 0 and |p| < p cr i t

(Equ. 5.82)

if g u ≥ 0, g o < 0
if otherwise

where cr and c f are two remodeling constants, β is the density related parameter introduced in Equ. 5.8 and p, the pressure is positive in tension. For numerical purposes, the
differentiation between formation and resorption when g o ≥ 0 is not exactly at p = 0 but at
p = ±δp ≪ 1. A linear interpolation for the coefficient between p = −δp (c = −cr ) and p = δp
(c = c f ) is used. The remodeling coefficient function of the hydrostatic pressure is depicted
in Fig. 5.21.
The damage evolution is proportional to the defined remodeling rate so that repair will occur
in the case of tissue formation, for overloaded tension conditions. Damage will increase in
the case of tissue resorption, both in the case of overloaded compression conditions and
underloaded conditions. Therefore, when underloaded, the alveolar bone would resorb, as it
is observed following the loss of a tooth. However, when overloaded, such as when following
orthodontic treatment, the bone will resorb where it is compressed and will be formed where
it is in tension so that the tooth will move in its socket along the direction of the applied force.
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F IGURE 5.21: Value of the remodeling coefficient c as a function of the hydrostatic pressure for the remodeling law adapted to the specific case of alveolar bone in overloaded
conditions.
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5.3 Sensitivity Analysis on Homogeneous Cylinders
Le début d’la fin s’enchaîne avec la fin du début
lorsque le milieu n’est pas ben long.
- P. Geluck
In this section we systematically present an analysis on the different parameters of the model.
This analysis is performed on homogeneous anisotropic cylindrical samples submitted either to compression, tension or shear conditions. We will first present the purely mechanical
response and especially the influence of the anisotropy of the morphology. No remodeling is
therefore considered. The model is thus the constitutive law one can use for an elastoplastic
cellular solid. To do so, the damage rate of the model is simply set to zero. We then present
the remodeling behavior, considering all the remodeling parameters on an adaptable elastic
material such as trabecular bone.

5.3.1 Anisotropy parameters analysis
The main morphological parameters (orthotropic directions and porosity) are analyzed on
simple compression and shear test cases. For this, we produced cylindrical models of bone
samples (2cm of height, 1cm of diameter, see Fig. 5.22(a))). For the compression tests, one
circular side is considered in frictionless contact conditions with a rigid fixed plane ; while
the other side is submitted to a vertical displacement of one fifth of the initial height and free
in the horizontal plane to produce compression tests (see Fig. 5.22(b)). For the shear tests,
one circular side is completely constrained (the nodes are fixed in space) while the other side
is submitted to a horizontal displacement of one fifth of the diameter (see Fig. 5.22(c)). The
initial set of parameters considers an isotropic bone sample of 40% apparent density (leading
to an apparent Young’s modulus of 1014MP a, while the Young’s modulus of the trabeculae
is considered to be 13748MP a - bone full density of 1.9g r /cc), a yield limit at tissue level of
500MP a with a hardening parameter of 1.0, i.e. almost perfectly plastic at tissue level.
The morphology parameters are examined using the anisotropic remodeling model developed in this work. We compare four different morphologies on the cylindrical samples. The
first one is isotropic, the second is mainly aligned with the cylinder axis (vertical), the third
is mainly perpendicular to the cylinder axis (horizontal) and the last one is aligned with an
oblique direction with respect to the cylinder’s axis. The purely mechanical response (no
damage rate due to remodeling) of the model is then analyzed in displacement driven problems. As no remodeling is accounted for, there is no change of either density or orientation
with time. We analyze here the force intensity versus displacement. We will also look at maps
of the von Mises equivalent stress for the maximal imposed displacement. The deviatoric
stress is assumed to be more affected by the anisotropy than the hydrostatic one (affected
p
only through the η parameter, here varying from 1.0 for an isotropic test to 2 for the three
other morphologies). The von Mises equivalent stress is therefore the only variable we will
discuss for the shear tests. As the compression tests are less constrained (through the con143
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(a)

(b)

(c)

F IGURE 5.22: Test cases defined for the analysis of the purely mechanical response of the
developed constitutive model. (a) initial configuration, (b) compression tests with contact,
and (c) simple shear tests.
tact conditions) than the shear tests, we will as well have a look for these tests at the shape
the cylinders take after deformation.
• Isotropic morphology: this corresponds to the reference case for the three next cases.
The morphology is defined only by the apparent density. We will therefore analyze the
influence of this parameter on the mechanical response. For this, we vary the apparent
density from 0.2 (low density trabecular bone) to 1.0 (fully mineralized bone).
As we have a simple isotropic behavior, the only useful characteristic to analyze is the
force needed for the displacement (see Fig 5.23). As expected the force level is increasing with the density, not linearly as the density/stiffness relationship is not linear. We
can also see that the force level at which yielding occurs depends on the density as well.
However, the displacement at which this occurs (about 19% of the max displacement
for compression tests) is independent of the density. Distribution of von Mises equivalent stress is pretty much classical (see Fig 5.24(a)) and not worth much discussion.
• Morphology vertical: this corresponds to a bone sample four times denser vertically
than horizontally (for the same apparent density of 40%). As, for the same density, the
stiffness is higher vertically than for the equivalent isotropic case, the force needed for
the same vertical displacement (Fig. 5.25, red curves) is higher than the previous one
(Fig. 5.25, green curves). The effect is however less important for shear tests.
We can also see, as expected, that yielding starts for the compression test at the same
level of displacement, but for a lower force than for the equivalent isotropic case.
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F IGURE 5.23: Force [N] as a function the percentage of maximal displacement for a compression test (dashed curves) and a shear test (plain curves) for an isotropic morphology
for four different values of the apparent density.
For a vertical morphology and shear test, the von Mises equivalent stress (Fig 5.24(b))
shows pretty much the same distribution but larger values (about 15% higher) than the
equivalent isotropic case.
As for the compression test, the outline of the deformed cylinder on the contact plane
has a larger diameter than the equivalent isotropic morphology as the sample is weaker
radially than vertically (Fig. 5.26).
• Morphology horizontal: this corresponds to a bone sample four times denser horizontally than vertically (for the same apparent density of 40%). Decreasing the vertical
stiffness leads to the necessity to apply a lower force (not four times lower as the relationship between density and stiffness is not linear) to achieve the same displacement
(Fig. 5.25, dark blue curves).
Once more, yielding happens for the compression test at the same level of displacement, for a lower force than for the isotropic case as the sample is vertically weaker
than the isotropic sample.
Concerning the von Mises equivalent stress (Fig. 5.24(c)), an horizontal morphology
shows the opposite effect as for the vertical morphology, i.e. a lowering of the stress
intensity. It also shows a stress distribution somehow more homogeneous than for
the two previous cases. Indeed as the cylinder is vertically softer, there is less stress
concentration at the most strained elements.
The outline of the deformed cylinder on the contact plane has a smaller diameter than
the equivalent isotropic morphology as the sample is stiffer radially than vertically
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F IGURE 5.24: Maps of von Mises equivalent stress [MPa] for the initial set of material
parameters on (a) an isotropic morphology, (b) a vertical morphology , (c) an horizontal
morphology, and (d) an oblique morphology for the shear tests. In dashed lines the initial
configuration.
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F IGURE 5.25: Force [N] as a function the percentage of maximal displacement for a compression test (dashed curves) and a shear test (plain curves) for four different morphologies.

F IGURE 5.26: Outline of the deformed cylinder on the contact plane in compression contact conditions. Dashed black circle: initial outline; plain black circle: isotropic morphology; red circle: horizontal morphology; blue circle: vertical morphology; green ellipse:
oblique morphology
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(Fig. 5.26).
• Oblique Morphology: this corresponds to a bone sample four times denser at 45o to
the vertical than in the perpendicular directions (for the same apparent density of
40%). The oblique case falls, concerning the vertical stiffness, in between the vertical and the horizontal cases. Therefore the force intensity is as well in between the two
previous intensities (Fig. 5.25, light blue curves).
The von Mises stress map (Fig. 5.24 (d)) includes features of the horizontal morphology
map (more homogeneous distribution) but showing higher intensities as the cylinder
is vertically stronger than on the previous case.
As the stiffness is different in both directions of the horizontal plane for the compression test, the outline of the deformed cylinder on the contact plane is an ellipse instead
of a cylinder (Fig. 5.26).

We saw that while the apparent deformed outline of the cylindrical samples is similar for
all morphologies in shear tests (as we produced constrained displacement driven tests), the
apparent behavior (measured by the force intensity) is different from one morphology to the
other. However, the least constrained compression tests show large differences not only on
the measure of the force intensity needed for the applied displacement but also, and mainly,
on the shape the cylinder takes under compression (the circular cylinder becomes elliptic
when the morphology principle axis are not aligned with the force direction).
In this section, we glanced through the differences between each type of morphologies for
simple tests so that the slight differences in the mechanical behavior have been outlined.
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5.3.2 Remodeling Behavior
Remodeling parameters analysis
Each of the remodeling parameters are here varied within physical and physiological intervals. The response of the model is then analyzed for tension and compression conditions.
For this, as previously, we produced cylindrical models of bone samples (2cm of height, 1cm
of diameter, and a bone apparent density of 40%). One circular side is completely constrained (the nodes are fixed in space) while the other side is submitted to a constant vertical
force of 5N through the application of rigid contact conditions (the force is applied linearly
from 0N to 5N in a tenth of a day and then kept constant for a year, i.e. 365 days; the contact is considered frictionless). While the previous section considered displacement driven
problems, we here consider force driven problems.
We first present an analysis considering an isotropic material as well as isotropic remodeling
(we here present the remodeling model without its extension to account for the pressure
dependent model proposed for the alveolar bone). The mechanical response that is analyzed
is therefore the displacement of the contact plane versus time as well as the bone density
evolution.
We will then present the same analysis of an initially isotropic bone but anisotropic remodeling. We will therefore mainly analyze the orientation evolution with time.
Isotropic remodeling The initial set of parameters is as follows: homeostatic tissue level
value of the stimulus, ψ⋆
t = 10MP a, remodeling constant c = 0.02µm/(dayMP a), available
surface area k = 0.6, lazy zone half-width Ω = 0% (in percentage of the homeostatic tissue
level value), i.e. no lazy zone.
The loading and material parameters lead to a value of the stimulus (Uiso /ρ 2−β/2 , which is
the value compared to the homeostatic tissue level value to assess the overload/underload
status) varying from 18MP a to 25MP a. The whole cylindrical sample of bone is therefore for
the initial set of remodeling parameters in overload conditions. The tendency of the remodeling is therefore to increase the bone density. This increase in density will act as a toughening of the material. There is therefore a tendency to reverse the movement imposed by the
applied force.
• Influence of the homeostatic tissue level value of the stimulus, ψ⋆
t .
The first value of 10MP a (full overload conditions) is increased to 20MP a (mixed overload and underload conditions), 50MP a (full underload conditions), and 100MP a
(full high underload conditions).
Fig. 5.27(a) shows that the case for which the whole volume is initially in overload conditions (red curves, for which ψ⋆
t = 10MP a), the tendency of remodeling is to reverse
the imposed movement. Therefore, the (absolute) value of the contact plane displacement decreases with time. For mixed (elements either in overloaded conditions or
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in underloaded depending of their position in the cylinder) initial conditions (green
curves, ψ⋆
t = 20MP a), since the majority of the elements are in overloaded conditions,

the tendency is also to decrease the displacement. However, this decrease is twice
as slow as for the previous value. Increasing even more the value of the homeostatic
stimulus (light blue curves, ψ⋆
t = 50MP a) allows for the whole volume to be initially
in underloaded conditions and therefore gives a tendency to increase the imposed
movement. However, as the bone remodels, the speed at which the surface moves
decreases. Finally, for high underload conditions over the whole volume (dark blue
curves, ψ⋆
t = 100MP a), a high (but decreasing) rate of displacement is observed for a
period of 250 days. The stimulus increases, as pictured in Fig. 5.27(c), up to the home-

ostatic stimulus. However, as no lazy zone is present, the speed would reach zero and
lead to an equilibrium only if the stimulus reaches exactly the homeostatic stimulus,
which is, at least from a numerical point-of-view, not feasible. Therefore, the stimulus ’over-shots’ the homeostatic values and the bone sample is in overload conditions,
with a tendency therefore to reduce the displacement. We can also notice that there is
no difference on the stimulus values (Fig. 5.27(c)) between the compression or tension
tests. We can finally see that, for overloaded conditions, the density (Fig. 5.27(b), here
the mean density over the sample) increases, while underloaded conditions lead to a
decrease of the density, whatever the hydrostatic stress state.
• Influence of the remodeling constant, c f = cr .
The first value of 0.02µm/(dayMP a) is decreased to 0.01µm/(dayMP a) and then increased to 0.05µm/(dayMP a) and 0.1µm/(dayMP a).
Fig. 5.27(d) shows, as expected, that increasing the value of the remodeling constant
simply acts on the rate of displacement. Indeed, the variation of the remodeling con•
stant leads simply to different slope of the remodeling rate r .
• Influence of the available surface area, k.
The first value of 60% is modulated to 40%, 80%, and 100%, representing a low surface
activity in the bone, an average one, and finally a maximal one (theoretical value only,
not physiological).
Fig. 5.28(a) shows, that increasing the value of the available surface area simply acts
on the rate of displacement. Indeed, the variation of the available surface area leads
•

simply to different slope of the density variation ρ.
• Influence of the lazy zone half-width, Ω.
To observe the effect of this parameter, we chose to use a value of the homeostatic tissue level stimulus set to 100MP a. Indeed, we showed on Fig. 5.27(c) that only for this
value the stimulus reaches the homeostatic value. Varying the lazy-zone half width
with the other values of the homeostatic level would only slightly reduce the speed of
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F IGURE 5.27: Displacement of the contact plane [mm] versus time [days] for different
values of (a) the homeostatic stimulus value (ψ⋆
t , the dotted black lines correspond to the
value of the initial displacement) and (d) the remodeling constant (c f = cr = c). For the
variation of the homeostatic stimulus, the evolution of the mean density (b) and the maximal stimulus (c) are also depicted. Plain curves are for tension tests while dashed curves
are for compression tests. Note that by convention the displacement is negative when the
cylinder is in tension.
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F IGURE 5.28: Displacement of the contact plane [mm] versus time [days] for different
values of (a) the available surface area (k) and (b) the lazy zone half-width (ω). Plain
curves are for tension tests while dashed curves are for compression tests. Note that by
convention the displacement is negative when the cylinder is in tension.
displacement as the difference between the stimulus and its homeostatic value, corrected by the lazy zone, decreases. The first value of Ω (0%) is increased, for high underload conditions, to 5%, 10%, and 25%.
We can first observe (Fig. 5.28(b)) that while the lazy-zone width increases, the displacement speed is reduced as explained previously. Accounting for a small lazy zone
of 5% half-width allows for the stimulus to reach the lazy zone and thus to stop its evolution (light blue curve). This happens for a smaller displacement (of 2mm) but a larger
time (about 3 weeks later) than for the case with no lazy zone. The displacement then
does not evolve anymore with time as the equilibrium is reached. Larger values of the
lazy zone half-width do not allow the stimulus to reach the lazy zone as its evolution is
slower than with a smaller lazy zone width.

We saw in this section that among the parameters on which the remodeling law depends,
some have a very straightforward, linear, influence on the overall behavior of the model (the
available surface area and the remodeling constant). However, other have a more complex
influence on the behavior (the value of the homeostatic tissue-level stimulus and the width
of the lazy zone). The calibration of these last parameters should therefore be performed
with caution. Especially, the presence of the lazy zone and its width have to be analyzed in
details from a physiological point-of-view.
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Anisotropic remodeling The set of parameters is as the previous initial one. We will not
here analyze the remodeling parameters influence but only the influence of the anisotropy
on the remodeling. For this, we compare the displacement and the density evolution versus
time for four different initial structures (Fig. 5.29).
• Morphology initially isotropic: this corresponds initially to the same test as in the
previous section. However, the remodeling is anisotropic and thus tends to align the
morphology with the applied loads.
• Morphology initially vertical: this corresponds to a bone sample twice denser vertically than horizontally (for the same overall density). The sample is therefore stiffer
(not twice as stiff, the relationship between stiffness and density is non-linear) in the
direction of the applied loads. The displacement as well as the density evolution are
therefore smaller than in the isotropic case (Fig. 5.29). The remodeling leads to a decrease of displacement which is slightly smaller as well. Indeed, the tendency of remodeling is to increase the stiffness in the direction of the applied loads. As the sample is already stiffer vertically, the remodeling action is smaller than for the initially
isotropic case.
• Morphology initially horizontal: this corresponds to a bone sample twice denser horizontally than vertically (for the same overall density). This sample is the weakest in
the vertical direction. The displacement is therefore the largest and so is the decrease
in displacement due to remodeling (Fig. 5.29).
• Morphology initially oblique: this corresponds to a bone sample twice denser at 45o
to the vertical than in the perpendicular directions (for the same overall density). This
sample therefore shows a stiffness in the vertical direction with a value between the
one of the horizontal morphology case and the vertical morphology case. Therefore,
the initial displacement lies between the two corresponding initial displacements, so
does the displacement decrease due to remodeling (Fig. 5.29).
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F IGURE 5.29: Displacement of the contact plane [mm] and mean apparent density [-] versus time [days] for different orientations of the morphology. Plain curves are for tension
tests while dashed curves are for compression tests. Note that by convention the displacement is negative when the cylinder is in tension.
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Differences due to the modifications for the alveolar bone
Finally, we show here the difference in the model response used with a generic bone remodeling model (as used up to here) or with the modifications proposed for the alveolar bone
(pressure dependent model). We here also study the influence of the use of different remodeling constants in formation or resorption.
The response of the model is analyzed for shear conditions and a horizontal morphology
(twice as dense horizontally than vertically). These shear conditions give, on the same sample, some elements with a positive hydrostatic stress and some with a negative one, therefore
allowing to better highlight the influence of a pressure-dependent model.
The first remark to outline before starting this comparison of remodeling laws is the presence of a possible hyaline zone in the pressure dependent model. Indeed, this model is built
to account for the lack of bone cell migration due to the interruption of the blood flow within
the periodontal ligament. This happens at a low pressure of about −2.5kP a in the ligament.
To adapt this value to an hydrostatic threshold within the bone, we consider as a scaling facK
tor the ratio of both material bulk’s modulus, i.e. Kbone = 745 (considering the mechanical
PDL

parameters for the bone as used in this section and a periodontal ligament with a Young’s
modulus of 68kP a and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.45). Therefore, the critical pressure under which
the hyaline zone forms is initially set at −1.8MP a (this value depends on the apparent density value, as does the bone bulk’s modulus).
The initial extend of the hyaline zone for different values of shear (1, 5, and 10% of the diameter) is depicted in Fig 5.30.

In order to compare the influence of the pressure dependent remodeling law only, without
the influence of this hyaline zone, we will therefore apply a low shear displacement, insuring
the hydrostatic stress stays above this critical value. For this, shear conditions are obtained
with an imposed horizontal displacement of one side of 0.5% the cylinder diameter, kept
constant for a full year (as previously the full displacement is imposed in a tenth of a day),
the opposite side is fully constrained. As we have a displacement driven problem, instead
of analyzing the rate of displacement as a sign of remodeling, we will therefore analyze the
change of applied force.
The initial set of parameters is as follows: homeostatic tissue level value of the stimulus,
ψ⋆
t = 10MP a, remodeling constant c f = c r = 0.02µm/(dayMP a), available surface area k =
0.6, lazy zone half-width Ω = 20% (in percentage of the homeostatic tissue level value), and
proportionality coeficient between the stimulus and the stress-equivalent intensity at tissue
level N 1/m = 5 while it was chosen at 1 so far. This change of proportionality coefficient (ac-

counting for a cyclic application of the loads, with an equivalent number of cycle of 54 as m
is chosen at 4) allows to use the same homeostatic values than previously even though the
stress intensities are reduced due to the low shearing. This will allow us to obtain either underloaded conditions or overloaded conditions using physiological levels of the homeostatic
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F IGURE 5.30: Hydrostatic pressure maps [MPa] for an initial shear of (a) 1% of the diameter, (b) 5% of the diameter, and (c) 10% of the diameter. The highlighted red zones show
the surfacic extend of the hyaline zone.
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stimulus1.
As expected as there is no difference between the classical model and the pressure dependent one in underloaded conditions, no difference can be seen between both models behavior in these conditions (Fig. 5.31, plain curves). As these conditions lead to resorption for
which the remodeling constant is not changed between a single value or two different values
for resorption and formation, there is also no visible difference between these type of tests.
In overload conditions however (Fig. 5.31, dashed curves), a classical remodeling model
will always produce formation conditions while the presented pressure dependent model
presents either formation or resorption depending on the hydrostatic state. Both models
tend to increase the maximal stimulus value (Fig. 5.31(a), dashed curves), at two different
rates depending whether one (c f = cr ) or two (c f 6= cr ) values are used as remodeling constants. The change of stimulus is not exactly the same in both models as the maximal stimulus is affected by the whole sample and not only the local behavior. However, the difference
can be marked analyzing the mean density variation (Fig. 5.31(b), dashed curves). Indeed,
the classical remodeling model tends in overload conditions to increase the density (at a rate
dependent on the remodeling constant in formation) while the pressure dependent model
will either increase or decrease the density depending on the hydrostatic stress. This difference has a clear impact on the mean density over the sample which always increases with a
classical remodeling law. However, it will remain almost constant for a pressure dependent
model for which c f = cr as the volume for which the density decreases is the same as the

one for which it increases and the rate at which this variation occurs is the same for formation and resorption, thus leading to a constant mean value. When resorption is considered a
faster phenomenon than formation (cr > c f ), there is a decrease of the mean density in time.

1

The previous value of N = 1 is not exactly physiological, but allowed to apply higher loads and to get a
better visualization of what is happening due to remodeling
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F IGURE 5.31: (a) Maximal stimulus [MPa] and (b) mean density, versus time [days] for
different remodeling laws (classical remodeling, in green - classical remodeling with c f =
cr /4, in light blue - pressure dependent remodeling, in dark blue, and pressure dependent
remodeling with c f = cr /4, in red). Dashed curves are for initial overload conditions (ψ⋆
t =
⋆
10.) while plain curves are for initial underload conditions (ψt = 60.).
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5.4 Validation of the Mechanical Representation of Trabecular Bone
640K ought to be enough for anybody.
- quote mis-attributed to Bill Gates (1981)
This chapter presented a phenomenological, continuum-based, constitutive law that can be
used in bone remodeling simulations in a finite strain framework. The constitutive law therefore aims at describing the non-linear mechanical behavior of trabecular bone in the range
of small to moderate compressive strains. It considers an accumulation of plastic deformation and possible low softening due to early buckling of the microstructure. As on the local
level the remodeling leads to a variation of the morphology, the phenomenological constitutive law is based on internal variables representative of this morphology. These internal
variables are included in the model in such a way that they can evolve according to a remodeling law. Considering validation, this model therefore needs not only to be validated against
remodeling data but the global constitutive law itself needs to be validated as well.
In this work, we will not try however to validate the model against remodeling data during orthodontic tooth movement. Indeed, a full validation procedure of remodeling would require
to work with patients. It would require to acquire the actual geometrical and morphological
data of the bone and considered tooth for the selected patient. The knowledge of all boundary conditions should also be taken into account (i.e. not only the appliances interaction
but also the muscle and other soft tissues activity). The progress of treatment should also be
measured by acquiring the changes in bone morphology (therefore having regular images),
the tooth movement (either by the images acquisition or by measuring the displacement
in-situ) and by measuring the different applied forces. This would require quite invasive
techniques and does not enter in the frame of this work.
We will therefore only try to validate the purely mechanical representation of the bone morphology (and not its change due to remodeling), i.e. not considering its active part. As only
the passive mechanical behavior of bone is therefore considered, it can be done on extracted
bone samples, tested ex-vivo. We will actually not validate our model on human bone but
we will use bone-like engineered material as well as deer antlers, which are actually made of
bone.
The next section about validation of the model for compression experiments has been published in-extenso in the International Journal for Numerical Methods in Biomedical Engineering [174].
As experimental tension tests were not available to us, we then present a methodology to
validate the model for this type of tests using only the knowledge on compression tests. To
do so, we numerically produced tension tests:
• We first propose to model the compression tests using µ-Finite Element models (and
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therefore using a constitutive law relative to the trabeculae, not to the apparent tissue
level).
• As these µ-Finite Element models in compression can be considered valid, we then
assume they are also valid for tension tests and therefore perform numerical tension
tests using the same models. Doing so, we can obtain force/displacement curves in
tension used to validate our model for tension tests.

5.4.1 Validation on Experimental Compression Tests [173, 174]
Under compressive load, the mechanical behavior of trabecular bone exhibits a behavior
showing a decrease of the apparent tangent stiffness before reaching a maximal force (see
Fig. 4.2 page 78). Beyond apparent engineering strains at maximal force, smooth and gradual softening occurs until a plateau is reached. It is followed, before the occurrence of failure,
by a final apparent hardening due to collapse of the cells. The proposed continuum based
mechanical behavior should therefore be validated against experimental data obtained for
mechanical tests of trabecular bone as well as materials with bone-like microstructure undergoing small to moderate strains. As the constitutive law is to be used eventually in remodeling problems for which apparent strains are limited, the proposed law has to be validated
up to the reaching of the plateau.
Methods
The presented continuum-based formulation was applied to three different materials: two
engineered cellular solid materials showing bone-like microstructure, aluminum and Polylactic acid (PLA) foams (Fig. 5.32 shows 3D visualization of one of the tested aluminum foam
samples), and cancellous bone tissue of a deer antler (Fig. 2.8, page 20).
For each type of material, cylindrical specimens were used. Images of the microstructure
were acquired using a X-Ray micro-tomography imaging system (µCT). For each specimen, the following structural parameters were determined from the µCT data (software CTAnalyser, Skyscan, Belgium): bone volume fraction (BV/TV), the eigenvalues (E 1, E 2, E 3) and
eigenvectors (E -vectors 1 to 3) of the Mean Intercept Length (MIL) tensor, and the degree of
anisotropy (DA), which is the ratio of the max eigenvalue to the min one (see complete data
collection in Appendix E). The samples were then compressed along their main axis in a mechanical testing device and load-displacement data were acquired. The experimental setups
were performed either at the Department of Applied Chemistry, Laboratory of Chemical Engineering [56] or at ETH-Zurich, Institute for Biomechanics [187].
The first material that has been tested is fabricated from highly porous aluminum alloys. The
Duocel aluminum foam (ERG, Oakland, CA) from which the samples were extracted is composed of 6101 T6 aluminum alloy. Fifteen specimens were used (diameters and heights of
respectively about 8 and 16 mm), five of which will be referred as “dense” (mean bone volume fraction over the five samples ρ̄ = 12.8%), five have a “middle” density (ρ̄ = 7.3%), and
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16 mm

F IGURE 5.32: 3D visualization of a specimen of aluminum foam obtained from µCT images.
TABLE 5.1: Material parameters at the local level
Material

Duocel Foam
PLA
Deer antler

Young’s

Poisson’s

Yield

Hardening

modulus
[GP a]

ratio
[−]

stress
[MP a]

parameter
[MP a]

69.0

.33

200.0

200.0

3.2
8.1

.33
.33

75.0
95.0

0
820.0

the last five have a “low” density (ρ̄ = 4.4%). Images were generated using a X-Ray microtomography imaging system (µCT 20, Scanco Medical, Switzerland), a compact fan-beam
type tomograph [187], also referred to as a desktop µCT, at a 34×34×34 µm 3 resolution. The
samples were compressed in a stepwise fashion from 0% to 16% apparent engineering strain
(mechanical testing and µCT acquisition are detailed by Nazarian and Müller in [187]). The
material parameters used to describe the local level (the “trabecular” mechanical behavior)
were chosen from the literature on this specific alloy [6, 12, 44, 57] and are reported in table 5.1. We assumed a low linear isotropic hardening (h = 200 MP a, leading to a tangent
modulus of E t = 200.5 MP a).
The second material is a foam composed of Polylactic acid (PLA) and an amphiphilic
block copolymer of lactide and ethylene oxide (PEO), prepared by the CERM, University
of Liège [160]. PLA is a biocompatible, biodegradable, and easy processable polymer and
has therefore received considerable attention for the manufacturing of three-dimensional
polymer scaffolds. Their properties can be easily tuned, for example the wettability can be
increased by adding a hydrophilic copolymer. The freeze-drying technique allows the preparation of PLA foam with highly organized longitudinal and random pores. Mixtures of PDLLA
(Purac, Mn = 136000 g /mol ) and PEO-b-PDLLA [Mn(PEO) = 5000 g /mol ; Mn(P DLL A) =
17700 g /mol ] were prepared as follows: the (co)polymers were dissolved in dimethylcarbonate at a concentration of 3 w t : vol % with a proportion of 5 w t % of PEO in respect to
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the whole polymer mass. The solution was frozen for one night at −70 o C , dried by vacuum
sublimation for 48 h at −10 o C , followed by a 48 h period at 0 o C , and finally at room tem-

perature until it reached a constant weight. A single specimen was used (8.2 mm in diameter
and 12.5 mm in height, with an apparent volume density of 15%). Tomographic images of
the sample were generated using a µCT imaging system (Skyscan 1172, Skyscan, Belgium), a
compact closed cone-beam type desktop tomograph, at a 8.64 × 8.64 × 86.4 µm 3 resolution.
It was compressed from 0% to 42% apparent engineering strain. Only a few studies have
investigated the mechanical behavior of PLA as in most applications PLA is reinforced by
fibers [124, 170, 180]. However, the elastic behavior of the PLA is usually assumed linear. The
plasticity is here assumed to be a von Mises perfectly plastic behavior. The yield stress has
been chosen to fit the experimental results. The set of material parameters used to describe
the local level is reported in table 5.1.
The last material presented is cancellous tissue of a deer (Cervus Elaphus) antler, prepared at
the Department of Clinical Sciences, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of Liège [53,

149]. The antlers of cervids are constituted of bone tissue covered with velvet in the early
stage of growth. This bone tissue is composed of a central core of cancellous bone surrounded by a thick outer layer of compact bone (Figure 5.33). The core cancellous bone
presents a cellular structure. It is the part used here. A single deer antler specimen was used
in this work (7.8 mm in diameter and 11.96 mm in height, with an apparent volume density of 18.7%). It was collected before antler casting, during the active growth phase when
the antler is still covered by velvet. The sample, made of primary bone tissue, was machined
from the core of the antler main beam [149]. Tomographic images were taken using the same
tomograph used for the previous material. It was compressed from 0% to only 4.1% apparent engineering strain. As for the the PLA, only few studies have investigated the mechanical
properties of the cancellous part of deer antler [4] while the cortical part has been widely
investigated ([41, 55, 140] among many more). One of the reasons to this difference is the
difficulty of isolating the cancellous core of the antler as it is very brittle. The yield properties
of the trabeculae are here assumed to be equivalent to the one calculated in [41] for cortical bone as the Young’s modulus in [41] is similar to the Young’s modulus reported in [4] for
cancellous bone. The set of material parameters used to describe the local level is reported
in table 5.1.
All the specimens described were modeled as cylinders of appropriate dimensions. They
were meshed with 3136 elements (hexahedral 8-nodes elements with selective reduced integration) i.e. 16 layers of 196 elements (Fig. 5.34). The morphology of each specimen was
described through the use of the damage tensor. This tensor was computed (Equ. 5.35) using morphology data (BV/TV, fabric tensor) extracted from the structural analysis on the µCT
images of the corresponding tested specimen. For each specimen, this damage tensor and
the other material parameters (table 5.1) were assigned to each element of the FE mesh. To
represent the experimental boundary conditions, a displacement was applied on one side
of the cylinder (vertical displacement with free in plane movement) while the other side of
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(a)
(b)

(c)

40 mm

F IGURE 5.33: Transverse view of a deer antler: (a) compact bone - (b) cancellous bone (c) extraction site.

F IGURE 5.34: Hexahedral mesh of the homogeneous cylinder model of a specimen with
its boundary conditions.
the cylinder was modeled to be in contact (frictionless conditions) with a rigid plane. On the
contact plane, one central node of the cylinder was constrained in the horizontal plane to
prevent rigid body modes. The displacement was applied so that it leaded to a 10% (Duocel
foam), 20% (PLA foam) or 4% (deer antler) apparent compressive engineering strain. The
apparent strain levels achieved justify the use of a finite strains formalism for the finite element computation. FE analyses were performed with Metafor [177] to compute the external
force needed to apply the displacement for each sample. It was then compared to the experimental one. We finally also compared the results obtained with the presented anisotropic
elastoplastic model to materials models accounting only for anisotropic elasticity or only for
elastoplasticity. The anisotropic elasticity model was achieved by setting to zero Equ. 5.45.
The isotropic elastoplastic model needed an isotropic damage variable accounting only for
BV/TV. This was achieved by setting the fabric tensor to the unit tensor instead using of a
structural fabric to compute the damage tensor.
The morphological analysis software CT-Analyser allows for a definition of a region of interested (ROI) to extract the morphological data. Initially, the morphological data were extracted over the whole volume of the specimens (Table 5.2). The ROI was therefore set for
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TABLE 5.2: Morphological parameters extracted from the CT images analysis (mean (±
std) for the Duocel foam samples)
Material
Duocel Foam (high density)
Duocel Foam (middle density)
Duocel Foam (low density)
PLA
Deer antler

BV/TV

DA

[%]

[−]

12.800 (1.007)

1.059 (0.009)

7.262 (0.502)
4.431 (0.276)
14.5
8.53

1.084 (0.013)
1.137 (0.033)
4.596
2.588

each specimen as one cylinder over the whole volume. Later, the impact of the volume on
which the morphological data were extracted was analyzed. Each cylinder was virtually divided into 4 or 8 cylinders, each of one quarter or one eighth of the full height. The morphological data were then extracted on each of these ROIs. Instead of one damage tensor for the
whole specimen, the FE model therefore presents 4 or 8 damage tensors, each assigned to
the corresponding finite elements in the discretization.
Results
Although the samples used are all cellular materials, they present, within their testing range,
different types of behaviors in compression (Fig. 5.35): Duocel foams (Fig. 5.35(a)) exhibit
a mechanical behavior typical of cellular solids as described earlier. Specially, the experimental force presents a characteristic plateau for the lower and middle density samples.
Fig. 5.35(a) also demonstrates the dependence of the mechanical apparent behavior on the
reduced density. Lower density samples exhibit lower apparent stiffness in the linear part of
the force-displacement curves and their maximal forces are lower than for higher densities
samples. However, within the testing range, none of the low density and middle density samples seems to present final hardening. The PLA sample (Fig. 5.35(b)) is tested only up to the
appearance of softening after reaching the maximal force, the force plateau is not present in
the experimental data. Both the Duocel foam and PLA foam material exhibit within their
testing range an apparent yielding behavior. Regarding the deer antler cancellous tissue
specimen (Fig. 5.35(c)), only the initial increase of tangent stiffness is present as the sample is tested only to a low strains level. The maximal displacement tested seems to be lower
than the one needed to reach the maximal force.
Fig. 5.36 to 5.40 present the results of the FE analyses in term of a comparison between the
computed force and the experimental one for the corresponding sample. For the Duocel
foam samples, the results for each set of density level are presented as a mean (and standard deviation) over the set for the relative difference between the computed force and the
experimental one (Fig. 5.36(a) to 5.38(a)). Detailed results for an arbitrary sample are also
presented (Fig. 5.36(b) to 5.38(b)).
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F IGURE 5.35: Experimental forces vs. compressive engineering strains for the three types
of material presented.

The results are first analyzed for morphological data extracted over the whole volume of the
specimens. This case is referred to as “1 ROI” in the corresponding figures.
The predicted force-engineering strain behavior for both the Duocel samples (Fig. 5.36 to
5.38) and the PLA foam sample (Fig. 5.39) present the same overall behavior as the experimental one in the range of strains considered here. We can retrieve the apparent linear
behavior as well as the maximal force. This maximal force is represented with an error of
less than 10% for the high density Duocel samples (Fig. 5.36(a)) and of about 11% for the
middle density ones (Fig. 5.37(a)). Moreover, the low density Duocel samples show an error
on the maximal force (achieved for all samples at about 3% of compression - Fig. 5.35(a)) of
only 2.5%. Finally, this maximal force is computed with an error of less than 0.5% for the
PLA foam (Fig. 5.39). However, one has to keep in mind that the yield limit for this sample
was chosen to fit the experimental results, having such a small error was thus expected. The
transition between the linear part of the curves and the reach of maximal force is however ill
represented. Indeed, the appearance of yield shows a difference up to more than 1% of engineering strain for the high density Duocel samples (Fig. 5.36) or the PLA foam (Fig. 5.39). For
the Duocel samples (Fig. 5.36 to 5.38), the only material reaching the plateau in the experimental data, the softening occurring before reaching the plateau cannot be represented with
this morphological data. Indeed, the computed force tends to increase almost linearly after
reaching the maximal force. Therefore, the error on this force increases as well. Specially, the
abrupt decrease of the experimental force such as present in the low density Duocel samples at about 4% of engineering strains (Fig. 5.35(a)) cannot be represented by the model.
The error on the computed force increases in these conditions from 2.5% to 15% (Fig. 5.38).
Concerning the deer antler sample (Fig. 5.40), only the mean stiffness over the computed
strain range can be represented. The use of structural parameters averaged over the entire
volume seems therefore not appropriate to represent the non-linear behavior of the force for
all materials. It should be noticed however that for the PLA foam and deer antler, as only one
specimen was used, the presented results (both experimental and computational) may not
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F IGURE 5.36: Dense Duocel Foam Samples: computed (Sim.) and experimental forces [N]
vs. compressive engineering strains [-]. (a) relative error on the force - mean and std., (b)
force for an arbitrary sample
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F IGURE 5.37: Middle Density Duocel Foam Samples: computed (Sim.) and experimental
forces vs. compressive engineering strains (a) relative error on the force - mean and std.,
(b) force for an arbitrary sample.
be representative.
A closer analysis of the µCT images (such as the 3D visualization on Fig. 5.32) shows that the
repartition of the density and its orientation is not homogeneous on the specimens. Therefore, the choice to compute one set of morphological parameters to represent the whole
specimen is not representative of the actual specimen structure. The same morphological
parameters were then extracted for each cylinder on smaller regions of interest. This therefore allows for the representation of force variations due to more local behavior. Extracting
the material parameters over 4 ROIs (referred to as “4 ROI” in Fig. 5.36 to 5.40) already reduces the error observed on the linear part of the force by about 20%. It also allows a better
computation of early softening for which the error is reduced by about 4% (Fig. 5.38(b)).
When computing the force with material parameters extracted over 8 ROIs (referred to as “8
ROI” in Fig. 5.36 to 5.40), the predicted force can fit details of the experimental force vari-
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F IGURE 5.38: Low Density Duocel Foam Samples: computed (Sim.) and experimental
forces vs. compressive engineering strains (a) relative error on the force - mean and std.,
(b) force for an arbitrary sample.
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F IGURE 5.39: PLA Sample: computed (Sim.) and experimental forces vs. compressive
engineering strains.
ations on the non-linear part of the curve. The relative error on the force is reduced for
all samples below 5% over the computed strain range except when the experimental force
shows abrupt variations such as the abrupt reduction of force before reaching the plateau
(Fig. 5.38(a) and (b)). For both the PLA foam and the deer antler sample, reducing the size
of the ROI allows to better fit the curvature of the almost linear part of the force (Fig. 5.39
and 5.40), reducing the maximal error from 40% to less than 10% for the PLA foam and from
100% to 15% for the deer antler. We therefore seem to get a convergence of the computed
force to the experimental one using small ROIs. However, this convergence is achieved at the
expense of the computational cost.
Discussion
Even though the Duocel foam samples all have a low degree of anisotropy (Table 5.2), the use
of an anisotropic material accounting for the fabric directions, instead of an isotropic one
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F IGURE 5.40: Deer antler Sample: computed (Sim.) and experimental forces vs. compressive engineering strains.
accounting only for BV/TV (Fig. 5.41), allows to better capture not only the apparent stiffness
of the sample but also the apparent yield stress and the engineering strain at which apparent
yield is achieved. The use of an isotropic model for the Duocel foams in applications where
the maximal force is of importance would conclude to an overestimation of about 11% on
the force for both the high density and the middle density samples (Fig. 5.41(a) and (b)). For
the low density samples, the use of an isotropic model would lead to an accurate estimation
of the maximal force at the correct strain level but the post-yield behavior is ill-represented,
leading to errors up to 30% (Fig. 5.41(c)).
The importance of using an elastoplastic model for the Duocel samples is also outlined in
Fig. 5.41(a) to (d). It can be seen that an elastic material can account only, as can be expected
of such a linear behavior, for the initial stiffness of the samples. The use of an elastic anisotropic material would here lead to assume a slight increase of the tangent stiffness instead of
a decrease before yield. This leads, for the maximal simulated strain, to an error on the force
of more than 1000% for some samples. The introduction of elastoplasticity for this material
is therefore even more essential than the use of an anisotropic material.
Concerning the PLA foam sample, Fig. 5.42(a) shows the importance of using a non-linear
material model. Indeed, the force computed with an elastic material model continues to increase monotonously after reaching the experimental yield limit. This leads, for the maximal
simulated strain, to an error on the force of about 300%. In this case, the use of an anisotropic
model, while the degree of anisotropy is higher than for the Duocel foams (Table 5.2), is less
determinant than the use of a non-linear one. The error on the computed force at the end
of loading is indeed of only 6% with an isotropic elastoplastic model. This would allow to
conclude, on this particular sample for the given test conditions, that the non-linearity of
the material has more impact on its response to load than its anisotropic structure.
The deer antler sample however shows almost no difference on the force computed with an
elastic or an elastoplastic material model when the anisotropy is considered (Fig. 5.42(b)).
This can be explained as the maximal strain achieved in this compression test is small (only
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F IGURE 5.41: Comparison of the force vs. compressive engineering strains for three different material models (Duocel foam samples, 8 ROI): anisotropic elastoplastic (von Mises)
material - material model presented in this study ; isotropic elastoplastic (von Mises) material ; anisotropic elastic material
4% of engineering strain), the elastic model therefore seems to be sufficient to describe the
antler mechanical behavior. However, the use of an isotropic model for the deer antler leads
to errors on the computed force of about 30% throughout most of the strain range. This
would therefore allow to conclude, on this particular sample for the given test conditions,
that the anisotropic structure of the material has more impact on its response to load than
its non-linearity.
Conclusions
We showed that, for the presented materials and test conditions, the representation of the
morphology through BV/TV and the fabric tensor is required to capture the apparent yield
stress and strains even for low degrees of anisotropy. The introduction of a non-linearity
such as elastoplasticity is essential to the understanding of the mechanical behavior in compression for strains beyond the yield limit. However, for applications where the strains are
limited, the use of an elastic anisotropic model is sufficient to represent the force accurately. Using this model for morphological data extracted for regions of interests (ROI) small
enough, we showed that one can retrieve not only the linear behavior of the structure but
also the non-linear behavior such as the apparent yield stress and strain and early post yield
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F IGURE 5.42: Comparison of the force vs. compressive engineering strains for three different material models (PLA foam and deer antler, 8 ROI): anisotropic elastoplastic (von
Mises) material - material model presented in this study ; isotropic elastoplastic (von
Mises) material ; anisotropic elastic material
softening. Using ROIs one eighth of the total volume of the specimens, we reduced the relative error on the force below 5% over the computed strain range except when abrupt variations of the force are observed. While the state-of-the-art in the use of material parameters
extracted from the morphology is to assign different material parameters to each finite element [20, 95, 129, 265], the presented results show that the computation of the maximal force
as well as some non-linear measures (yield stress and strain for instance) can be achieved
without the need to consider very small ROIs. The determination of the optimal size of these
ROIs should consider several parameters such as the degree of local behavior needed in the
macroscopic model but also the discretization (and therefore computational) cost. This type
of global mechanical models is indeed presented as a possible solution for computationally
costly models such as micro finite elements. The integration of more local behavior should
therefore not lead to an excessive increase of the computation cost.
While the application of this material model seems to be valid for the presented materials
in compression, it still has to proof itself on other materials, specially using more samples
of bone and not mainly bone-like materials. Furthermore, for material for which the local
non-linear behavior is not well established (here the PLA foam and the deer antler), loading/unloading tests should be carried out to ensure the non-linear behavior is indeed an
irreversible (plastic-like) behavior and not another type of non-linearity (non-linear elasticity, micro-cracks leading to damage, ...). Finally, the model should also be tested on other
mechanical tests such as tension, bending or torsion.
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5.4.2 Validation on Computational Tension Tests
As said in the previous paragraph, we should also test our model with respect to other mechanical tests than compression. However, only experimental compression tests are available to us. We will therefore create computational tension tests on the microstructure and
then use the numerical force/displacement curves obtained with these simulations to test
our material model. For this, we will simulate tension tests with µ-Finite Element models.
However, we need first to validate such µ-Finite Element models, using the compression data
as on the previous section. We therefore first propose to model the compression tests using
µ-Finite Element models (and therefore using a constitutive law relative to the trabeculae,
not to the apparent tissue level).
In order to validate these models, we compare the main characteristics of the engineering
stress/engineering strain curves obtained at the apparent level (i.e. apparent Young’s modulus, apparent yield stress and strain, and ultimate stress) as well as the root mean square
error on the force over the displacement range. The validation concerns not only the constitutive law (well known for the Duocel aluminum foam samples that will therefore be the only
one used here) but also the mesh, the element integration scheme and the representation of
the boundary conditions.
If we can consider the µ-FE models of compression tests as valid, we will assume this remains true for tension tests. This assumption comes from the observation that the µ-FE
simulations of compression tests involve not only compression of elements but also shear
and tension. All types of loading are represented in the compression tests as they would be
for tension tests. With this hypothesis, we therefore perform numerical tension tests using
the same models. Doing so, we can obtain force/displacement curves in tension and use
them to validate our model for tension tests as done in the previous section for compression
tests.
The first step to perform µ-FE analysis on the samples used in the previous section is to build
finite element meshes from the µ-CT images. These meshes were produced at ETH after
thresholding of the images (only µ-FE analysis on the Duocel foams are considered as the
constitutive law at the trabecular -or rather strut- level is better known than for the two other
materials). Hexahedral meshes were then built using a voxel-based approach. Convergence
studies [192] have shown that the element size should be less than one fourth of the mean
strut thickness as measured by the Tb.Th parameter described in section 2.3. As presented
in Table E.1, the mean strut thickness for the tested Duocel foam samples are of 0.360, 0.261
and 0.167mm for respectively the dense, middle density and low density samples. As the
resolution of the images (and therefore the minimum element size for voxel-based meshes)
is 30µm, all the samples could be used for simulation with a mesh considered as a converged
mesh (i.e. fine enough). However, using the smallest linear hexahedral elements possible
leads to meshes (for the middle density samples) with more than 4.5 millions degrees-offreedom (this number is higher for dense samples and lower for low density ones). This leads
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F IGURE 5.43: 3D reconstruction of one dense Duocel foam. On the left, initial configuration; on the right, configuration at 4% compression (color shows experimental strains
map - scalar measure of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor (second invariant of the deviatoric part of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor); courtesy of D. Christen, ETH). Evidence
of finite deformations are enlightened in the blue circle (buckling of the aluminum struts)
and of large rotations in the yellow ellipse.
to a huge cost in computational memory that cannot be handled with our current computing
capabilities. Therefore, we decided to use 60µm resolution models, i.e. each hexahedral
element represent 8 voxels. However, the meshes obtained with this resolution for the low
density samples cannot be considered as satisfactory (less than 3 elements over the strut
thickness). This might also be true for the middle density samples (just about 4 elements
over the strut thickness). Therefore, this validation procedure will be performed only to the
densest samples we have (for which there is a mean of 6 elements over the strut thickness).
Nonlinear micro finite element modeling of aluminum foam in compression
The meshes were then imported into Metafor [177], and converted into eight nodes hexahedral elements at 60µm per side, leading to a mean of almost 500000 nodes per sample.The
use of a finite deformations code (geometrically and materially non-linear) is essential because the compressed samples showed evidence of localized large deformations and large
rotations (see Fig. 5.43).
Finite deformations simulations were also required to show the softening effect was a structural softening, i.e. due to local buckling of the aluminum struts, and not a material softening. Such a structural effect cannot indeed be produced with a geometrically linear analysis.
The material parameters used in the µ-FE models for each sample are reported in table 5.1,
they are the same as the one used in the validation of the continuum law in compression
tests.
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TABLE 5.3: Total displacement achieved for each sample
sample

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

Height variation [%]

16

11.82

16

12.27

12.83

Force [N]

131
112
93
74
56
sample D1
sample D2
sample D3
sample D4
sample D5

37
18
0

0

simulation
experimental data

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Compressive Engineering Strains
F IGURE 5.45: Duocel Foam Dense Samples: computed (plain line) and experimental
(dashed line) forces vs. sample displacement.
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differences in the reduced densities (assuming apparent quantities are proportional to the
reduced density - ρ̄) cannot explain this differences on the stiffness. Indeed, while the reduced density of sample D1 is slightly lower than the mean reduced density, ρ̄ for sample
D5 is significantly higher and should therefore lead to a higher apparent stiffness. The differences in apparent stiffnesses could therefore be explained by either a slight difference in
the testing conditions (alignment of the sample, contact conditions, ...) or by a difference
in the alloy itself. As both these types of differences are not accounted for in the model, no
significant difference on the simulated apparent stiffness should be found.
One can also notice a difference in the experimental data of apparent ultimate stress (the
term stress refers to the engineering stress, computed from the applied force and the initial
app

cross-section area, if this area were to be plain), σu , which is significantly higher for sample
D5 than for the other four samples. However, as sample D5 has a reduced density significantly higher than the other samples, the difference may be explained solely by the density.
If this is the case, the simulated ultimate stress should also be higher for this sample.
Finally, the post-yield behavior (behavior for displacements higher than the displacement
corresponding to the apparent ultimate stress) of all samples first exhibits a softening of the
force, followed for some samples (samples D3 and D4 mainly) by a hardening. This secondary hardening could be explained either by the densification regime or by an increase in
the contact area as some struts initially not in contact with the plates could come into contact due to high deformations and rotations. While the densification regime is not accounted
for, the contact area increase is taken into account by the model.
From these observations, we can define the apparent variables needed to describe the force
displacement relation (Fig. 5.46). The apparent linear part depends on the apparent Young’s
app
modulus, Eapp , the end of the linear part is the apparent yield stress, σy . It is followed
app

by an apparent hardening up to the ultimate stress, σu . These are the three quantities
we can compare between the experimental data and the simulated ones. After the ultimate
stress, follows a softening that we suppose to be only due to a structural effect (no softening
is present in the constitutive law) and finally, in some samples, a secondary hardening due to
an increase in the contact area and self-contact of the struts. The accuracy of the post-yield
behavior can be quantified by the difference in force for a given displacement between the
measured and the simulated force.
The simulated apparent Young’s modulus is measured using a linear regression of the engineering stress/engineering strain computed data up to an apparent strain level (apparent
app

yield strain, εy ) defined as follows: it is the apparent strain for which the tangent modulus ( ∂σ
∂ε , theoretically constant and equal to Young’s modulus for the linear part) falls below
a threshold value (here taken at 15% of the mean experimental apparent Young’s modulus,
i.e. 37MP a). This threshold value as been chosen arbitrarily and visually verified a posteriori (visual verification that with the chosen threshold, the apparent yield strain represents
approximatively the apparent strain at the end of the linear part, leading to a mean apparent
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Engineering
stress
app

su

app

sy

E

app

app
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Engineering strain [-]

F IGURE 5.46: Definitions used to describe the characteristic points of the non-linear
stress/strain curve (beware of the unusual notation, σ, ε, for the non-linear stress and
strain measure, used to simplify the reading).

app

TABLE 5.4: Apparent mechanical values : Young’s modulus (Eapp ), yield limit (σy ), ulapp

timate stress (σu ) ; for experimental data (exp ) and simulations (si m ) for each sample
(plus mean, and standard deviation - std).
sample

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

Mean

Std

ρ̄ [%]

11.86

13.46

11.89

12.60

14.17

12.8

1.0

[MP a]
si m [MP a]
app
σy exp [MP a]

193.46
296.58
1.248

304.29
278.77
1.6

304.26
246.03
1.6

265.48
285.64
1.573

179.21
309.39
1.04

249.34
283.28
1.41

53.55
21.32
0.23

σy si m [MP a]
app
σu exp [MP a]
app
σu si m [MP a]

1.584
1.987
1.752

1.623
1.887
1.829

1.437
2.123
1.817

1.554
2.024
1.68

2.386
2.639
2.616

1.72
2.13
1.94

0.34
0.26
0.34

Eapp

Eapp

app
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app

app

yield strain of εy si m ≈ 0.64% 1 while it is εy exp ≈ 0.73% in the experimental data2 , i.e. not
a very good representation but an approximative one).
This definition leads to a mean apparent Young’s modulus, Eapp , of 283.28MP a while it is
of 249.34MP a in the experimental data (Table 5.4). Performing an unpaired t-test assuming unequal variances (assessed with an f-test) and normality distribution (assessed with
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) on these values shows that the simulated apparent Young’s modulus shows no significant difference with the experimental one. As expected, no difference
can be seen in the computed apparent stiffness between all the samples. The difference
that is seen on the experimental data is therefore not due to a reduced density effect. The
same statistical conclusion (assuming an equality of variances) can be made for the apparent yield stress and apparent ultimate stress but with a lower correlation for the last one (for
this quantity, the normality assumption cannot be considered as valid, a Mann-Whitney test
is therefore performed). However, computing an apparent strength from the apparent yield
app
strain and the apparent Young’s modulus (σapp = Eapp εy ) gives significantly different re-

sults than the equivalent quantity for the experimental data (p < 0.05). This last result is
mainly due to the deficient representation of the apparent yield strain discussed previously.

Finally, we can compute the Root-Mean-Square error on the force representation (see Table 5.5). As could have been expected, the RMS error for both samples displaying an apparent stiffness significantly lower than the three others (sample D1 and D5) is high compared
to the three other samples (from three to nine times higher). This is explained mainly by the
improper computation of the apparent stiffness. Indeed, when computing the RMS error on
the linear part of the data, we can see that the error values are high (over 100% error for sample D5). However, computing the same error on the nonlinear part of the data (and shifting
the simulated behavior as if the apparent stiffness had been well represented), we can see all
error values drop to get to a mean error of about 10%. For the three other samples, we have
an RMS error below 13% on the whole computed strain range with higher values (up to three
times higher) for the linear part than for the nonlinear one.
For apparent strains higher than the one achieved at the ultimate stress level, one can see
that all simulations show a decrease of the stress and thus a softening behavior. As the material behavior always exhibits hardening, this softening is only a structural effect. It can
therefore be represented only in a non-linear analysis considering finite deformations and
large rotations. Sample D3 specially allows a pretty good representation of the first softening
and the following hardening (RMS relative error on the computed range ≈ 6%).
We therefore showed, as intended in this section, that both the apparent yield and ultimate
stress can be reproduced with an elastoplastic material model (von Mises yield surface) and
that the post-yield softening is solely due to a structural effect.
1
2

Values of .62%, .60%, .62%, .59%, .78% for sample D1, D2, D3, D4, D5 respectively
Values of .75%, .72%, .72%, .75%, .73% for sample D1, D2, D3, D4, D5 respectively
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TABLE 5.5: Apparent root-mean-square error on the force computation, in % of the experimenta force, over the whole strain range (RMS error), over the linear part of the apparent
behavior (RMS error, linear), and over the nonlinear part of this behavior (RMS error, nonlinear).
sample

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

Mean

Std

RMS error

34.51

6.25

6.23

12.99

92.43

31.28

35.89

RMS error, linear
RMS error, nonlinear

77.42
10.53

10.67
5.16

8.45
4.93

31.69
10.46

134.25
15.16

52.49
10.25

53.44
3.55

nodes in compression
nodes in tension

sample D1
sample D2
sample D3
sample D4
sample D5

Compressive Engineering Strains
F IGURE 5.47: Percentage of nodes in plasticity as a function of sample displacement
(plain lines: nodes in compression, dashed lines: nodes in tension).
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On the apparent linear behavior at the beginning of the loading (up to the apparent yield
strain, ≈ 0.64%), it should be noticed that the linearity is only apparent. Indeed, if one com-

putes the number of nodes in plasticity1 (i.e. with a non zero equivalent plastic strain), we
can see the importance of the non-linear behavior of the material in the deformation process. Fig. 5.47 shows that elements start to sustain plastic deformations as soon as the apparent strain reaches a mean value of 0.22%. The first yielding elements are elements sustaining
negative hydrostatic pressure (compression). Indeed, as the samples are compressed, the elements showing the highest equivalent stress early in the process are elements in compression. However, as soon as some elements show yielding in compression, local deformations
become larger due to plastic flow and some yielding elements sustain positive hydrostatic
pressure (tension). Elements sustaining a positive hydrostatic pressure start to show a yielding behavior at an apparent strain about 20% higher than elements in compression. Among
the elements in plasticity, it is shown that about 40% (throughout the displacement level) are
elements submitted to a positive hydrostatic stress while the sample is submitted to compression. At an apparent strain of 0.6% (i.e. below the apparent yield strain), already 3 to 5%
of the elements are in plasticity. When an apparent strain of 1% is achieved, the number of
element in plasticity becomes significant (≈ 8% of elements). These results show once more
that a non-linear material behavior is needed even at low compression levels. As can be seen
in Fig. 5.47, most samples show approximately the same post-yield behavior with about the
same percentage of nodes in plasticity. However, the number of elements in plasticity of
sample D5 is about 40% higher than in the other four samples. This is most probably one
of the explanations to the force reached for this sample in compression being significantly
higher than for the others.
From these observations (accurate representation of the apparent mechanical values: Eapp ,
app
app
σy , σu and low RMS error on the nonlinear part of the force), we can conclude without
taking too much risk that the µ-FE models used for these simulations can be considered as
valid.
As introduced previously, we will consider on the next section they are also valid for tension
tests. We will for this keep the mesh, the constitutive law, the contact condition at the bottom
plate but the top nodes will be moved away from the contact plate to create tension-tests.
Nonlinear finite element modeling of aluminum foam in tension
As proposed in the previous section, we provide here in-silico tension tests on the microstructure of our dense Duocel foam samples. The samples are considered rigidly fixed on
the bottom plate and the upper nodes are moved away from this plate with a displacement
equivalent to 6% of their initial height. This value of displacement is smaller than in the insilico compression tests as some elements on the thinner struts are substantially stretched
•

The scalar value measuring the equivalent plastic strain is obtained by integrating ε̄p (Equ. 3.38). This
value is computed at the integration points (Gauss points) and extrapolated over the mesh to get a nodal value.
1
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0

equivalent plastic strain [-]

1.4

F IGURE 5.48: Mesh distortion on tension tests at high plastic strain in the µ-FE model at
7% apparent engineering strains.
beyond a point where the mesh is so distorted that the solution cannot be trusted anymore
(see Fig. 5.48). Mesh management solutions such the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation are not used in this problem as the number of nodes is high (about half a million)
and the additional computational cost to use such a formulation would be too high for its
potential benefits.
We can first of all notice (Fig. 5.49) that, as for compression tests, sample D5 reaches higher
forces than the other samples for the same displacement level. We can also notice that, for a
given absolute value of engineering strains, the force needed in tension is about 66% higher
than the force needed to compress the sample.
For the comparison between in-silico tension curves (referred to as the in-silico results) and
results obtained for the same problem with our model, the methods employed to obtain and
present the results are completely equivalent to the ones presented in section 5.4.1 and will
not be reminded here. All morphological and material parameters are kept constant with
respect to the ones used in that section.
The results are first analyzed for morphological data extracted over the whole volume of the
specimens. This case is referred to as “1 ROI” in the corresponding figures.
The predicted force-engineering strain behavior with our model does not present at all the
same overall behavior as the in-silico one in the range of strains considered here (Fig. 5.50).
We can retrieve some of the apparent linear behavior and the maximal force but not at all the
strain at which it is achieved (represented with an error of more than 100%). The transition
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sample D1
sample D2
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0

0

2

4
6
Engineering Strains

F IGURE 5.49: Tension curves obtained with the µ-FE simulations (referred to as in-silico
results)
between the linear part of the curves and the reach of maximal force are as well badly represented. Indeed, yielding appears at an engineering strain level about 1% higher than it does
in the in-silico curves. The computed force tends to decrease almost linearly after reaching
the maximal force while it increases for the in-silico results. The use of structural parameters
averaged over the entire volume seems therefore not appropriate to represent the non-linear
behavior of the force for all samples.
Extracting the material parameters over 4 ROIs (referred to as “4 ROI” in Fig. 5.50) already
reduces the error observed on the linear part of the force by about 20%. When computing the
force with material parameters extracted over 8 ROIs (referred to as “8 ROI” in Fig. 5.50), the
predicted force can fit details of the experimental force variations on the non-linear part of
the curve. We therefore seem to get a convergence of the computed force to the experimental
one using small ROIs. Not only the linear part of the force is better represented but also the
appearance of yield and the post-yield behavior are represented with an error below 10%.
Even though the Duocel dense foam samples all have a low degree of anisotropy (Table 5.2),
the use of an anisotropic material accounting for the fabric directions, instead of an isotropic
one accounting only for BV/TV (Fig. 5.51), allows to better capture not only the apparent
stiffness of the sample but also the apparent softening at low strains. The use of an isotropic
model for the Duocel foams in applications where the maximal force is of importance would
conclude to an overestimation on the force in this case.
The importance of using an elastoplastic model for the Duocel samples is also outlined in
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0.1

0.05
0
0

Sim. 1 ROI
Sim. 4 ROI
Sim. 8 ROI
In silico

100

0.02

0.04

50
0
0

0.06

Engineering strains [-]
(a) Mean (± std) relative error

0.02

0.04

0.06

(b) Force [N]

F IGURE 5.50: Dense Duocel Foam Samples: computed (Sim.) and in-silico forces [N] vs.
compressive engineering strains [-]. (a) relative error on the force - mean and std., (b) force
for an arbitrary sample
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0.5

0
0

Isotropic - Von-Mises
Anisotropic - Elastic
Anisotropic - Von-Mises

0.03

0.06

Force [N]
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on the Force [-]

1

300

In silico
Isotropic - Von-Mises
Anisotropic - Elastic
Anisotropic - Von-Mises

200
100
0

0

0.03

0.06

Engineering strains [-]
(a) Mean (± std) relative error
(b) Force [N]
F IGURE 5.51: Comparison of the force vs. compressive engineering strains for three different material models (Duocel foam samples, 4 ROI): anisotropic elastoplastic (von Mises)
material - material model presented in this study ; isotropic elastoplastic (von Mises) material ; anisotropic elastic material
Fig. 5.51. It can be seen that an elastic anisotropic material can account only for the force up
to 1% of apparent engineering strains. The introduction of elastoplasticity for this material
is essential for larger strain levels.
We should outline the fact that for these results in tension, the consideration of anisotropy
seems as important as the consideration of non-elasticity while for the compression tests on
the same samples, the anisotropy did not seem to play such an important role in the overall
behavior of the samples.
As for the compression tests, for applications where the strains are limited, the use of an
elastic anisotropic model is sufficient to accurately represent the force. Using our model for
morphological data extracted for regions of interests (ROI) small enough, we showed that
one can reproduce not only the linear behavior of the structure but also the non-linear behavior such as the apparent yield stress and strain and the early post-yield behavior. Using
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ROIs one eighth of the total volume of the specimens, we reduced the relative error on the
force below 10% over the computed strain range except when abrupt variations of the force
are experimentaly observed.
With these observations it seems fair to conclude the use of our model on tension tests can
be considered as valid (considering the material and testing conditions) using small enough
ROI’s. As stated earlier, it still has to proof itself on other materials, specially using more
samples of bone and not mainly bone-like materials as well as a larger panel of densities.

We showed in this section that accounting either for nonlinearities (through a von Mises
plastic criterion) or for the anisotropy (or both) is important for all the simulations we performed on our test samples.
Indeed for the Duocel foam samples, accounting for the nonlinearities of the material was
needed for 3%, 1%, and 0.5% of compressive engineering strains for respectively the low
density, middle density and dense samples. In tension tests, both the anisotropy and the
nonlinearity was to be accounted for from 1% of engineering strains for the dense samples.
For the two other materials in compression tests, the nonlinearity of the material was to be
accounted for starting at 8% compressive engineering strains for the PLA foam, while accouting for the anisotropy was of importance for the deer antler as soon as 0.3% compressive
engineering strains were reached.
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5.5 Remodeling of the Proximal Femur
The developed bone remodeling model is here used and verified, without its pressure dependent extension specific to the alveolar bone, to analyze the bone structure and density
evolution on models of the proximal extremity of a femur submitted to loads representative of a daily normal activity. The idea is to assess (at least qualitatively) the capacity of the
remodeling algorithm to represent normal density and morphology of the proximal femur
submitted to physiological loads, starting from a virtual situation of homogeneous isotropic
bone.

5.5.1 2D model and verification
As a simplification and to compare our results with standard results from the literature, a
two-dimensional model is used for an in-plane analysis (plane strain analysis). The model
used here is reproduced from [17]. It has also been used in [62, 69, 117]. The geometry
is depicted in Fig. 5.52 where, in order to describe the bone dimensions, some points are
plotted. The distance between points A and B (the diameter of the diaphysis) is 30 mm and
the distance between point C and D is 57.76 mm.
The applied loading [17] represents an approximation of the mean daily loads due to normal gait (the most frequent and a reasonable load application to the femur). In this sense,
the gait cycle is discretized into three loadings representative of the single leg stance (the
joint reaction force, JRF) and the extremes of abduction and of adduction. The magnitudes,
orientations and applied daily cycles of each load are given in Table 5.6 and Fig. 5.53. In
order to take into account a variety of activities, like standing, stair-climbing, etc., the first
load case (single leg stance) was assigned 6000 daily cycles while the two others are assigned
2000 cycles. Each load case consists in a force acting on the femoral head at the articulation
(representative of the joint reaction to the leg stance) plus a reaction force induced in the
abductor muscle.
Due to an analysis of Jacobs [117], the order in which these loads are applied has no significant impact on the numerical results. Thus, they can be grouped together. Instead of
a uniform mixture of all three cyclic loading cases, they are reordered such that, each day,
during three fifth of the time the first loading case is applied while during the fourth and fifth
parts of the day load cases 2 and 3 are applied, respectively (Fig. 5.54). With a constant cycle
number of 10 000, this sums up to the same distribution as in Table 5.6. We remind here that
the number of cycles is accounted for in the remodeling model (see definition of the stimulus Equ. 5.4). The loads are not applied in a cyclic manner but uniformly, with an intensity
representative of a single cycle.
A limitation of this 2D model was pointed out [117] as the lack of connection between the
two cortical layers (lateral and medial parts of the cortex) of the diaphysis, while it appears
in reality due to the cylindrical structure of the cortex. Here, we follow the (artifact) solution
used by several authors [62, 69, 117]. This artifact consists into including an additional “side
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40mm

D
C

A

30mm

B

F IGURE 5.52: Geometry and boundary conditions used in the 2D model of the proximal
femur. On the left, lateral view of the model’s thickness with in black the additional (artificial) thickness due to the side plate (not to scale with the main model).

Load
case

Cycles
per day

Joint reaction (F)
Magnitude (N) Orientation (o )

Abductor reaction (R)
Magnitude (N) Orientation (o )

1

6000

2317

24

703

28

2
3

2000
2000

1158
1548

-15
56

351
468

-8
35

TABLE 5.6: Magnitude and orientation of the applied forces for each load case. Case 1
is a single leg stance, case 2 and 3 represent the extremes of abduction and adduction,
respectively. The angle are given with respect to the vertical axis, positive in a clockwise
direction [17].
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F IGURE 5.53: Mesh and boundary conditions used in the 2D model of the proximal femur
(red: joint reaction and muscle reaction-case 1, green: joint reaction and muscle reactioncase 2, and blue: joint reaction and muscle reaction-case 3).

Force
[N]
2317
1548
1158

0

0.6

0.8

1 time
[day]

F IGURE 5.54: Daily cycle of the forces as applied (red: force at the joint-case 1, green: force
at the joint-case 2, and blue: force at the joint-case 3).
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F IGURE 5.55: Mesh of the 2D model of the proximal femur used by Doblaré and García
[62]. On the left, mesh of the main model, on the right of the side plate.
plate” (between the four points ABC D) of bone tissue, joining both cortical layers and not
allowed to remodel. This so called side plate (even though it is more “in front” of the main
model than side to it), when discretized, has its left nodes directly bound to the left nodes
of the main model (i.e. the curve AC belongs to both the main model and the side plate)
and analogously the right nodes to the right side (i.e. the curve BD belongs to both models).
To take into account that the cortical cylinder smoothly merges into the trabecular structure
of the metaphysis, the cited authors use a plate with varying thickness, from 1mm at the
epiphysis to 5mm at the diaphysis, while the main model’s thickness is 40mm (see geometry
in Fig. 5.52 and mesh in Fig. 5.55). This side plate therefore artificially adds stiffness to the
model.
As, in Metafor, we use 2D plane strain analysis elements with 1mm thickness, this thickness
difference in 2D elements is adjusted by means of the applied loads (reduced by a factor of
40 to account for the main model thickness), and the stiffness of the side plate (increased by
3.5 compared to the equivalent trabecular bone stiffness to account for the side plate mean
thickness). The mesh (Fig. 5.53) consists of 2742 linear quadrilaterals elements for the main
model and 931 for the side plate, the left lower point (A) is fixed and the rest of the lower
horizontal line (AB) is fixed along the vertical direction.
The initial situation corresponds to an isotropic homogeneous state with initial density ρ =
0.63g /cc (corresponding to a porosity of 0.70 and a mean damage value of d h = 0.97). This
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initial situation corresponds also to the material of the side plate. Each force is distributed on
three adjacent mesh nodes as depicted in Fig. 5.53 in order to decrease loads concentration
effects. The time-step of the simulation is controlled and set to a maximum of a tenth of a
day to ensure that each loading case is applied during at least two consecutive time-steps.
Since the three models we compare our results with use a simple elastic material to describe
the bone matrix and as the purpose of this section is to verify the remodeling algorithm, we
here use also a simple elastic material at the trabecular level. The following set of remodeling
parameters is used (corresponding to the set of parameters used in [62]):
number of daily load cycles

: N = 10000

homeostatic value of the stimulus
: ψ⋆ = 50 MP a
exponent of the stress stimulus
: m =4
remodeling velocity for resorption and formation : cr = c f = 0.02µm/(dayMP a)
half-width of the lazy zone
: ω = 25%ψ⋆

parameter weighing the hydrostatic and deviatoric parts
of the effective stress definition
: η = 1.2

We first compare our results with the density maps of the literature for the same problem,
solved considering an anisotropic remodeling law. For this, we compare the bone density
after 100 days of application of the loading cycles with results in Doblaré and García [62]
and Fernandez et al. [69], and after 300 days of loading cycles with results in Doblaré and
García [62] and Jacobs [117]. We should first of all outline the fact that the results of these
three models, even though they show similar patterns in the bone density map do not exactly
produce the same spatial distribution.
All models show (Fig. 5.56) cortical formation in the medial and lateral part of the diaphysis
(thicker at the medial part), decrease of the density in the intramedullary canal, a region of
higher density in the proximal part of the femoral neck, and a head bounded by two low density regions. In addition, Doblaré’s model (Fig. 5.56(a,c)) shows reduced density in the area
referred to as Ward’s triangle (while it is only slightly present in Jacob’s model, Fig. 5.56(d)).
These are the main features, similar to reality in morphological terms (see most of them
on the X-Ray of a proximal femur Fig. 5.56(e)), we want our model to be able to reproduce,
within the same range of density values.
First of all, we can observe in the results from our model (Fig. 5.57) that, even though we
distributed the loads on three nodes, we cannot avoid concentration effects at the points of
applications, thus explaining the over formation around these points. This over increase of
the density is particularly present after a simulation of 300 days and diffuse all the way to
point D.
The initial geometric model by Beaupré et al. [17] (used with an anisotropic remodeling
model in [62, 69, 117]) contained a layer of cartilage at the epiphysis. This layer was not used
in the three models we compare our results with (Jacobs announces some load distribution
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F IGURE 5.56: Bone density [gr/cc] due to remodeling - top row: after 100 days of load
cycles (a) results by Doblaré and García [62], (b) results by Fernandez et al. [69] -notice the
different min/max values reported on the color map; bottom row: after 300 days of load
cycles (c) results by Doblaré and García [62], (d) results by Jacobs [117] (as reported in [62]).
(e) Femur X-Ray: clear cortical formation in the inner and outer part of the diaphysis and
decrease of the density (to zero) at the intramedullary canal, a region of higher density in
the proximal part of the femoral neck (in blue), Ward’s triangle (in red), and a low density
region on the distal part of the head (in green).
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F IGURE 5.57: Bone density [gr/cc] due to remodeling - (a) after 100 days of load cycles; (b)
after 300 days of load cycles
is used in his model but not the way it is accounted for), however, it would improve drastically the concentration effect as the cartilage (even if modeled as a simple elastic material)
has a diffusion effect. Adding such a cartilage layer to the model will be analyzed later.
However, we can see that our model can reproduce the main features of the proximal femur morphology as expressed by the other remodeling models. In particular, Ward’s triangle
is clearly present, even after a simulation corresponding to only 100 days of remodeling.
The cortical layer at the diaphysis is well represented. The other described features are also
present, but not quantitatively accurate. This difference is mainly due to the concentration
effect discussed previously. As the area of high bone formation is larger between the neck
and the proximal part of the head, the stress intensities on the whole neck have a different
distribution as the more solicited part gets stiffer and carries thus more loads (remote density changes influence local stimulus magnitude). Therefore, the density decreasing areas
have a stimulus further away to the homeostatic level than it would have without this stress
concentration. In these regions, the remodeling rate is thus higher.
As said earlier, we can decrease this concentration effect by considering the cartilage layer on
the femoral head, at the articulation. For this, we add a 2mm layer of cartilage (meshed with
140 linear quadrilaterals, Fig. 5.58), considered as a simple elastic material, with a Young’s
modulus of 5.9GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.47 (these values are identical to the ones initially
proposed by the model of Beaupré et al. [17]).
This leads to a density distribution (Fig. 5.59) where the formation sites are less concentrated than compared to the previous model. Therefore the resorption sites are well defined
and we can observe already after a simulation of 100 days most features the model is supposed to represent, except for the lateral cortical layer at the diaphysis. In particular, the
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F IGURE 5.58: Mesh, geometry, and boundary conditions used in the 2D model of the proximal femur with a cartilage layer (red: load and reaction case 1, green: load and reaction
case 2, and blue: load and reaction case 3).
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F IGURE 5.59: Bone density [gr/cc] due to remodeling, model with a cartilage layer - (a)
100 days of load cycles; (b) 300 days of load cycles
intramedullary canal is well defined, as is the region of higher density at the proximal neck.
After a simulation of 300 days, the lateral cortical layer at the diaphysis is also present. The
reduction of density goes down to 0.1gr/cc (at the intramedullary canal, the region of Ward’s
triangle, and the regions of the head). In the three other models we compare our results to, a
minimal value of 0gr/cc is presented (the density maps presented show density values down
to 0gr/cc) while in all three cases, the range of acceptable density values was decalred to be
set from 5% to 95% of the fully mineralized bone, i.e. from 0.105gr/cc to 1.995 gr/cc. Our
minimal density value of 0.1gr/cc is due to the fact that a maximal value authorized of mean
damage is set at 0.998, mainly for convergence purposes. Indeed, as outlined previously,
this leads to a stiffness which is 500 times smaller than the maximal stiffness, thus inducing
a large stiffness variation over the model. Setting a maximal value of mean damage higher
leads to two numerical issues, first an even larger stiffness gradient, reducing the numerical
convergence, second a stiffness so low that the strain could become too large to be handled
without using specific mesh management techniques. The fact that a lower density value
(i.e. lower than 0.1gr/cc) cannot be easily reached can be considered as a drawback of the
remodeling model. However, in the present case, it is not different from what is seen in the
literature when a maximal and a minimal values are imposed for the density.
We also compare for this case the variation of the orientation of the trabecular bone. Once
more, comparing the results by Jacobs and Doblaré and García shows differences, that can
be considered as major differences (Fig. 5.60(a,b)). A first remark should be highlighted before discussing our results. We showed the bone density values were the same between these
two models and presented the same features, even though the distribution is not exactly
identical. Therefore, the mean stiffness (that can be measured by the average value of the
stiffness in the principal axis) at each point should be the same. However Fig. 5.60(a) and (b)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

F IGURE 5.60: Trabecular bone orientation after a simulation of 300 days. The ellipses
represent the stiffness value, a 1GPa isotropic stiffness circle indicator is also depicted. (a)
results by Jacobs, (b) results by Doblaré and García, and (c) results by the present model.
clearly do not present the same mean stiffness, while the orientation is pretty much identical. The anisotropy (measured by the degree of anisotropy, visually by the ratio of the long
axis to the small axis of the ellipses) is also significantly different, of about eight for Jacobs’s
model and about two for Doblaré and García’s, along the diaphysis.
The difference in the plotted mean stiffness can be explained as follows. Using a plane strain
analysis gives a 3D stress and therefore the stiffness matrix is also 3D (and the damage tensor
as well for damage based model). However, the plot proposed by Jacobs does not account for
this third dimension to compute the plotted stiffness. What is depicted in Fig. 5.60(a) is not
exactly the stiffness but the ratio of a uniaxial applied stress to the resulting normal strain in
the direction of stress application as a function of direction.
Despite the difference in the anisotropy, both authors claim their model represent properly
measured values in the head and neck regions. However, the model by Jacobs gives, as the
author recognises, a degree of anisotropy in the diaphysis too high for too low values of the
longitudinal stiffness.
As there is no clear evidence of what the anisotropy is in the head and neck regions, we will
therefore mainly extract the anisotropy at the cortical parts of the diaphysis. We will however
check the trabecular bone orientation at the head and neck is acceptable.
The obtained results (Fig. 5.60(c)) show the same orientations than the two other models do
over the whole proximal femur. Particularly, the bone tissue is oriented along the diaphysis
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on its cortical sides, towards the proximal head in the stronger part of the head and is pretty
much isotropic in the mediaphysis and the intramedullary canal. In the diaphysis, we observe a mean stiffness situated in between the two other two models mean stiffness values.
The degree of anisotropy is closer to the results by Doblaré than those by Jacobs.

From these results, we can conclude that our model is verified considering its remodeling
behavior. We were able to represent the remodeling of the proximal femur submitted to
physiological loading. However, we also saw the remodeling behavior is very sensitive to
boundary conditions, specially to concentration effects due to the way these boundary conditions are applied. This is one of the limitations of our model (the firsts have been discussed
in section 5.2.3).
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5.5.2 3D model
We here analyze the bone structural evolution of a 3D model of the proximal femur.
The 3D mesh is obtained from a discretized surface data available from the VAKHUM [254]
dataset (consisting for the whole femur of 4232 triangular cells). The proximal end of the femur is extracted from this surface and a volume mesh is generated by the use of Tetgen [235].
The proximal 3D mesh consisting of 22669 linear tetrahedron and 4661 nodes is shown on
Fig. 5.61.

part of
the bone
not allowed
to remodel

F IGURE 5.61: Left - 3D mesh of the proximal femur. Right - frontal cut through the mesh.
We here compare the density maps obtained accounting either for the same loading cases
as the previous 2D model (joint reaction forces + abductor forces), or for the same forces but
taking into account their 3D orientation, or as a third case adding the forces of Iliopsoas and
Vastus lateralis muscles (see Fig.5.62).
Only half the length of the diaphysis and the proximal end are modeled. The distal part
is considered fully clamped. The diaphysis is considered as composed of cortical bone of
porosity 0.30 (thus Young’s modulus of 6GPa), not allowed to remodel. If we do not consider
this cortical bone part and since stress concentrations are observed at the clamped base,
we would get unphysiological remodeling at the model base due to this concentration. For
the proximal part, the initial situation and the set of remodeling parameters are the same
as in the 2D case presented previously. The loads however are applied simultaneously instead of one after each other as in Fig 5.54 (only one application site is considered for the
joint reaction forces), their intensities are weighted by their duration of application in the
2D case (these modified conditions in 2D deilver results close to the previous application
of loads, however reducing the dense region of the head). The loads orientation are as proposed in [237] in an experimental setup. The load intensities are adjusted so that the JRF
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F IGURE 5.62: Load case as presented in [237]. Joint reaction forces (JRF-in red, the equivalent 2D loads; in black, their 3D orientation), Abductors (Abd); and in blue the added
muscles: Iliopsoas (IL) and Vastus lateralis (VL).
and abductor resultants are similar to those of the 2D case. Thus, the resultant of the joint
reactions forces is considered to be 1832 N , the abductor forces 590 N , the iliopsoas’s 914 N ,
and the vastus lateralis’s 1419 N .
First of all, looking at the deformed proximal femur (see Fig. 5.63(b)), we can see that accounting for the three-dimensionality of the joint reaction forces and the abductors without
taking into account other muscles such as the iliopsoas and the vastus lateralis gives a solution that cannot be considered as physiological. This is mainly due to the added frontal
component of the JRF, which is compensated by that of the iliopsoas but not by the abductor. We will therefore compare the results only between the 2D loading case (not accounting
for the frontal component of the JRF, see Fig. 5.63(a)) and the 3D case with three muscles
(abductor, iliopsoas, and vastus lateralis, see Fig. 5.63(c)).
Analyzing the density distribution after a simulation of 100 remodeling days (see Fig. 5.64)
shows that the cortical formation at the diaphysis is not distributed axisymmetrically for the
2D loading case (Fig. 5.64(a) and (c)), therefore concentrating the bone formation on the
lateral and medial sides of the diaphysis. Applying 3D muscles (Fig. 5.64(b) and (d)) leads
to a overall lower bone formation but with some formation in the neck region while there is
almost no formation in that region for the 2D loading case. The cortical layer in the diaphysis
has density values lower in the 3 muscles, 3D, case than in the 2 muscles, 2D, one, with the
higher values more posterior in the 3D case. There is also more resorption in the 3D case
than in the 2D one, with a larger volume reaching the minimal density.
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equivalent von Mises stress
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150

F IGURE 5.63: Proximal Femur Deformation (equivalent von Mises stress [MPa]): (a) 2D
case loading, (b) 3D loading, JRF and abductor only, and (c) adding the illiopsoas and
vastus lateralis. The same sagittal view is depicted for the three load cases.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

0.34

1.9

F IGURE 5.64: Proximal Femur, Bone Remodeling - distribution of the density [gr/cc]: (a)
outline for the 2D loading case, (b) outline for the 3D loading case-3 muscles, (c) frontal
slices through the volume for the 2D loading case, and (d) frontal slices through the volume for the 3D loading case-3 muscles.
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Even tough we cannot formally verify our model on 3D simulations of the proximal femur
because the 3D remodeling cases found in the literature are not as detailed as the previous
2D cases concerning the geometry and applied boundary conditions, we can still conclude
our model is able to represent in a physiological way 3D cases. Here we showed once more
that the application of the remodeling model is very sensitive to the applied boundary conditions. Especially, the pattern of remodeling is here completely different whether 2D our 3D
loading cases are considered.
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5.6 Conclusions
This chapter is really the core of this work.
We started by detailing Doblaré and Garcia’s remodeling phenomenological model we based
our work on. This remodeling law was chosen as the base of our model as it elegantly proposes a framework to combine the anisotropy of the bone morphology through macroscopic
measures such as the fabric tensor and the apparent density while allowing an adaptation of
both these morphological measures. However, we showed it presented some weaknesses,
as not only it considers a simple linear elastic behavior of the bone matrix, but it also has a
few disadvantages compared to the Stanford model it is built from. It also present a major
inconsistency in its dimensional analysis.
We then proposed to enhance this model not only to use our new model with an elastoplastic
bone matrix but also to lift the drawbacks and inconsistencies of Doblaré and Garcia’s model.
As Doblaré and Garcia’s model is built on a Continuum Damage framework, we developed
a numerical integration method for an anisotropic Continuum Damage model coupled to
plasticity (considering a von Mises plasticity for the bone matrix) in finite strains. This integration method has been verified first considering a constant damage tensor, i.e. if there is
no remodeling and the bone morphology is thus kept constant. Our model and its integration scheme is in this case completely equivalent to an orthotropic elastoplastic model with
a Hill-type plasticity.
Finally, an adaptation of the remodeling law was proposed to consider the specific case of
the alveolar bone for which the periodontal ligament is believed to play a major role, which
exhibits a pressure-dependent behavior.
We then performed an analysis on the sensitivity of our model with respect to its numerous
parameters (parameters describing the bone matrix behavior through the apparent density
value, its morphology, and remodeling parameters) on a simple cylindrical configuration
and simple mechanical tests. It showed the remodeling model is mainly influenced by the
value taken for the homeostatic measure of the remodeling stimulus as well as the width of
the lazy-zone. In the eventuality of a future calibration study, these two parameters have to
be treated with caution. On a purely mechanical point-of-view, we showed the appreciation
of the proper apparent density is of major importance. So are the orthotropy axis orientations.
This chapter was finally closed proposing a validation methodology for the mechanical representation of the bone matrix through the knowledge of its morphology and a verification
procedure for the biological representation of the remodeling phenomenon. We validated
our model both on engineered cellular solids with bone-like morphology (aluminum and
polymeric foams) and on bone (Deer antler) samples. This validation was performed on
experimental compression tests and we produced in-silico tension tests to carry on further
validation. These in-silico tension tests were produced considering validated µ-FE models
on the same samples used in the experimental compressive tests. We verified the remodel200
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ing model comparing the results we have for the benchmark case for remodeling algorithms
that is the proximal femur remodeling with results in the literature for the same problem.
We showed our model can represent normal density and morphology of the proximal femur
submitted to physiological loads, starting from a virtual situation of homogeneous isotropic
bone.
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Chapter 6
Simulation of Orthodontic Tooth
Movement

We here present the application of the remodeling model developed in the previous chapter on orthodontic tooth movement (OTM) problems. For this, we first have to choose a
mechanical representation for the periodontal ligament. The first section of this chapter
is therefore dedicated to the presentation of a contact model for the PDL representation.
For 2D models, we will examine the improvements mesh management methods, such as
ALE and/or remeshing techniques, can bring to the model. We then present in the second
section of this chapter different simulations of OTM, both in 2D (tipping and bodily tooth
movement) and in 3D (rotation and intrusion) models.
In this chapter, all finite element simulations are performed using Metafor [177]. A quasistatic analysis is carried on for all cases. 2D models are plane strain models.
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6.1 Problematic Representation of the Periodontal Ligament
As presented in chapter 4, the periodontal ligament plays an important role in the mechanics of tooth movement. However, a broad choice of mechanical models are found in the
literature. Therefore, a decision has to be made with respect to its modeling. In order to focus on the non-linear description of the bone and not of the ligament, we assume an elastic
behavior for the PDL. However, we decided to use a multi-linear model as we will see the
periodontal ligament is subjected to large deformations and therefore describing the highly
non-linear behavior with a simple two parameters (Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio)
elastic model seems to be a strong assumption we can easily by-pass.

6.1.1 A Piecewise Linear Model for the Periodontal Ligament
As the bi-(multi-)linear models found in the literature [24, 27, 34, 65, 127, 211, 218, 268, 285],
while giving appropriate results in tooth movement modeling, do not fit well with experimental mechanical tests performed on the PDL (see Fig. 6.1), we decided to propose another
model, consistent with the experimental data available [8, 65, 134, 184, 185, 204, 205, 250].
We therefore first carried out a review of the experimental data found in the literature. We
extracted from this data either the given stress/strain curves, when the measure of stress and
the measure of strain used were known1 , or the load/displacement curves when all geometrical data was available to transform it into stress/strain data2 (Table 6.1). We then transformed3 the usable data into Piola stress/Biot strain curves (or, as the experimental data are
all uniaxial tests, engineering stress/engineering strain curves) and fitted a piecewise-linear
curve on the average (see results in Fig. 6.1 and Appendix F).
Doing so, we obtain a piecewise linear model of the periodontal ligament behavior in uniTABLE 6.1: Periodontal Ligament - available experimental data used to derive the PDL
stress/strain relationship [in alphabetical order].

1

Data

Stress

Strain

Aversa et al. [8]

Piola

Biot

Dorow et al. [65]
Komatsu et al. [134]
Natali et al. [184, 185]
Pini et al. [204, 205]

Piola
Load
Piola
Piola-Kirchhoff II

Biot
Displacement
Stretch
Green-Lagrange

Toms and Eberhardt [250]

Piola

Biot

Indeed, the experimental testing of the PDL leads to large strains, one therefore needs to explicit the measure of strain and stress used (see the definitions of these measures in chapter 3).
2
From the 27 initial studies from which experimental data was available, only 8 correspond to one of these
conditions.
3
The transformation used assumes uniaxial tests and an incompressible behavior.
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axial tests. Assuming a nearly incompressible material and that the 3D mechanical behavior of this fibrous tissue can be represented with a simple two parameters (variable tangent
modulus and constant Poisson’s ratio) therefore gives a model for the periodontal ligament,
following Hooke’s law with a variable stiffness tensor. Even though this representation is not
straightforward to implement in a large strain environment (transforming 1D engineering
stress/engineering strain curves into a 3D behavior using an hypoelastic formulation), we
will see in the next section that the knowledge of the 1D behavior is sufficient to build the
models we propose for the representation of the periodontal ligament.
We therefore obtained a non-linear representation of the mechanical behavior of the periodontal ligament. This mechanical behavior will be used in a contact representation of
the periodontal ligament as detailed in the next section. Doing so, we only represent the
buffer role of the PDL, we do not have access to the actual stress distribution within the PDL.
Hence, in the remodeling law for the alveolar bone in which the fibroblast pressure sensitivity is accounted for (see section 5.2.3), the critical values of the hydrostatic pressure within
the periodontal ligament are converted to critical values for the hydrostatic pressure within
the alveolar bone using as a scaling factor the bulk modulus ratio of the two tissues.
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206

Engineering Stress
[MPa]
7
6
5
4
3
2

Cattaneo_2005 model
Qian_2009 - Borak_2011 model
Dorrow_2003_1b
Dorrow_2003_1c
Dorrow_2003_2a
Dorrow_2003_2b
Dorrow_2003_3
Komatsu_2001
Natali_2003
Natali_2007
Aversa_2009_1
Aversa_2009_2
Aversa_2009_3
Aversa_2009_4

Pini_2002_1
Pini_2002_2
Pini_2002_3a
Pini_2002_3b
Pini_2002_3c
Pini_2002_3d
Pini_2004
Toms_2003_1
Toms_2003_2
Toms_2003_3
Toms_2003_4
Toms_2003_5
Komatsu_2007
Mengoni

1
0

-1,0

-0,75

-0,5

-0,25

0

0,25

0,5

0,75

1,0

-1
-2

Engineering Strain [-]
F IGURE 6.1: Periodontal Ligament - experimental data [8, 65, 134, 184, 185, 204, 205, 250] : Engineering Strain vs. Engineering Stress
for uniaxial tests. The data is labeled after the name of first author of the paper it comes from, followed by the year of publication and
the number of the figure in the paper (a letter is added if several curves appear on the same figure). As a comparison, in blue and red
dashed line, two multi-linear models [24, 34, 218] that surround this experimental data. In black dashed line, the model used in this
work.
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6.1.2 Contact Representation of the Periodontal Ligament
As discussed in chapter 4, for the past few years, 3D finite element models based on CT
scans are increasingly used in the field of orthodontics [71, 207, 282, among many others].
This shows great improvement from the previous decades where most models were derived
from 2D then 3D standard geometries. The production of FE meshes from CT data for orthodontic tooth movement modeling requires a description of several important tissues to
be segmented. From this segmentation, a surface reconstruction and triangulation followed
by a volumetric meshing technique produce the required FE model. However, clinical CT
resolution allows only for differentiation of bone (both cortical and alveolar) and teeth (distinction of dentin and enamel). Specially, the surface geometry of the periodontal ligament
cannot be directly derived from CT images. One of the solutions is to derive a model from
µ−CT data. However, µ−CT technology is not available on a clinical basis, a clinical tool
therefore has to be developed. In most recent studies [93, 208, 282], the PDL is generated
using scaling and/or Boolean operations on the teeth and bone interface in order to obtain
a thin enclosure. This approximation is performed despite the fact that most authors agree
on the importance of geometrical and material properties of the PDL in the achievement
of orthodontic tooth movement. The aim of this section is therefore to propose alternative
methods to account for the mechanical role of the PDL without geometrically representing
its thickness. Particularly, we will focus on two mechanical representation of the periodontal
ligament, either a (non-)linear spring model or a (non-)linear contact model.
Springs are 1D elements linking two nodes by a stiffness. The force exerted by a spring is
related to the spring elongation, ∆ℓ, through a stiffness parameter, k, following Hooke’s law:
Fspring = −k∆ℓ. Considering a small strain approach, the stiffness parameter can be related
to Young’s modulus of a material as k = E A/L where A is the cross-section area of the spring
and L is the spring natural length.
Considering the PDL is mainly resisting in compression or tension perpendicularly to its interfaces with the tooth and bone (a plausible assumption as the PDL is composed of fibers
oriented mainly it this direction), therefore allows to model the PDL mechanical behavior
as spring elements. A linear PDL model assumes a constant stiffness k, while a non-linear
model, such as proposed in the previous section, assumes a stiffness varying with the elongation. These spring elements need to be added in the model at the bone/tooth interface.

In the finite element method, contact problems can be modeled with several approaches (a
very brief introduction to the treatment of contact problems in Finite Elements is proposed
in Appendix G). In particular, the penalty method allows for two bodies to penetrate each
other provided that a force, proportional to the gap between the bodies (the proportionality
coefficient is called the penalty), is applied on the surfaces.
The PDL can therefore also be modeled as a contact interface between the tooth and the
bone. For this, we consider a penalty coefficient proportional to the tangent modulus. A
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linear PDL model assumes a constant penalty (thus proportional to Young’s modulus), while
a non-linear model, such as proposed in the previous section, assumes a penalty varying
with the gap.
In a 1D problem, this contact approach is completely equivalent to a spring element.
It should be noticed that representing the PDL with the simple models proposed here does
not give any insight on the stress distribution within the PDL. It can therefore not be used
with a remodeling law based on values of the stress in this structure. More over, the fluid flow
within the PDL is believed to play an important role in the remodeling of the surrounding
bone, it is here only accounted for in an hydrostatic pressure dependent model. Especially, a
mechanobiological approach of bone remodeling could not be used with such simple models for the PDL as there is no way the biological activity and its coupling with the mechanical
environment could be accounted for in a contact or spring model as they represent only
the phenomenological mechanics. However, it should be possible to develop more complex
interface models of the PDL that could be used in such cases.
The use of either a spring model or a contact one to represent the PDL mechanical behavior
assumes that this mechanical behavior is a simple one. We will therefore assess the validity
of these representations comparing the results with an other simple mechanical assumption
for the PDL, i.e. an elastic behavior represented by a single Young’s modulus and considering a quasi-incompressible material. As this PDL representation has to be used with the
phenomenological remodeling model proposed in this work, we will compare for the different representation of the PDL the relevant mechanical features used in this model, i.e. von
Mises equivalent stress, hydrostatic stress, and the strain-energy density like parameter used
1
1
in the remodeling law: Uiso ∝
s : s + p 2.
2G
K
Methods for a 2D analysis
A mandible geometry was obtained from the INRIA/GAMMA repository1, consisting of a surface reconstruction of the mandibular bone (no differentiation between cortical and trabecular bone is available) and its 14 teeth (crown and root). These surfaces are typically the
output of a CT data segmentation and triangulation. The 2D outline in the mesiodistal plane
of the left central incisor was extracted (Figure 6.2).
However, the PDL is not present in the geometry. Indeed, it cannot be extracted from CT
data. From this geometry, four FE models were thus created:
1. A first model for an actual PDL generation (referred to as the linear reference model).
This required to duplicate the geometrical points at the interface and move them normally to the surface to create an enclosure of 0.2mm thickness for the PDL. The three

1
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(a) Geometry with no peri-

(b) Geometry for the inclu-

odontal ligament

sion of a 0.2mm periodontal
ligament

F IGURE 6.2: 2D geometries in the mesiodistal plane of the left central incisor extracted
from the INRIA/GAMMA 3D model. When we refer to the basal bone which is considered
fixed, we refer to the red curve; the blue curve is the position of the applied pressure (for
problem with applied pressure); the green dot is the position around which the tooth is
rotated (for controlled rotation problems); the main axis of the tooth is also represented
(axis perpendicularly to which the tooth is translated for translation controlled problems)
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surfaces (PDL, tooth, and alveolar bone) were then meshed with linear quadrilateral elements. The resulting unstructured mesh (see Fig. 6.3) is composed of 1000 elements
for the PDL, 1820 for the alveolar bone, and 2294 for the tooth (the number of elements
representing the tooth is mainly controlled by the number of elements in the PDL).
2. A second model for a spring representation of the PDL.
This required to first discretize the interface line, then duplicate the nodes and meshed
lines and create spring elements between the nodes at the same position. The two
other surfaces (tooth and alveolar bone) where then meshed with linear quadrilateral
elements. The mesh is thus composed of 200 spring elements, 1820 quadrilateral elements for the alveolar bone, and 2294 for the tooth (the mesh of the tooth and alveolar
bone are identical to the previous case so that the comparison of the models is not a
comparison of the meshes.)
3. A third model for a contact representation.
This required only to duplicate the geometric points at the interface and mesh with
linear quadrilateral elements the two surfaces (identical mesh than previously).
4. A fourth and final model with no PDL.
This did not require any pre-processing operations as the tooth and bone were supposed to be bound. The two surfaces were also meshed with linear quadrilateral elements (identical mesh than the previous ones).
Material behavior of the PDL was assumed first to be linear (see Table 6.2, the value for the
periodontal ligament is the value of Young’s modulus obtained in the previous section on
the non-linear mechanical behavior of the PDL), bone Young’s modulus depending on the
bone apparent density. For the spring model, the spring stiffness takes into account the
PDL Young’s modulus and the distance between consecutive springs (cross section area of
each spring). Some non-linearity was to be accounted for as the springs’initial length is zero
while the PDL thickness is 0.2mm. For the contact model, bilateral contact conditions were
used. The normal penalty accounts for the PDL Young’s modulus, the tangential penalty is
adjusted, proportionally to the normal penalty, using a proportionality coefficient (representative of the friction) of 0.6. This coefficient has been adjusted so that the displacement of
the tip of the tooth for the tipping problem is equivalent using the contact model and the
solid periodontal ligament model.
We also compare material models between the nonlinear spring representation and the nonlinear contact representation of the PDL, accounting for its stiffness dependence on the
strain as presented at the beginning of the section (material parameters used for the tooth
and the alveolar bone are as in the linear analysis, see Table 6.2).
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0.2mm

2.5mm

F IGURE 6.3: left: 2D mesh of the tooth, surrounding alveolar bone with the inclusion of a
periodontal ligament; right: zoom on the periodontal ligament mesh.
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TABLE 6.2: Material parameters for the evaluation of the periodontal ligament mechanical representation, linear analysis

a

Young’s Modulus

Poisson’s ratio

[MPa]

[-]

a

Alveolar Bone

1770.0

Tooth
PDL

20230.0
0.068

0.3
0.3
0.49

i.e. a bone reduced density of 50%

Three types of boundary conditions are considered. First a pressure driven problem, then
a rotation driven problem and, finally a translational one, all with a basal line of the bone
considered totally fixed. The pressure driven problem consists in applying a pressure representative of a total 0.3N force on the labial side of the tooth crown (see Fig. 6.2, blue curve).
The rotation consists in rotating the tooth of a 2o angle around a point situated at one third
of the tooth root height (see Fig. 6.2, green dot). The translation consists in translating the
tooth perpendicularly to its main axis (see Fig. 6.2) on a distance of one quarter the periodontal ligament width (0.05mm).
One simulation of a rotation driven problem is also presented on a multi rooted tooth. For
this we extracted the outline of the first left molar along the alveolar arch and produced 4
meshes as previously for the incisor. A rotation of a 2o angle around a point situated above
the joining of the roots is considered.
As this study is a comparative study for the PDL mechanical behavior models, only the tooth
initial movement is accounted for, no remodeling algorithm is present.
Methods for a 3D analysis
Using the same geometrical data as for the 2D analysis, a multiple-material surface mesh of
the left central incisor (tooth and surrounding bone, no PDL is available in the geometrical
data) was constructed in a two steps procedure [66]: first a surface reconstruction method is
used to extract a smooth representation of the boundaries from the discrete data (and avoid
tedious smoothing of the mesh in post-processing steps) ; then, the mesh is produced using
an enhanced Marching Tetrahedra procedure. This surface meshing algorithm generated
two conform discrete surfaces at the bone/teeth interface. From these surface meshes, four
FE models were derived to represent the PDL, as previously done for the 2D case.
1. The first one (reference model) includes an enclosure (whose width is 0.2mm) between
the teeth and bone interface (moving the two surfaces away from each other), allowing
the inclusion of prismatic elements for a linear elastic PDL of user-controlled width
(here, we use two elements on the PDL width, see Fig 6.4, i.e. a total of 4204 elements).
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2. A second one includes linear springs between corresponding nodes of the interface
(i.e. 1076 spring elements).
3. A third one represents the PDL mechanical behavior by bilateral contact conditions
between the two surface meshes. For this model, the use of conform discrete surface
meshes for the teeth and bone is not required.
4. A fourth and final model with no representation of the PDL at all, thus considering the
nodes of the two discrete surfaces of the bone/tooth interface as being connected.
From the obtained multiple-material surface mesh, composed of a set of closed triangulations, a linear 4-node tetrahedral volume mesh was easily obtained using TetGen [235]
(Fig. 6.5). This tetrahedral mesh is composed of 11624 elements for the tooth and 52075 for
the alveolar bone.
As boundary conditions for the FE analysis, a rigid translation (0.05mm) of the tooth was
applied perpendicularly to its main axis in a labio-lingual direction and the basal line of the
mandibular bone was considered fixed.
Once again, as this study is a comparative study for the PDL mechanical behavior, only the
tooth initial movement is accounted for, no remodeling algorithm is present.
Results and discussion for a 2D analysis
The results for the 2D tipping movement simulations (pressure driven problem) of the tooth
initial mobility produced by the 0.3N force are presented in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. The stress
distribution in the bone along the root for all linear models shows (Figure 6.6(a) - plain line
is the reference model) that the mechanical role of the PDL is of major importance as in
the fourth model (no PDL - dotted line) both the stress intensity (hydrostatic and von Mises
stress) and its distribution are poorly represented. Models with linear springs or bilateral
linear contact can both fit the hydrostatic stress distribution. Both these models ensure the
transfer of the pressure through the ligament with the same intensity as for the reference
model. However, the spring model (dash-dotted line) shows shear intensity half the reference one on the labial side. On the lingual side, the shear intensity of the spring model is up
to 19% higher than the reference one and its maximum position is 50% less apical than the
reference maximal position. The contact model (dashed line) shows a shear intensity 17%
lower in compression and 16% higher in tension with the same position for the maximal
value of shear.
For the two non-linear simulations (i.e. the non-linear spring model and the non-linear contact model), one can see (Figure 6.6(b)) the shear intensity as well as the hydrostatic pressure
are lower (in absolute values for the pressure) for the non-linear contact model than for the
non-linear spring model. The non-linear contact model also shows hydrostatic pressure and
shear intensities twice lower than the linear model produces. Note also that the change in
the pressure state (from tension to compression) on the lingual side is exactly at the same
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Lingual
side

Labial
side
0.2mm

F IGURE 6.4: Periodontal ligament mesh (mesiodistal view): prismatic elements are built
between the tooth external surface and the bone internal one.
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Lingual
side

Labial
side
distal
mesial

F IGURE 6.5: Geometry and mesh of the tooth and its surrounding alveolar bone. The blue
arrows represent the direction of the applied translation movement.
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position for both linear and non-linear models. On the labial side however, using a nonlinear model moves this point of pressure change more coronally. The non-linearity of the
PDL material therefore has a significant impact on the results, even for the application of a
low pressure level at the crown.
The obtained displacement can be observed in Figure 6.7 (linguo-labial displacement) for
the bilateral linear contact model. It shows a maximal displacement of the root in the labial
side of 36 µm at the apex. This displacement is due only to the PDL compression. The close
up at the apex shows a penetration of the tooth surface into the bone representative of the
PDL deformation in compression. At the collar, the tooth unties from the bone while the
PDL is widening.
The same discussion can be made for the rotation and translation driven problems (Fig. 6.8)
as well as for the mutli-rooted tooth (Fig. 6.9 and 6.10). We present the results considering
only a linear behavior of the PDL.
We see that the accuracy of the representation of the periodontal ligament by bilateral contact conditions remains valid for all considered types of movement for the incisor. For both
the rotation (Fig. 6.8a) and the translation (Fig. 6.8b) problems, the results obtained with
contact conditions are closer to the use a geometrical representation of the PDL on the lingual side than on the labial one with comparison to the spring representation of the PDL.
For the model of the rotation of the molar, there is no obvious evidence (Fig. 6.9) on whether
the contact or the spring representation of the periodontal ligament better reflects the results
obtained with an actual geometrical representation. The sagittal displacement is depicted
in Fig. 6.10 and shows displacement up to 0.13mm at the apexes, i.e. 65% of the periodontal
ligament width.
Results and discussion for a 3D analysis
We here present maps of both the equivalent von Mises stress and the hydrostatic pressure
on a slice cut in the mesiodistal plane of the incisor (Figs. 6.11 to 6.14).
The first look at the von Mises equivalent stress maps shows no obvious differences between
the contact and spring models (Fig. 6.11). The stress distribution is exactly the same between
both models with a difference in the stress intensity up to only 1%. The same assessment can
be made comparing these two models with the results obtained including a solid periodontal
ligament (Fig. 6.12(a)), however, both the von Mises stress distribution and its intensity are
different if we do not use any representation of the periodontal ligament (Fig. 6.12(b)). In
particular, stress concentrations are observed on the lingual side of the tooth apex and of
the external surface of the alveolar bone. The von Mises stress intensity is twice as low as for
the three previous cases. The same discussion can be made for the hydrostatic stress, except
that the intensity for the “no ligament” model is almost five times higher than for the three
other models.
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Hydrostatic Stress
[MPa]

Von-Mises Stress
[MPa]

LINGUAL

LABIAL

Collar

Apex
(a) Linear mechanical behavior

LABIAL

Collar

Strain Energy
density [MPa]

Collar

LINGUAL

Apex

Collar

Position along the root
(b) Non-Linear mechanical behavior

F IGURE 6.6: Pressure driven problem in the incisor: stresses and strain energy (computed
1
1
as needed in the strain-energy density like parameter Uiso , i.e.
s : s + p 2 ) in the bone
2G
K
along the root. Plain lines are obtained for the linear reference model (in both figures),
dashed-dotted lines for springs, dashed lines for a bilateral contact condition, and dotted
lines for no PDL representation.
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Linguo-labial displacement [mm]
-0.2

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0.0

0.036

F IGURE 6.7: Pressure driven problem in the incisor: displacement in the linguo-labial
direction for a bilateral linear contact condition representative of the PDL. Close-ups on
the tooth/bone contact at the labial collar and the apex.
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Von-Mises Stress
[MPa]

Hydrostatic Stress
[MPa]

LABIAL

Strain Energy
density [MPa]

LINGUAL

Collar

Apex

Collar

(a) Rotation

LABIAL

Collar

LINGUAL

Apex

Collar

Position along the root
(b) Translation

F IGURE 6.8: Displacement driven problems in the incisor: stresses and strain energy
1
1
(computed as needed in the strain-energy density like parameter Uiso , i.e.
s : s + p 2)
2G
K
in the bone along the root. Plain lines are obtained for the linear reference model, dasheddotted lines for springs, and dashed lines for a bilateral contact condition.
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Hydrostatic Stress
[MPa]

Von-Mises Stress
[MPa]

MESIAL

Collar

Apex

Strain Energy
density [MPa]

DISTAL

Top

Apex

Collar

Position along the roots
F IGURE 6.9: Rotation driven problem in the molar: stresses and strain energy (computed
1
1
as needed in the strain-energy density like parameter Uiso , i.e.
s : s + p 2 ) in the bone
2G
K
along the roots. Plain lines are obtained for the linear reference model (in both figures),
dashed-dotted lines for springs, dashed lines for a bilateral contact condition and dotted
lines for no PDL representation.
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mesio-distal displacement [mm]
-0.09

0.0

0.13

F IGURE 6.10: Rotation driven problem in the molar: sagittal displacement in the alveolar arch (curved) plane for a bilateral linear contact condition representative of the PDL.
Close-ups on the tooth/bone contact at the central collar and the apexes.
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0

0.2639 0
Equivalent
von Mises Stress [MPa]
(a)

0.2627
Equivalent
von Mises Stress [MPa]
(b)

F IGURE 6.11: 3D translation driven problem in the incisor: equivalent von Mises stress
[MPa] (a) spring model, (b) contact model
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0

0.2643 0
Equivalent
von Mises Stress [MPa]
(a)

0.1268
Equivalent
von Mises Stress [MPa]
(b)

F IGURE 6.12: 3D translation driven problem in the incisor: equivalent von Mises stress
[MPa] (a) solid PDL model, (b) no PDL model
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-98.8

Hydrostatic
Stress [kPa]
(a)

123.1 -97.9

Hydrostatic 124.4
Stress [kPa]
(b)

F IGURE 6.13: 3D translation driven problem in the incisor: hydrostatic stress [MPa] (a)
spring model, (b) contact model
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-98.7

Hydrostatic
Stress [kPa]
(a)

122.8

-525.9

Hydrostatic
Stress [kPa]

550.7

(b)

F IGURE 6.14: 3D translation driven problem in the incisor: hydrostatic stress [MPa] (a)
solid PDL model, (b) no PDL model
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Conclusions
Clinical CT data precision does not allow for the PDL surface reconstruction. Extensive preprocessing is often used to create a PDL. This study demonstrated the potential of using customized contact conditions on the bone/tooth interface, as both the hydrostatic and shear
stress in the bone could be represented while reducing the preprocessing of the model. In the
pre-processing steps, it should also be noticed that the duplication of the mesh nodes (and
not only of the geometry) is not required for the contact model as compatible meshes of the
contour/surfaces are not needed (while they are for the spring model). This therefore allows
for a lower number of duplicated geometrical data. The contact model can thus also be used
if the bone and teeth have been triangulated separately, creating non-conforming interface
meshes. From these different observations, we can conclude that using a non-linear contact method to represent the periodontal ligament mechanical response gives results on the
stress and strain intensity in the bone that are similar to a non-linear spring model. Both the
spring and the contact models also give similar results in the linear case as the use of a solid
elastic PDL (inclusion of elastic PDL elements between the tooth and the bone). However, we
should notice that using a contact method can be considered only if the interface is smooth
enough, otherwise tuning the contact parameters to have a good enough convergence, and
more over avoid artificial stress concentration, can be tricky.
As a result, the contact model will be used from now on for geometries where the PDL geometry cannot be extracted. The advantages of this choice are that the bone/tooth geometrical
interface does not need to be moved to include the PDL and it also does not require conforming meshes. As specified earlier, this contact representation of the PDL is a good alternative
to an elastic material behavior, it does not however account for complex behavior such as
viscosity or fluid flow within the PDL.
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6.1.3 Remarks about the Mesh Distortion in the Periodontal Ligament
In this section, the applied loads or displacements were low with comparison to actual treatment loading or displacements. For instance, the tipping movement was obtained applying
a force of 0.3N . However, this level of force is quite low for orthodontic forces, more often
reported around 0.5 to 1.5N . As said earlier (see chapter 4), the periodontal ligament is also
often represented with a up to ten times stiffer material than the one we used.
Using a periodontal ligament with a low Young’s modulus however leads to mesh distortions
within the ligament, if a high force level is applied, as the material exhibit a low stiffness.
Such large strains cannot be computed with a Lagrangian approach of the mesh displacement (the mesh follows the material displacement), or at least the elements of the mesh
become so distorted that the solution cannot be trusted anymore.
Therefore, mesh management techniques should be used for any problem involving high
forces and low stiffness periodontal ligament, when the ligament is geometrically represented. In the case of a contact representation of the ligament, this problem does not arise
anymore.
We here present two solutions used either apart or simultaneously: the Arbitrary LagrangianEulerian (ALE) method (as presented in section 3) and a remeshing technique.
In the ALE method, the mesh is managed separately from the material displacement, using
a priori defined rezoners (described in details in [22]). In the case of the periodontal ligament, we use a spline rezoner for the two free boundaries delimiting the surface of the PDL
(purple lines in Fig. 6.15). It allows to relocate the nodes of the PDL boundary assuming it is
represented by a cubic spline. We then use a rezoner on the inner nodes of the mesh using
an iterative smoothing method. This method tends to homogenize the area of the elements.
After rezoning of the nodes, the different internal fields are transfered onto the new mesh
with a first order Godunov scheme [22].
This ALE method allows to better represent the large strains at the collar (see initial and deformed meshes, with and without ALE in Fig. 6.16(a-d)). A tipping force up to 0.65N can
therefore be applied while keeping a good mesh quality but a higher force cannot be used.
Indeed in the cervical area, the free boundaries of the ligament deform so much (mainly
because of the almost incompressible behavior of the ligament, creating a convex and a concave menisci1 ) that the elements tend to get inverted, whatever the ALE rezoning algorithm
used (Fig. 6.16(e), red element).
Therefore, full remeshing of the deformed geometry has to be considered. For this, we need
to extract the deformed geometry on which a new mesh will be built. This task is not too
difficult in the 2D case for which cubic splines can be built on the outline of the deformed
geometry. However it is more complex in 3D and therefore will not be treated in this work.
1

We should note that we here use a linear model for the periodontal ligament. Using a non-linear model
would increase the stiffness as the lengthening and narrowing of the ligament goes on, and therefore decrease
the deformation.
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0.2mm

0.2mm

F IGURE 6.15: Geometry and BC’s of the tipping problem used with ALE and/or remeshing
techniques. The nodes on the red curve are clamped, the force is applied on the blue curve.
Purple lines are the one for which an ALE rezoning algorithm is used, the two zooms are
the area presented in Fig. 6.16.
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Lagrangian mesh
load: 0 N

0.3 N

ALE mesh

0.4 N

0.4 N

0.65 N

(c)

(d)

(e)

0.2mm

(a)

(b)

F IGURE 6.16: Mesh evolution of the periodontal ligament at the collar. Top row: labial
(right) side in tension; bottom row: lingual (left) side in compression. (a) initial mesh,
(b) deformed mesh for a force of 0.3N, (c) deformed mesh for a force of 0.4N, (d) deformed
mesh for a force of 0.4N with ALE, and (e) deformed mesh for a force of 0.65N with ALE.
In red, two of the problematic elements (not counting most of the top elements in top row
(c).)
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After having extracted the deformed geometry, it can be remeshed and then data between
the two meshes are transfered. For this, we have to define steps at which the remeshing has
to take place. As the ALE method gives results accurate enough up to at least the application of 0.65N but that elements get too much distorted for a higher force, the first load step
defined for remeshing is after an application of 0.65N . This new mesh (Fig. 6.17(b)) allows
to continue loading (still applying the ALE method at each time-step) up to a 0.83N force.
At a higher force level however the mesh gets once more too distorted on the tension side
(Fig. 6.17(c)). Therefore, a new remeshing point is defined at 0.83N , allowing to carry on the
computation up to a force level of 0.95N , for which a new remeshing point is defined. In the
same way, a final remeshing point is defined at a forec of 1.01N . This fourth and final mesh
can be used for forces up to 1.2N . This remeshing technique could be used further, every
time defining new time steps at which remeshing takes place. However, at each remeshing
step, data needs to be transfered between the two meshes. This operation is not only CPU
demanding, but also it involves a loss of accuracy as some numerical diffusion is inevitable,
specially at the boundaries between materials.

ALE mesh
0.65 N

(a)

new mesh (#1) new mesh (#1)
0.84 N
0.65 N

(b)

(c)

new mesh (#2)
0.83 N

last mesh (#4)
1.2 N

(d)

(e)

F IGURE 6.17: Mesh of the periodontal ligament at the collar. Top row: labial (right) side
in tension; bottom row: lingual (left) side in compression. (a) ALE mesh at 0.65N (identical to 6.16(e)), (b) first new mesh for a force of 0.65N, (c) first new mesh for a force of 0.84N
(in red, the problematic element), (d) second new mesh for a force of 0.83N, and (e) last
new mesh (the fourth one) for a force of 1.2N. For this last mesh, the blue element is in
contact with the base of the crown.
Analyzing the evolution of the mesh, we can see that there are less and less elements describing the free boundaries. Indeed, initially to catch the creation of the menisci due to the
deformation, a fine mesh needs to be used. However, once the menisci are formed, building
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a fine mesh is not possible without creating badly shaped elements at the corners that cannot deform properly. Indeed, at the tension side, the contact angles of the concave meniscus
decrease as the force increases, with a tendency to deform the quadrangles into triangles. At
the compression side however, the contact angle between the convex meniscus and the bone
boundary tends to increase and become obtuse. Therefore, the description of the geometry
of the free boundary (mainly its curvature) is less and less accurate in order to be able to
mesh it properly.
We can also finally see that, from a force equal to 1N, the periodontal ligament comes into
contact with the tooth crown on the compression side. This implies that the use of a finite
element code that can deal with contact problems is mandatory if one wants to represent
forces at therapeutic level.
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6.2 Remodeling in Orthodontic Tooth Movement (OTM)
In this section, we finally consider the potential of the pressure dependent model to predict the density evolution of alveolar bone tissue, allowing for a tooth displacement due to
orthodontic boundary conditions.
First of all, we have to remind that the remodeling model tends to homogenize a stimulus
towards an homeostatic value representative of the equilibrium solution. In all the models we present in this section, only orthodontic loads are applied. We do not consider any
physiological loading due to muscle tone, or other movements of the stomatognatic system.
Therefore, the initial conditions for all models (null stress and strain) are considered as an
equilibrium state. Thus the equilibrium stimulus is assumed to be zero and any application
of external load will lead to an overload of the tooth/alveolar complex systems.
The first problem we will consider is a purely academic case, testing the capabilities of the
remodeling model for tooth movement applications. For this problem, we do not consider
a real geometry of the tooth and surrounding tissues. Indeed, we saw in section 5.5 that the
remodeling behavior is very sensitive to the boundary conditions and in particular to stress
concentrations due to the BC’s application. Thus, we free ourself from these BC’s effects by
considering a 2D root shape geometry moving into an alveolus of unrealistic thickness. For
this problem, we will see how the ALE method can be used to model large displacements of
the tooth within the bone while remodeling is going on. We will consider the contribution
of the plasticity of the trabecular bone and of the anisotropic remodeling to the model. Finally, we will also analyze the sensitivity of the model to the two parameters that have been
described as sensitive in section 5.3.
We then will consider two types of OTM problems with patient-specific geometries. First of
all academic cases for which the force variation due to remodeling is observed for constant
displacement problems (i.e. displacement driven tooth movement). Then more realistic
cases for which a displacement is observed under the application of a constant force (i.e.
force driven tooth movement). It should be clear however that real orthodontic appliances
lead neither to displacement driven problems nor to force driven ones but rather to a mixed
situation for which there is an initial imposed force level that decreases as the displacement
due to remodeling is going on.
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6.2.1 Large displacement numerical tooth movement
The first problem we consider is a purely academic case. For this problem, we do not consider real geometries of the tooth and surrounding tissues as presented in the previous section. We free ourself from boundary conditions effects by increasing the thickness of the
bone. We thus model a 2D single-rooted tooth whose root thickness is 7mm at the collar
and root height is 16mm, surrounded by alveolar bone (composed solely of trabecular tissue) whose thickness is 49 mm on each side of the tooth, and height (more realistic value)
is 40 mm (see Fig. 6.18). The tooth is considered as being a rigid tissue (and is therefore
not represented in Fig. 6.18, only the root is). The periodontal ligament is modeled through
bilateral contact conditions as presented in the previous section. The alveolar bone is assumed to follow a remodeling constitutive model as presented in this work (material and
remodeling parameters are given in table 6.3). At the tissue level, the yield limit is chosen
at σ y = 200MP a (median value of the one calculated with an reverse engineering approach
on linear finite element models in [193, 244, 266]). The isotropic hardening depends on the
bone apparent density (so that it corresponds to a tangential modulus equal to 5% of the
value of the Young’s modulus -density dependent- as in the previously cited studies). The
tooth root is horizontally translated at a constant speed so that travels a distance 1.5 times
its width in a year (i.e. 10.5 mm/365 days). The bone is considered clamped on its basal line
while it is restrained vertically on its top line and horizontally on its vertical extremities (see
Fig. 6.18). This model could correspond to a simulation of a tooth moving along the alveolar
arch, with no other teeth present. In this section, we will analyze the force variation versus
time for this tooth displacement, as well as the obtained density field.
As the imposed tooth displacement is large compared to the tooth characteristic length, a
mesh management technique such as the ALE method is required. Indeed, the large deformation cannot be handled with a Lagrangian formulation as it will eventually lead to completely distorted elements. Initially, the quadrangular mesh is built so that fine elements lie
around the tooth (see Fig. 6.18). For that, an unstructured mesh (composed of 566 quadrangular elements) is built in the section delimited by the central BE K H rectangle, including
the tooth outline (whose geometry is built on a spline). Structured quadrangular meshes are
built in the sections delimited by the lateral AB HG and E F LK rectangles (each composed of
224 quadrangular elements).
As the loading is an imposed displacement (at constant velocity), the kinematics of the mesh
is a priori known and the ALE mesh management can be specific to this kinematics. The ALE
method is used to keep a good mesh quality all along the displacement. The easiest way to do
that is to translate the finer central section mesh with the tooth. This translation is obtained
as follows: we impose that the displacement of the (bone) nodes B, H, and I (blue points in
Fig. 6.18) is identical to that of the (bone) node C (in contact with the tooth root). In the same
way, the displacement of the nodes E , J , and K is identical to that of the node D. We here
remind the reader that the ALE method allows for the mesh to move independently from
the material, so all these nodes are not associated to the same material particle along the
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F IGURE 6.18: purely academic case: geometry, mesh, and ALE mesh management: the
nodes on the green curve are relocated using spline curves, the blue points have an horizontal displacement which is the same as the red points, the blue lines are remeshed (with
a constant number of elements) as if they remained straight between their extremities.

TABLE 6.3: Material parameters
Material

Tooth
Bone at tissue level

Young’s
modulus
[GP a]

Poisson’s
ratio
[−]

Yield
stress
[MP a]

Hardening
parameter
[MP a]

rigid
13.75a

0.3

200.0

723.7

Remodeling model
initial apparent density
equivalent Young’s modulusa

: ρ = 1.33g r /cc
: E = 4.39GP a

number of daily load cycle
: N =1
homeostatic value of the stimulus : ψ⋆ = 0 MP a
exponent of the stress stimulus
: m=4

remodeling velocity for resorption : cr = 0.02µm/(dayMP a)
remodeling velocity for formation : cr = 0.01µm/(dayMP a)
half-width of the lazy zone
: ω = 0.1 MP a
parameter weighing the hydrostatic and deviatoric parts
of the effective stress definitionb

a
b
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: η = 1.

Values obtained using Equ. 5.9 and considering a tissue density ρ 0 of 1.9gr/cc
Chosen as the initial degree of anisotropy, i.e. 1.0 as the tissue is considered as being initially isotropic.
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movement. The mesh nodes along the root surface (green curve in Fig. 6.18) are relocated
using spline curves. Finally, the lines BC , DE , E K , K J , J I , I H, and HB are remeshed (with a
constant number of elements as the ALE method does not modify the topology of the initial
mesh) so that they remain straight during the material displacement. All the other (inner)
nodes of the central section are repositioned using an iterative smoothing method (Giuliani’s
method [22]). The same method is used to reposition the inner nodes of the two lateral
sections (sections AB HG and E F LK ).
After repositioning the nodes, the different internal fields are transfered onto the new mesh
using a first order Godunov scheme [22].
First of all, we will look at the contribution the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian brings to the
model. For this, we simply analyze the equivalent plastic strain field at 35% of the maximal displacement, i.e. 3.7 mm (see Fig. 6.19). We can see that, when using the classical Lagrangian method, not only the mesh is distorted around the tooth apex, but also the
equivalent plastic strain field reaches higher values (0.98 without the ALE method, 0.71 with)
around the tooth apex. The tooth can be displaced using the Lagrangian mesh only up to
a distance of 3.9 mm. Higher displacement cannot be computed as the elements get too
distorted, up to the inversion of elements.
We can then analyze the results of the model, i.e. the force variation with displacement.
The first analysis that can be done is to compare the force intensity required for the imposed
displacement as a function of the material law and morphology used. The initial bone model
considers it is initially isotropic, described with an elastoplastic material at tissue level, and
is submitted to an anisotropic remodeling. We here compare the required force intensity
modifying these three characteristics (see Fig. 6.20 - initial model, dark blue curve).
First, considering initial morphologies that are not isotropic but either twice stiffer horizontally than vertically (red curve in Fig. 6.20) and vice-versa (purple curve in Fig. 6.20). Since the
movement is horizontal and thus that the remodeling acts so that the morphology becomes
horizontal, the morphology which is stiffer horizontally requires a larger force to initiate the
displacement. However, the rate at which the force increases is lower than for an initially
isotropic model. The observation is the exact opposite for a morphology initially stiffer vertically. This model requires a lower force initially (as the bone is less stiff in the movement
direction) but the rate at which the force increases is higher as the morphology becomes
horizontal due to remodeling.
Secondly, the use of an elastoplastic material at tissue level gives results completely different
than if the material was considered elastic at tissue level. We can indeed see (light blue curve
in Fig. 6.20) that the force level is twice higher when the material is elastic as the plastic flow
has for effect to reduce the force for a given displacement.
Finally, using an anisotropic remodeling has for effect to align the morphology with the imposed direction of displacement, thus requiring a higher force than if the bone was submitted to an isotropic remodeling (green curve in Fig. 6.20).
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equivalent plastic strain
0.0

1.0

F IGURE 6.19: Use of the ALE mesh management method in the model. Top panel: Lagrangian mesh, bottom panel: ALE mesh. The equivalent plastic strain in the bone around
the tooth apex reaches vales of 0.98 in the (distorted) Lagrangian mesh while a value of
0.71 only is reached when using the ALE method.
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F IGURE 6.20: Force [N] vs. time [days] and displacement [mm] for the imposed velocity
and different bone material models.
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For comparison purpose, we also depicted the required force obtained if the bone was considered a passive material, i.e. if no remodeling was accounted for, both for an elastoplastic
model (dashed curves in Fig. 6.20) and an elastic model (dashed-dotted curves in Fig. 6.20).
We can see that, as expected, the remodeling has for effect to facilitate the tooth movement,
thus involving a lower force (about 10N lower, i.e. 50% of the required force) than for a passive material.
We should notice that this model is not representative of an actual tooth movement in the
force levels it involves. Indeed, we see that, for an anisotropic remodeling and considering
an elastoplatic material at tissue level, the required force reaches values from 20 to 27N depending on the initial morphology considered, i.e. at least ten if not twenty times higher
than the forces used in orthodontic treatments. This difference is due to the not physiological model considered. Indeed, we consider a 2D model of a tooth whose geometry does
not at all accurately represents the reality but, also, without any physiological forces but the
orthodontic one. The constant velocity is probably not physiological either, especially over
such a distance and/or duration.
For the initial model (bone with an initially isotropic morphology, submitted to an anisotropic remodeling and with an elastoplastic material at tissue level) we can then examine
the density (Fig. 6.21), stimulus (Fig. 6.22), and equivalent plastic strain fields (Fig. 6.23) at
the end of the simulation.
We can see that as expected, the bone density decreased downstream (where the bone is in
compression) while it only very slightly increased upstream (where the bone is in tension).
However, analyzing the stimulus level on each side of the tooth does not show a significant
difference. Therefore, using a remodeling model that would not be based on the pressure
sign as developed in this work would lead either to resorption or to formation on both sides
of the tooth.
Finally, the use of a model accounting for plasticity at tissue level leads to plastic strains that
are not negligible around the tooth apex. They also lead to a force level required for the
movement which is significatively different from the one required with an elastic model.
We showed in section 5.3 that the remodeling model was quite sensitive to the values used
for the homeostatic stimulus and for the half-width of the lazy-zone. We here present the
sensitivity of the required force intensity on these two parameters. We use three other values
than the initial one for the homeostatic level of the stimulus (initially chosen at zero), i.e.
Ψ⋆
t =0.1 MPa, 5 MPa, and 10 MPa. We also use three other values than the initial one for the
half-width of the lazy zone (initially chosen at 0.1 MPa), i.e. ω =0.001 MPa, 0.01 MPa, and 1
MPa.
We can see (Fig. 6.24) that a small increase in the homeostatic value of the stimulus decreases
the force. An increase to Ψ⋆
t = 0.1MP a (i.e. not producing underloaded areas since ω =
0.1MP a) reduces the force required for the displacement.
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bone density [gr/cc]
0.91

1.33 1.36

F IGURE 6.21: Bone density field [gr/cc] at the end of the tooth displacement.

remodeling stimulus [MPa]
0.19

1.08

F IGURE 6.22: Bone stimulus [MPa] at the end of the tooth displacement.
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equivalent plastic strain
0.0

1.46

F IGURE 6.23: Equivalent plastic strain at the end of the tooth displacement.
Increasing further the homeostatic value of the stimulus does not have much impact on the
force intensity. Indeed, increasing the homeostatic stimulus leads for the whole bone volume to be in underloaded conditions (while initially there are only overloaded areas). These
areas will undergo resorption only. As the initial model is submitted mainly to resorption
(we saw in Fig. 6.21 that the bone formation is almost not present), the global impact of this
increase in the homeostatic level is pretty small.
The same discussion is valid for the half-width of the lazy-zone. A decrease of the half-width
reduces the force while an increase up to the point where the whole volume is in underloaded conditions does not have much effect on the required force intensity.

On a purely computational point of view, the use of an anisotropic remodeling model increases the costs compared to an isotropic one. Comparing the CPU costs (time needed for
the computation) between the initial model and the isotropic remodeling equivalent one,
shows the anisotropic model is 3 times longer than the isotropic one (see table 6.4). It should
be noticed that using the ALE method in this model does not increase much the CPU cost as
less than 3% of the time is spent for the ALE rezoning and transfer. The CPU cost increase
for the anisotropic case is due to two issues: first the need to use smaller time steps for the
remodeling model to converge (so that 810 iterations are needed for an anisotropic remodeling model instead of 530 for an isotropic remodeling model), and, second, each iteration
is longer since when computing the plastic correction we showed (see appendix B) that two
linear systems have to be solved (while the isotropic model has an analytical solution for the
update of the plastic multiplier, see [122]). This need to solve two more systems increases a
bit the required memory to compute the solution (from 103.5Mb for the isotropic model to
104.9Mb). Therefore, there is a cost to use the anisotropic model but for a solution which is
significantly different. This additional cost is thus worth it.
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F IGURE 6.24: Force [N] vs. time [days] and displacement [mm] for the imposed velocity
and different values of the two main parameters. The green curves is, at that scale, merged
to the light blue one.

TABLE 6.4: Comparison of the computational costs between an anisotropic remodeling
model and an isotropic one.
CPU Timea

Remodeling
Model
anisotropic
isotropic

Memory

[s]

Number of
mechanical iterations
[-]

2467.23
824.06

810
530

104.9
103.

199.4

52.83

1.8

[Mb]

% difference
µ

100

a

value anisotropic-value isotropic
value isotropic

¶

CPU times for the computation on an Intel Core i7-950, 3.07GHz with 8Gb memory and a Win7 64bits OS.
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We thus showed in this section that our model can be used to simulate large displacements
of the tooth within the bone. This can be achieved using mesh management methods, such
as the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method used in this case.
We showed the use of an anisotropic remodeling accounting for the elastoplasticity of the
material brings significant differences, in terms at least of the required force, compared to
either an isotropic remodeling or an elastic material at tissue level.
Within the anisotropic remodeling model, we also showed the characterization of the initial
orientation of the morphology (considered here either isotropic, or vertical, or horizontal) is
important to evaluate the force, with a difference up to 25% of the required force intensity.
Finally, we showed the remodeling stimulus reaches about the same value in the side of the
bone in compression and in the side in tension, even when using a non-linear model for
the periodontal ligament (here modeled as bilateral sticking contact conditions). Therefore,
the use of remodeling rate definition adapted for the alveolar bone and accounting for the
compression or tension state is important to be able to simulate the tooth displacement.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no OTM model in the literature considering a morphological change of the bone that represent tooth translations over such a distance.
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6.2.2 Models settings for orthodontic tooth movement applications
For remodeling applications with patient-specific geometry, the geometry used in section 6.1
cannot be used anymore. Indeed, it does not distinguish between trabecular and cortical
bone within the alveolus. However, the cortical layer is of high importance as it provides a
relatively rigid support to the alveolar complex.
We thus extracted a geometry from CT-scans images (coming from the OSIRIX samples image dataset1, see Fig. 6.25). These CT images of a mandible were segmented (courtesy of V.
d’Otreppe), differentiating cortical bone, trabecular bone, and teeth.

F IGURE 6.25: OSIRIX/INCISIX dataset - 3D reconstruction of the CT scan images and
sagittal slice from which the 2D tooth is reconstructed.
For the 2D analysis (plane strain), we extracted a slice of the left central incisor in the mesiodistal plane (see Fig. 6.26). We then built the 2D geometry with cubic splines for the tooth,
trabecular bone, and cortical bone, with distinct splines at the tooth/bone interfaces (to allow a contact representation of the periodontal ligament) but with only one spline representing the (trabecular) bone/ (cortical) bone interface (which are therefore fully bound to
each other). The three built surfaces (cortical bone, trabecular bone, and tooth) were then
meshed as previously with quadrilateral elements (with respectively 1161, 2566, and 1022
elements, see Fig. 6.26).
For the 3D analysis, a multiple material surface mesh was constructed [66] from this segmentation, with a duplication of the surface nodes at the tooth/bone interface (Fig. 6.27).
A tetrahedron volumic mesh was obtained for each volume using Tetgen [235]. The mesh
is thus composed of 57878 tetrahedron elements representing the tooth, 188845 elements
for the cortical bone, and 213882 elements for the trabecular bone (Fig. 6.28). However, the
surface at the bone/tooth interface is not smooth enough to apply contact conditions representative of the periodontal ligament. In order to still use a non-linear representation of the
mechanical behavior of the PDL, we will here use non-linear spring elements between the
tooth root and the bone surfaces (as described in section 6.1).
For all the following analysis, the tooth is assumed either to behave as an elastic material
(Young’s modulus of 19GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3) or to be a rigid body. Bone tissue is
1

OSIRIX/INCISIX dataset http://www.osirix-viewer.com/datasets/
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tooth

cortical
bone

trabecular
bone
F IGURE 6.26: 2D geometry and associated mesh in the mesiodistal plane of the left central
incisor extracted from the OSIRIX/INCISIX image dataset. When we refer to the basal bone
which is considered fixed, we refer to the red curve; the light blue curve is the position of the
applied pressure (for problems with applied pressure); the green dot is the position around
which the tooth is rotated (for controlled rotation problems); the main axis of the tooth
is also represented (axis perpendicularly to which the tooth is translated for translation
controlled problems or a force is applied on the bone for bodily tooth movements).
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Lingual
side
Labial
side

distal

mesial

F IGURE 6.27: 3D geometry and cut in the mesiodistal plane of the left central incisor extracted from the OSIRIX/INCISIX image dataset. In green, the tooth, in red cortical bone,
and blue trabecular bone. The applied boundary conditions are either imposed rigid rotation of the tooth around its main axis (black circular arrow) or the application of an
intrusion force on the surface nodes situated in the blue box. The surface nodes situated
in the green box are clamped.
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F IGURE 6.28: 3D mesh and cut in the mesiodistal plane of the left central incisor extracted
from the OSIRIX/INCISIX image dataset. In green, the tooth (whose surface mesh is highlighted on the right), in red cortical bone, and blue trabecular bone. The mesh is fine at
the surface and interfaces but coarser in volume.
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TABLE 6.5: Summary of the material parameters
Material

Young’s
modulus

Poisson’s
ratio

Yield
stress

Hardening
parameter

[GP a]

[−]

[MP a]

[MP a]

19.0

0.3

-

-

13.75a

0.3

200.0

723.7

Tooth
Bone at tissue level
Type of
bone
tissue

Trabecular
Cortical
a

Initial

Equivalent

apparent
density
[g r /cc]

Young’s
modulusa
[GP a]

0.95
1.805

1.77
11.67

Values obtained using Equ. 5.9 and considering a tissue density of 1.9gr/cc

assumed to behave as a material following the developed remodeling constitutive model, for
both types of bones (with a fully mineralized density of 1.9gr/cc, cortical initial porosity of
0.05, trabecular initial porosity of 0.5 - see table 6.5). We consider a trabecular bone initially
isotropic but subject to anisotropic remodeling. The cortical bone is however, as discussed in
section 4.4, subject to isotropic remodeling only, it therefore maintains its initial isotropy. In
the 2D analysis, the periodontal ligament mechanical behavior is described by contact conditions as detailed in the previous section. In the 3D analysis, it is described with equivalent
spring elements.
The boundary conditions differ for each analysis but for all of them, the basal bone is considered as fully clamped in all directions. As mentioned earlier, the initial conditions and the
loading conditions do not accurately represent actual orhtodontic problems but are rather
academic cases. In particular, the time span of the problems is determined only by the
remodeling constants cr and c f . We express these constants in µm/(dayMP a), the time
needed for the application of the applied loading (imposed displacement or force) is, if not
specified otherwise, a tenth of a day and we observe the force or displacement variation over
a period of six months. In resorption conditions, if not specified otherwise, we use a remodeling constant cr of 10µm/(dayMP a). In formation conditions, the remodeling constant is
twice lower [71, 262]. The other remodeling parameters are given in table 6.6.
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TABLE 6.6: Remodeling parameters
number of daily load cycle
: N =1
homeostatic value of the stimulus : ψ⋆ = 0 MP a
exponent of the stress stimulus
: m=4
remodeling velocity for resorption : cr = 0.01mm/(dayMP a)

remodeling velocity for formation : cr = 0.005mm/(dayMP a)
half-width of the lazy zone
: ω = 0.1 MP a
parameter weighing the hydrostatic and deviatoric parts
of the effective stress definitiona : η = 1.

a
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Chosen as the initial degree of anisotropy, i.e. 1.0 as the tissue is considered as being initially isotropic.
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6.2.3 Displacement driven tooth movement
The first applications on realistic geometries are displacement driven, i.e. either tooth rotations or tooth translations. We will present here both 2D and 3D models, considering rigid
displacements of the tooth. The effect of remodeling is a variation of the force needed to
maintain a given displacement. We will also analyze the effects of the remodeling anisotropy.
Tooth rotation
A rotation movement is applied to the tooth root with a center of rotation situated at 3mm
from the root apex (Fig. 6.26), i.e. below one third of the root length (which is of 10.2mm)
as proposed in [269] among others. Tipping is kept to obtain an angle of three degrees with
respect to the tooth axis, in the lingual direction. Getting from an angle of zero to the final angle is done is a tenth of a day and this angle is maintained constant during 180 days.
Bone density variation is observed during this constant displacement period, leading to a
reduction of the force required to maintain the movement.
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F IGURE 6.29: Displacement driven tooth movements - intensity of the force [N] needed to
maintain a displacement over time [days]. In green: rotation movement, in black: translation movement, and in blue: translation with a remodeling constant twice as low as the
previous one.
The tooth movement is rigid around the center of rotation, therefore, the displacement (see
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Fig. 6.30, left), due to the imposed rotation, is at the top of the tooth of 843µm towards the
lingual side and at the apex of 154µm towards the labial side. The force needed to get such
a rigid rotation is about 0.72N (see Fig. 6.29, green curve). This force level is consistent with
orthodontic forces reported in the literature [27, 227, 250, 276] This force remains constant
for the two first weeks as a small hyaline zone formed at the apex and impedes a direct remodeling leading to a reduction of the total force. Remodeling is going on around this zone
in such a way that the hydrostatic pressure decreases (in absolute value). This decrease in
pressure is equivalent to a removal of the hyaline zone. Once the pressure is low enough (below the critical level defined by the vascular pressure), the remodeling goes on in this zone
and the total force needed to maintain the rotation starts decreasing. The force decreases for
about five more weeks down to 0.64N and then remains constant over time. The bone density varies rapidly on the lingual side to reach its maximal value at some places after 50 days
(Fig. 6.31, left). The stimulus has not reached its equilibrium at that time (Fig. 6.31, right)
but as the bone density cannot change anymore, the remodeling stimulus does not change
either. The trabecular bone, while initially with an isotropic morphology, orients itself so
that it is aligned with the principal stress directions which themselves are oriented along the
rotation lines (see Fig. 6.32(a)).
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linguo-labial displacement [mm]
-0.15

0

0.84

F IGURE 6.30: Movement of rotation - linguo-labial displacement [mm]. On the left: at
the end of the loading phase (the lines show the force direction and intensity needed to
maintain the rotation); on the right after 3 weeks of remodeling. Notice the gap closing on
the labial side.
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0.2
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50

F IGURE 6.31: Movement of rotation after 50 days - on the left: bone density [gr/cc]; on the
right: bone remodeling stimulus [MPa].
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(a)

(b)

F IGURE 6.32: Trabecular bone orientation - (a) Movement of rotation after 50 days, (b)
Movement of translation after 180 days. The ellipses represent the stiffness value (the axis
orientations are those of the fabric tensor eigenvectors and their lengths are proportional
to the fabric tensor eigenvalues), a 1GPa isotropic indicator is also depicted in red.
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Tooth translation
A translation movement whose amplitude is identical to the periodontal ligament width (i.e.
a movement of 0.2mm) is applied to the tooth root perpendicularly to its main axis, towards
the lingual side of the tooth (Fig. 6.26). The movement is applied is a tenth of a day and this
displacement is kept constant during 180 days. Bone density variation is observed during
this constant displacement period, leading to a reduction of the needed force.
The force needed to obtain such a translation movement is higher than for the rotation,
about 1.2N (see Fig. 6.29, black curve). The formation of hyaline zones appear only on one
side of the tooth (Fig. 6.33), allowing however for formation to occur on the tension side.
Therefore, the initial trend of remodeling is to increase the force needed to keep the displacement constant. During the time hyaline zones are present, remodeling occurs mainly
around these zones, resorbing them (see Fig. 6.34, left). Once the hyaline zones are resorbed
due to peripheral remodeling (after about forty days, see Fig. 6.34, right), the force decreases
fast as the bone density can decrease lingually (the compression side of the tooth). A force
reduction by a factor of two is observed in only 20 days. The force then continues to slowly
decrease down to about 0.2N after 150 days, time after which not much variation can be observed. We can also notice that after 70 days (Fig. 6.34, zoomed areas), the contours of the
bone at the bone/tooth interface matches those of the tooth, as remodeling tends for the
bone to ’follow’ the tooth.
Applying exactly the same boundary and loading conditions but considering a remodeling
constant twice higher (both for the formation and resorption constants), leads, as expected
since the remodeling constants are the only drivers of the time dependence of the problem,
to the same results but twice as fast. Therefore, the level of 0.2N is reached in about 75
days (see Fig. 6.29, blue curve). After this period, the force level continues to decrease but
very slowly, reaching only 0.16N after the 180 days of observation. This leads to believe the
equilibrium is obtained after this time.
We should notice that because of the boundary conditions at the basal bone, some computational hyaline zone form around the end of the bone anchorage in compression (see
Fig. 6.33, right, dark blue zone). This zone is qualified as a computational hyaline zone because it would not be present physically. Thee area-of-influence of these boundary conditions however does not extend all the way to the tooth on the compression side.
On the tension side however, the anchorage end point seems on the long term to extend its
influence all the way to the tooth (see Fig. 6.33, right, yellow zone). This can be a major issue
if the effect of remodeling (i.e. the force variation) is mainly influenced by the application of
boundary conditions. Changing the boundary conditions by fixing a boundary twice smaller,
leads to an initial force required to apply the translation higher than previously (Fig. 6.35) as
more volume of bone is displaced by the movement (less bone is fixed). The stress is lower
around the tooth, therefore the extend of the hyaline zone around the tooth is smaller, almost non existent. There is thus no hyaline zone to resorb before remodeling can occur and
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F IGURE 6.33: Tooth translation: bone remodeling stimulus [MPa] at the end of the loading phase (left) and after 40 days (right). Values below zero are representative of the hyaline
zones.
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F IGURE 6.34: Tooth translation: bone density [MPa] after 35 days (left) and after 70 days
(right).
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the force variation starts immediately. However, the force level eventually reaches about the
previous one but staying a bit higher (about 0.05N higher as from the 35th day of remodeling). Therefore, we can consider that on the long term, the boundary conditions do not have
much of an effect but the initial remodeling is however strongly affected by the boundary
conditions.
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F IGURE 6.35: Intensity of the force [N] needed to maintain a translation over time [days].
In black: initial boundary conditions, and in blue: clamping boundary conditions applied
on a reduced zone.
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Rotation of the tooth around its axis
In a 3D model, a third type of displacement can be applied, a rotation of the tooth around its
main axis. We here consider a 2o rotation of the tooth (see Fig. 6.27) around its main axis. The
movement is applied in a tenth of a day and this rotation is kept constant during a month
(31 days). Bone density variation is observed during this constant rotation period, leading to
a reduction of the needed force.
The required force intensity to obtain such a movement is consistent with typical force levels
used in orthodontic treatments, i.e. 1.15N (Fig. 6.36).
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F IGURE 6.36: Intensity of the force [N] needed to maintain a rotation of the tooth around
its axis over time [days].
Because of the rotation movement and since the root is not symmetric around its main
axis, the bone surrounding the tooth is alternatively in tension and in compression, leading to the creation (Fig. 6.37) of either formation zones or hyaline zones (since the compression is high). The beginning of remodeling in resorption does therefore not appear at the
bone/tooth interface but further away, resorbing the hyaline areas. The remodeling occurs
in such a way that the rotation movement is facilitated (Fig. 6.38), decreasing the density
where the bone is compressed due to the rotation, and increasing the density where it is
in tension. The amount of resorption after 15 days of remodeling is however less than the
amount of formation as the remodeling in the compression areas first occurs to remove the
hyaline zones and not to resorb bone. These area are still present after the 31 days of observation, slowly moved away. The bone density after 31 days therefore shows the same pattern
as after 15 days, with less resorption than formation (Fig. 6.39). Thus, the force to maintain
the rotation, while slightly increasing at an early stage, stays almost constant for about two
weeks, then decreases when most of the hyaline areas are removed (Fig. 6.36). After 31 days
of remodeling, there are however still hyaline areas present at some places, thus areas where
the bone density does not change.
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bone stimulus [MPa]
0

20

F IGURE 6.37: Rotation: bone remodeling stimulus [MPa] at the end of the loading phase.
Sagittal cuts - left: lateral view, right: medial view. Values below zero are indicative of the
presence of a hyaline zone.
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bone density [gr/cc]
0.86

1.28

F IGURE 6.38: Rotation: bone density [gr/cc] after 15 days of remodeling. Trabecular bone
only, left: lateral view, right: medial view. The curves arrows remind the imposed tooth
movement. The black line in the colorbar is the initial density, i.e. 0.95gr/cc.
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bone density [gr/cc]
0.81

1.62

F IGURE 6.39: Rotation: bone density [gr/cc] after 31 days of remodeling. Trabecular bone
only, left: lateral view, right: medial view. The curves arrows remind the imposed tooth
movement. The black line in the colorbar is the initial density, i.e. 0.95gr/cc.
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6.2.4 Force driven tooth movement
The second type of applications are force driven, i.e. either tipping, en-masse tooth movement, or intrusion movements. We will present here both 2D and 3D models, considering
either rigid displacements of the tooth (the force being then directly applied to the bone,
through the contact interface of the PDL) or a deformable tooth (the force being then applied to the tooth). The effect of remodeling is a variation of the displacement required to
maintain a given force intensity and direction.
Tipping of the tooth
A tipping movement is obtained by applying a pressure force on the crown (Fig. 6.26). Starting from a 0N force, a 0.7N force is reached by applying a continuous variation of the load
during a tenth of a day. This force intensity is kept constant during 180 days. Bone density
variation is observed during this constant force period, leading to an increase of displacements.
As expected the movement induced by the pressure on the crown is a tipping movement,
i.e. a rotation of the tooth around a point situated at about one third of the root height (see
Fig. 6.40). As the applied force can be characterized as low (as long as orthodontic forces are
considered), no hyaline area is formed on the compression sites of the tooth (lingual apex
and labial collar). The density variation due to remodeling can therefore start directly. After
20 days, the resorption at the labial apex is already high with a density down to 0.25gr/cc
(see Fig. 6.41). After 40 days, the bone has reached at some places its minimal density at
the labial apex while a cortical-like (density-speaking, not morphologically) layer appears at
the lingual apex. Remodeling at the collar (composed of cortical bone) is however slower,
therefore the tooth movement is impeded.
There is not much further remodeling going on around the apex. After 100 days, we can
see the predicted bone density begins to exhibit a probably unphysiologic appearance. This
takes the form of a progressive replacement of regions of continuous apparent density with
strut-like structures (see Fig. 6.41, right - resorption on the lingual side of the trabecular
bone). This phenomenon as already been reported in [117] where strut-like structures were
observed in the remodeling of the proximal femur. The explanation proposed then is that
such structures are more metabolically efficient to maintain since they involve less total bone
mass and are thus preferred to a more continuous morphology. They are represented by the
remodeling model as its principle is to optimize a mechanical stimulus involving bone density with respect to the strain energy density. These structures are a numerical phenomenon
and will not appear in real situations for two main reasons: First, the simplification of the
complex physiological and therapeutic loadings (and their histories) to a simple pressure
load allows for numerical predictions of strut structures that are precisely oriented to support the numerically applied loads. These structures would experience high bending when
exposed to other load cases, and would thus be inhibited. Second, it is well accepted that
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within a zone near remodeling equilibrium, other non-adaptive aspects of bone physiology
dominate the remodeling response, and are not represented in the numerical model.
Concerning the obtained displacements, even tough it is limited, we can see that initially the
bone at the apex tends to move lingually and progressively as remodeling is going on, the
bone adapts itself around the apex to move labially (see Fig. 6.42).

0

stimulus [MPa]

30

F IGURE 6.40: Tipping: bone remodeling stimulus [MPa] at the end of the loading phase.
The lines correspond to the displacement field and emphasize the rotation movement.
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appearance of
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strut-like structures

0

bone density [gr/cc]

1.9

F IGURE 6.41: Tipping: bone density [gr/cc] during the remodeling period. Left: after 20
days, center: after 40 days, right: after 100 days.
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-0.038

displacement [mm]

0.20

F IGURE 6.42: Tipping: displacement [mm] in the labio-lingual direction (i.e. positive to
the left) during the remodeling period. Left: initial displacement, center: after 20 days,
right: after 60 days.
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Bodily tooth movement
A bodily tooth movement is obtained when the tooth moves en-masse in one direction,
thanks to the application of a force passing through its center of rotation, therefore leading to a pure translation. In order to obtain such a movement, clinically, a combination of
forces and moments are applied on the crown. Numerically however, we will consider the
result of the application of a force to the tooth (Fig. 6.26). This force is obtained thanks to
a force-driven rigid contact between tooth and bone (the contact law representing the periodontal ligament). The contact is applied in such a way that the contact force reaches in a
tenth of a day an intensity of 0.7N in a direction perpendicular to the tooth main axis. With
this problem, we will also analyze the effect of applying a higher force level, twice as high as
the previous one (i.e. 1.4N). Finally, we will check the implication of a treatment-like application of forces, i.e. starting from a low force level of 0.7N, increasing this force by 50% after
three weeks of treatment (up to 1.05N), and finally increasing the force by the same amount
(i.e. up to 1.4N) four weeks later, keeping it constant for seven more weeks (up to 98 days).
The final force applied with this treatment-like problem is therefore the same as the previous
one.The displacements of three lingual points (whose positions are depicted in Fig. 6.43) are
depicted in Fig. 6.44 (beware of the different displacement scales for each point).

F IGURE 6.43: Bodily tooth movement: applied load and positions of the three points for
which the labio-lingual displacement is extracted in Fig. 6.44.
Even tough the tooth displacement due to the force is rigid, the bone displacement however
is not. The displacement at the collar (green curves in Fig. 6.44) is for the three load cases
higher (at least twice as important) than for the two other points. The displacement at the
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F IGURE 6.44: Bodily tooth movement: displacement of the bone/tooth interface for three
points on the lingual side. In blue, 1mm from the apex; in green, at the collar; in red, midheight of the root. Plain lines are for the 0.7N force; dashed lines are for the 1.4N force, and
dash-dotted lines are for the treatment like force.
mid-height (red curves in Fig. 6.44) is at least ten times smaller than at the apex (blue curves
in Fig. 6.44). The rate of displacement is different for all three points and all three load cases
(except for the treatment-like model which shows exactly the same results as the low force
model before the first force increment as these two models are identical up to then). The
time after which the displacement seems to have reached a stationary value is also different
for each point and each load case.
The displacement is not proportional to the applied force. Indeed, for a low force, it is not
twice lower than the one for a twice larger force. It is six times lower at the collar and midheight, but only 80% of the higher displacement at the apex. Therefore, the strain field induced by the force is totally different for each load case.
For the application of the higher force, even tough there are some areas of hyaline zone formation (see Fig. 6.45), these areas are not continuous and therefore do not completely impede the displacement initially. Applying the higher force steps by step as in a treatment-like
application always leads to higher displacement than applying the higher force at once. Indeed, there is no hyaline zone to resorb at all and therefore the density variation contributes
totally to the displacement.
The application of the 1.4N force produces remodeling stimulus values up to ten times higher
than a low force does (Fig. 6.45). This leads, where possible, to a faster remodeling at the
beginning of the loading, causing after 20 days a displacement over one hundred times
higher (Fig 6.46). This fast remodeling however does not last on the long term as large areas reach the maximal and minimal values of density (Fig 6.47). Thus, after only 14 weeks,
the treatment-like application of high forces reaches a higher displacement than the high
force does after 26 weeks (Fig 6.48).
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F IGURE 6.45: Bodily tooth movement: bone remodeling stimulus [MPa] at the end of the
loading phase. Left: low force, center: high force, right: treatment-like model. Values
below zero are indicative of the presence of a hyaline zone.
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0

displacement [mm] 0.5 0

displacement [mm] 63 0

1

displacement [mm]

F IGURE 6.46: Bodily tooth movement: displacement [µm] in the labio-lingual direction
(i.e. positive to the left) after 20 days. Left: low force, center: high force, right: treatmentlike model (after the first force increment).
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F IGURE 6.47: Bodily tooth movement: bone density [gr/cc] at the end the remodeling period. Left: low force (180 days), center: high force (180 days), right: treatment-like model
(98 days).
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0

displacement [mm] 16 0

displacement [mm] 67 0

displacement [mm] 76

F IGURE 6.48: Bodily tooth movement: displacement [µm] in the labio-lingual direction
(i.e. positive to the left) at the end the remodeling period. Left: low force (180 days), center:
high force (180 days), right: treatment-like model (98 days).
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Intrusion movement in 3D
We finally consider the results of an intrusion movement. This movement is obtained applying a 0.7N force on the tip of the crown (see Fig. 6.27), towards the apex of the tooth (the
force is applied with a constant direction, whatever the tooth movement). The force is applied from 0N to its maximal value in a tenth of a day and is kept constant during a month
(31 days). Bone density variation is observed during this constant force period, leading to an
increase of the tooth displacement. The tooth displacement is almost rigid and thus only the
displacement of an arbitrary point is analyzed.
As expected, the obtained displacement is directed towards the tooth apex. However, the
non-linearity of the PDL mechanical behavior (we remind the reader the PDL is here modeled with non-linear spring elements) leads to a tooth movement which is not purely apical
but has a component in the labial direction for the crown and a lingual component for the
root, thus giving a rotation movement to the tooth (see Fig. 6.49).

equivalent von Mises stress [MPa]
1.6

60.

F IGURE 6.49: Intrusion: von Mises equivalent stress [MPa] at the end of the loading phase.
The blue arrows represent the application of the intrusion ofrce. The brown lines represent
the displacment field.
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F IGURE 6.50: Intrusion: displacement of the tooth [mm] vs. time [days]. The tooth displacement is almost rigid, only the displacement intensity of an arbitrary surface node is
depicted. The direction of the displacement however is not constant in space as seen in
Fig. 6.54.
The initial displacement (see Fig. 6.50), due to the periodontal ligament deformation mainly,
is 0.18mm, i.e. 90% of the PDL width .
It creates high compression of the bone along most of the tooth/bone interface, thus creating
hyaline areas (see Fig. 6.51). Moreover, all areas at the bone/tooth interface that are not
hyaline are in tension because of the rotation movement. The remodeling thus takes initially
place either away from the surface, removing these hyaline areas, or to form new bone. Over
the 31 days of observation, the hyaline zone are only partially removed, with most of the
bone at its surface still not able to remodel (see Fig. 6.52). Therefore, only bone formation
occurred during this observation period (see Fig. 6.53).
The tooth displacement (Fig. 6.50), while initially decreasing because of the bone formation
apically, slowly increases to reach 0.24 mm in a month, i.e. an increase of 27% of the initial
(instantaneous) displacement. This increase in displacement is mainly due to the formation
of bone along the root, increasing the rotation movement.
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bone stimulus [MPa]
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F IGURE 6.51: Intrusion: bone remodeling stimulus [MPa] at the end of the loading phase.
Sagittal cuts - left: lateral view, right: medial view. Values below zero are indicative of the
presence of a hyaline zone.
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bone stimulus [MPa]
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F IGURE 6.52: Intrusion: bone remodeling stimulus [MPa] after a month of remodeling.
Sagittal cuts - left: lateral view, right: medial view. Values below zero are indicative of the
presence of a hyaline zone.
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F IGURE 6.53: Intrusion: bone density [gr/cc] after a month of remodeling. Sagittal cuts left: lateral view, right: medial view.
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F IGURE 6.54: Intrusion: von Mises equivalent stress [MPa] after a month of remodeling.
The blue arrows represent the application of the intrusion ofrce. The brown lines represent
the displacment field.
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6.2.5 Conclusions
The presented applications introduced numerical models for the simulation of orthodontic tooth movement based on the assumption that bone remodeling processes during tooth
movement are controlled by the elastic energy density as well as pressure state of the alveolar bone. In spite of the necessary idealizations, the proposed phenomenological description of bone remodeling specified for alveolar bone allows to qualitatively represent density
variation of the bone surrounding a tooth when submitted to loadings representative of orthodontic appliances. The need to use a pressure dependent remodeling rate is shown to be
useful to represent tooth movement. These hypothesis may be too restrictive but have yet
to be shown not valid as the use of an appliance would most of the time increase the strain
energy on all sides of the tooth root, a non pressure dependent model of remodeling would
therefore either lead to resorption or formation on all sides of a tooth.
The different applications modeled all present qualitative results that are satisfactory. Displacement driven simulations also present quantitative results on the force reduction due
to remodeling that seems plausible. However, force driven simulations mainly outline the
drawbacks of the model. The obtained displacements are too small compared to clinical
tooth displacements while the bone density reduction is often too high. This is due to several
aspects of the models as described in this section. First, an unphysiological density distribution can arise due to the poor representation of the physiological and therapeutic loads.
Second, a strong dependence on the boundary conditions has been shown to affect at least
the early stages of remodeling. Third, the force driven models are not exactly representative
of a treatment as during treatment both the force and displacement would vary over time.
Finally, the bone formation/resorption does not have a direct effect on the amount of bone
(as the change of mass is not computed) but rather on its stiffness. A stiffer bone appears
in formation sites, it therefore lowers the deformation capability of the tissue. In translation
movement for instance, the bone softens downstream, willing to increase the movement,
but at the same time it toughens upstream, impeding this movement, while the clinical observation is that the bone volume increases downstream.
However, we showed that we can represent the formation and resorption of hyaline areas,
the non proportionality between applied forces and the obtained displacement, and that
applying a stepwise increasing force leads to higher displacements than a high initial force
as there is no hyaline zone to resorb. Specifically, when freeing ourself from boundary conditions effects, we showed we can produce large displacements of the tooth within the bone.
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The main principle in orthodontics is to gradually impose progressive and irreversible bone
deformations due to remodeling using specific force systems on the teeth. The bone remodeling will lead the teeth into new positions.
The hypothesis of this work is that a simulation-based treatment using computer models
could allow to account for some patient-specific features, and therefore an orthodontic tooth
movement software would be a valuable tool for the orthodontists. Such a simulation tool
needs to model the biological and mechanical reactions of all tissues and materials involved.
In orthodontic tooth movement, two tissues have a major influence: the periodontal ligament and the alveolar bone. Their mechanical and biological/physiological reactions to
orthodontic forces are tightly linked. This coupling can be treated in biomechanical models, focusing on the mechanics and considering the phenomenological aspects of the biology/physiology1. The development of such a model for bone tissue is the core of this work.
As a tool to describe the mechanics of orthodontic tooth movement due to remodeling, we
chose to work with the Finite Element Method (FEM). This FEM involves a series of computational procedures to calculate the stress and strain in each element, which produces a
model solution. In particular, it gives access to local mechanical response of each tissue,
essential to couple the mechanics and the biology.
In chapter 2, we first presented the general principles of orthodontics starting with a brief
description of the anatomy and physiology of the tissues involved in orthodontic tooth movement. Bone remodeling is at the origin of morphological changes in the bone surrounding
the teeth that are responsible for tooth movement. Bone remodeling occurs in order to homogenize the mechanical response of the bone morphology, increasing the bone density
where the bone is highly loaded and decreasing it where its presence is not (mechanically)
necessary. Also, the remodeling occurs in such a way that the bone trabecular morphology
aligns with the external force orientation. By comparison to remodeling in other bones than
the alveolar bone, the surrounding tissues play a major influence on the remodeling behav1

It should be noticed that mechanobiological models could also be used. These models focus on the biological reaction, accounting for the mechanical environment. However, they are often more complex and computationally demanding than biomechanical models, therefore probably less efficient than the latter.
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ior. Here, the periodontal ligament pressure state seems to be the key factor to differentiate
formation and resorption conditions.
In chapter 3, we reviewed the general principles of Continuum Mechanics and the Finite
Element Method. As we use damage-based models we presented the basic concepts of both
isotropic and anisotropic continuum damage models.
In chapter 4, we focused on a literature review on bone constitutive modeling and bone
remodeling models. At the macroscopic level, the constitutive laws for trabecular bone account for morphological effects, including anisotropy, as well as non-linear materials effects,
such as (anisotropic) plasticity or damage. However, these complex models usually consider
a constant morphology, and therefore cannot be used in remodeling situations. Besides, remodeling laws usually assume small strain linear elasticity as a model for the bone tissue.
Moreover, while observations lead to conclude Frost’s mechanostat theory of bone remodeling could explain orthodontic tooth movement, it is rarely used in orthodontics related
literature.
With these observations, we finally present the heart of this work in chapter 5. We proposed to reconcile both approaches of bone modeling (small strains linear elasticity for remodeling problems and complex constitutive models for other applications) by writing a
constitutive model for trabecular bone at macroscopic level, built on morphological parameters to describe the anisotropy, accounting for effects such as plasticity of the trabeculae,
and for which the continuum parameters such as the stiffness can evolve with morphology as remodeling occurs in the tissue. For this, we extended and enhanced Doblaré and
Garcia’s [62, 83] remodeling phenomenological model based on Frost’s mechanostat theory.
This remodeling law is built on an anisotropic Continuum Damage framework in which the
remodeling corresponds to an evolution of the damage tensor representing the bone morphology. We enhanced their approach to use their model with an elastoplastic model for the
bone trabeculae, as well as to retrieve the Stanford model it is built from, and to correct a
major dimensional inconsistency, keeping however the strong coupling between the constitutive law and the remodeling one.
To build this new model, we first presented an integration method for an anisotropic Continuum Damage model coupled to plasticity (considering a von Mises plasticity of the bone
matrix) in a finite strains formulation. We verified this integration method considering a
constant damage tensor by comparing results on simple cases with other equivalent models.
Adapting Doblaré and Garcia’s remodeling law to our constitutive framework, we extended
it so that it can be used to the specific case of orthodontic tooth movement. We therefore
proposed to insert the hydrostatic pressure dependency of remodeling, due to the presence
of the periodontal ligament, within the bone remodeling law.
We then analyzed the sensitivity of our model to its numerous parameters (parameters describing the bone matrix behavior, its morphology, and remodeling parameters) on a simple
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geometric configuration and simple mechanical tests. This study showed that the remodeling model is mainly influenced by the values used for the homeostatic measure used as a
stimulus for remodeling as well as the lazy-zone width. On a purely mechanical point-ofview, we showed the evaluation of the proper apparent density is of major importance, so
are the orthotropy axis.
We then proposed a validation method for the mechanical representation of the bone matrix
through the knowledge of its morphology. As our model is developed to be used in bone remodeling problems in a finite strain framework, it aims at describing the non-linear mechanical behavior of trabecular bone in the range of small to moderate strains. In this range, we
have seen that bone mechanically behaves as a cellular elastoplastic solid. We therefore validated our model both on engineered cellular solids with bone-like morphology (aluminum
and polymeric foams) and on bone (Deer antler) samples. This validation was performed on
experimental compression tests and we produced in-silico tension tests to carry on further
validation. These in-silico tension tests were produced considering validated µ-FE models
on the samples used in the experimental compressive tests. We showed that accounting either for material nonlinearities (through a von Mises plastic criterion) or for the anisotropy
(or both) is important for all the simulations we performed on our test samples. Indeed for
the aluminum foam samples, accounting for the nonlinearities of the material was needed
for 3%, 1%, and 0.5% of compressive engineering strains (i.e. at strains levels that are often
considered as small enough to consider the problem as linear) for respectively the low density (mean apparent density of 4.43%), middle density (mean apparent density of 7.26%) and
dense samples (mean apparent density of 12.8%). In tension tests, both the anisotropy and
the nonlinearity was to be accounted for from 1% of engineering strains for the dense samples. For the two other materials in compression tests, the nonlinearity of the material was
to be accounted for from 8% compressive engineering strains for the PLA foam while accouting for the anisotropy was of importance for the deer antler as soon as 0.3% compressive
engineering strains.
We finally showed our remodeling model can reproduce results from the literature when
used on the benchmark problem of the proximal femur remodeling. Indeed, we obtained
results on the density distribution and on the morphological orientation that are comparable both qualitatively and quantitatively for this 2D problem. However, we also showed the
remodeling behavior is very sensitive to the boundary conditions application.
In chapter 6 we finally applied the developed model to orthodontic tooth movement (OTM)
problems.
First we presented a specific mechanical representation of the periodontal ligament as it
cannot be extracted from CT-scans images and its geometry is therefore unknown. We developed a model accounting for the non-linear mechanical response of the PDL through
either bilateral contact conditions or spring elements.
We then presented applications of the numerical model for the simulation of orthodontic
tooth movement based on the assumption that bone remodeling processes during tooth
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movement are controlled by the energy density as well as the pressure state of the alveolar bone. In spite of the necessary idealizations, the proposed phenomenological description of bone remodeling specified for alveolar bone allows to qualitatively represent density
variation of the bone surrounding a tooth when submitted to loading representative of orthodontic appliances.
As we showed on the femur benchmark case that the model is very sensitive to boundary
conditions, we produced a first model whose geometry is not representative of the reality but
allows us to free ourselves from BC’s effects. With this purely academic test case, we showed
that our model can be used to simulate large displacements of the tooth within the bone.
This can be achieved using mesh management methods, such as the Arbitrary LagrangianEulerian method used in this case. We showed the use of an anisotropic remodeling accounting for the elastoplasticity of the material brings significative differences, in terms at least of
the required force, compared to either an isotropic remodeling or an elastic material at tissue
level. Within the anisotropic remodeling model, we also showed the characterization of the
initial orientation of the morphology (considered here either isotropic, or vertical, or horizontal) is important to evaluate the force, with a difference up to 25% of the required force
intensity. Finally, we showed the remodeling stimulus reaches about the same value in the
side of the bone in compression and in the side in tension, even when using a non-linear
model for the periodontal ligament (here modeled as bilateral contact conditions). Therefore, the use of remodeling rate model adapted for the alveolar bone and accounting for the
compression or tension state is important to be able to simulate the tooth displacement.
Then we built geometrically realistic models of a tooth and surrounding tissues. These models consider either displacement driven problems or force driven problems, both 2D and 3D,
and all qualitatively represent the observed phenomenon of OTM. We also outlined some of
the drawbacks of the models. First, an unphysiological density distribution can arise due to
the poor representation of the application of the physiological and therapeutic loads. Second, a strong dependence on the boundary conditions has been shown to affect at least the
early stages of remodeling. Finally, the bone formation does not have a direct effect on the
amount of bone but rather on its stiffness. A stiffer bone appears in formation sites, it therefore lowers the deformation capability of the tissue.
However, we showed that we can represent the formation and resorption of hyaline areas, the
non-linearity of the force/displacement relationship, and that applying a stepwise increasing
force leads to higher displacements than a high initial force as there is no hyaline zone to
resorb.

With this work, we therefore explored the possibility to build an integrated remodeling law
into a non-linear constitutive model of trabecular bone accounting for morphological effects measured through CT-scan stereological analysis. Simple cases of orthodontic tooth
movements can be represented with our model when applied to geometries reconstructed
from CT-scans images. However further work should focus on a more realistic representa282
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tion of boundary and initial conditions. Indeed, we assumed that the only forces present
during OTM where the orthodontic forces, neglecting all physiological forces (muscle tone,
chewing forces and other mouth activities, as well as gravitational forces). We thus used a
value of the remodeling stimulus that is not physiological. We also showed that the fixation conditions we used can be of major influence in the short-term response of the model.
Finally, the loading cases considered are not exactly representative of the application of orthodontic apparatus. Further work could focus not only on a more systematic extraction of
the anatomy from CT-images (or better classical panoramic radiographies used daily in the
dental clinics), as well as a systematic meshing procedure, but also on the representation of
both the geometry and mechanics of the orthodontic apparatus. We indeed showed that an
accurate representation of the force system is of major importance to the model response.
Finally, we used material and biological parameters extracted from literature data. However
most of the parameters we used are empirical. A better and more systematic work should
be carried out to evaluate these parameter values. For the material parameters and the nonlinearities of the trabecular bone for instance, several ongoing studies seem to lead not to a
von Mises criterion for the trabeculae but a pressure dependent one (such as degenerated
-with only two parameters for the description of the yield surface- Hill 48 models). For the
remodeling parameters, most of them are both patient-specific and site specific. A multiscale model accounting for the cellular activity could be used to get more accurate values
of these parameters. As mentioned earlier, the determination of the homeostatic stimulus
and the width of the lazy-zone should be evaluated with caution. Finally, in the developed
model the resorption and formation of bone has an effect only on mechanical parameters
such as the stiffness. There is no actual creation or disappearance of mass/volume within
the bone. Criteria such as developed in fracture models could be used to deal with the loss
of elements when the bone is completely resorbed. Methods to add bone elements at the
surface or within the volume should be examined in the case of bone formation.
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Appendix A
Anisotropic Extension of the Stanford
Model

This appendix relates the details of the optimization approach of anisotropic remodeling as
proposed by Jacobs [117]. We first remind the reader with standard results in Continuum
Mechanics when dealing with energy conservation. We then present the theoretical developments proposed by Jacobs to account for remodeling.

A.1 Energy Conservation in Continuum Mechanics
When dealing with inert isothermal materials, the time derivative of the total energy (internal
energy and kinetic energy) is equal to the power developed by the applied forces, Pext :
Z
d
1
(Equ. A.1)
(ρu + ρv.v) d V = Pext
d t V(t)
2
with u the internal energy density due only to the strain field (by opposition to an internal
energy density accounting also for remodeling, χ) and v the velocity field.
Applying the standard techniques of Continuum Mechanics, the external mechanical power
can be expressed as

Pext =

Z

| S(t)

(σ.n).v d S
{z
}

power from surface traction forces

+

Z

ρb.v d V
| V(t) {z
}

(Equ. A.2)

power from body forces

Applying Gauss’s theorem and accounting for the momentum conservation equation (defined in section 3.2), the first term of Equ. A.2 can be written:
Z
Z
∂
σi j n j v i d S =
(σi j v i ) d V
(Equ. A.3)
V(t) ∂x j
S(t)
Z
∂σi j
∂v i
v i + σi j
dV
(Equ. A.4)
=
∂x j
V(t) ∂x j
Z
•
(ρ v i − ρb i )v i + σi j D i j d V
(Equ. A.5)
=
V(t)
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or

Z

S(t)

(σ.n).v d S =

Z

•

V(t)

(ρ v − ρb).v + σ : D d V

Therefore, the external mechanical power simplifies as:
Z
•
Pext =
ρ v.v + σ : D d V

(Equ. A.6)

V(t)

The LHS of Equ. A.1 can be transformed, using Reynold’s theorem, as:
d
dt

Z

1
(ρu + ρv.v) d V =
2
V(t)

Z

•

•

V(t)

ρ u + ρv.v d V

Finally, Equ. A.1 reads:
Z

V(t)

•

ρ v.v + σ : D d V =

Z

V(t)

•

•

ρ u + ρv.v d V

And one can see that the variation of the internal energy density is, for an isothermal process:
•

ρu = σ : D
•

•

•

In a small strain theory such as used in Jacobs’s work, D = ε and therefore ρ u = σ : ε.

A.2 Anisotropic Remodeling Considered as an Optimization
Process
Concerning the remodeling model proposed by Jacobs, the first assumption is that the stressstrain relationship in small strain elasticity, i.e.
σ=C:ε

(Equ. A.7)

is no longer necessarily isotropic (in the isotropic case, C = H) and cannot be represented
by the two parameters E and ν only. The idea of Jacobs is to find an evolution law for the
•

stiffness tensor C, i.e., a rule for its variation, C. His assumption is that bone remodeling is
an optimal process in some energetic sense.
The efficiency of the adaptive process, E , is measured as the mechanical dissipation. It is
computed as the difference between the power associated with the external loads and the
rate-of-change of the total energy in which the internal energy, χ, is due both to the strains
and to the remodeling.
Z

E = Pext −

•

V0

•

χ + ρv.v d V0

(Equ. A.8)

The total energy dissipation is the sum of the mechanical and the biological dissipation. In
inert materials, the latter does not exist and, therefore the mechanical dissipation E has to
•

•

be non-negative (and for isothermal elastic problems, χ = ρ u and E is zero as seen in the first
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part of this appendix.). In the specific case of biological materials, this mechanical dissipation can be negative with no violation of thermodynamic laws because a certain magnitude
of biological energy (which cannot be quantified) can be dissipated. Mechanical energy can
therefore be gained.
The internal energy variation is not due only to the strain variation as for inert materials but
also to the stiffness variation and the density variation. Assuming χ can be decomposed into
an internal energy associated with the strain rate and the stiffness rate and an internal energy
associated with the density rate (Θ(ρ)), Jacobs gets:
1
χ = ε : C : ε + Θ(ρ)
2
and
1 •
•
•
•
χ = σ : ε + ε : C : ε + Θ′ ρ
2
As a result, the efficiency, E , is finally quantified as:
¸
Z ·
1 •
′•
E =−
ε : C : ε + Θ ρ d V0
V0 2

(Equ. A.9)

•

Note that in the case of atrophy ε : C : ε is negative (for which we will see that all terms
•

of C ≤ 0) and in the case of hypertrophy it is positive. In the case of isothermal elasticity,
Equ. A.9 is identically null, it is restricted to a positive value for inert materials but can be
negative in the case of living tissues.
Jacobs then assumes that bone remodeling is an optimal process in some energetic sense. It
therefore means the efficiency has to be optimized, under the conditions for which bone remodeling is activated. These conditions are derived from Equ. 5.2 of the isotropic Standford
model and can be formulated using Equ. 5.10 as1
p
2−β/2
g An.
≥0
= C σ : ε − (ψ⋆
t + ω)ρ
f
p
2−β/2
g rAn. = −C σ : ε + (ψ⋆
≥0
t − ω)ρ

(Equ. A.10)
(Equ. A.11)

Forming the Lagrangian of the constraint optimization problem yields (with the Lagrange
multipliers µi ):
Z
L=E+
µi g iAn. d V0
V0

The stationary condition requires that the first variations with respect to the variables (ε and
ρ) vanish, giving (Jacobs considers that the density and the stiffness tensor are independent

variables):
#
"
#
Z "
∂g iAn. •
∂g iAn.
′′ •
µi
− C : ε δε + µi
− Θ ρ δρ d V0 = 0
∂ε
∂ρ
V0

∀δε and δρ

g rAn. ∝ −g rSt. so that both conditions for formation and resorption can be written as conditions for which
remodeling occurs when their value are positive. They can therefore be treated in the same way in the optimization procedure.
1
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This finally leads to the optimality conditions:
•

C : ε = µi

∂g iAn.
∂ε

with the Kuhn-Tucker conditions: µi ≤ 0,

•

and Θ′′ ρ = µi

∂g iAn.
∂ρ

g iAn. ≥ 0 and µi g iAn. = 0.

Particularizing this result to Equ. A.10 and Equ. A.11 and requiring that the anisotropic behavior gives the same results as the isotropic one when hydrostatic stress are applied to an
initially isotropic stiffness, Jacobs finally shows that one gets:
•

βρ σ ⊗ σ
C=
ρ σ:ε
•

The remodeling model is completed with a density update identical to the one used in the
isotropic Stanford model and with the definition of a remodeling rate:

• An.

r
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=


g An.

f


c f 2−β/2



ρ

0




g An.


−cr r
ρ 2−β/2

≥0
for g An.
f
for g An.
< 0 and g rAn. < 0
f
for g rAn. ≥ 0

Appendix B
Deriving and Solving the Plastic Flow Rule

This appendix relates the details of the equations needed to derive and solve the plastic flow
rule in the anisotropic damage model coupled to plasticity as introduced in section 5.2.1.
In order to understand all the notation, let’s first consider how a diagonal tensor and a deviatoric tensor transform when they are submitted to the corotational stress/effective stress
mapping, i.e. let’s compute M : I and M : â with
M = H ⊗H −
or, using an index notation:

¢ 1 ¡ ¢
1¡ 2
1 I ⊗I
H ⊗ I + I ⊗ H 2 + tr H 2 I ⊗ I +
3
9
3 1 − ηd H

1
1 ¡ ¢
1
1
δi j δkl
Mi j kl = Hi k H j l − (Hi n Hn j δkl + Hkn Hnl δi j ) + tr H 2 δi j δkl +
3
9
3 1 − ηd H

(Equ. B.1)

= Mkl i j

We get
{M : I }i j

=

δkl δkl =3

=

H symmetric

=

=

Mi j kl δkl
1 ¡ ¢
1
1
Hi k H j k − (3Hi n Hn j + Hkn Hnk δi j ) + tr H 2 δi j +
δi j
3
3
1 − ηd H
1 ¡ ¢
1 ¡ ¢
1
Hi2j − (Hi2j + tr H 2 δi j ) + tr H 2 δi j +
δi j
3
3
1 − ηd H
1
δi j
1 − ηd H

Thus,
M:I =

1
I
1 − ηd H

(Equ. B.2)
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We also have
{M : â}i j

=
using Equ. B.2

=

=
H symmetric

=

=
=

¶
1
Mi j kl akl − tr (a) δkl
3
µ
¶
1
1
Mi j kl akl − tr (a)
δi j δkl
3
1 − ηd H
1 ¡ ¢
1
Hi k akl H j l − (Hi n Hn j akl δkl + Hkn akl Hnl δi j ) + tr H 2 δi j akl δkl
3
9
1 tr (a)
1
1
δi j akl δkl −
δ δ
+
H i j kl
3 1 − ηd H
3 1−
¸
· ηd
¡ 2¢
1
1
1
2
{H a H }i j − tr (a) Hi j −
tr (H a H ) − tr (a) tr H δi j
3
3
3
1
{H â H }i j − tr (H â H ) δi j
3
{dev (H â H )}i j
µ

Thus,
M : â = dev (H â H )
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B.1 Deriving the Plastic Flow Rule for the Anisotropic Damage Model
The plastic strain rate is assumed to follow the normality rule (associated plasticity) in the
Cauchy stress space. For a von Mises yield function, it gives:
∂ f (s̃)
∂σ
D p = ΛN = Λ
||∂ f /∂σ||
vM
with f = σ̃eq
− σ y and

∂ f (s̃) ∂ f (s̃) ∂s̃
=
∂σ
∂s̃ ∂σ
∂ f (s̃)
∂σ
Dp = Λ
||∂ f /∂σ||
3
1
∂s̃
=Λ
s̃ :
v
M
2 σ̃eq ||∂ f /∂σ|| ∂σ
=Λ

3
1
∂s̃
s̃
:
vM
2 σ̃eq
||∂ f /∂σ|| ∂σ

∂s̃
∂σ
=Λ
∂s̃
||
||s̃ :
∂σ
s̃ :

(Equ. B.4)

or, using an index notation:

p

D kl = Λ s

s̃ i j

∂s̃ i j
∂σkl

∂s̃ qr
∂s̃ mn
s̃ qr
s̃ mn
∂σop
∂σop

(Equ. B.5)

Upon writing
1
s̃ = dev (H sH ) = H s H − tr (H s H) I
3

(Equ. B.6)

or

1
s̃ i j = Hi m s mn Hn j − H qr s r s H sq δi j
3
1
one gets (assuming H constant )
∂s̃ i j
∂σkl

(Equ. B.7)

1 ∂H qr s r s H sq
δi j
∂σkl
3
∂σkl
·
¸
¸
·
1
1
1
H qr δr k δsl H sq − H qr δkl δr s H sq δi j
= Hi m δmk δnl Hn j − Hi m δkl δmn Hn j −
3
3
3
·
¸
¸
·
1
1
1
= Hi k Hl j − Hi m Hm j δkl −
(Equ. B.8)
H qk Hl q − H qr Hr q δkl δi j
3
3
3
=

∂Hi m s mn Hn j

−

1

This assumption is valid considering a staggered scheme of integration for the coupled plastic/damage
problem.
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One can therefore write (s̃ being deviatoric et H symmetric1)
s̃ i j

∂s̃ i j
∂σkl

= s̃ i j

·

¸
1
1
Hi k Hl j − Hi m Hm j δkl = Hki s̃ i j H j l − Hmi s̃ i j H j m δkl
3
3

(Equ. B.9)

or equivalently
s̃ :

∂s̃
= dev (H s̃H )
∂σ

and eventually
D p = ΛN = Λ

(Equ. B.10)

dev (H s̃ H)
||dev (H s̃ H) ||

(Equ. B.11)

The flow direction (unit normal to the yield function) is given by
∂f
dev (H s̃ H )
∂σ
N=
=
||∂ f /∂σ|| ||dev (H s̃ H ) ||

(Equ. B.12)

This normal fulfills the following properties:
N :N =1

N : dN = 0

(Equ. B.13)

The equivalent plastic strain rate is therefore given by:
•
p

ε̄ =

r

2 p
D : Dp = Λ
3

r

2
N :N =
3

r

2
Λ
3

(Equ. B.14)

We also define n as (using Equ. B.3):
n = dev (H s̃ H ) = M : s̃

(Equ. B.15)

It gives:
N=

1
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M : s̃
n
=
||M : s̃|| ||n||

(Equ. B.16)

The symmetry of H has to be ensured by its initial symmetry and a symmetric evolution function.
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B.2 Solving the Plastic Problem
The equations that drive the plastic update are as follows (Equ. 5.58 and Equ. 5.60)
s̃ n+1 = s̃ e − 2GγM : s̃ n+1
(Equ. B.17)
r
2
p,d
p,d
γ||s̃ n+1 ||
(Equ. B.18)
ε̄n+1 = ε̄n +
3
and the update of the plastic multiplier in the Newton-Raphson process can be written:
ri
¯
∆γ = −
(Equ. B.19)
¯
vM ¯
∂σ̃eq ¯
∂σ y ¯
¯
−
¯
∂γ ¯
∂γ ¯γ=γi
γ=γi

The first equation (Equ. B.17) is a linear system in s̃. It can be written in the form:
P : s̃ n+1 = s̃ e
where

(Equ. B.20)

1
= (δi k δ j l + δi l δ j k ) + 2GγMi j kl
2
= I ⊗I + 2GγM = P(γ, H)

Pi j kl
P
The solution to this system is:

s̃ n+1 = S : s̃ e

(Equ. B.21)

where S is the inverse of P. It has to be noticed however that P is not actually inverted. S is
used as a notation, a linear system has to be solved to compute s̃ n+1 .
¯
v M n+1 ¯
∂σ̃eq
¯
The update of the plastic multiplier (Equ. B.19) requires to compute
and
¯
¯
∂γ
γ=γi
¯
¯
∂σn+1
y
¯
.
¯
∂γ ¯
γ=γi

•

vM
∂σ̃eq

∂γ

n+1

r

n+1
3
1
n+1 ∂s̃
s̃
:
v M n+1
2 σ̃eq
∂γ
r
¡
¢
3 2G
s̃ n+1 : S : n n+1
=−
v
M
n+1
2 σ̃eq

=

(Equ. B.22)

The latest equality is valid since (derivation of Equ. B.20 with respect to γ):
∂P : s̃ n+1
=0
∂γ
=

∂s̃ n+1
∂P n+1
: s̃
+P :
∂γ
∂γ

= 2GM : s̃ n+1 + P :
= 2Gn + P :

∂s̃ n+1
∂γ

∂s̃ n+1
∂γ
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Thus

∂s̃ n+1
= −2Gn
∂γ

(Equ. B.23)

∂s̃ n+1
= −2GS : n
∂γ

(Equ. B.24)

P:
or,

for which, once more, the latest equality is only a notation, a linear system has to be solved
∂s̃ n+1
to compute
.
∂γ
The last assumption to solve the plastic problem is to use only an isotropic hardening law for
the yield limit:
σ y (ε̄p,d ) = σ0y + h ε̄p,d
with h the hardening parameters: h =
We thus have
•

∂σn+1
y
∂γ

p,d

d σy
d ε̄p,d
p,d

=
using Equ. 5.60

=

=
using Equ. B.24

=

p,d

thus σn+1
= σny + h(ε̄n+1 − ε̄n )
y
.

p,d

∂(ε̄n+1 − ε̄n )

h
r

¶
µ ∂γ
2
∂||s̃ n+1 ||
n+1
h ||s̃
|| + γ
∂γ
r3 µ
¶
2
γ
n+1 ∂s̃
n+1
:
h ||s̃
|| + n+1 s̃
∂γ
||s̃
||
r3 µ
¶
£
¤
2
2Gγ
n+1
n+1
n+1
: S:n
h ||s̃
|| − n+1 s̃
3
||s̃
||

(Equ. B.25)

Finally, the update of the plastic multiplier is given by combining Equ. B.19, Equ. B.22, and
Equ. B.25:
r

2
σ y (γi , s̃ n+1 )
||s̃ n+1 || −
3
¶
µ
∆γ =
¤
¤ 2
2G n+1 £
2Gγi n+1 £
n+1
n+1
n+1
: S(γi ) : n
+ h ||s̃
s̃
: S(γi ) : n
|| − n+1 s̃
n+1
3
||s̃
||
σ̃eq
Once more, we should insist on the point that S is used only as a notation. At each iteration of
the Newton-Raphson procedure used to compute the plastic multiplier, two linear systems
∂s̃ n+1
(Equ. B.23).
have to be solved to get s̃ n+1 (Equ. B.20) and
∂γ
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Appendix C
Computation of a Consistent Material
Tangent Stiffness Operator

This appendix relates the details of the equations needed to derive the consistent tangent
operator (as defined in section 3.2) for the proposed integration procedure.
The material tangent stiffness operator can be written :
H=

dσ
dE

N

= Hvol . + Hdev. = I ⊗

dp
dE

N

+

ds
dEN

(Equ. C.1)

with Hvol . and Hdev. the volumic and deviatoric parts of the tangent stiffness operator and
σ = M−1 : σ̃ and σ̃ = σ̃(E N , H , γ):

µ
¶
∂(1 − ηd H ) d H
∂p̃

vol
.
H

 H
:
= I ⊗ p̃
+ (1 − ηd ) N
∂H
dEN
∂E
(Equ. C.2)
d
H
d
γ
∂s
∂s
∂s

dev.

 H
:
⊗
=
+
+
∂E N ∂H d E N ∂γ d H
¡ ¢
N
with H = H 0 + g , p̃ = p̃(J ) with J = tr E N and s = s(Ê , γ, H )
¶
µ

∂p̃
η ∂tr (d ) d H

H
vol
.
 H
:
+ (1 − ηd ) N
= I ⊗ − p̃

3
∂H
dEN
µ
¶ ∂E
(Equ. C.3)
−1
∂s̃
∂M
dH
∂s̃
dγ

−1 ∂s̃
−1

 Hdev. = M−1 :
+
+
M
:
:
:
s̃
+
M
:
⊗
∂H
∂H d E N
∂γ d E N
∂E N

Stress tensor partial derivative

One gets, almost trivially for the partial derivatives with respect to E N (see appendix B.2 for
the details on the derivative with respect to γ - the derivative with respect to H is computed
in the same way.):
∂p̃
∂E

N

∂s̃
∂E N

=
=

∂p̃ ∂J
∂J
=K
N
∂J ∂E
∂E N
∂s̃
∂Ê

N

:

= 2GS :

∂Ê

N

∂E N
∂Ê

(Equ. C.4)
(Equ. C.5)

N

∂E N

(Equ. C.6)
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with






Computation of
The derivation of

∂E N
N

∂Ê


∂E N

dγ

dE

N

= I

(Equ. C.7)

= 1

(isotropic hardening only)

dEN

dγ

∂J

uses the stationarity property of the yield function:
df
dEN

df
dEN

=0
=
=

= 0.
(Equ. C.8)

d σ̃eq (s̃)
N

−

d σ y (s̃, γ)

dEN
¶
∂σ y
∂σ y d γ
d s̃
−
:
−
∂s̃
∂s̃
∂γ d E N
dEN

dE
µ
∂σ̃eq

(Equ. C.9)
(Equ. C.10)

with :
∂σ̃eq
∂s̃
∂σ y
∂s̃
∂σ y
∂γ
d s̃
dEN

r

3 s̃
2 ||s̃||
r
s̃
2
=
hγ
3 ||s̃||
r
2
=
h||s̃||
3
∂s̃
∂s̃ d H
∂s̃
dγ
=
+
+
:
⊗
N
N
∂H d E
∂γ d E N
∂E
=

(Equ. C.11)
(Equ. C.12)
(Equ. C.13)
(Equ. C.14)

One therefore gets:
Ãr

3
−
2

r

!
r
2
2
s̃
d s̃
dγ
−
=0
hγ
:
h||s̃||
3
||s̃|| d E N
3
dE N

We therefore get:
r
µ
¶
3 s̃
dγ
∂s̃
∂s̃
∂s̃ d H
:
⊗
:
+
+
2 ||s̃|| ∂E N ∂γ d E N ∂H d E N
r µ
¶¶
µ
s̃
∂s̃
∂s̃ d H
dγ
2
dγ
∂s̃
=0
+γ
+
+
||s̃||
:
⊗
:
−h
3
||s̃|| ∂E N ∂γ d E N ∂H d E N
dE N
(Equ. C.15)
dγ
We can re-arrange the terms of this equation to obtain an equation for
:
dEN
#
"Ãr
r !
r
dγ
∂s̃
s̃
3
2
2
−h
γ
:
−h
||s̃||
=
2
3 ||s̃|| ∂γ
3
dEN
r
µ
µ
¶ r
¶
∂s̃
∂s̃
2 s̃
3 s̃
∂s̃ d H
∂s̃ d H
γ
:
:
:
:
+
−
+
h
3 ||s̃|| ∂E N ∂H d E N
2 ||s̃|| ∂E N ∂H d E N
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This gives
dγ
dEN

= α+ζ :

dH
dEN

(Equ. C.17)

with
¶
µ
∂s̃
1
A1 :
α=
den
∂E N
µ
¶
1
∂s̃
ζ=
A1 :
den
∂H
and

r !
3 s̃
A1 = h
2 ||s̃||
r
∂s̃
2
den = −A 1 :
−h
||s̃||
∂γ
3
Ã r

Computation of

2
γ−
3

(Equ. C.18)

(Equ. C.19)

(Equ. C.20)

(Equ. C.21)

dH
dEN

The derivative of H with respect to the natural strain (E N ) depends explicitly on the damage
∂g
evolution law (terms written as
):
∂.
dH
dEN

=

dg
dEN

=

∂g
∂E N

+

∂g d s
∂g
∂g d H
∂g
dp
dγ
+
+
+
:
⊗
:
⊗
∂s d E N ∂p d E N ∂H d E N ∂γ d E N

(Equ. C.22)

Using Equ. C.2 and Equ. C.17 allows one to write Equ. C.22 as:
·
¶
µ
¸
∂g ∂p
∂s
∂g ∂g
dH
∂g ∂s
I ⊗I −
−
:
⊗ζ+
⊗
−
−
⊗ζ :
=
∂s ∂γ
∂H
∂p ∂H ∂H ∂γ
dEN
µ
¶
∂g
∂g
dp
∂s
∂g
∂s̃
∂g
+
:
⊗α +
⊗
⊗α
+
+
N
N
N
∂s ∂E
∂γ
∂p d E
∂γ
∂E
(Equ. C.23)
where all the derivatives both on the left and right hand side of the equation are known.
This equation is generically written A i j kl X kl mn = B i j mn with A and B known and can be
solved by solving 9 equations of the type A i j kl xkl = b i j which are systems of 9 linear equations in xkl .

Derivatives of M and M−1
Derivatives of M and M−1 with respect to damage remain to be computed. These are in general sixth order tensors. However, in the computation of the stiffness operator, the general
∂M−1
∂M
: s̃,
: s̃
sixth order tensors are therefore not needed. Only the fourth order tensors
∂H
∂H
∂tr (d )
are to be computed.
as well as
∂H
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Computation of

∂M
: s̃
∂H
1
[M : s̃]i j = [dev (H s̃ H )]i j = [H s̃H ]i j − [H s̃H ]nn δi j
3

Therefore
¯
∂ [M : s̃]i j ¯
¯
¯
∂H
kl

1
= δi k [H s̃] j l + δ j l [H s̃]i k − ([H s̃]kl + [H s̃]l k ) δi j
3
s̃ cst

£
¤
∂M
1
: s̃ = I ⊗(H s̃) + (H s̃)⊗I − I ⊗ (H s̃) + (H s̃)T
∂H
3

Computation of

(Equ. C.24)

(Equ. C.25)

∂M−1
: s̃
∂H

−2
Hi−2
(s̃ mn Hmn
)
£ −1 ¤
j
−1
−1
¡ −2 ¢
M : s̃ i j = (H )i o s̃ op (H )p j −
|
{z
}
tr H
{z
}
|
⋆i j

(Equ. C.26)

⋆⋆i j

With

¯
∂⋆i j ¯
¯
∂H ¯
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=

∂Hi−1
o
∂Hkl

= −Hi−1
k

and
¯
∂ ⋆ ⋆i j ¯
¯
∂H ¯
kl

with

s̃ op H p−1j + Hi−1
o s̃ op
¡

H

−1

s̃ H

−1

¢

jl

∂H p−1j
∂Hkl

¡

− H −1 s̃H −1

¢

ik

H −1
jl

¡ −2 ¢
−2
−2
Hi−2
∂Hi−2
s̃ H −2
s̃ mn ∂Hmn
j mn mn ∂tr H
j s̃ mn Hmn
−2
¡
¢ + Hi j
¡
¢
¡
¢
−
=
∂Hkl tr H −2
∂Hkl
tr H −2 ∂Hkl
(tr H −2 )2
s̃ cst
∂Hi−2
j
∂Hkl

=

∂Hi−1
o
∂Hkl

Ho−1j + Hi−1
o

∂Ho−1j
∂Hkl

−2
−2 −1
= −(Hi−1
k H j l + Hi k H j l )

∂H −2
= −(H −2 ⊗H −1 + H −1 ⊗H −2 )
∂H
and

¡
¢
∂tr H −2
∂H

=

∂H −2 : I
= −2H −3
∂H

One can therefore write
¯
∂ ⋆ ⋆i j ¯
¯
∂H ¯
kl
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s̃ cst
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·³

−2
−2 −1
Hi−1
k H j l + Hi k H j l

− Hi−2
j

´ s̃

−2
mn Hmn
¡ −2 ¢

tr H

Hi−2
¢
¡
j
+ ¡ −2 ¢ [H −1 s̃H −2 ]kl + [H −2 s̃ H −1 ]kl
tr H
¸

−2
2s̃ mn Hmn
−3
¡ −2 ¢ Hkl
2
(tr H )
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Finally the fourth order tensor
∂Mi−1
j op
∂Hkl

∂M−1 : s̃
can be written :
∂H

¡ −1 −1 ¢
¡ −1 −1 ¢
−
H s̃H i k H −1
H
s̃
H
s̃ op = −Hi−1
jl
k
jl

¸
−2 ·
s̃ mn Hmn
2
−1 −2
−2 −1
−2 −3
+ ¡ −2 ¢ Hi k H j l + Hi k H j l − ¡ −2 ¢ Hi j Hkl
tr H
tr H
Hi−2
¢
¡
j
+ ¡ −2 ¢ [H −1 s̃H −2 ]kl + [H −2 s̃ H −1 ]kl
tr H

or else

(Equ. C.27)

¡
¢ ¡
¢
∂M−1
: s̃ = −H −1 ⊗ H −1 s̃ H −1 − H −1 s̃ H −1 ⊗H −1
∂H
·
¸
s̃ : H −2
2
−1
−2
−3
−2
−2
−1
+ ¡ −2 ¢ H ⊗H + H ⊗H − ¡ −2 ¢ H ⊗ H
tr H
tr H
−2
£
¤
H
+ ¡ −2 ¢ ⊗ H −1 s̃ H −2 + H −2 s̃H −1
(Equ. C.28)
tr H
Computation of

∂tr (d )
∂H

As d = I − H −2 and as, for any invertible symmetric tensor such as H, one has:

−H −1 ⊗H −1 , one can write:

The computation of

∂d
= H −2 ⊗H −1 + H −1 ⊗H −2
∂H

∂H −1
=
∂H

(Equ. C.29)

∂tr (d )
is therefore directly given by:
∂H

¡
¢
∂tr (d ) ∂d
=
: I = H −2 ⊗H −1 + H −1 ⊗H −2 : I = 2H −3
∂H
∂H

(Equ. C.30)

As H is a polynomial function of d , the derivative given by Equ. C.29 can be computed by the
use of a spectral decomposition of d .
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Appendix D
Deriving the Anisotropic Damage
Variation for a Bone Remodeling Problem

This appendix relates the details of the equations needed to derive the damage variation for
the remodeling problem introduced in section 5.2.3.
Using Equ. 5.35 defining the damage tensor and a normalization condition for the fabric
tensor such that tr (T ) = 3, one can write for the density:
ρ = ρ0

µ

1−dH
A

¶1/β

(Equ. D.1)

Therefore, the density evolution can be written (using Equ. C.30):
•

ρ=−

•
2ρ 1
−3
H
:
H
3β 1 − d H

(Equ. D.2)

Using an associated evolution law for the remodeling tensor (Equ. 5.76), we can write in formation conditions:
µ
f ¶
2ρ 1
•
−3
f ∂g
(Equ. D.3)
ρ=−
H : µ
3β 1 − d H
∂Y

with (deriving Equ. 5.74 with respect to Y )
µ
¶
∂J
∂g f
1/4 1
−3/4
=C 3
(J : J )
2J :
∂Y
4
∂Y
1/4
3 C
(J : J )−3/4 W : J
=
2
= αf W : J

(Equ. D.4)

Therefore, Equ. D.3 can be written:
•

ρ=−

2ρ 1
µ f α f H −3 : (W : J )
H
{z
}
|
3β 1 − d
=tr(H −3 (W:J ))

(Equ. D.5)

which, together with Equ. 5.1 (to retrieve the density evolution of the Stanford model), gives:
ρ0
1
3
•
¢
µ f = − βkS v r (1 − d H ) f ¡ −3
|
{z
}
2
α tr H (W : J ) ρ
1
= tr(H −2 )
3

(Equ. D.6)
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and finally:

¡
¢
tr H −2
ρ0
1
•
¢ W: J
H = µ α W : J = − βkS v r ¡ −3
2
tr H (W : J ) ρ
•

f

f

f

The same approach gives in resorption conditions:
¶
µ
∂g r
∂J
1/4 1
−3/4
= −3
(J : J )
2J :
∂Y
4
∂Y
1/4
3 C
=−
(J : J )−3/4 W : J
2
= αr W : J

(Equ. D.7)

(Equ. D.8)

and eventually:
¡ −2 ¢
•
tr
H
ρ0
1
•
r
r r
¢ W: J =Hf
H = µ α W : J = − βkS v r ¡ −3
2
tr H (W : J ) ρ
•
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(Equ. D.9)

Appendix E
Morphological Data of the Samples Used
for the Validation Process

This appendix gives, for each sample tested for the validation in section 5.4, the morphological data exploited in this work (D.F. stands for Duocel Foam): BV/TV, Tb.Th, fabric tensor T
eigenvalues, T1 and T2 (T3 is computed so that tr (T ) = 3) and eigenvectors, T1 and T2 (T3
is orthogonal to those two), D.A., as well as an ellipsoid representation of the fabric tensor
(Figs E.1 to E.17 - colormaps are proportional to the fabric values along the vertical axis).

TABLE E.1: Morphological data of the tested samples
Sample

BV/TV Tb.Th

T1

T2

D.A.

T1

T2
-

%

mm

-

-

-

-

D.F. high density - D1

11.865

0.352

1.022

1.005

1.051

(0.9,-0.0,1.5)

(-1.4,0.8,0.8)

D.F. high density - D2

13.463

0.376

1.023

1.006

1.053

(1.5,0.8,-0.5)

(0.5,-1.5,-0.8)

D.F. high density - D3

11.897

0.353

1.032

0.992

1.056

(0.1,-1.8,0.6)

(-1.3,-0.5,-1.1)

D.F. high density - D4

12.601

0.353

1.038

0.983

1.061

(1.4,-1.1,0.4)

(-1.0,-0.8,1.2)

D.F. high density - D5

14.175

0.366

1.044

0.985

1.074

(0.4,-1.4,-1.0)

(-1.3,0.3,-1.0)

D.F. middle density - M 1

7.248

0.271

1.044

0.995

1.086

(0.4,-0.0,-2.5)

(-1.7,1.1,-0.3)

D.F. middle density - M 2

6.533

0.248

1.047

0.983

1.079

(0.0,0.2,2.3)

(-1.7,-1.4,0.2)

D.F. middle density - M 3

7.404

0.258

1.062

0.977

1.104

(-0.2,-0.1,2.3)

(-2.2,0.7,-0.1)

D.F. middle density - M 4

7.935

0.259

1.040

0.998

1.081

(0.0,0.1,2.5)

(-1.1,2.1,-0.0)

D.F. middle density - M 5

7.191

0.270

1.030

1.007

1.070

(0.0,0.0,-2.4)

(-1.8,-1.3,-0.0)

D.F. low density - L1

4.649

0.162

1.068

0.993

1.136

(0.1,0.1,2.0)

(0.0,1.9,-0.1)

D.F. low density - L2

4.762

0.173

1.084

1.008

1.193

(0.3,-0.1,2.1)

(-2.0,0.3,0.3)

D.F. low density - L3

4.167

0.161

1.047

1.009

1.109

(-0.5,0.1,2.0)

(-1.7,-0.8,-0.3)

D.F. low density - L4

4.153

0.169

1.063

0.992

1.125

(0.1,-0.0,1.9)

(-0.6,1.7,0.0)

D.F. low density - L5

4.423

0.170

1.061

0.993

1.121

(0.3,0.3,2.0)

(0.1,2.0,-0.3)

PLA

14.499

0.098

1.828

0.774

4.596

(1.0,-0.1,0.0)

(0.1,1.0,-0.0))

Deer antler

8.526

0.125

0.544

1.056

2.588

(0.1,0.9,0.0)

(1.0,-0.1,0.0)
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F IGURE E.1: Duocel Foam high density - D1: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from
CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.2: Duocel Foam high density - D2: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from
CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.3: Duocel Foam high density - D3: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from
CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.4: Duocel Foam high density - D4: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from
CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.5: Duocel Foam high density - D5: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from
CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.6: Duocel Foam middle density - M1: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction
from CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.7: Duocel Foam middle density - M2: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction
from CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.8: Duocel Foam middle density - M3: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction
from CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.9: Duocel Foam middle density - M4: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction
from CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.10: Duocel Foam middle density - M5: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction
from CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.11: Duocel Foam low density - L1: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from
CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.12: Duocel Foam low density - L2: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from
CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.13: Duocel Foam low density - L3: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from
CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.14: Duocel Foam low density - L4: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from
CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.15: Duocel Foam low density - L5: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from
CT scan (both figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.16: Deer antler: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from CT scan (both
figures are depicted with the same orientation)
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F IGURE E.17: PLA: fabric ellipsoid and 3D reconstruction from CT scan (both figures are
depicted with the same orientation)
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Appendix F
A Piecewise Linear Model for the
Periodontal Ligament

This appendix details the results obtained for a piecewise linear model fitted on the experimental data presented in section 6.1.
As depicted on Figure F.1, we propose a model that lays between Cattaneo et al.’s model,
softer on the whole strain range and Borák et al., Qian et al.’s model, stiffer in traction (no
data available in compression). The model values are given in Table F.1, it leads to a progressive stiffening in compression as well as in traction. However, to model the loosening of
stiffness when fibers start to break, a low value is attributed for engineering strains beyond
0.63.

Engineering Strain
[-]
Compression

Traction

Tangential Modulus
[MPa]

0.0
0.0 → −0.25
−0.25 → −0.31

0.068 (i.e. Young’s modulus)
linear variation up to 0.68
linear variation up to 8.5

0.0

0.068 (i.e. Young’s modulus)

−0.31 → −0.82
< −0.82
0.0 → 0.14
0.14 → 0.63
> 0.63

constant value of 8.5
13.5
linear variation up to 1.35
constant value of 8.5
0.01

TABLE F.1: Values of the mechanical model for the periodontal ligament
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Engineering Stress
[MPa]
4

Cattaneo_2005
Qian_2009 - Borak_2011
Mengoni

3
2
1
0

-0,5

-0,25

0

0,25

0,5

0,75

1,0

-1
-2

Engineering Strain [-]
F IGURE F.1: Periodontal Ligament - piecewise linear models [24, 34, 218]. In black dashed
line, the model used in this work.
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Appendix G
A Brief Introduction to Contact Problems

This appendix gives a very brief introduction to the treatment of contact problems in the
Finite Element Methods and is inspired from [29]. The interested reader should refer for
instance to [277].
In contact problems, the principle of virtual works (see Equ. 3.13 in section 3.2) becomes, for
u and δu the real and virtual displacement fields, and not accounting for inertia effects:
δWint (u, δu) = δWext (u, δu) + δW ont (u, δu)
The virtual work associated to contact forces can be written:
Z
Z
c
δW ont (u, δu) =
t .δu d S1 +
tc .δu d S2
S1 (t)

S2 (t)

where S1 and S2 are the two surfaces of the two bodies potentially in contact (the contact
boundaries) and tc are the surface traction on the contact boundaries.
Using Newton’s third law and splitting the virtual relative displacement field (δ∆u) into its
normal and tangential components (δ∆u = δg en + δξα etα α ∈ [1, 2]) this can be written:
Z
δW ont (u, δu) =
tnc δg + t tcα δξα d S1
S1 (t)

for tc = tnc en + t tcα etα .
This weak form of the mechanical equilibrium is completed with the contact laws (KuhnTucker’s conditions), i.e. either unilateral contact conditions and Coulomb’s friction law:
unilateral contact: g n ≥ 0, tnc ≤ 0, g n tnc = 0

Coulomb’s friction law: ||tct || − µtn ≤ 0, ζ ≥ 0, ζ(||tct || − µtn ) = 0
with g n the normal gap, tct = t tcα etα , ζ the rate of sliding, and µ Coulomb’s friction coefficient.
The rate of sliding is associated to the speed of sliding vt with the following relationship:
vt − ζ

tct
||tct ||

=0

Several numerical methods exist to solve the contact problem. We will here only present the
global picture of the Penalty Method used in this work.
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1

Nodes
Integration points
tcn
2

c

c

tn

tn

tn
tct

1

c

c

tt

2

tct
c
t

t

F IGURE G.1: Orthogonal projection for the detection of contact between two surfaces
(adapted from [29])
The contact surface tractions are computed using to a node-to-segment algorithm. The
equations of contact are solved for every integration point of each element on the contact
surface S1 (called the slave surface). So, the contact surface tractions are known through
their values at integration points. The link between one point of the slave surface and the
master surface S2 is done by orthogonal projection on the closer element of the boundary
S2 (see Fig. G.1). This projection is performed for each integration point of each element
of the slave surface so that we can compute the virtual work of the contact forces for each
element of this surface.
The penalty method (only the treatment of the normal surface traction is presented here
after, the sticking tangential contact is treated in the same way, replacing the normal gap
by the tangential displacement) ensures a continuous relation between the contact surface
tractions and the displacements. The idea is to regularize the contact laws allowing penetration of the two bodies provided that the contact surface tractions are proportional to the
normal gap (with a proportionality coefficient called the penalty, p n ):
tnc = p n g n
This method is a regularization method based on the penalty principle, it does not exactly
fulfill the conditions of impenetrability and perfect sticking: the violation of these two conditions is therefore penalized through a penalty coefficient, p n .
The penalty method needs some non zero penetration to generate a normal contact force
(this penetration can be physically described in terms of an elastic deformation of the contact surface), as well as some tangential motion to generate the tangential forces, even if the
contact is sticking (here again, this might correspond to some elastic shear deformation of
the asperities produced by the tangential forces).
The idea to use a contact formulation to describe the PDL comes from this observation. Using a piecewise linear penalty coefficient can be physically related to a piecewise linear stiffness of the contact surface.
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